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Chapter 1

Introduction
Denson G. Fujikawa

In the early 1980s it was recognized that excessive Ca2+ influx, presumably through
voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, with a resultant increase in intracellular Ca2+, was
associated with neuronal death from cerebral ischemia, hypoglycemia, and status
epilepticus (Siejö 1981). Calcium activation of phospholipases, with arachidonic
acid accumulation and its oxidation, generating free radicals, was thought to be a
potential mechanism by which neuronal damage occurs. In cerebral ischemia and
hypoglycemia, energy failure was thought to be the reason for excessive Ca2+
influx, whereas in status epilepticus it was thought that repetitive depolarizations
were responsible (Siejö 1981).
Meanwhile, John Olney found that monosodium glutamate, the food additive,
when given to immature rats, was associated with neuronal degeneration in the
arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus, which lacks a blood–brain barrier (Olney
1969). He followed up this observation with a series of observations in the 1970s
that administration of kainic acid, which we now know activates the GluR5-7
subtypes of glutamate receptor, and other glutamate analogues, caused not only
post-synaptic cytoplasmic swelling, but also dark-cell degeneration of neurons,
when viewed by electron microscopy (Olney 1971; Olney et al. 1974).
On the basis of these observations, Olney proposed the excitotoxic hypothesis,
namely, that glutamate and aspartate, the principal excitatory neurotransmitters in
the central nervous system, are responsible for the excitotoxic death of neurons
(Olney 1985). Electron-microscopic studies in the early 1970s and 1980s described
dark-cell neuronal degeneration similar to that described by Olney in experimental
cerebral ischemia (McGee-Russell et al. 1970), hypoglycemia (Auer et al. 1985a,
b; Kalimo et al. 1985) and status epilepticus (Griffiths et al. 1983; Ingvar et al.
1988), but the connection between these pathological states and excitotoxicity was
not made.
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In 1983, Rothman showed that synaptic activity was necessary for hypoxic death
in hippocampal neuronal cultures (Rothman 1983). Soon thereafter, it was shown
that an antagonist that bound to the N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) subtype of
glutamate receptor reduced hypoxic-ischemic neuronal death in vivo (Simon et al.
1984). Further studies of cerebral cortical neurons in culture exposed to glutamate
or NMDA showed that activation of glutamatergic receptors caused excessive Ca2+
influx through NMDA’s ionotropic cationic channel (Choi 1987), and that NMDAreceptor activation results in neuronal death (Choi et al. 1987). Antagonist blockade
of NMDA receptors reduced Ca2+ influx, intracellular Ca2+ concentrations, and
neuronal death (Choi et al. 1988; Tymianski et al. 1993).
Subsequently, other sources for raising intracellular Ca2+ during an excitotoxic
insult have been found. For example, Ca2+ can enter through the a-amino-3-hydroxy5-methylisoxazole-4-propionic acid (AMPA)-receptor subtype of glutamate channel
lacking the GluR2 subunit (Pellegrini-Giampietro et al. 1992), Ca2+ is extruded from
the endoplasmic reticulum (Rao et al. 2004), and the Na+–Ca2+ exchanger (NCX) at
the plasma membrane is cleaved by calpains during cerebral ischemia or glutamate
excitotoxicity, resulting in elevation of intracellular Ca2+ (Bano et al. 2007).
Elevated intracellular Ca2+ activates two Ca2+-dependent enzymes that in turn
activate programmed cell death pathways that result in neuronal death. The first
enzyme, neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS), uses l-arginine as a substrate to
produce nitric oxide (NO), which reacts with superoxide (O2-) to produce the toxic
free radical, peroxynitrite (ONOO-) (Jourd’heuil et al. 2001). Peroxynitrite and
other reactive oxygen species damage the plasma membrane, the membranes of
intracellular organelles (e.g., lysosomes and mitochondria) and cause double-strand
DNA cleavage of nuclear DNA (Adibhatla and Hatcher 2006; Butler and Bahr
2006; Christophe and Nicolas 2006; Wilson and McNeill 2007). Poly(ADP-ribose)
polymerase-1 (PARP-1) acts to repair DNA strand breaks by generating poly(ADPribose) (PAR) polymers by utilizing NAD+, which in turn depletes ATP (Ha and
Snyder 1999). PAR translocates to mitochondria, triggering the release of apoptosisinducing factor (AIF), which translocates to the nucleus, acting with an unknown
endonuclease to produce large-scale (50 kb) DNA cleavage (Yu et al. 2002, 2006;
Andrabi et al. 2006).
The second key enzyme activated by elevated intracellular Ca2+ is the cysteine
protease, calpain I. This protease cleaves structural proteins, e.g., aII-spectrin
(fodrin) (Sorimachi et al. 1997), causes permeabilization of lysosomal membranes
(Yamashima 2004), cleaves and inactivates the NCX (Bano et al. 2007), and cleaves
AIF at its amino end (Polster et al. 2005), releasing it to the cytosol, where it translocates to the nucleus.
In recent years, attention has focused almost exclusively on one of three major
morphological forms of developmental cell death, apoptosis (Clarke 1990), and two
programmed cell death pathways that are activated in apoptotic cell death, the
intrinsic (mitochondrial) caspase pathway, and the extrinsic (death receptor) pathway (Reed 2000; Philchenkov 2004; Riedl and Shi 2004; Kumar 2007). Activation
of one or both pathways has been described in the adult rodent brain subjected to
cerebral ischemia (Hara et al. 1997; Chen et al. 1998; Benchoua et al. 2001; Cho
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et al. 2003), traumatic CNS injury (Qiu et al. 2002; Knoblach et al. 2005) and status
epilepticus (SE) (Henshall et al. 2000, 2001a, b). However, the morphological evidence
in the adult brain points to another of the three forms of cell death, necrosis (van
Lookeren Campagne and Gill 1996; Colbourne et al. 1999; Fujikawa et al. 1999,
2000), and there is also evidence that caspase activation is age-dependent, with
little caspase-3 activation in the adult brain (Hu et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2004). Also,
there is evidence that the principal effector caspase, caspase-3, is not activated in
vulnerable neurons in cerebral ischemia (Gill et al. 2002) and SE (Ananth et al.
2001; Fujikawa et al. 2002; Puig and Ferrer 2002; Narkilahti et al. 2003), and neither
the intrinsic nor the extrinsic caspase pathway is activated in SE (Fujikawa et al.
2002; 2007; Narkilahti et al. 2003).
Whereas previously necrotic cell death was thought to be a purely passive occu
rrence, with cell swelling and lysis, there is accumulating evidence that it is also
programmed (Kitanaka and Kuchino 1999; Leist and Jäättelä 2001; Proskuryakov
et al. 2003; Syntichaki and Tavernarakis 2003; Festjens et al. 2006; Golstein and
Kroemer 2006), and that cell shrinkage and nuclear pyknosis with irregular, dispersed
chromatin clumps, are the end result (Fujikawa et al. 1999, 2000, 2002; Fujikawa
2000). Excitotoxic neuronal necrosis, triggered by Ca2+-dependent nNOS and calpain
I activation, is an example of such programmed cell death. Excitotoxic mechanisms
underlie all of the major examples of acute neuronal injury – cerebral ischemia, traumatic brain injury, hypoglycemia and SE, and are the subject of this book.
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Part I

Caspase-Independent Programmed Cell
Death: General Considerations

Chapter 2

Caspase-Independent Cell Death Mechanisms
in Simple Animal Models
Matthias Rieckher and Nektarios Tavernarakis

2.1

Introduction

Cells undergo cell death in many forms and due to different insults. Programmed
cell death (PCD) is crucial for correct development of the organism and the clearance of harmful cells like tumor cells or autoreactive immune cells. PCD is initiated
by the activation of cell death receptors and in most cases it is associated with the
activation of the cysteine proteases caspases, which lead to apoptotic cell death;
cells shrink, chromatin clumps and forms a large, sharply demacrated, crescentshaped or round masses, the nucleus condenses, apoptotic bodies are formed and
eventually dead cells are engulfed by a neighboring cell or cleared by phagocytosis
(Kerr et al. 1972). Other insults can trigger this ordered disposal of a cell, such as
radiation leading to DNA damage, via p53 which in turn activates the apoptotic
pathway (Xiang et al. 1996). The classical caspase-dependent cell death pathway
has been studied in great detail not only in mammalian cells, but also in model
organisms C. elegans and Drosophila (Hengartner 2000; Danial and Korsmeyer
2004; Hay and Guo 2006; Lettre and Hengartner 2006).
The view of apoptosis as the only form of PCD, entirely dependent on caspases,
is now challenged by several findings in both C. elegans and Drosophila. Several
paradigms of cell death have been shown to be executed independently of caspases:
autophagy, necrosis, and even apoptosis (Broker et al. 2005; Kroemer and Martin
2005; Stefanis 2005). Different cell organelles have been implicated in contributing
to cell death in a caspase-independent manner with the mitochondrion playing the
central role by releasing death executors from the intermembrane space to the cytosol, triggering the breakdown of the cell (Lorenzo and Susin 2004; Kim et al. 2006).
Here, we review caspase-independent cell death mechanisms and relevant genes in
the nematode and the fruit fly (Table 2.1). We discuss the roles of autophagy and
necrosis and possible interplay between caspase-dependent and -independent
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Atg1
Tor

UNC-51
LET-363

BEC-1

Autophagosome nucleation
Atg6

VPS34
Autophagosome maturation
Atg3
Atg4
Atg5
Atg7
Atg8
Atg10
Atg12
Atg16

D. melanogaster

C. elegans

Vps34
Aut1
Atg4
Atg5
Atg7
–
–
Atg12
–

VPS-34

Y55F3AM.4
Y87G2A.3
ATGR-5
ATGR-7
LGG-1
D2085.2
LGG-3
K06A1.5

Atg6

DmWWOX
–
–

WWOX
AMID
PRG3
Autophagy
Yeast
Induction of autophagy
Atg1
TOR1/TOR2

D. melanogaster
fAIF
CG8862
dOmi
spin

C. elegans
WAH-1
CPS-6
–
C39E9.10, C13C4.5,
CEF09A5
–
–
–

Mammals
AIF
endoG
Omi/HtrA2
HSpin1

Mitotic catastrophy

E1-like enzyme
Ubiquitin-like protein conjugated to PE
E2-like enzyme
Ubiquitin-like protein

E2-like enzyme
Cys protease

Component of class III PI3-kinase
complex
Class III PI3-kinase

Scott et al. (2004)
Juhasz et al. (2007a)
Juhasz et al. (2007b)

Furuya et al. (2005)

Furuya et al. (2005)

Kamada et al. (2000)
Scott et al. (2004)

Refs

Protein function
Ser/Thr protein kinase
Rapamycin-sensitive Ser/Thr protein
kinase

O’Keefe et al. (2005)
Wu et al. (2002)
Ohiro et al. (2002)

Refs
Wang et al. (2002)
Parrish et al. (2001)
Challa et al. (2007)
Nakano et al. (2001)

Oxido-reductase
(FAD)-binding oxidoreductase
(FAD)-binding oxidoreductase

Protein function
(FAD)-binding oxidoreductase
Sequence-unspecific DNase
Serine protease

Table 2.1 Proteins implicated in caspase-independent cell death mechanisms in mammals and their homologs in C. elegans and Drosophila (Proteins involved
in autophagic cell death are discussed in Baehrecke 2003; Samara and Tavernarakis 2008)
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Ryanodine receptor

Calnexin
Calreticulin
Mucolipin-1

C. elegans
ACY-1
ASP-3
ASP-4
CAD-1
CLP-1
CNX-1
CRT-1
CUP-5
DAF-2
DAT-1
ITR-1
PQE-1
SGS-1
SPE-5
TRA-3
UNC-68
UNC-32
VHA-2
VHA-10
VHA-12

–
ATGR-9
ATGR-18

–

–

Autophagic protein retrival
Atg2
Atg9
Atg18
Necrosis
Mammals
Adenylyl cyclase

–
–

AUT2/APG4
AUT7/APG8/CVT5

Atg2
Atg9
Atg18

Atg8b

CG1694
Atg8a

Receptor of insulin-like ligands
Dopamine transporter
Inositol triphosphate receptor ion channel
Q/P-rich protein
Adenylyl cyclase
Vacuolar H+-ATPase B subunit
Calcium-activated cysteine protease
ER Ca2+ release channel
Vacuolar H+-ATPase a subunit
Vacuolar H+-ATPase c subunit
Vacuolar H+-ATPase G subunit
Vacuolar H+-ATPase B subunit

Calcium-activated cysteine protease
ER Ca2+ binding chaperone
ER Ca2+ binding-storing protein

Protein function
Adenylyl cyclase
Aspartyl protease
Aspartyl protease

Integral membrane protein

Cysteine-type endopeptidase
Microtubule binding; cytoskeleton
biogenesis
Microtubule binding; cytoskeleton
biogenesis

Refs
Berger et al. (1998)
Syntichaki et al. (2002)
Syntichaki et al. (2002)
Artal-Sanz et al. (2006)
Syntichaki et al. (2002)
Xu et al. (2001)
Xu et al. (2001)
Artal-Sanz et al. (2006)
Scott et al. (2002)
Nass et al. (2002)
Xu et al. (2001)
Faber et al. (2002)
Korswagen et al. (1998)
Syntichaki et al. (2005)
Syntichaki et al. (2002)
Xu et al. (2001)
Syntichaki et al. (2005)
Syntichaki et al. (2005)
Syntichaki et al. (2005)
Syntichaki et al. (2005)

Samara and Tavernarakis (2008)
Samara and Tavernarakis (2008)
Samara and Tavernarakis (2008)

Thumm and Kadowaki (2001)
Simonsen et al. (2008)
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p athways leading to cell death, as well as their implication in disorders like neurodegenerative diseases. Recent research has also provided evidence for additional
novel forms of cell death in C. elegans and Drosophila, indicating that current cell
death classification may need to be revisited in the future.

2.2

Advantages of Invertebrate Model Organisms

Simple model organisms are becoming increasingly important for investigating
principal biochemical and molecular mechanisms. Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans)
and Drosophila melanogaster (Drosophila) have been instrumental in deciphering
the molecular underpinnings of cell death. Both animals are ideal for genetic and
molecular studies and additionally they have proved to be highly relevant models
for studying human disorders, such as neurodegenerative diseases (Driscoll and
Gerstbrein 2003; Celotto and Palladino 2005).
Both are multi cellular organisms with a relatively simple anatomy. In the case
of C. elegans, the total number of cells of the animal is 959, including 302 neurons
that form a simple nervous system. The cell lineage in the development of the
nematode is fully deciphered and a complete lineage tree is available (see http://
www.wormatlas.org/; Sulston et al. 1983). During development, 131 cells undergo
programmed cell death (Ellis and Horvitz 1986). This makes C. elegans a powerful
tool for investigating developmental biology (Bargmann and Avery 1995).
An important advantage of the nematode is its transparency, which makes
microscopy far easier, permitting every cell division throughout development to be
tracked. The simple nervous system is well documented, all neurons are mapped,
and an almost complete wiring diagram has been created (see http://www.wormatlas.org/; White et al. 1983; Hall and Russell 1991). Specific behaviors, such as
locomotion, chemo- or thermotaxis, as well as learning and memory, can be experimentally associated with the relevant neuron(s) (Thomas and Lockery 2005). The
detailed characterization of its nervous system renders C. elegans particularly
suited for the study of neurodegeneration and aging (Murakami 2007). The nervous
system of Drosophila is far more complex and includes an intricate brain structure.
The fly has been utilized with resounding success to study programmed cell death,
neurodevelopment, as well as neurodegenerative diseases (Tabata and Takei 2004;
Carthew 2007; Leyssen and Hassan 2007; Li and Baker 2007).
Both organisms go through a short life cycle and likewise, have a short mean life
span. C. elegans develops from the fertilized egg to a self-fertilizing adult hermaphrodite within 3.5 days by undergoing four larval stages (L1 to L4). Due to food
starvation or harsh environmental conditions the developing larva can enter the socalled dauer stage before completing the L1 stage, which increases the mean life
span for more than 5 months. Favorable food conditions allow the animal to reenter
the normal life cycle as an L4 larva. After entering the adult stage an approximately
3 day reproductive period follows, during which the animal lays about 300 eggs.
C. elegans lives around 20 days, of which the last 2 weeks are characterized by a
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decline in locomotion, food pumping, and recognizable tissue degeneration, revealing typical symptoms of aging. A low percentage of male animals (about 0.1 % of
the progeny) is generated by hermaphrodites during self fertilization. These males
enable genetic crosses that allow easy construction of double or multiple mutants
(Riddle et al. 1997).
Drosophila needs about 8.5 days to develop from the zygote to the adult stage.
After hatching, the animal undergoes three instar larval stages (first to third), followed by a prepupa and pupa stage, finally giving rise to the reproductive animal,
which is either male or female. Females store the sperm of the male after mating
and thereafter lay about 400 eggs (Lawrence 1992). Due to their short life span,
both the nematode and the fruit fly are particularly popular for studying the mechanisms of aging and senescent decline (Lim et al. 2006).
Another important advantage of both animals is the easy maintenance in the
laboratory. C. elegans feeds on bacteria (usually Escherichia coli strain OP50),
which are grown either on solid agar plates or in liquid culture medium, and grows
best at a temperature of 20°C. Drosophila is simply cultured at room temperature
(25°C) and can be fed on different media containing a sugar source, like malt
medium (Lakovaara 1969; Brenner 1974). The culturing temperature affects development timing of both animals. For example, C. elegans grows about 30% slower
at 16°C compared to 20°C, while Drosophila needs about twice the time to complete a life cycle when grown at 18°C instead of 25°C, making it convenient to time
experimental procedures. Both organisms can be cultured on a large scale.
Both the C. elegans and Drosophila genomes have been fully sequenced and
annotated (Waterston and Sulston 1995; Kornberg and Krasnow 2000). Physical
maps of the genome for both organisms based on the use of cosmids and yeast
artificial chromosomes (YACs) have been created (Coulson et al. 1988; Hartl et al.
1992). The C. elegans genome is organized in five autosomes plus the sex chromosome X (sequence database: http://www.wormbase.org/). Drosophila only carries
three autosomes plus the sex chromosome (sequence database: http://flybase.bio.
indiana.edu/). Approximately 20,000 open reading frames (ORFs) for the nematode
and about 14,000 ORFs for the fruit fly have been predicted (Blumenthal et al.
2002; Halligan and Keightley 2006). Additionally detailed protein interaction networks have been modeled for both organisms (Walhout et al. 2000; Lin et al.
2006).
The availability of fully-charted genomes allows the implementation of largescale, genome-wide genetic and molecular methodologies such as double-stranded
RNA-mediated interference (dsRNAi; Mello and Conte 2004). In C. elegans highthroughput RNAi screens against all 20,000 ORFs have been published (Simmer
et al. 2003). The use of RNAi in the nervous system of the nematode has been less
successful so far, but can be offset by the use of special hypersensitive mutants or
the introduction of double-stranded hairpin RNAs (dshRNAs) through microinjection (Tavernarakis et al. 2000; Schmitz et al. 2007).
Both organisms are genetically malleable (Lee et al. 2004; Venken and Bellen
2005). The most straightforward method of creating mutants in both cases is random mutagenesis through the use of the chemical ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS).
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Mutants for almost every gene are available or can be ordered. Animals carrying
multiple mutations can be constructed and efficient genetic mapping is possible, by
utilizing precise single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) maps available for both
model organisms (Jakubowski and Kornfeld 1999; Berger et al. 2001).
In the case of Drosophila loss of function mutants can also be generated by the
use of P transposable elements or introducing dshRNAs through the GAL4/
upstream activating sequence (GAL4/UAS) expression system, which is broadly
used for gene overexpression (Brand and Perrimon 1993; Spradling et al. 1995;
Cauchi and van den Heuvel 2006). In the fruit fly, the flippase (Flp)/flippase recombinase target (FRT) genetic mosaic system is also used (Golic 1991; Cauchi and van
den Heuvel 2006). Other genetic manipulation methods are additionally available
in Drosophila (Greenspan 1997).
In C. elegans, transgenic animals can be obtained by microinjection of engineered DNA samples into the gonad, where they generate inherited extrachromosomal arrays. This extrachromosomal array can further be integrated and stabilized
in the genome through mutagenesis-induced integration (Mello and Fire 1995; Jin
2005; Rieckher et al. 2009).
In conclusion, both C. elegans and Drosophila are exceptionally powerful and
convenient model organisms for investigating diverse biological phenomena,
including cell death.

2.3

Cell Death by Mitotic Catastrophe

Compromised mitochondrial function irreversibly leads to cell death in both a
caspase-dependent and -independent manner (Fig. 2.1). Mitochondrial breakdown
is mainly the consequence of either extrinsic or intrinsic signals. Caspaseindependent processes induce mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization
(MOMP). Although the precise mechanisms remain controversial, the involvement
of Bcl-2 family proteins, among them the BH3-only proteins, is crucial in triggering MOMP (Green and Kroemer 2004). BH3-only proteins either activate or inhibit
(Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL) the proapoptotic Bcl-2 family members Bax and Bak.
Oligomerization of these proteins generates pores in the outer membrane of mitochondria, releasing cell death factors from the intermembrane space to the cytoplasm (Kim et al. 2006). The process of MOMP initiated through Bax and Bak has
been investigated intensively (Antignani and Youle 2006).
The C. elegans gene ced-9 has been identified as an ortholog of the antiapoptotic
members of the Bcl-2 family. CED-9 is anchored to the membrane of mitochondria
and acts upstream of CED-3 and CED-4, negatively regulating the caspasedependent cell death machinery (Igaki and Miura 2004). On the other hand, egl-1
encodes a protein that belongs to the BH3-only protein subfamily also functioning
upstream of CED-3 and CED-4, inducing cell death. CED-4 is released from the
CED-4/CED-9 complex, which is localized to mitochondria by EGL-1, inducing
caspase-dependent cell death (del Peso et al. 2000; Lettre and Hengartner 2006).
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Death signal

BAX/BAK

Cytosol
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CED-4
CED-3

CED-3

?
WAH-1 AIF
CPS-6
CRN-1

?
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caspase-independent
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Fig. 2.1 Cell death by mitotic catastrophe. The induction of catastrophic breakdown of the mitochondrion derived from experimental results of mammalian cells (black) is shown. Various insults
lead to the activation of BAX and BAK, which eventually trigger MOMP, resulting in the release
of various enzymes. Depending on different factors, e.g., concentration, these enzymes cause cell
death either in a caspase-dependent or -independent manner. C. elegans cell death pathways are
shown in red and Drosophila mechanisms in green. Pathways for both animal models have also been
shown to be dependent on caspases: The classical apoptotic pathway in C. elegans is based on the
release of CED-4 from CED-9 leading to caspase-dependent cell death. The caspases CED-3 and
CED-4 are also involved in the release of WAH-1. In Drosophila, the process of MOMP and the release
of the HtrA2/Omi homologues, result in the downregulation of the caspase inhibitor DIAP1 and
eventually the elevated activity of the caspase DRONC. It is not clear yet in which cell death pathway
WWOX is involved. DRONC Drosophila Nedd2-like caspase; MOMP mitochondrial outer membrane
permeabilization; CED cell death abnormality; EGL egg-laying deficiency; WAH worm AIF homolog;
CPS CED-3 protease suppressor; CRN cell-death-related nuclease; AIF apoptosis inducing factor;
EndoG endonuclease G; DIABLO direct inhibitor of apoptosis-binding protein with low pI;
WWOX WW domain-containing oxidoreductase

In summary, although Bcl-2 family members have been shown to be involved in
apoptosis and CED-9 is localized to the mitochondrial membrane, it is not known
whether it is associated with MOMP (Estaquier and Arnoult 2006). In the fruit fly
Drosophila, the involvement of mitochondria in cell death is less clear and they
probably do not undergo MOMP (Varkey et al. 1999), although recent research
findings may overturn this notion (see below; Challa et al. 2007; Igaki et al. 2007).
In mammalian cells the consequence of MOMP is the release of several factors
(cytochrome c, Smac/Diablo, Omi/HtrA2, AIF and EndoG in mammals) from the
intermembrane space into the cytosol, where they function as either caspasedependent or -independent death executors (Kim et al. 2006). Cytochrome c release
causes activation of Apaf-1 and leads to the classical apoptotic pathway, in which
Smac/Diablo also plays a role as counteractor of IAPs (inhibitor of apoptosis
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proteins; Hengartner 2000). The release of apoptosis inducing factor (AIF) HtrA2/
Omi and EndoG have been shown to initiate caspase-independent mechanisms of
cell death (Lorenzo and Susin 2004).
In mouse cells the endonuclease EndoG was identified as an apoptotic DNase
that is released from mitochondria, subsequently localizing to the nucleus and fragmenting DNA independently of the activity of caspases. UV irradiation-induced
DNA fragmentation mediated by EndoG still occurs in the presence of caspase
inhibitors (Li et al. 2001). The function of the protein in mitochondria is the generation of RNA primers initiating DNA synthesis, a process important during mitochondrial replication (Cote and Ruiz-Carrillo 1993). The C. elegans homolog of
mammalian EndoG, CPS-6 represents the first mitochondrial protein that has been
identified to be involved in developmental programmed cell death in the nematode,
indicating that an evolutionarily conserved family of nucleases plays an important
role in apoptotic DNA degradation (Parrish et al. 2001). The activity of CPS-6
appears to be caspase-dependent, since down regulated CPS-6 function enhances
cell survival in developing nematodes baring mutations in the caspases CED-3 and
CED-4 (Parrish et al. 2001). Some interactors of CPS-6 have been identified: WAH-1,
the C. elegans homolog of AIF (Wang et al. 2002), which is discussed below, and
CRN-1, the homolog of human flap endonuclease-1 (FEN-1) (Parrish et al. 2003).
CRN-1 possesses a 5¢–3¢ exonuclease and a structure-specific endonuclease activity.
It acts as a co-factor of CPS-6, which is an endonuclease generating single-stranded
nicks in DNA. Together they mediate stepwise DNA degradation (Parrish et al. 2003).
Several more CRN nucleases might be involved in this process (Parrish and Xue 2003).
AIF was first identified in mammals as an effector of apoptotic cell death causing chromatin condensation and large-scale DNA fragmentation after localizing to
the nucleus (Susin et al. 1999). Although it has been connected to the release of
caspase-9 and therefore acting in the caspase-dependent pathway of cell death
(Susin et al. 1999), AIF is also thought to be involved in a caspase-independent
mechanism called “apoptosis-like” cell death (Leist and Jaattela 2001). The mechanism of releasing AIF to the cytosol is still under debate: The protein is embedded
in the inner membrane of mitochondria and needs to be cleaved by proteases in
order to be released. Cleavage occurs after the permeabilization of the outer membrane of mitochondria and is processed by the cysteine proteases cathepsins and
calpains (Yuste et al. 2005). Such a scenario is supported by the fact that AIF is
released to the cytosol through the same pore but much slower than cytochrome c,
Smac/Diablo and Omi/HtrA2 (Munoz-Pinedo et al. 2006). However this notion
contradicts earlier findings, where blocking caspase activity through zVAD-fmk
prevents the release of AIF from mitochondria (Arnoult et al. 2003). Given that
zVAD-fmk also blocks the activity of cysteine proteases these data need to be reevaluated (Modjtahedi et al. 2006; Krantic et al. 2007).
The precise mechanism by which AIF promotes apoptosis-like cell death is not fully
understood. Human AIF likely interacts with DNA since it shows a strong positive
electrostatic potential (Ye et al. 2002) and most likely recruits potential partners
such as nucleases to degrade DNA, triggering cell death (Lorenzo and Susin 2004).
Indirectly, AIF may activate cell death via generation of free radicals after being
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released to the cytosol. AIF exhibits NADH oxidase activity, reducing O2 (Miramar
et al. 2001). However, AIF also plays the role of a free radical scavenger, as shown
in the Harlequin mouse (Klein et al. 2002). Thus, AIF might fulfill a dual role
depending on its actual localization either to the cytosol (oxidase and cell death
executor) or to the inner membrane of mitochondria (free radical scavenger
involved in the mitochondrial respiratory chain; Porter and Urbano 2006).
Insight into the mode of AIF action has been obtained by studies of the C. elegans
AIF homolog wah-1 in developmental cell death. Wang and colleagues demonstrated that WAH-1 and the C. elegans EndoG (CPS-6) can be released from
mitochondria by EGL-1 in a way similar to the release of cytochrome c and EndoG
from mammalian mitochondria. Both proteins cooperate and act in the same pathway to promote apoptotic DNA degradation (Wang et al. 2002). Surprisingly, speed
of WAH-1 release observed in a time-course study is at least partially dependent on
caspase CED-3 activity, suggesting that C. elegans AIF and EndoG define a single,
mitochondria-initiated apoptotic DNA degradation pathway that is conserved
between C. elegans and mammals (Wang et al. 2002; Wang unpublished results).
This assumption was recently confirmed by the discovery that WAH-1 promotes
plasma membrane phosphatidylserine externalization and initiates cell engulfment
typical for classical apoptosis in the nematode through activation of phospholipid
scramblase 1 (SCRM-1; Wang et al. 2007).
The death effector Omi/HtrA2 was first identified in mammals as inhibitor of the
X-chromosome linked inhibitor of apoptosis (XIAP) similar to Smac/Diablo. The
same investigation showed the induction of a second mechanism of mediating cell
death independent of caspases, probably due to its serine protease function (Suzuki
et al. 2001). In mammals the protein is processed after import to the mitochondria
and 133 of 458 residues are removed, leaving an active form of 36 kDa. The aminoterminus shares high homology with Drosophila pro-death proteins Grim, Hid,
Reaper and mammalian Smac/Diablo proteins (Lorenzo and Susin 2004). Some
evidence about the mechanism of Omi/HtrA2 action comes from studies in
Drosophila: The mitochondrial proteins dOmi and dmHtrA2 were independently
identified as highly homologous to the human HtrA2/Omi, particularly within the
serine protease domain. During UV-irradiation-induced cell death, labeled dmHtrA2
or dOmi proteins and also cytochrome c, were observed outside mitochondria
(Challa et al. 2007; Igaki et al. 2007). Release is both caspase-dependent and independent (Challa et al. 2007). In the cytosol dOmi induces cell death in S2 cells
and in the developing fly eye by proteolytically degrading DIAP1 (an IAP family
caspase inhibitor), which finally displaces DRONC and acts in the classical
apoptosis pathway (Challa et al. 2007; Igaki et al. 2007).
Another recently investigated gene involved in caspase-independent cell death is
hspin1, a homolog of the Drosophila spin gene (Yanagisawa et al. 2003). Mutations
in spin interfere with programmed cell death during the development of Drosophila
nurse cells and neurons. Persistence of surviving cells leads to neurodegeneration
and death of oocytes in the ovary (Nakano et al. 2001). In human cells HSpin1,
which contains membrane spanning domains, causes necrotic cell death when
overexpressed. HSpin1 binds to the antiapoptotic proteins Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL and its
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activity can be blocked by the necrosis inhibitor pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate
(PDTC) but not by the caspase-inhibitors zVAD-fmk and p35. This indicates that
HSpin1 titrates Bcl-2 and/or Bcl-xL by localizing to the mitochondria and thereby
promoting cell death in a caspase-independent way (Yanagisawa et al. 2003). Three
homologs of the spin gene are encoded in the C. elegans genome and have not been
characterized in detail (Nakano et al. 2001).
Additional proteins that are involved in mitochondrial caspase-independent cell
death have been identified in mammalian cells: WWOX or FOR, the AIF homologue mitochondrion-associated inducer of death (AMID) and the p53 regulated
gene 3 (PRG3). All these show sequence similarity to AIF (Lorenzo and Susin
2004). WWOX has a homolog in Drosophila, which has been shown to protect
from ionizing radiation when overexpressed (O’Keefe et al. 2005).

2.4

Autophagic Cell Death

Although identified more than 50 years ago, the process of autophagy remained
relatively mysterious until relatively recently. Interest in autophagy markedly
increased within the last decade after it was shown to play a role in human
pathophysiology (Klionsky 2007). Dual roles of autophagy in cell survival and
death have been reported (Baehrecke 2005). Autophagy differs from apoptosis
(type I programmed cell death) by the presence of autophagic vacuoles and
autophagolysosomes which are involved in degradation of the dying cell.
Three different types of autophagy have been defined: microautophagy, chaperone-mediated autophagy and macroautophagy (Majeski and Dice 2004; Baehrecke
2005). Hereafter, we will refer to macroautophagy using the term autophagy for
simplicity.
During autophagy, cytoplasmic double membrane vesicles, called autophagosomes or autophagic vacuoles are initially formed, primed from a yet unknown
membrane source (Wang and Klionsky 2003). As autophagosomes form they
engulf parts of the cytoplasm and/or organelles. Ultimately, their outer membrane
fuses with lysosomes. The inner-single membrane vesicle (autophagic body) is
released into the lumen, where it is digested, together with its content, by various
enzymes (Yorimitsu and Klionsky 2007).
Most proteins involved in autophagy have been identified in the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and are encoded by autophagy related genes (Atg;
Klionsky et al. 2003; Yorimitsu and Klionsky 2007). These genes regulate every
step of autophagy from induction, through cargo selection and packaging up to
fusion with the lysosomes and degradation. Nevertheless, many unanswered questions about each phase of the process still remain (Klionsky 2005).
Cells use autophagy as a “regulated self-cannibalism” process. Cells degrade
and recycle their contents in order to maintain viability in the absence of food. By
sensing the presence of nutrients through the class I and class III phosphatidylinositol
3-kinase (PI3K) signaling pathways, the downstream acting target of rapamycin
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Fig. 2.2 Autophagy and cell death. Pathways leading to or interacting with autophagy that result
in cell survival or cell death are shown. C. elegans mechanisms are shown in red and Drosophila
in green. The main autophagic mechanism is also presented. Initially, a pre-autophagosomal structure arises from an unknown membrane source and develops into the preautophagosome. While
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degraded by lysosomal proteases. The genes involved in each step are presented in Table 1.
Atg Autophagy-related gene; PI3K phosphoinositol 3 kinase; TOR target of rapamycin; Akt/PKB
serine/threonine kinase/protein kinase B; Hid head involution defective

(TOR) kinase suppresses autophagy. In the absence of food, low insulin levels
abrogate suppression (Klionsky 2004). Under harsh nutrient deprivation conditions
excessive autophagy may lead to cell death (Fig. 2.2). Investigation of physiological as well as aberrant autophagy in invertebrate model organisms has provided
new insight into the role of autophagy in cell survival and cell death. These studies
in Drosophila and C. elegans point to the involvement of autophagy in caspaseindependent cell death.
During the last larval stage of Drosophila, fat body cells, which are part of the fat
body, a nutrient storage organ similar to the human liver, undergo programmed cell
death and show induced autophagic vesicle formation in response to starvation. Cells
appear to die in response to the hormone ecdysone, which down regulates PI3K
signaling, resulting in pronounced induction of autophagy (Rusten et al. 2004). TOR
was shown to be an important downstream effector in the pathway leading to the
suppression of autophagy in the fruit fly (Scott et al. 2004). Additionally, the Drosophila
homologue of the yeast protein Vps18, Deep Orange (Dor) has been shown to control
programmed autophagy in fat body cells. Dor is required for ecdysone signaling
and also mediates the fusion between autophagosome and lysosome (Lindmo et al.
2006; Lindmo and Stenmark 2006). Very recently, the importance of Atg1 in this process
has been confirmed by overexpression studies in the fly, where it leads to suppression
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of TOR and triggers autophagy, leading to caspase-dependent cell death in fat body
cells (Neufeld 2007; Scott et al. 2007). Earlier overexpression studies suggest that
the intracellular executor of programmed autophagy is the protein head involution
defective (hid – counterpart of Smac/DIABLO), which kills cells in a caspaseindependent way. However, this effect might be the result of overexpression (Juhasz
and Sass 2005).
Dying salivary glands have been intensively studied in Drosophila by serial
analysis of gene expression (SAGE) which revealed the involvement of both
autophagy, apoptosis and other genes (total: 1,244 transcripts) in cell death (Gorski
et al. 2003). In another genome-wide analysis, the activation of genes involved in
cell death of salivary glands caused by radiation (usually triggering apoptosis) and
steroids (ecdysone) has been investigated by the use of microarrays. The response to
the two different death triggers is radically different: ecdysone significantly increases
the RNA levels of 932 gene transcripts, while in response to radiation only 34 genes
were activated. Five genes were commonly activated in both cases, indicating a
cross-talk between different cell death programs (Lee et al. 2003). Supporting this
point, a recent study by Martin and Baehrecke suggests that salivary gland cells die via
autophagy in a caspase-dependent manner (Martin and Baehrecke 2004). A recent
shotgun proteome analysis of purified, dying (steroid-triggered) larval salivary glands,
combined with whole-genome microarrays, revealed upregulation of proteins usually
involved in apoptosis and autophagy. Known players, such as the ecdysone-response
proteins, caspases and caspase-regulators were identified as well as proteins from
caspase-independent acting mechanisms. Besides establishing a powerful screening
method in Drosophila cells, this study confirmed earlier studies and strengthened
the point that both caspase-independent (such as autophagy) and caspase-dependent
mechanisms contribute to cell death in specific tissues (Martin et al. 2007).
Both Drosophila and C. elegans are particularly suited for investigating the
role of autophagy in cell death associated with pathological conditions such as
neurodegenerative diseases. For example, a Drosophila model of Huntington`s
disease has been established (Ravikumar et al. 2004). The disease is associated with
expanded polyglutamine repeats (polyQ) in the protein huntingtin, which causes
aggregation of the protein and cytotoxicity (Lee and Kim 2006). Huntingtin aggregates are mostly cleared by the ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS). Autophagy
also contributes to the clearance of aggregates when the UPS system becomes
impaired. The Drosophila histone deacetylase HDAC6 appears to be involved in
coordinating both mechanisms (Pandey et al. 2007). Autophagy is engaged in
the turnover of polyQ and other aggregates by downregulation of TOR signaling.
This has been shown in mammalian cells and also in flies expressing mutant
huntingtin in the photoreceptor cells of the eye (Ravikumar et al. 2004). Rapamycin
and its analog CCI-779 protect cells by inhibiting TOR and inducing autophagy,
which clears aggregated huntingtin (Rubinsztein et al. 2007). In addition, small
molecule enhancers (SMER) and inhibitors (SMIR) of rapamycin cytostatic effects
have been studied in yeast. These molecules induce autophagy independent from
rapamycin and enhance the clearance of huntingtin aggregates and also mutant
a-synuclein aggregates associated with Parkinson’s disease (Sarkar et al. 2007).
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Autophagic cell death has also been studied in C. elegans. The physiological
function of autophagy in the nematode is associated with dauer larva formation.
L2 animals enter the arrested dauer developmental state due to unfavorable
environmental conditions such as high temperature, absence of food or the presence
of a pheromone, which indicates a highly dense population (Riddle 1988). Entering
this state is negatively regulated by the insulin-like signaling pathway. Bec-1, the C.
elegans ortholog of the yeast and mammalian autophagy gene Atg6/Vps60/beclin1
plays an important role in dauer morphogenesis. Additionally, the orthologs of the
yeast autophagy genes Atg1, Atg7, Atg8, and Atg10 (which now are defined as unc-51,
atgr-7, lgg-1 and atgr-18; see Table 1) are involved in the process; their downregulation results in defect in dauer formation (Melendez et al. 2003; Riddle and Gorski
2003). bec-1 forms a complex with CED-9/Bcl-2 and has also been found to play a
role in apoptosis in C. elegans. Deletion of bec-1 triggers CED-3/caspase-dependent
cell death. BEC-1 is necessary for the function of the class III PI3 kinase LET-512/
Vps34, which is involved in autophagy, membrane trafficking, and endocytosis
(Takacs-Vellai et al. 2005). The muscarinic acetylcholine pathway signals induction
of autophagy in pharyngeal muscles of C. elegans during starvation. Pumping rates
are enhanced by activation of the muscarinic acetylcholine pathway and the energy
needed for this process is likely provided by autophagy. Indeed, bec-1 RNAi knockdown decreases autophagy and pumping rates during starvation (Kang et al. 2007).
Autophagy is also associated with endocytosis in C. elegans. CeVPS-27 is the
ortholog of the yeast endosomal Vps27p, which regulates the formation of endosomal
sorting complexes. CeVPS-27 is important for larval development and inactivation of
the corresponding gene leads to defects in endosome formation, as well as accumulation of autophagosomes, suggesting a role in autophagy (Roudier et al. 2005).
Recent findings in C. elegans indicate that autophagy also contributes to necrotic
cell death. In an unc-51 deficient background, necrotic cell death, triggered either
by deg-3(d) or mec-4(d) or hypoxia (see the following section on necrosis for
details) is significantly suppressed. This effect is also observed after downregulation of other autophagy-related genes such as bec-1, lgg-1 and atgr-18 by RNAi. In
addition, increase of autophagosomes formation is observed under conditions of
neurodegeneration. Calpain proteases and autophagy appear to act in the same
pathway (Samara et al. 2008). CeTOR signaling eventually prevents and starvation
promotes neuronal cell death in a mec-4(d) background (Toth et al. 2007). Thus,
autophagy appears to play a dual role in C. elegans, either by promoting survival
(physiological autophagy) or causing death (insufficient or excessive autophagy;
Samara et al. 2008; Samara and Tavernarakis 2008)

2.5

Necrotic Cell Death

Necrosis is considered to be one of the main caspase-independent cell death types
and morphologically distinct from apoptosis. Among the major features of necrosis
are the extensive swelling of the cell and various cellular organelles, the random
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degradation and clumping of nuclear DNA, the formation of small, tightly wrapped
membrane whorls, the rupture of the plasma membrane and the appearance of
autophagosomes (Edinger and Thompson 2004). The word necrosis is derived from
the Greek expression “necros,” standing for “dead” and was traditionally considered as the chaotic breakdown of the cell. In humans, necrotic cell death accompanies prolonged hypoxia, ischemia, hypoglycemia, toxin exposure, exposure to
reactive oxygen metabolites, extreme changes in temperature, and nutrient deprivation (Nicotera et al. 1999). Necrosis is also involved in neurodegenerative diseases
such as Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and epilepsy (Stefanis 2005). Necrotic cell death, unlike
apoptosis, was thought to be a passive process, not requiring energy, synthesis of
new proteins and specific regulatory mechanisms. However, recent findings in
Drosophila and C. elegans have forced a shift of this simplistic view (Syntichaki
and Tavernarakis 2002; Kourtis and Tavernarakis 2007).
In the nematode necrotic neuronal death can be triggered by a great variety of
extrinsic and intrinsic signals, mainly by the expression of ion channels bearing
a hyperactive mutation (Fig. 2.3; Syntichaki and Tavernarakis 2003). The most
thoroughly studied case of necrotic cell death is the one induced by hyperactive
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d eg-1(d) (degenerin) and mec-4(d) (mechanosensory) both carrying dominant
mutations and causing necrosis in special neurons of C. elegans: Gain of function
mutations in deg-1 induce necrosis in a group of interneurons of the posterior touch
sensory circuit (Chalfie and Wolinsky 1990). mec-4 gain of function mutations
cause similar effects in the six touch receptor neurons, which are required for the
sensation of gentle touch of the body (Syntichaki and Tavernarakis 2004). Both
genes belong to the family of degenerins, which induce cell degeneration when
mutated to a hyperactive form. Dying cells exhibit the typical morphological characteristics of necrotic cell death. Degenerins are similar in sequence to the subunits
of the amiloride-sensitive epithelial Na+ channel (ENaC) in mammals (Tavernarakis
and Driscoll 2001). Large side chain substitutions of amino acids close to the pore
forming region of degenerins enhance sodium and calcium conductivity leading to
necrotic cell death (Syntichaki and Tavernarakis 2004). Ultimately, extensive ion
influx disrupts cellular Ca2+ homeostasis (Syntichaki and Tavernarakis 2003).
Calcium imbalance caused by mutated ion channels triggers further release of Ca2+
from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)via the ryanodine (RyR) and inositol-1,4,5triphosphate receptors (Ins(1,4,5)P3PR).
The ionic imbalance and subsequent cell death induced by mutant degenerins
resembles excitotoxicity in vertebrates, where the collapse of presynaptic neuron
membrane potential due to energy depletion results in the release of high amounts
of the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate into the synaptic cleft (Olney 1994).
Accumulation of glutamate at the synapse causes hyper-excitation and necrotic cell
death of postsynaptic neurons. Excitotoxicity is the prominent mechanism of neuronal loss during stroke, when nutrient and energy supply to neuronal cells is disrupted
by blockage of the blood flow. Degenerin-induced neuronal death in C. elegans is an
attractive model of excitotoxicity that renders the nematode a suitable and powerful
tool for dissecting the molecular mechanisms of neurodegeneration.
In addition to mutant degenerins, several other triggers of nonprogrammed cell
death in C. elegans have been described. Constitutive activation of the GTPbinding protein Gas, chemical inhibitors of the respiratory chain (e.g., NaN3),
hypoxic treatment, toxins, polyglutamine repeat proteins and macromolecular damage caused by radiation are potent inducers of cell death (Kourtis and Tavernarakis
2007). These inducers have been exploited in genetic and molecular studies that
have elucidated key facets of necrotic cell death mechanisms (Artal-Sanz and
Tavernarakis 2005).
Null mutations in calreticulin and knock-down of calnexin, which are calciumbinding chaperones, suppress necrotic cell death in C. elegans neurons triggered by
mec-4(d). Also the blockage of Ca2+ release from the ER, either by mutations in
the calcium release channels encoded by unc-68 (RyR) and itr-1 (Ins(1,4,5)P3PR)
or by pharmacological treatment results in similar suppression. These findings
indicate that Ca2+ release from the ER plays an essential role in necrotic cell death
(Xu et al. 2001).
The cytoplasmic protease calpain, which is activated by calcium and functions
in several signaling and metabolic pathways, also plays a role in necrosis. High
levels of calcium activate calpains which then localize to lysosomes and cause
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disintegration of the lysosomal membrane. Subsequent release of lysosomal
aspartyl proteases and cathepsins into the cytoplasm causes the breakdown of the
cell and rupturing of the plasma membrane. Detailed studies of cell death following
brain ischemia in monkeys have led to the formulation of the “calpain–cathepsin”
hypothesis for the execution of necrosis (Yamashima 2000, 2004). Genetic studies
in C. elegans support the involvement of a calpain–cathepsin axis during neurodegeneration. Downregulation of the calpains CLP-1 and TRA-3 and cathepsins
ASP-3 and ASP-4 by RNAi ameliorates neurodegeneration in the nematode
(Syntichaki et al. 2002). The proteolytic action of cathepsins in the cytoplasm is
further enhanced by the drop of pH in the cell, mediated by the vacuolar H+ATPase, which acidifies lysosomes and other cell organelles. Alkalization of those
organelles prevents necrosis in C. elegans, supporting the involvement of cyto
plasmic acidification in the process (Syntichaki et al. 2005).
The active involvement of lysosomes in necrotic, caspase-independent cell death
mechanisms is corroborated by observations in mutant nematodes, defective in
lysosomal function (Artal-Sanz et al. 2006). cup-5(lf) mutants, which show
increased number of enlarged lysosomes (Hersh et al. 2002) are significantly more
sensitive to necrotic cell death inducing insults. Visualization of lysosomal morphology during necrosis reveals aggregation of lysosomes around a swollen nucleus
and ultimately lysosomal rupture, consistent with the calpain–cathepsin hypothesis
(Artal-Sanz et al. 2006).
In Drosophila, a similar model of excitotoxicity has been utilized to gain insight
into the mechanisms of neurodegeneration. The excitatory amino acid transporters
(EAATs) are high-affinity transporters for l-glutamate (Glu) involved in clearing
Glu from the synaptic cleft and preventing over-excitation of the postsynaptic neuron (Beart and O’Shea 2007). Downregulation of Drosophila dEAAT1, which is
expressed in glia, reduces Glu uptake and clearing, which leads to degeneration of
neuropil. Similarly to excitotoxicity, degeneration is accompanied by the formation
of vacuoles, electron-dense material, and swollen mitochondria (Rival et al. 2004),
which are typical features of necrotic cell death.

2.6

Novel Programs of Caspase-Independent Cell Death

During development and morphogenesis of multicellular organisms, programmed
cell death controls cell number and also shapes organs (Vaux and Korsmeyer 1999).
The most common type of cell death in this context is caspase-dependent apoptosis
(Edinger and Thompson 2004). Recent research in C. elegans and Drosophila has
revealed that specific cells also die in a caspase-independent manner (Kumar and
Rothman 2007). Cell corpses are subsequently removed through engulfment by
neighboring or specialized phagocytic cells in both C. elegans and Drosophila. The
process of engulfment in the nematode assists apoptotic cell killing itself and is also
involved in the clearance of necrotic cells (Zhou et al. 2004). In Drosophila, cells
dying in a caspase-independent manner are removed by a similar mechanism
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(Mergliano and Minden 2003). Interestingly, observations in cell-death deficient
H99 Drosophila embryos revealed removal of cells in the epidermis via caspaseindependent cell death that may involve engulfment of living cells (Mergliano and
Minden 2003).
A nonapoptotic, caspase-independent cell death mechanism is involved in the
removal of the linker cell of C. elegans, which is born during the second larval stage
(L2) and is essential for male gonadal development in the nematode (Sulston et al.
1983). As the linker cell migrates it directs the extension of the male gonad and
mediates the fusion of the vas deferens and cloaca. The linker cell finally dies at
L4/adult stage. Death was thought to be dependent on the neighboring engulfing
cells (Sulston et al. 1980). However, after laser ablation of the grandparental precursor engulfing cells the linker cell still dies, which hints at a linker cell intrinsic
death program. Cell death is independent of genes typically involved in developmental timing, engulfment, and all types of cell death characterized in C. elegans,
such as necrosis, apoptosis, and autophagy (Abraham et al. 2007). Some morphological features of the linker cell death such as nuclear crenellation, the absence of
chromatin compaction and cytoplasmic changes such as dilation of cell organelles
are reminiscent of caspase-independent cell death in other organisms (Clarke
1990). Thus, the linker cell death program in C. elegans may represent a conserved
caspase-independent mode of cell death in diverse species (Abraham et al. 2007).
In Drosophila, 15 nurse cells assure the development of one growing oocyte
each, by supplying it with essential macromolecules, such as proteins, mRNA, and
organelles. Finally they die after extruding all their remaining cytoplasmic contents
into the oocyte (McCall 2004). This type of cell death was thought to be classical,
caspase-dependent apoptosis but recent research illuminated that nurse cells die in
a caspase-independent manner (Mazzalupo and Cooley 2006). Visualization and
inhibition of caspase activity demonstrates that caspases do not play a role during
the death of the nurse cells. While the possibility of necrosis cannot be excluded,
no signs of autophagic or apoptotic cell death have been detected (Mazzalupo and
Cooley 2006). Similar to the linker cell death in C. elegans, a yet unidentified cell
death mechanism likely underlies the demise of nurse cells.

2.7

Concluding Remarks

Several paradigms of caspase-independent cell death have been characterized in
diverse species. Most can be grouped into three main types, mitotic catastrophe,
autophagy, and necrosis. Proteins that normally serve physiological functions can
be released from mitochondria after MOMP and once in the cytosol they act as
death executors. The functions of some such proteins have been investigated in
mammalian cells as well as in C. elegans and Drosophila. These studies point
towards conserved mechanisms of caspase-independent cell death. Interestingly,
while some of these effectors trigger caspase-independent cell death in mammals,
they preferentially engage caspase-dependent apoptotic cell death in invertebrates.
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This indicates that caspase-independent cell death mechanisms may represent more
recent additions to the cell death program.
Studies in yeast and in mammalian cells indicate that autophagy is a mediator of
both cell survival and cell death. Starvation causes formation of autophagosomes,
partial degradation of cell contents and recycling of the degraded components,
which provides the cell with the energy required to overcome the shortage of nutrients. Nevertheless, abnormally high levels of autophagy may promote cellular
destruction instead. Furthermore, the process of autophagy is intimately linked with
both apoptosis and necrotic cell death. Necrosis was traditionally considered as
merely the chaotic breakdown of cells. However, several recent studies in C. elegans indicate that specific molecular mechanisms are involved in the necrotic
destruction of the cell. Because necrosis is implicated in many devastating human
disorders, such as neurodegenerative diseases and stroke, elucidation of the biochemical events that transpire during necrosis has the potential to provide targets
for effective pharmacological interventions.
In addition to the three major categories of caspase-independent cell death,
novel cell death paradigms that do not involve caspase function are emerging.
Genetic and molecular dissection of these examples of cell death in invertebrate
models may reveal new mediators of cell death with relevance to human pathological conditions.
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Chapter 3

Programmed Necrosis: A “New” Cell Death
Outcome for Injured Adult Neurons?
Slavica Krantic and Santos A. Susin

3.1

Cell Death Outcomes: General Considerations

Historically, cell death has been divided into two generic categories: apoptosis,
which requires energy and in which the cell plays an active role, and necrosis,
which occurs accidentally, does not require energy consumption and is considered
as a passive, uncontrolled cell death program. Among the conceptually opposite
cell death forms, apoptosis is the best understood. This death program has been
defined as developmentally programmed and ordered cellular response. Apoptosis
is initiated by cell rounding and subsequent detachment from the surrounding cells.
Chromatin condenses into “crescent-like” forms abutting the inner nuclear membrane. Plasma membrane convolutes and gives rise to characteristic vesicles containing cellular organelles and cytoplasm, known as the “apoptotic bodies.”
Apoptosis is generally not accompanied by inflammation since macrophages or
neighbouring cells engulf the formed apoptotic bodies before the loss of plasma
membrane integrity (Kerr et al. 1972). In contrast to apoptosis, necrosis is characterized by disruption of the plasma membrane with a subsequent water influx and
leakage of cell content to the surroundings. Cell death by necrosis can elicit an
inflammatory response (Edinger and Thompson 2004).
It now seems clear that the above-described apoptosis versus necrosis dichotomy
is an artificial division, and that “programmed” cell death is a more complex physiological process than initially thought. The cell can use different mechanisms/
pathways with underlying apoptotic or necrotic features to accomplish its proper
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demise in a controlled manner (Jaattela 2002; Broker et al. 2005; Jaattela and
Tschopp 2003; Okada and Mak 2004; Golstein and Kroemer 2007; Golstein et al. 2003;
Gozuacik and Kimchi 2007; Krantic et al. 2005, 2007; Susin et al. 1996, 1999, 2000;
Lorenzo and Susin 2004; Barkla and Gibson 1999; Chautan et al. 1999; Holler et al.
2000; Colbourne et al. 1999; Nicotera et al. 1999a, b; Saelens et al. 2005; Vanden
Berghe et al. 2004; Aarts et al. 2003; Moubarak et al. 2007; Festjens et al. 2006;
Srivastava et al. 2007; Borst and Rottenberg 2004; Bras et al. 2007; Boujrad et al.
2007; Niquet et al. 2006; Li et al. 2007; Han et al. 2007; Fujikawa et al. 2000a).
To better understand the complexity of neuronal cell death linked to acute injury,
we will first briefly discuss two of the most broadly used PCD classifications
(Bredesen 2007). One of them bears the overall morphology of the dying cell and
divides PCDs into three types: type 1 or “classical” apoptosis, type 2 or “autophagic”
death, and type 3 or vesicular, nonlysosomal degradation (Schweichel and Merker
1973; Clarke 1990). The second classification is based on the type of chromatin
condensation and comprises classical apoptosis, apoptosis-like PCD, and necrosislike PCD (Jaattela and Tschopp 2003). According to this classification, apoptosis
is characterized by compact (stage 2) chromatin condensation, whereas apoptosislike PCD displays partial/peripheral (stage 1) chromatin condensation. In necrosislike PCD chromatin is either noncondensed at all, or only slightly granulated
(Jaattela and Tschopp 2003; Leist and Jaattela 2001).
Type 1 PCD or classical apoptosis, is the best-characterized cell death outcome
at both genetic and biochemical levels (Danial and Korsmeyer 2004; Hengartner
2000). This mode of PCD involves the activation of a family of cysteine proteases
named caspases (Thornberry and Lazebnik 1998) and it can be triggered via
“death receptors” along the “extrinsic pathway” or via mitochondrial “intrinsic
pathway” (Green and Reed 1998). The extrinsic pathway is initiated by interaction
of death receptors (Fas, TNF-R) with their cognate ligands (FasL, TNF). Death
receptors contain death domains (DD) and death effector domains (DED), which,
upon ligand binding, engage into homeotypic protein–protein interactions.
Receptor assembly into oligomers results in the formation of a Death-Inducing
Signaling Complex (DISC) through conformational alterations. Adaptor proteins
(e.g. TRADD, RaiDD, FADD) then associate with the relevant receptors via their
DD and DED domains. Procaspase-8/-10 are further recruited to the complex and
proteolytically cross-activated by the local accumulation of their pro-enzymes in
DISC vicinity (Jaattela and Tschopp 2003; Danial and Korsmeyer 2004). The
intrinsic pathway consists of two branches. One is triggered by endoplasmic
reticulum stress resulting from the accumulation of unfolded or misfolded proteins
and is associated with caspase-12 activation (Rao et al. 2002). The second is initiated by mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP), and is regulated by the Bcl-2 (B-cell lymphoma-2) family of proteins (Tsujimoto 2002). By
regulating MOMP, these proteins control the release of key death regulatory proteins from mitochondria (Danial and Korsmeyer 2004). Although many aspects of
this regulation remain poorly understood, it is clear that multidomain Bcl-2
proapoptotic proteins such as Bax (Bcl-2-associated X protein) and Bak (Bcl-2
homologous antagonist killer) are required for this cell death induction because
their double genetic ablation confers resistance to type 1 PCD (Letai et al. 2002;
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Scorrano and Korsmeyer 2003). Indeed, Bax or Bak create pores in the mitochondrial outer membrane. These pores allow the release of cytochrome c and other
proteins, such as Smac/DIABLO or Omi/HtrA2, into the cytoplasm. The process
progresses further by antagonistic interaction of Smac/DIABLO or Omi/HtrA2
with caspase inhibitors, which results in their inhibition and indirectly allows for
caspase activation. The latter can also be achieved directly by cytochrome c binding to Apaf-1 into complexes that aggregate to form apoptosomes. This aggregation requires energy from ATP. The apoptosomes activate caspase-9, which then
cleaves and activates caspase-3 and caspase-7. These executioner caspases engage
a cascade of proteolytic activity that leads to the digestion of structural proteins
and DNA degradation. This “caspase-dependent” DNA degradation, which relates
to Caspase activated DNase (CAD), leads to a typical “apoptotic” internucleosomal DNA fragmentation (180–200 bp) and chromatin compaction into
spherical or crescent masses abutting on the nuclear envelope (Hengartner 2000).
Autophagic type 2 PCD is characterized morphologically by the appearance of
autophagic, double membraned vacuoles. These cytoplasmic vesicles contain
cellular organelles, such as mitochondria or endoplasmic reticulum (Gozuacik and
Kimchi 2007). It is important to distinguish “autophagic death” from autophagy.
Indeed, autophagy is an adaptive process involved in survival response to low-nutrient
states (in hypoglycemia, after axonal injury, etc), allowing for the catabolism of
cellular constituents to produce energy or to remove damaged organelles. However,
autophagy is also associated with cell death with either necrotic or apoptotic
phenotype [for review, see Nixon (2006)]. The criteria for detection of this type of
PCD were until recently exclusively morphological and even the existence of this
PCD outcome is not yet generally accepted. It is in particular not clear whether
autophagy represents a consequence (cell dies following autophagy) or a cause (cell
death requires autophagy) of the cell death process. However, identification of
the autophagy-related genes such as Atg5 or Atg6/Becn1 and the fact that their
inactivation precludes “autophagic” PCD (Shimizu et al. 2004) strengthened the
experimental evidence supporting the existence of this PCD as a specific and
distinct cell death modality.
Type 3 PCD has been initially characterized by the presence of swelling organelles followed by the appearance of “empty” spaces in the cytoplasm which merge
and make connections with the extra-cellular space (Schweichel and Merker 1973).
The plasma membrane is fragmented, but nuclear disintegration is retarded. This
type of PCD has subsequently been subdivided into sub-types 3A (i.e. “non-lysosomal
disintegration”) and 3B (i.e. “cytoplasmic degeneration”) (Clarke 1990). Sub-type
3A is characterized by nuclear disintegration whereas sub-type 3B displays karyolysis
(Clarke 1990; Beaulaton and Lockshin 1982).
Above-described types 2 and 3 PCD occur without pronounced nuclear chromatin condensation. This nuclear feature is used as the main criterion to classify a
given type of cell death as necrosis-like PCD (Jaattela and Tschopp 2003; Leist and
Jaattela 2001). Apoptosis-like PCD can be considered as an intermediate morphological phenotype. Indeed, chromatin condensation, which accompanies apoptosislike PCD, is not as pronounced as in apoptosis but it is more prominent than in
necrosis-like PCD.
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Apoptosis-like PCD occurs through a caspase-independent mitochondrial route.
Apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) is currently considered the major apoptosis-like
PCD effector (Krantic et al. 2007; Susin et al. 1996, 1997, 1999, 2000; Boujrad et al.
2007; Lorenzo and Susin 2007; Dawson and Dawson 2004; Yu et al. 2002; Hong
et al. 2004). Upon MOMP, AIF is released from the intermembrane mitochondrial
space. The kinetics of AIF release is, however, slower than that of cytochrome c release
(Munoz-Pinedo et al. 2006) and caspase-dependent apoptosis appears consistently
as more rapid cellular response to death-inducing insult. It is not clear yet whether
apoptosis-like PCD represents a secondary cell death outcome, expressed only
when apoptosis is inhibited. Indeed, it is still unknown whether AIF release can
occur without previous cytochrome c release or under conditions in which released
cytochrome c concentration is kept low by mitochondrial recovery. Such a mechanism has been suggested to occur in terminally differentiated rabbit aortic smooth
muscle cells at least in vitro (Seye et al. 2004). In this light, the reversibility of
cytochrome c release is of particular importance in neurons since these long-lived
postmitotic cells can survive cytochrome c release step, at least during a limited
time period (Martinou et al. 1999).
After release from the intermembrane mitochondrial space, AIF translocates to
the nucleus, leading to large-scale DNA degradation into 50–200 kb fragments
(Cregan et al. 2004). Given the absence of an intrinsic endonuclease activity (Mate
et al. 2002; Ye et al. 2002), the DNA-degrading capacity of AIF relies on the
recruitment of downstream nucleases, such as cyclophilin A (cyp A) (Cande et al.
2004) or endonuclease G (EndoG) (Wang et al. 2002; Bajt et al. 2006; Whiteman
et al. 2007).
Necrosis-like PCD occurs by yet poorly understood molecular mechanisms, but
it is usually independent of caspase activation, with some exceptions [see Edinger
and Thompson (2004), Sperandio et al. (2000), Boise and Collins (2001), Meurette
et al. (2007), and Zong and Thompson (2006)]. Note that, although necrosis-like
PCD (Edinger and Thompson 2004; Zong and Thompson 2006) as well as programmed necrosis (Moubarak et al. 2007; Boujrad et al. 2007) are morphologically
indistinguishable from necrosis, they both differ from that nonregulated, accidental
process described by Kerr, Wyllie, and Curie in 1972 (Kerr et al. 1972). These
morphological resemblances include principally the fact that in accidental necrosis
(Edinger and Thompson 2004), as in necrosis-like PCD (Jaattela and Tschopp
2003) and programmed necrosis [as described recently by us (Moubarak et al.
2007; Boujrad et al. 2007) and others (Vande Velde et al. 2000; Hirt et al. 2000;
Gharibyan et al. 2007)], the integrity of the plasma membrane is lost early.
Nevertheless, it should be stressed that this loss of plasma membrane integrity
occurs in an orderly and similar way in all cases, although its kinetics is certainly
different between the programmed and accidental modalities of necrosis. Thus,
plasma membrane becomes permeable (as measured by propidium iodide, PI,
diffusion) relatively early after initiation of the death process (Chen et al. 2001a; Liu
and Schnellmann 2003) whereas leakage of cytoplasmic proteins, such as lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH), indicates the terminal phase of permeabilization (Nishimura
and Lemasters 2001) in all known death modalities with a necrotic phenotype.
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The difference between the molecular mass of PI (0.67 kDa) and LDH (140 kDa)
suggests that the size of the membrane pores increases as the death process
progresses. If proceeding slowly, such process of membrane permeabilization appears
compatible with the programmed (or controlled) character of certain necrotic death
outcomes. For the sake of clarity, in the forthcoming text we will use exclusively
the term of programmed necrosis to point out the PCD outcome occurring with a
necrosis-like morphological phenotype through activation of identified effectors/
proteins (Moubarak et al. 2007).

3.2
3.2.1

Programmed Necrosis
General Considerations

As already stated, the clear morphological and underlying mechanistic distinctions
between accidental and programmed necrosis are still lacking (Bredesen 2007).
Intuitively, it can be assumed that if the process of cell death is programmed, in the
sense of controlled over the time, it can be temporally distinguished from accidental
necrosis, which occurs instantly and in a “violent” manner. These theoretical considerations are primordial since they point to the importance of the kinetic analysis
of necrotic death phenotypes, which remains the most accurate approach allowing
to distinguish between the following outcomes of necrosis (1) primary accidental;
(2) primary programmed (controlled) and (3) secondary (which theoretically might
occur in both a controlled and uncontrolled manner). However, this does not mean
that in extremis [provided that the competent death stimulus is strong enough
(Orrenius and Zhivotovsky 2006)], all cell death outcomes should be considered as
accidental necrosis and that the study of different death modalities is irrelevant.
Indeed, in vivo, the cells are exposed to different death signals of which each can
occur in an infinite panel of intensities yielding a great diversity of resulting cell
death outcomes. Programmed necrosis might represent one, among a multitude, of
end-stage phenotypic expressions.

3.2.2

Definition

Knowledge of the mechanisms underlying programmed necrosis is yet too incomplete and does not allow for a universal (in terms of considering a panoply of different cell types) definition. The definition thus remains descriptive (based
principally on the morphological features) and negative (based on the elimination
of other cell death mechanisms). There are currently only two discriminatory criteria coming from the genetic (for the first) and biochemical (for the second) studies.
First criterion concerns the apparent dependency of the programmed necrosis on
cyclophilin D (cypD): genetic ablation of this component of the mitochondrial
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permeability transition (PT) pore confers resistance to (programmed) necrosis
without preventing other forms of cell death (Baines et al. 2005; Basso et al. 2005;
Nakagawa et al. 2005; Schinzel et al. 2005). The second criterion comes from the
biochemical studies and deals with the structural alterations of the plasma membrane
at the early stages of programmed necrosis. Cells undergoing programmed necrosis
display Annexin V-detectable phosphatidylserine (PS) exposure, but in contrast to what
is seen in apoptosis, Annexin V-labelling never appears before plasma membrane
permeabilization (assessed by PI labelling and LDH release). The programmed
necrosis-related Annexin V-labelling does not appear as an artefact since the cells
dying by programmed necrosis can be efficiently phagocyted (Boujrad et al. 2007).
Altogether, this strongly suggests that PS exposed to the extra-cellular space serves
as a functional “eat me” signal. The capacity of monocytes/macrophages to eliminate
MNNG-treated cells before they undergo lysis due to plasma membrane permeabilization (Boujrad et al. 2007), argues in favour of a very short delay between PS
exposure and plasma membrane permeabilization. Although such delay is probably
undetectable by current methods (meaning that both Annexin V-labelling and LDH
leakiness are detected concomitantly), it might be a specific biochemical hallmark
of programmed necrosis. Consistent with this is the fact that the delay between
Annexin V-exposure and LDH release is much longer in apoptosis, allowing for a
detection of Annexin V-positive/PI-negative cells before detection of double-positive
cells. However, it should be kept in mind that, alternatively, cells dying by programmed
necrosis might display specific (i.e. different from those used to clear apoptotic
cells) and yet unknown “eat me” signals that can be used by macrophages to clear
necrotic cells (Krysko et al. 2006).

3.2.3

Effectors of Programmed Necrosis

Although necrotic PCD involves the loss of mitochondrial membrane potential
(DYm), this cell death program can be initiated by the organelles other than mitochondria (e.g. lysosomes, endoplasmatic reticulum, or nucleus) and proteases
other than caspases (e.g., calpains or cathepsins). Indeed, it seems that initial,
organelle-specific death responses finally lead to mitochondrial alteration.
Mitochondria might function as a central integrator of the programmed necrotic
pathway, thereby streamlining lysosome-, endoplasmatic reticulum-, or nucleuselicited responses into a common pathway. A good example of such integration is
programmed necrosis induced by extensive DNA-damage (Moubarak et al. 2007).
This form of cell death is regulated by mitochondrial (AIF), cytoplasmic (Bax and
calpains), and nuclear (PARP-1) effectors. Indeed, this recent work from our laboratory provides novel insights into the molecular mechanisms of programmed
necrosis, since we have demonstrated the sequential activation of PARP-1, calpains, Bax, and AIF in a linear cell death pathway. Single ablation of PARP-1, the
proapoptotic Bcl-2 member Bax, but not Bak, as well as inactivation of calpains
or AIF prevented programmed necrosis.
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In the following sections we will describe these key programmed necrosis effectors in further detail.
3.2.3.1

AIF

AIF was the first identified protein involved in caspase-independent cell death
(Susin et al. 1999). AIF is expressed as a precursor of 67 kDa, which is addressed
and compartmentalized into mitochondria by two mitochondrial localization
sequences (MLS) located within the N-terminal prodomain of the protein. Once in
mitochondria, this prodomain is removed, giving rise to a mature form of ~62 kDa
(Susin et al. 1999; Otera et al. 2005). This form comprises three structural domains:
FAD-binding domain, NADH-binding domain, and C-terminal domain (Lorenzo
and Susin 2004, 2007). Under physiological conditions, AIF remains confined to
the internal mitochondrial membrane, with its N-terminal region oriented towards
the matrix (Otera et al. 2005). AIF is here a mitochondrial FAD-dependent oxidoreductase that plays a role in oxidative phosphorylation (Mate et al. 2002; Vahsen
et al. 2004; Miramar et al. 2001). However, after a cellular insult, AIF is cleaved by
calpains and/or cathepsins to yield tAIF (truncated AIF) a 57 kDa form of AIF
(Otera et al. 2005; Polster et al. 2005; Yuste et al. 2005a). tAIF then translocates
from mitochondria to cytosol and further to the nucleus, where it interacts with
DNA and causes caspase-independent chromatin condensation and participates in
large-scale (~50 kb) DNA fragmentation (Susin et al. 1999; Ye et al. 2002). The
mitochondrial release, nuclear translocation, and DNA fragmentation associated
with AIF have now been extensively demonstrated in several cell death systems and
cell types (~900 references in Medline to date).
Three additional AIF isoforms have been characterized (1) AIF-exB, generated
by an alternative use of exon 2b (rather than exon 2) (Loeffler et al. 2001); (2)
AIFsh (AIF short) derived from an alternative transcriptional start site located at
intron 9 of AIF (Delettre et al. 2006a); and (3) AIFsh2 (AIF short 2), produced by
the alternative use of the newly discovered exon 9b (Delettre et al. 2006b). While
AIF-exB is similar to AIF in terms of regulation and subcellular distribution
(Loeffler et al. 2001), AIFsh and AIFsh2 are respectively restricted to cytoplasm
and mitochondria, at least under physiological conditions (Delettre et al. 2006a, b).
Upon the induction of cell death, like AIF, AIFsh translocates to the nucleus leading to large-scale (~50 kb) DNA-fragmentation (Delettre et al. 2006a). In contrast,
AIFsh2, which presents oxidoreductase but no proapoptotic activity, translocates
from mitochondria to cytosol after an apoptotic insult but cannot be further translocated to the nucleus (Delettre et al. 2006b).
As indicated above, AIF release from mitochondria occurs in a number of cell
types, independently of the nature of the death-triggering signal (Kim et al.
2003a; Murahashi et al. 2003; Zhu et al. 2003). The requirement of nuclear translocation for AIF-mediated induction of caspase-independent, apoptosis-like PCD
has been explicitly demonstrated by microinjection experiments of AIF-directed
antibodies, which potently inhibited AIF targeting to the nucleus as well as cell
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death (Susin et al. 1999; Yu et al. 2002; Cregan et al. 2004). Following nuclear
translocation, the integrity of AIF’s C-terminal domain, but not of the oxidoreductase-related (NADH) and FAD-binding N-terminal domains, is required to
trigger PCD (Miramar et al. 2001; Loeffler et al. 2001). This was confirmed by a
study showing that AIFsh can trigger cell death despite not having NADH and
FAD-binding domains (Delettre et al. 2006a).
Interestingly, it is currently unknown whether the mechanisms of mitochondrial AIF release might be different and conditioned by the organelle at which the
cell death program has been initiated (i.e. nucleus in the case of DNA damageinduced death vs. mitochondria in the case of Ca2+ overload). This is of a particular interest because both of these pathological alterations have been involved in
triggering programmed necrosis (see sections “Increase in intracellular Ca2+ concentration” and “DNA damage”). It is important to keep in mind that different
organelles (e.g. nucleus and mitochondria) might be engaged in an orderly manner to mediate induction of the cell death program. For example, the nucleus
might be the site of cell death process initiation in the paradigm of genotoxic
DNA damage, whereas it can be involved in a secondary fashion when oxidative
DNA damage is triggered by reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated after mitochondrial impairment (Fig. 3.1).
3.2.3.2

Bax

The Bcl-2 family includes proteins with antagonistic functions that either cause
programmed cell death or inhibit it. Their structures in solution are similar to
those of bacterial channel-forming toxins. Indeed, just like these toxins, the
Bcl-2 proteins cycle between soluble and membrane-associated forms, and form
channels in mitochondrial membranes. Bax is a member of the Bcl-2 family that,
together with Bak, belongs to the multidomain BH1-BH3 (Bcl-2 homology
domains 1-3) pro-apoptotic Bcl-2 proteins (Kuwana et al. 2002, 2005). Both Bax
and Bak act by sequestering antiapoptotic members of the Bcl-2 family, such as
Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL (proteins containing BH1-BH4 domains). Other proapoptotic

Fig. 3.1 (continued) compatible with the reported Bax-dependency (Moubarak et al. 2007). It
has to be noted that the endonucleases recruited by tAIF (circle 9 and square 12) are probably
distinct. In addition, there might exist a cross-talk between these two distinct pathways leading to
different AIF-mediated PCD outcomes. Indeed, intra-cellular Ca2+ over-load might lead to
increased ROS production subsequent to mitochondrial metabolism impairment. Among other
deleterious effects, ROS might mediate oxidative damage of DNA, which can in turn trigger
PARP-1 activation. This will result in the switch from the Ca2+-induced pathway depicted in the
lower part of the figure to the DNA-damage-induced pathway depicted in the upper part of the
figure. An interesting possibility is that these two pathways might operate in parallel in neurons
exposed to some acute injuries, and thus explain the existence of “hybrid” death phenotypes
seen, for example, in neurons exposed to ischemia that display both necrotic features and
TUNEL-positivity (Unal-Cevik et al. 2004)
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Fig. 3.1 Unifying model for AIF-mediated PCDs. The proposed model is based on the initial
trigger of PCD: the increase in Ca2+ intracellular level for apoptosis-like PCD (lower part of the
scheme) and DNA damage for programmed necrosis (upper part of the scheme). Initial rise in
Ca2+ level (circle 1) in neurons is mainly due to the activation of the NMDA type of glutamate
receptors (NMDAR) (Cheung et al. 2005). The increase in Ca2+ level may lead to the opening of
the high conductance permeability transition (PT) pores in the mitochondrial inner membrane
(IMM), as well as to subsequent mitochondrial membrane depolarization associated with mitochondrial permeability transition (MPT), oxidative phosphorylation uncoupling, and mitochondrial swelling (circle 2) (Kim et al. 2003b). In parallel, the increase in intracellular Ca2+ level leads
to calpain activation (circle 3); activated calpain might enter the mitochondrial inter-membrane
space via putative PT pore (circle 4) and subsequently cleave AIF from the inner mitochondrial
membrane yielding truncated AIF (tAIF) (circle 5). The latter is then released from mitochondria
(circle 6) and is translocated to the nucleus (circle 7), where it participates in chromatin condensation
(circle 8) and DNA fragmentation (circle 9) (Susin et al. 1999; Susin et al. 2000; Susin et al. 1996;
Moubarak et al. 2007; Susin et al. 1997; Yuste et al. 2005b). This hypothetical model is compatible with reported Bax-independence of NMDA-induced apoptosis-like PCD (Cheung et al. 2005).
When the initial lesion concerns DNA damage (square 1), PARP-1 activation and increased synthesis of PAR polymers occur (square 2). PARs can be released from the nucleus (Andrabi et al.
2006; Yu et al. 2006) and can trigger the loss of mitochondrial membrane potential by a yet
unknown mechanism. The latter might be associated with the release of Ca2+ from mitochondrial
Ca2+ stores (square 4) and subsequent calpain activation (square 5) (Heeres and Hergenrother
2007). Activated calpain might first activate (square 6) and then trigger Bax translocation to the
mitochondria (square 7). Bax-formed pores on the outer mitochondrial membrane allow activated
calpain to enter the inter-membrane space (square 8) and reach AIF, which is imbedded at the
inner mitochondrial membrane. AIF is then cleaved by calpain (square 9) and tAIF is released
from mitochondria (square 10). After translocation of tAIF to the nucleus (square 11), tAIF might
associate with an unknown endonuclease (square 12) to cleave DNA in TUNEL-positive fragments (Moubarak et al. 2007). This hypothetical model for programmed necrosis induction is
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members are characterized by the presence of only one BH domain (BH3-only).
Among them, two groups can be distinguished based on the mechanism of
action. BH3-only proteins Bim and tBid (truncated Bid) cooperate with Bax and
Bak to induce PCD (Youle and Strasser 2008), whereas BH3-only proteins such
as Bad, Puma, and Noxa act as apoptosis derepressors. These derepressors act
through a competitive binding of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL which, by rendering Bax and
Bak free, favors the mitochondrial-dependent PCD program (Kuwana et al.
2005; Certo et al. 2006).
Bax and Bak are key players in triggering apoptosis. However, genetic deletion
of either Bak (Lindsten et al. 2000) or Bax (Knudson et al. 1995) displays relatively
low phenotypic impact, although Bax deficiency results (among other alterations)
in a mild neuronal overgrowth (Knudson et al. 1995). By contrast, double Bax/Bak
deletion leads to severe developmental defects pointing to a functional redundancy
of these two Bcl-2 multidomain proteins (Lindsten et al. 2000). Importantly, the
cells lacking both Bax and Bak are resistant to death-inducing signals that might
trigger programmed necrosis (Wei et al. 2001).
Bax activation is causally related to the initiation of MOMP. In the absence of
apoptogenic stimuli, Bax is an inactive cytoplasmic protein that is constitutively
expressed at a relatively constant level. Its activation results mainly from its interaction with other members of Bcl-2 family. It has been shown (at least in cell-free
membrane permeabilization assays) that Bax acts in synergy with the BH3-only
proteins tBid or Bim to trigger apoptosis, probably through a direct (physical)
interaction (Kuwana et al. 2005; Certo et al. 2006; Willis and Adams 2005).
However, neither of these two BH3-only proteins appears to be required for Bax
activation, as suggested by the data from double Bim/Bid knockout mice (Willis
et al. 2007). Alternatively, Bax could be activated by a large panel of apoptotic
regulators, such as JNK, through Bad phosphorylation (Donovan et al. 2002), or
calpains, by calpain-dependent proteolytic cleavage (Wood et al. 1998; Gao and
Dou 2000).
Since Bax is mostly a cytoplasmic, monomeric protein (in contrast to Bcl-2
which is mainly embedded in the outer mitochondrial membrane, OMM), the translocation from cytoplasm to mitochondria is an essential step for its death-inducing
activity. Translocation is followed by Bax insertion into OMM via its C terminus,
resulting in a conformational change revealing a hidden epitope in the N terminus.
This translocation-related conformational alteration coincides with the increased
oligomerization capacity of Bax, which is in turn directly linked to its membrane
pore-forming activity. It has been shown that in liposomes, Bax dimers form a pore
of approximately 11 Å whereas tetramers give rise to 22-Å pores (Korsmeyer et al.
2000). Thus, Bax alone is capable of forming pores of increasing size in mitochondrial membranes. Consequently, translocation of more Bax from cytoplasm to
mitochondria increases the probability of multimeric Bax complex formation, giving
rise to pores of increasing size. It is then reasonable to assume that the increase in
the size of Bax-formed pores is time-dependent, which is compatible with the
release of proteins with increasing mass from the intermembrane mitochondrial
space (Munoz-Pinedo et al. 2006).
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Calpains

Calpains encompass a family of calcium-dependent, nonlysosomal proteases characterized by a cysteine-protease domain that includes a conserved catalytic sequence
Cys-His-Arg combined with a calmodulin-like Ca2+-binding site (Sorimachi and
Suzuki 2001). The configuration of the cysteine-protease domain determines the
formation of an active catalytic pocket, which only occurs when calcium is present.
Calpains are involved in a large variety of calcium-regulated processes, such as
signal transduction, cell proliferation, and PCD (Goll et al. 2003).
The calpain family comprises a heterogeneous group of cysteine proteases with a
large expression pattern. The proteases belonging to this family have been subdivided
into three groups depending on their primary structure and the presence or absence of
regulatory subunits. These three groups are defined as: typical (also called ubiquitous
or conventional), atypical, and other EF-calpains (Goll et al. 2003; Saez et al. 2006).
The most important and most studied calpains are the typical µ-calpain (calpain I) and
m-calpain (calpain II). The terms µ- and m-calpain were initially used to refer to the
micromolar or millimolar Ca2+ concentration needed to activate µ- and m-calpain,
respectively (Goll et al. 2003). Both µ- and m-calpain are heterodimeric enzymes
(80 kDa) sharing a common small regulatory subunit protein of 28 kDa encoded by
the CAPN4 gene. This regulatory subunit protein is critical for calpain function, since
its genetic ablation leads to a complete blockage of calpain activity (Tan et al. 2006).
Calpains are activated by binding of Ca2+, followed by an autolytic cleavage at the
N-terminal moiety of the protein. These proteases do not recognize any specific
amino acid sequence. The only amino acid specificity that has been reported involves
small hydrophobic amino acids (e.g. leucine) at the P2 position, and large hydrophobic amino acids (e.g. phenylalanine) at the P1 position (Cuerrier et al. 2005).
Calpains are involved in the regulation of both apoptosis (type 1 PCD) (Toyota
et al. 2003; Cartron et al. 2004; Cao et al. 2003a) and AIF-mediated programmed
necrosis (Moubarak et al. 2007). The mechanism of calpain involvement in apoptosis is relatively well understood. It has been initially associated with the cleavage
of the cytoskeleton protein fodrin (Nath et al. 1996) and to proteolytic activation of
caspases-3 and -12. In addition to such positive regulation, calpain-mediated degradation of p53 and caspases-7 and -9 inhibits apoptosis (Goll et al. 2003). By
contrast, the mechanisms by which calpains control programmed necrosis are less
known. It has, however, been demonstrated that calpains control mitochondrial
AIF-release subsequent to the extensive DNA damage provoked by high doses of
alkylating agents such as N-methyl-N¢-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG). Chemical
inhibitors of the enzyme activity, calpain knock-down, or CAPN4 genetic ablation,
preclude mitochondrial AIF-release and DNA damage-induced programmed necrosis (Moubarak et al. 2007).
The relationship between calpains, AIF, and the Bcl-2 family of proteins
deserves particular attention. Indeed, proapoptotic members from the Bcl-2 family,
such as Bax (Cao et al. 2003a) and Bid (Mandic et al. 2002), are processed and
activated by calpains. Using a model of sympathetic neurons, it has been shown that
Bax translocation from cytosol to mitochondria is a critical event for neuronal type
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1 PCD (apoptosis). In neurons, calpains cleave inactive Bax (21 kDa) into an
18-kDa proapoptotic protein that redistributes from cytoplasm to mitochondria and
promotes PCD (Cao et al. 2003a). In a similar way, cleavage of Bid by calpains has
also been implicated in mitochondrial permeabilization, AIF release, and PCD
(Chen et al. 2001b). Indeed, it has been recently proposed that µ-calpain cleaves
Bid into tBid (Polster et al. 2005). Next, tBid appears involved in the permeabilization of OMM and favors calpain access to the mitochondrial intermembrane space
(Polster et al. 2005). Once in mitochondria, µ-calpain cleaves AIF yielding its
proapoptotic form, tAIF. This interaction has been further confirmed in focal cerebral ischemia (Culmsee et al. 2005).
3.2.3.4

PARP-1

Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) is a generic term for a family of enzymes
catalyzing the production of poly(ADP-ribose) or PAR polymers from NAD+. The
family consists of five members (PARP-1 to 5) with distinct cellular and subcellular
localizations (Moroni 2008). PARP enzymes participate in the control of chromosomal segregation, DNA replication, and gene transcription along the relevant
phases of the cell cycle. They are also involved in the regulation of chromatin structure and DNA repair (Schreiber et al. 2006).
After DNA-damage, activation of PARP results in poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation of
key DNA-repair proteins at the expense of NAD+ that is cleaved into ADP-ribose
and nicotinamide. When DNA-damage is limited, this physiological machinery
could repair the injury (Haince et al. 2005; Shall and de Murcia 2000). If DNA
breaks are repaired, the damaged cell survives and the cellular NAD+ levels are
restored by recycling nicotinamide with two ATP molecules. If DNA repair is not
completely achieved, cells undergo apoptosis by a caspase-dependent mechanism.
When DNA-damage is extensive, the cell cannot repair the injury. In this case,
disproportionate activation of PARP (mainly PARP-1) depletes the cellular pools of
NAD+ and ATP, driving the cell to a programmed necrosis PCD pathway (Haince
et al. 2005; Shall and de Murcia 2000).
Traditionally, this kind of cell death was attributable to the fact that PARP-1
activation correlated with a rapid cellular depletion of NAD+ and ATP. For example,
IL-3-dependent hematopoietic cells represent one of the relatively well-known
paradigms of this cell death, where PARP-1 activation results in a rapid loss of cellular ATP and programmed necrosis (Zong et al. 2004). In these cells, which are
highly glycolytic, IL-3 deprivation, glucose withdrawal, or glycolytic blockade
renders MNNG inefficient (Zong et al. 2004). Moreover, IL-3 deprivation, which
blocks the cellular glycolysis, preserves ATP levels after MNNG treatment, even if
PARP-1 remains activated. This suggests that the glycolytic control of the metabolic state of the cell regulates DNA-damage mediated death (Zong and Thompson
2006; Zong et al. 2004; Nelson 2004). Albeit necessary, PARP-1 activity is not
sufficient to induce programmed necrosis in IL-3-dependent hematopoietic cells.
In contrast, our recent results demonstrated that in MEFs, glucose deprivation,
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glycolytic blockade by methyl-pyruvate, or oxidative phosphorylation inhibition
did not preclude either ATP loss or necrosis associated with MNNG (Moubarak
et al. 2007). Moreover, PARP-1 genetic ablation blocks both NAD+/ATP loss and
alkylating DNA-damage induced PCD. Hence, in MEFs, PARP-1 activity is mandatory. Therefore, it seems that depending on the cell type, there are different
mechanisms governing DNA-damage mediated programmed necrosis.
New exciting studies confirm the hypothesis that energy collapse is not the sole
mechanism by which PARP-1 contributes to cell death. A new “death link” between
PARP-1, mitochondria, and AIF has now been established in an in vitro model of
glutamate excitotoxicity via N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA)-type receptors (Andrabi
et al. 2006; Yu et al. 2006). These recent studies from the Dawson laboratory elegantly demonstrated that the PAR polymers, a major product of PARP-1 activation
(Haince et al. 2005), are the death signals that provoke AIF release from mitochondria to cytosol (Andrabi et al. 2006; Yu et al. 2006). The precise mechanism by
which PAR polymer induces AIF mitochondrial release is not totally elucidated. The
authors propose two possibilities (1) induction of DYm dissipation due to the charged
nature of PAR polymers and (2) binding of PAR polymers to a yet unknown mitochondrial partner that, in turn, induces AIF release (Yu et al. 2006). Further analysis
is necessary to clarify if there exists a relationship between these polymers and other
AIF activators such as calpains and/or cathepsins. In this regard, high PAR levels
associated with the opening of TRPM2 Ca2+ channels and subsequent lethal rise in
intra-cellular Ca2+ (Fonfria et al. 2004) could provoke the calpain activation needed
for AIF release. In any case, it becomes clear that a better understanding of the connection between PAR and AIF can guide the development of new therapeutic strategies regulating AIF-mediated PCD pathways in NMDA-mediated excitotoxicity.
The involvement of PARP in glutamate-mediated neuronal death with necrotic
morphology has also been reported in animal models of ischemia and stroke [for
review, see Moroni (2008)]. In this case, the mechanisms underlying glutamatetriggered neuronal cell death have been related to excitotoxicity via both ionotropic
NMDA- (Moroni et al. 2001; Meli et al. 2004) or metabotropic mGluR1 receptors
(Meli et al. 2005).

3.2.4

Mechanism of Programmed Necrosis Induction

In the following section, we will consider the three main mechanisms implicated in
the initiation of the programmed necrosis pathway (1) energy failure; (2) increase
in intracellular Ca2+ concentration; and (3) oxidative DNA damage.
3.2.4.1

Decreased ATP Production/Energy Failure

Decreased energy production may originate from excessive ATP consumption or
defective ATP production. Excessive ATP consumption due to the over-activation
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of PARP has been discussed in the section “PARP-1.” Here, we will consider only
the main reasons of loss in ATP production.
Defective ATP production occurs, for example, when the mitochondrial respiratory chain is inhibited or impaired (Ohgoh et al. 2000). This happens upon peroxidation/nitration of protein and lipid constituents of mitochondrial membranes by
reactive oxygen species (ROS, see section “Increase in intracellular Ca2+ concentration”) and results in the loss of DYm, subsequent collapse of electron transport along
the respiratory chain and inhibition of ATP synthesis. Importantly, it has been shown
that in brain mitochondria, loss of DYm also occurs upon the local increase of Ca2+
in the peri-mitochondrial cytoplasmic compartment (Andreyev et al. 1998).
A second mechanism leading to decreased ATP production is related to the prolonged opening of the mitochondrial permeability transition (PT) pore (Pastorino
et al. 1998). In this case, CypD, which is a part of a PT multiprotein complex, appears
as a key mediator of programmed necrosis. Indeed, pharmacological inhibition or
genetic ablation of CypD precludes this type of PCD (Baines et al. 2005; Basso
et al. 2005; Nakagawa et al. 2005; Schinzel et al. 2005).
Decreased ATP production can further result from the incapacity of the cell to
increase ATP production by switching from glycolysis coupled to oxidative phosphorylation (Holt 1983; Baggetto 1992) to ATP-generating oxidative phosphorylation using nonglucose substrates (such as amino- or fatty acids). This happens in
pathological conditions, such as in ischemic neurons where glucose supply is
limited (Baggetto 1992). Physiologically, it occurs in highly proliferating cells that
shunt amino- and fatty acids away from ATP-generating oxidative phosphorylation
into anabolic pathways (Bauer et al. 2004).
Finally, ATP production can be disturbed as a consequence of the inhibition of
glycolysis by depletion of the cytosolic NAD+ pool (Berger et al. 1983) subsequent
to PARP-1 overactivation, as described in IL-3-dependent hematopoietic cells (see
section “PARP-1”) (Zong et al. 2004). ATP production via glycolysis (occurring in
the cytoplasm) and oxidative phosphorylation (occurring in mitochondria) requires
two independent and nonexchangeable NAD+ pools (i.e. cytoplasmic and mitochondrial, respectively). By consequence, the fact that PARP-1 overactivation selectively
depletes the cytoplasmic NAD+ pool suggests that cells maintaining their ATP production by preferential catabolism of glucose (e.g. neurons, but also tumor or highly
proliferative hematopoïetic cells) are extremely sensitive to death by controlled
necrosis due to rapid ATP drop and energy failure. In contrast, quiescent cells, capable of ATP production from nonglucose substrates (i.e. amino- and fatty acids) are
relatively resistant to programmed necrosis via PARP activation (Zong et al. 2004).
3.2.4.2

Increase in Intracellular Ca2+ Concentration

Deregulated Ca2+ influx via plasma membrane Ca2+ channels or uncompensated
Ca2+ liberation from the intracellular stores (endoplasmic reticulum ER, mitochondria) can trigger programmed necrosis. Thus, plasma membrane and ER redoxactive Ca2+ channels have been involved in triggering programmed necrosis by
increasing Ca2+ influx (Waring 2005).
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In neurons, Ca2+ influx can be increased pathologically by overstimulation of
ionotropic glutamatergic receptors leading to excitotoxic cell death (Sattler and
Tymianski 2001), which displays some characteristics of programmed necrosis
(Lindsten et al. 2003). Other routes of increasing intracellular Ca2+ level are activation of (1) voltage-sensitive L-type Ca2+ channels in excitable cells, including neurons (Fryer et al. 1999); (2) transient receptor potential (TRP) cation channels
(Aarts et al. 2003); and (3) acid-sensing ion channels (ASICs) resulting in increased
Ca2+ influx. ASICs are particularly relevant for the Ca2+ influx during increased
anaerobic glycolysis in low oxygen conditions (Xiong et al. 2004). In all these
circumstances, intracellular Ca2+ loading results in mitochondrial depolarization
with subsequent PT (Dubinsky and Levi 1998) and calpain activation (see section
“Calpains”), which in turn may trigger programmed necrosis. Because the Na+/Ca2+
exchanger involved in Ca2+ extrusion is cleaved by calpain, its inactivation leads to
a positive feed-back amplification of the Ca2+ influx (Bano et al. 2005). Furthermore,
the Ca2+ buffering ability of mitochondria (allowing for the clearance of excessive
cytoplasmic Ca2+) is prevented by the inhibition of Ca2+ uptake following DYm loss
and mitochondrial PT. This general scheme has been confirmed in brain mitochondria (Andreyev et al. 1998).
Relevantly, the loss of DYm is associated with increased production of ROS. ROS
are defined as redox-active molecules which can structurally alter the cellular constituents. They are generated as by-products of incomplete oxygen reduction to water
in the course of oxidative phosphorylation, mostly due to the activity of the mitochondrial respiratory chain complex I and III. Physiologically, cells cope with ROS production by few lines of defence mechanisms, including their enzymatic inactivation
by catalase and super-oxide dismutase (SOD) [reviewed in (Balaban et al. 2005)].
ROS family comprises different types of free radicals (i.e. species with highly
reactive unpaired electrons), such as superoxide anion (O2.−), nitric oxide (NO.), and
hydroxyl (OH.) radicals, as well as other molecular species (e.g. hydrogen peroxide,
H2O2, and peroxynitrite ONOO−). These reactive species generally affect unsaturated bonds in lipids yielding peroxides, hydroperoxides, and aldehydes (Kehrer
1993) and their deleterious effects are particularly important in neurons because of
the high brain lipid content (Ikeda and Long 1990). ROS-mediated alterations of
proteins affect their side-chains, which are oxidized to carbonyl groups (Stadtman
and Oliver 1991). This structural modification often leads to the functional inactivation of proteins. For example, ROS-mediated oxidation of plasma membrane proteins like Na+-K+-ATPase, renders these targets more susceptible to degradation by
calpain, thus, further contributing to the intracellular ion imbalance. In the particular
case of Na+-K+-ATPase in excitable cells, including neurons, this is associated with
plasma membrane depolarization (Zolotarjova et al. 1994).
3.2.4.3

DNA Damage

The mechanism of DNA damaging agent actions involves structural DNA modifications such as alkylation and methylation, which, if exceeding DNA repair activity
of the cell, trigger a death response. These agents are generally recognized as potent
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inducers of both apoptosis and necrosis. Apoptosis involves transcription factor
p53, which is involved in genome integrity sensing (Bose and Ghosh 2007).
Necrosis [considered as p53 independent cell death outcome based on the capacity
of p53-deficient cells to die a nonapoptotic death (Moubarak et al. 2007; Zong and
Thompson 2006)] is commonly induced by DNA damaging agents, particularly in
neurons, since these terminally differentiated cells display low DNA repair capacity
(Fonnum and Lock 2004). In addition to the chemical DNA damaging agents, ROS
can induce necrotic cell deaths by mediating DNA damage and subsequent PARP
activation (see section “PARP-1”).
Programmed necrosis triggered in non-neuronal cells by DNA-damaging agents
(e.g. MNNG or MNU) is associated with stage 1 chromatin condensation. Such
chromatin condensation is also accompanied by TUNEL-detectable 3¢OH DNA
breaks (Moubarak et al. 2007). Interestingly, studies on different in vivo models of
epilepsy by Fujikawa and coworkers have reported almost ten years before that
dying neurons in these models display TUNEL-positivity and typical ultra-structural
morphology of necrotic cells (Fujikawa et al. 1999, 2000a, b). In these pioneer
works, the authors have suggested that these neurons die by programmed necrosis.

3.3
3.3.1

Neuronal Death Outcomes
General Considerations

It is widely accepted that apoptosis may represent the predominant neuronal death
phenotype occurring during synaptogenesis (Oppenheim et al. 2001). By contrast,
the importance of classical apoptosis in the adult nervous system is still under
debate. According to some studies, apoptosis is down regulated (at least under
physiological conditions) due to a differentiation-associated reduction in Apaf-1
expression and increased efficacy of IAPs (inhibitors of apoptosis proteins) (Wright
et al. 2004). Moreover, the over-expression of IAPs confers neuroprotection in vivo
(Perrelet et al. 2000) whereas neuronal IAP (NAIP)-deleted mice display increased
vulnerability to kainic acid injury (Holcik et al. 2000). Besides these genetic factors, inhibition of caspases can result from cross-inhibition by other proteases
activated simultaneously (Chua et al. 2000), silencing by viral proteins in the course
of infection (Strasser et al. 2000), nitrative/oxidative stress (Leist et al. 1999), and
energy depletion (Leist et al. 1997). Neurons are highly sensitive to the latter, since
they depend entirely on the aerobic metabolism of glucose, which generates ROS
as by-products (see section “Increase in intracellular Ca2+ concentration”).
At this stage, there exists reasonable evidence arguing that, in physiological
conditions, apoptosis is inhibited in adult neurons, whereas in pathological conditions it can be re-activated. Predominance of alternative (i.e. caspase-independent)
PCD outcomes such as autophagic and apoptosis-like cell death programmes is
currently emerging as a consensus [for review, see Krantic et al. (2007) and
Krantic et al. (2005)]. Concerning these alternative PCD phenotypes, there is so
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far no explicit evidence for the involvement of AIF-mediated programmed necrosis in neurons, which would be similar to that described in MEFs (Moubarak et al.
2007). However, given that AIF has been involved in neuronal death along the
apoptosis-like pathway, it is important to re-examine the relevant neuronal PCDs.
Thus, some of neuronal PCD phenotypes, originally considered as apoptosis-like,
might turn to be programmed necrosis. This can be the case, for example, of
peroxide-treated cerebella granule neurons (CGN) dying by AIF-mediated
apoptosis-like PCD, where inhibition of mPT by cyclosporin A provides a partial
protection against cell death (Hans et al. 2005), thus revealing a putative programmed
necrosis component of the cell death process triggered by peroxide. Indeed, as
already discussed in the section “Decreased ATP production/energetic failure,”
inhibition of PT by targeting CypD pharmacologically with cyclosporin A prevents
(programmed?) necrosis. Distinguishing apoptosis-like PCD from programmed
necrosis is crucial not only from a theoretical (taxonomic) point of view but also from
a practical standpoint, since this knowledge might orient future neuroprotective
strategies more accurately.
Clear distinction between accidental and AIF-mediated programmed necrosis
requires a careful re-examination of the underlying pathways. It can be done, for
example, by testing the sensitivity of the death process to cyclosporin A, to help
distinguish those processes that are programmatic in nature, hence allowing for
therapeutic intervention.

3.4

AIF-Dependent Alternative PCD Phenotypes in Neurons

The goal of the following two sections is to discuss the arguments pointing to the
necessity of re-examining death phenotypes occurring in adult-injured neurons in
the light of recent data on AIF-mediated PCD programs.

3.4.1

Apoptosis-Like PCD

Discovery of Harlequin (Hq) mice bearing a mutation in AIF gene, which results in
80% reduction of the normal AIF expression (Klein et al. 2002), brought a valuable
model to study the involvement of AIF in neuronal cell death. Thus, the fact that
decreased expression of AIF in Hq mice confers neuroprotection to cortical neurons
exposed to glutamate in vitro provided a direct evidence for the causal involvement
of apoptosis-like, AIF-dependent PCD in neuronal death, with obvious implications
for the acute neuronal injuries (Cheung et al. 2005). Currently, it is, however, clear
that AIF-mediated neuronal death by apoptosis-like PCD can be triggered concomitantly with classical apoptosis (see discussion in section “Excitotoxic Neuronal Death
and Programmed Necrosis in Acute Injuries”). Indeed, ceramide, which accumulates
in neurons in a variety of acute (and chronic) neurodegenerative processes, has the
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capacity to induce the mitochondrial release of AIF in conjunction with other, classical
apoptosis-associated mitochondrial proteins (cytochrome c, Omi/HtrA2, or Smac/
DIABLO) (Stoica et al. 2005). This complexity makes it difficult to clearly distinguish between caspase-dependent and -independent PCD outcomes in this particular
paradigm, and also more broadly highlights the difficulties in accurately establishing
the PCD phenotype(s) involved in response to a majority of cell death triggers.
Glutamate-induced PCD in cortical and CGN neurons has been defined as
apoptosis-like PCD based on its insensitivity to caspase inhibitors and AIF translocation to the nucleus (Cheung et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2004). Such apoptosis-like
PCD involves mainly the NMDA type of glutamate receptors since NMDA antagonist (MK-801) has the capacity to inhibit it, at last in vitro (Cheung et al. 2005;
Wang et al. 2004). Similarly, trophic factors like hepatocyte growth factor (HCG),
capable of preventing NMDA- (Ishihara et al. 2005) or glutamate-induced AIF
nuclear translocation (Niimura et al. 2006), also prevent neuronal death. Most
importantly, both glutamate- and NMDA-triggered apoptosis-like PCD appears
Bax-independent (in contrast to caspase-dependent apoptosis), since genetic ablation of Bax does not confer neuroprotection (Cheung et al. 2005; Miller et al. 1997;
Dargusch et al. 2001). Such Bax-independence is an important finding as it provides a clear-cut criterion to distinguish between apoptosis and apoptosis-like PCD,
at least in this particular model of neuronal death.
In addition to these in vitro data, excitotoxic neuronal death of an apoptosis-like
type via NMDA receptor activation has been convincingly demonstrated in vivo in
the following acute neuronal injuries: traumatic brain injury in rat (Zhang et al.
2002), ischemia in rat and mice (Zhu et al. 2003, 2006, 2007; Cao et al. 2003b) and
stroke (Plesnila et al. 2004).

3.4.2

Necrotic PCDs

As noted above, there is currently no direct evidence for the involvement of programmed necrosis in neuronal death. However, indirect evidence suggests that at
least some of the necrotic phenotypes observed in dying neurons might turn to be
programmatic rather than accidental. Before discussing this evidence, it has to be
stressed that clear distinction of programmed necrosis among other types of programmed cell death outcomes is further complicated by the fact that even apoptosis,
triggered by pathological insults in adult neurons, can display some clearly necrotic
features. The related morphologies seen in acutely injured neurons have been designated as atypical, hybrid cell death phenotypes because they present the characteristics of both apoptosis and necrosis in the single neuron (Unal-Cevik et al. 2004).
Among these atypical morphologies, absent or mild chromatin aggregation in
irregular or reticular forms has been reported (Fukuda and Yamamoto 1999; Oo et
al. 1996; Stadelmann et al. 1998; Liu et al. 2004; Strosznajder and Gajkowska 2006).
In many instances, these morphologies are reminiscent of necrosis seen in DNA
damage-triggered cell death in neuroblastoma cell lines (Daugas et al. 2000).
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Moreover, some biochemical findings reveal the involvement of calpains
(proteases implicated in programmed necrosis) in acute neuronal injury. Thus, it
has been shown that there is calpain activation in a rat model of acute neurodegeneration such as status epilepticus (Araujo et al. 2005). In addition, the aberrant
expression (or impaired activity) of calpains has been related with neuronal injuries
seen in ischemia and strokes (Goll et al. 2003; Saez et al. 2006; Cao et al. 2007).
Finally, recent evidence points to the existence of a Bax-sensitive component of
DNA damage-induced AIF translocation in campothecin treated neurons (Cheung
et al. 2005). Furthermore, AIF-mediated DNA fragmentation in campothecininduced cell death is TUNEL positive (Cheung et al. 2005), as is programmed
necrosis in MEFs (Moubarak et al. 2007). The existence of a Bax-positive component of DNA-damage-induced AIF translocation combined with its TUNELpositivity (Cheung et al. 2005), further suggests that programmed necrosis, similar
to that characterized in MEFs (Moubarak et al. 2007), can be induced in neurons.

3.5 Excitotoxic Neuronal Death and Programmed Necrosis
in Acute Injuries
Neuronal over-stimulation by glutamate accumulation in the synaptic cleft has been
repeatedly involved in acute neurodegenerative processes. The resulting excitotoxicity is considered as an initial trigger of neuronal PCDs in stroke (and associated
experimental hypoxia-ischemia models), epileptic seizures, and traumatic brain injuries (Friberg and Wieloch 2002). However, it is important to keep in mind that the
mechanisms underlying these acute neuronal injuries occurring in vivo are not identical to those underlying excitotoxicity. Indeed, death-inducing signals are much more
complex in acute neuronal injuries occurring in vivo than is the simple application of
glutamate in vitro (experimentally used to model excitotoxicity). For example, in
vivo, leukocyte invasion and local production of cytokines (which are absent in vitro)
are known to considerably contribute to excitotoxicity resulting from the excessive
accumulation of glutamate during cerebral ischemia [for review, see Lipton (1999)].
According to a generally accepted view, glutamate excitotoxicity is mainly mediated by overactivation of NMDA receptors. Kainate receptors are also activated, but
to a lesser extent (Cheung et al. 2005). The activation of the relevant receptor-associated ion channels leads to excessive Ca2+ influx. The intracellular Ca2+ level is
further increased by NMDA-related Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release (Alford et al. 1993)
from intracellular stores (ER and mitochondria) and allows for the subsequent calpain activation (Amadoro et al. 2006). It has also been shown that NMDA-driven
increase in intracellular Ca2+ may be generated by activation of second messengerproducing enzymes, like neuronal nitric oxide synthase (Zhu et al. 2004). All these
mechanisms converge on the uncompensated increase of intracellular Ca2+ level,
which then triggers depolarization of mitochondrial membrane, loss of DYm, and
mPT (Dubinsky and Levi 1998). These mitochondrial alterations are in turn associated with increased ROS generation [Dykens (1994) and Dugan et al. (1995);
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reviewed in van Wijk and Hageman (2005)]. DNA damage resulting from ROS
production triggers PARP-1 overactivation and a subsequent drop in ATP/ADP level
down to 30% of the physiological level (Budd and Nicholls 1996). AIF then translocates from mitochondria to the nucleus in a PARP-1-dependent manner [i.e. it is
abolished in PARP-1 knockout mice (Yu et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2003)]. Consistently,
AIF-deficient neurons are resistant to PARP-1 dependent cell death mediated by
PARs (Yu et al. 2006), thereby demonstrating that both effectors function along the
same biochemical pathway.
AIF involvement in excitotoxicity has been consistently reported in more detail
by a number of studies. In the original study by Klein and collaborators, CGN neurons derived from AIF hypomorphic Hq mice and treated with high glutamate concentrations (mM range) were more sensitive to cell death induction than neurons
derived from their wild-type counterparts (Klein et al. 2002). In contrast, Cheung
and colleagues found that, compared to wild-type neurons, cultured cerebellar neurons from Hq mice were protected from glutamate (100 µM) cell death induction
(Cheung et al. 2005). These authors further reported that cortical neurons derived
from Hq mice and treated with selective agonists of different types of glutamate
receptors were less vulnerable to NMDA- and kainate-, but not AMPA, -induced cell
death than wild-type neurons (Cheung et al. 2005). Furthermore, Hq mice were
more resistant to excitotoxicity in vivo since they displayed reduced neuronal injury
in the ischemic penumbra after middle cerebral artery occlusion (Culmsee et al.
2005), as well as decreased hippocampal damage resulting from kainic acid-induced
seizures (Cheung et al. 2005). These findings, combined with in vitro data demonstrating a significant reduction of cell death by siRNA-mediated AIF down regulation in glutamate- and oxygen-glucose deprivation neuronal injury models (Culmsee
et al. 2005), pointed to AIF as a major mediator of glutamate excitotoxicity.
What remains to be established is whether AIF mediates all excitotoxic cell
deaths exclusively by an apoptosis-like PCD pathway (see section “Apoptosis-Like
PCD”). Indeed, the possibility exists that AIF contributes to excitotoxic neuronal
death also by (a yet undiscovered) programmed necrosis. The main argument supporting the latter hypothesis concerns the Bax-insensitive component of excitotoxic
neuronal death. Thus, although excitotoxic neuronal death appears to be mostly
independent of Bax, genetic ablation of Bax does confer a partial protection to
neurons injured with glutamate or its agonist NMDA (Cheung et al. 2005; Dargusch
et al. 2001). This raises the possibility of AIF involvement in programmed necrosis
that might occur either as a primary or secondary response, after the initiation of
the death process by apoptosis-like PCD. In this latter case, ROS generated along
the excitotoxicity-induced apoptosis-like PCD may trigger DNA damage and shift
to secondary induction of programmed necrosis (Fig. 3.2). Clarifying these points
is critical, since it is increasingly clear that excitotoxic cell death actually involves
a mixture of distinct cell death programmes, and that apoptosis-like PCD is
certainly not the only PCD involved. The additional cell death outcomes that have
been involved in excitotoxicity are AMPA receptor-mediated apoptosis (Cheung
et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2004), and also kainate receptor-mediated autophagic PCD
(Wang et al. 2008) and necrosis (Chihab et al. 1998).
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Fig. 3.2 A model for a putative contribution of different PCD outcomes to acute neuronal injuries.
All known acute neuronal injuries might trigger concomitantly different types of PCD, but their
proportion might vary according to the initial lesion (epileptic seizure: yellow circle; stroke: blue
circle; ischemia: pink circle). Excitotoxicity is represented by the yellow circle as is epilepsy
because, among the selected injuiries, excitotoxicity probably overlaps the best with epileptic
seizures. The latter are associated with excessive neuronal network activity related to non-compensated liberation of glutamate and glutamate receptor over-stimulation (Ben-Ari 2001) leading
to cell death (Fujikawa et al. 2000a). Ischemia and stroke (where cell death is triggered by excess
synaptic liberation of glutamate) also involve an excitotoxic component but they comprise additional triggers like instantaneous unavailability of glucose (more specifically related to ischemia)
or fast ROS over-load (more specifically related to reperfusion in stroke). Indeed, because glucose
is physiologically the only metabolite substrate that is rapidly transported across the blood–brainbarrier, in ischemia where blood supply is insufficient there is a rapid energy failure that is related
to glutamate accumulation in the synaptic cleft (Camacho and Massieu 2006). Decline in ATP
production due to the insufficient supply of glucose might activate defence mechanisms such as
autophagy, to compensate for glucose absence by providing metabolic sources from degraded cell
constituents. However, excessive autophagy might in turn trigger autophagic PCD (Adhami et al.
2007), meaning that autophagic PCD might be more involved in ischemia than, for example, in
epilepsy. Similarly, during the reperfusion phase of stroke, there is a massive and rapid ROS production (Saito et al. 2005) which is, among other factors, related to DNA damage and PARP-1
activation (Skaper 2003). The latter has been involved in apoptosis-like PCD and in programmed
necrosis (see section “PARP-1”), thus both of them might contribute more to stroke-induced neuronal death than to the type of death seen in other acute injuries

The reported involvement of (accidental) necrosis in excitotoxicity (and adjacent
necrotic morphology of dying neurons) should motivate additional studies aimed at
the assessment of the putative programmed character of this cell death outcome.
Additional argument for the relevance of programmed necrosis in excitotoxicity is
the involvement of effectors such as calpain and PARP-1, which in addition to AIF,
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has been demonstrated to contribute to neuronal apoptosis-like PCD in excitotoxicity, and are also shared by recently characterized programmed necrosis (Moubarak
et al. 2007). The experimental evidence which supports this view comes from the
data obtained after combined disabling of apoptosis (by Apaf-1 ablation) and
apoptosis-like PCD (by siRNA-mediated AIF downregulation), which still leaves
about 30% of neurons unprotected against the excitotoxic death (Cheung et al.
2005). The reported Bax independency of excitotoxic neuronal death observed in
that study (Cheung et al. 2005) appears at first sight incompatible with programmed
necrosis, since this PCD displays Bax-dependency in MEFs (Moubarak et al.
2007). However, in the previous study, Bax dependency was assessed in the paradigm that the excitotoxic insult was applied for a relatively short time period (1 h),
then removed and cell death assessed only 24 h later. It is thus possible that initial,
transient Bax activation, which would argue for the involvement of programmed
necrosis, remained unnoticed. The involvement of Bax in excitotoxicity should be
definitely re-examined during the early steps of cell death triggering in order to
answer the question of a possible involvement of programmed necrosis in this type
of neuronal death. In this light, very recently it was reported that µ-calpain plays a
crucial role in the release of AIF in neuronal ischemic injury, thus confirming that
the same scenario as the one we proposed for programmed necrosis in MEFs is also
functional in neurons (Cao et al. 2007).

3.5

Conclusion

It is currently reasonably certain that not one, but a myriad of different cell death
outcomes contribute to neuronal demise in the course of acute neuronal injuries. It
is moreover generally accepted that these different death outcomes include both
accidental (uncontrolled) and programmed (thus obviously controlled) modalities.
It is also reasonably certain that excitotoxic cell death, induced by excessive
release and accumulation of the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate, represents
a common determinant of various acute (and chronic) neurodegenerations.
However, it is also clear that excitotoxicity cannot be considered as a synonym for
acute neuronal injury, and that other factors (local accumulation of immune cells,
release of the relevant signalling mediators by these cells, etc.) do contribute to
brain damage in vivo.
This being said, it remains true that excitotoxicity is probably the main pathological component of the acute neuronal injury. A great amount of experimental
evidence supports the view that excitotoxic neuronal death actually corresponds to
a mixture of different cell death phenotypes, although the existence of excitotoxic
cell death, stricto sensu, as a single entity corresponding to a peculiar form of cell
death has also been proposed (Kroemer et al. 2005). However, to date there is no
convincing experimental data to support the latter hypothesis. By contrast, as discussed here, different PCD modalities have been demonstrated to take part in neuronal demise in the course of acute injuries. These include caspase-independent
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phenotypes such as apoptosis-like and autophagic PCD and, probably to a lesser
extent, caspase-dependent apoptosis.
In addition, the involvement of nonprogrammed cell death such as necrosis has
been repeatedly and convincingly demonstrated by a number of morphological
studies. In recent years, a novel concept has begun to emerge concerning necrosis
in general. According to this new concept, at least part of the cell death outcomes
that appear necrotic at the ultrastructural level might in fact be the end-point of a
death programme designated as programmed necrosis. Although not yet tested, the
assumption is that programmed necrosis also occurs in neurons. Morphological
evidence (e.g. the absence of pronounced chromatin condensation) and biochemical
(e.g. involvement of the effectors demonstrated to mediate programmed necrosis in
cell lines such as Bax, calpain, AIF, and PARP-1) is in agreement with this assumption. Future studies are now required to assess them experimentally in different
models of acute neuronal injuries. The task is very difficult to accomplish because
the biochemical pathways underlying programmed necrosis remain poorly understood. This means that we have to work backwards from the described necrotic
morphologies and attempt to discover and ascribe effectors responsible for the
phenotypic expression to each of these morphologies seen in the acute neuronal
injuries. It is very probable that the programmed necrosis that we have recently
described in non-neuronal cells (Moubarak et al. 2007) will be unravelled in neurons dying in the course of acute injuries. It is moreover reasonable to postulate that
this particular phenotype of programmed necrosis represents only the tip of the
iceberg, as it was for caspase-dependent apoptosis, considered upon its discovery
as the sole existing PCD. The efforts similar to those made in understanding
molecular mechanisms of apoptosis at the time of its re-discovery by Kerr, Wylie,
and Curie (Kerr et al. 1972) should now be oriented towards understanding the
molecular mechanisms of programmed necrosis in general, and those occurring in
neurons in particular. The goal is ambitious, but our hope is that the invested efforts
will bring results as exciting as those obtained in the field of apoptosis. The understanding of the mechanisms of programmed necrosis would have a great impact not
only in the domain of neurodegeneration, but probably in the fields of cancer and
developmental diseases as well.
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Chapter 4

Age-Dependence of Neuronal Apoptosis
and of Caspase Activation
Denson G. Fujikawa

4.1

Morphological Classification of Cell Death

Prior to the morphological description of cellular apoptosis in 1972, cell death was
described as “coagulative necrosis,” which had the ultrastructural appearance of
in vitro autolysis (Kerr et al. 1972). Apoptotic cells were described as having condensed
cytoplasm with normal-appearing cytoplasmic organelles and the compaction of
nuclear chromatin into one or more large masses, with subsequent breaking up of
cells into membrane-bound, well-preserved fragments, or “apoptotic bodies” (Kerr
et al. 1972) (Fig. 4.1). It was subsequently discovered that glucocorticoid-induced
thymocytic apoptosis was associated with internucleosomal DNA cleavage, or
DNA “laddering,” due to endonuclease activation (Wyllie 1980). Shortly afterward,
Wyllie classified cell death into two categories: necrosis and apoptosis (Wyllie
1981). Necrosis differs from apoptosis in that there is cytoplasmic edema, with
dilation of endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondrial swelling, polysome disaggregation and multiple small clumps of condensed chromatin within nuclei (Wyllie 1981)
(Fig. 4.2). These changes are irreversible when there is high-amplitude mitochondrial swelling with rupture of cristae and flocculent or granular matrix densities and
plasma membrane rupture (Fig. 4.2).
Several years later, Peter Clarke divided developmental cell death into three
categories: apoptosis (type I), autophagy (type II) and necrosis (type IIIb) (Clarke
1990). This classification has been widely adopted by cell death researchers.
Autophagic cell death differs from apoptosis and necrosis morphologically by the
presence of double membrane-bound autophagosomes within the cytoplasm, which
fuse with lysosomes to form autophagolysosomes, where their contents are degraded
by acidic lysosomal hydrolases (Rubinsztein et al. 2005; Uchiyama et al. 2008)
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Fig. 4.1 Apoptosis and necrosis are morphologically distinct events (compare with Fig. 4.2). (a)
and (d) are hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained sections of the left retrosplenial cortex in a
postnatal day 8 (P8) rat, (b) and (e) are terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick-end
labeling (TUNEL)-stained adjacent sections, with methyl green counterstain, and (c) and (f) are
electron-micrographic ultrathin sections from the right hemisphere of the same rat. (a–c) show
naturally occurring apoptotic neurons, and D-F apoptotic neurons induced by administration of
1 mg/kg MK-801 i.p. 24 h earlier. The large, round, basophilic chromatin clumps and acidophilic
cytoplasm in A and D are clearly visible (arrows point to some). In (b) and (e) the lightly positive
TUNEL staining of the entire cell bodies except for the large, round chromatin clumps, which are
stained with methyl green, are also clearly seen (arrows point to some). The DNA fragments
labeled with TUNEL disperse throughout apoptotic neurons because of disruption of nuclear
membranes. In (c) a naturally occurring apoptotic neuron in an advanced stage of degeneration is
being phagocytosed by an adjacent astrocyte; the large chromatin clumps are still present. The
arrowhead points to an apoptotic body that has separated from the cell body. (f) shows a more
newly formed apoptotic neuron, with large, round chromatin clumps and a less electron-dense
cytoplasm. Scale bars are 20 µm for (a), (b), (d) and (e) and 2 µm for (c) and (f) (from Fujikawa
et al. 2000, with permission from Elsevier)

(Fig. 4.3). There is also a lack of the nuclear and cytoplasmic changes that accompany apoptotic and necrotic cell death.

4.2 Programmed Cell Death
Research into the biochemical basis of cell death began with cellular apoptosis, and
in recent years, the programmed cell death (PCD) mechanisms contributing to cell
death and apoptosis became synonymous, which has created confusion, because
“apoptosis” refers to a particular morphology and not to a biochemical pathway
(Fujikawa 2000, 2002). Cell death investigators with a simplistic view of morphology, for example, that cells with shrunken, condensed nuclei are apoptotic, created
confusion because cells with shrunken, condensed but intact nuclei are necrotic, not
apoptotic (Fujikawa et al. 1999, 2000, 2002, 2007; Fujikawa 2000, 2002).
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Fig. 4.2 Apoptosis and necrosis are morphologically distinct events (compare with Fig. 4.1). (a–d)
are H&E-stained sections, (e–h) are TUNEL-stained sections with methyl green counterstain, (i–l) are
lower magnification and (m–p) higher magnification electron photomicrographs. (a) and (e) show the
left, and (i) and (m) the right piriform cortex of a control rat given normal saline, and (b) and (f) show
the left, and (j) and (n) the right piriform cortex of a rat with 3-h kainic acid-induced SE (KASE) and
a 24-h recovery period. (c) and (g) show the left, and (k) and (o) the right piriform cortex of a control
rat given normal saline, and (d) and (h) show the left, and (l) and (p) the right piriform cortex of a rat
with 3-h KASE and a 72-h recovery period. Control light-microscopic sections show round nuclei
with nucleoli and reticular chromatin stained with H&E (a and c) and methyl green (e and g). SE
light-microscopic sections show necrotic acidophilic neurons with pyknotic (shrunken), condensed
nuclei and eosinophilic cytoplasm stained with H&E (b and d) and with TUNEL/methyl green (f and h).
TUNEL positivity in the condensed nuclei of necrotic neurons appeared 72 h but not 24 h after SE.
Arrows point to necrotic neurons and arrowheads in (h) point to some neurons with TUNEL-positive
nuclei. (i) and (k) are electron photomicrographs showing normal nuclei and (m) and (o) normal mitochondria (arrows point to some) in control rats. (j) and (l) show the shrunken, electron-dense necrotic
neurons with pyknotic nuclei containing scattered chromatin clumps (much smaller at 72 h recovery)
and degenerating cytoplasm with many vacuoles and dilated mitochondria. At higher magnification
(n and p) the swollen mitochondria are apparent, containing dark particles (flocculent densities) indicating irreversible damage (arrowheads). Scale bars are 20 µm (a–h), 4 µm (i–l) and 1 µm (m–p) (from
Fujikawa et al. 2000, with permission from Elsevier)

4.2.1 Caspase-Dependent Programmed Cell Death
Research within the past decade has shown the importance of cysteine proteases that
cleave after aspartate residues (caspases) in PCD (Cohen 1997; Earnshaw et al. 1999).
Two caspase-dependent PCD pathways, the intrinsic (mitochondrial) pathway
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Fig. 4.3 Autophagy involves the formation of cytoplasmic autophagosomes. These photomicrographs show mouse hepatocytes in a mouse not given food for 24 h. (a) shows the cytoplasm of a
hepatocyte with normal mitochondria but with vacuolar structures in the cytoplasm (arrowheads).
(b) through (e) show autophagosomes containing recognizable cytoplasmic structures, whereas (f)
shows a lysosome with unidentifiable electron-dense material (from Uchiyama et al. 2008, with
permission from Springer)

involving caspase-9 (casp-9) activation, and the extrinsic (death-receptor) pathway
involving caspase-8 (casp-8) activation, both result in activation of caspase-3 (casp-3),
the principal executioner caspase. Following an apoptotic stimulus with mitochondrial
membrane permeabilization, cytochrome c (cyt c) translocates to the cytosol, where
it forms the “apoptosome,” together with apoptotic protease activating factor-1
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(Apaf-1) and dATP, which cleaves casp-9, activating it (Liu et al. 1996, 1997; Zou
et al. 1997). Active casp-9 cleaves casp-3 (Li et al. 1997), and the cleaved (active)
casp-3 translocates to nuclei, activating caspase-activated DNase (CAD)/DNA
fragmentation factor 40 (DFF40) by cleaving inhibitor of CAD (ICAD)/DNA fragmentation factor 45 (DFF45) (Liu et al. 1997, 1998; Enari et al. 1998; Sakahira
et al. 1998). CAD/DFF40 then cleaves double-stranded DNA at internucleosomal
sites, producing 180 base pair fragments that have a ladder-like appearance on
electrophoresed DNA agarose gels (DNA laddering) (Liu et al. 1997, 1998; Enari
et al. 1998; Sakahira et al. 1998).
In the CNS morphological apoptosis, both naturally occurring and that induced
by an acute insult, occurs during the neonatal period, becoming undetectable in older
rats (Ikonomidou et al. 1999; Liu et al. 2004) (Fig. 4.4). Exceptions in the adult rat
have been observed (Sloviter et al. 1993, 1996). It has also been shown that casp-3
activation is age-dependent in cerebral ischemia, occurring during the neonatal
period and becoming negligible in the adult rat (Hu et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2004)
(Fig. 4.5). Thus, casp-3 activation occurs in morphologically apoptotic neurons in
the neonatal brain. Earlier studies have shown casp-3 activation in adult rodents
following cerebral ischemia (Hara et al. 1997; Chen et al. 1998) and focal status
epilepticus (SE) (Henshall et al. 2000), or activation of upstream casp-8 and casp-9
in focal SE (Henshall et al. 2001a, b), but none of the studies showed morphological
neuronal apoptosis, and the preponderance of subsequent studies, to be discussed in
the next subsection, have pointed to caspase-independent PCD pathways in excitotoxic neuronal death, of which cerebral ischemia and SE are examples.

4.2.2

Caspase-Independent Programmed Cell Death

As mentioned previously, apoptosis and PCD have been used interchangeably, and
until recently, necrosis was assumed to be a passive process of cell swelling and
lysis, based on in vitro evidence. However, there has been for many years in vivo
evidence in cerebral ischemia, status epilepticus and hypoglycemia that what was
then called “ischemic cell change” and what we now describe as neuronal necrosis
involves cell shrinkage and condensation, with nuclear pyknosis (shrinkage), scattered irregular chromatin clumps, and mitochondrial swelling, with disrupted
cristae and flocculent densities (Fig. 4.6) (Brown and Brierley 1972, 1973; Griffiths
et al. 1984; Auer et al. 1985a, b; Ingvar et al. 1988; Colbourne et al. 1999; Fujikawa
et al. 1999, 2000, 2002). As discussed in the section “Morphological Classification
of Cell Death,” these changes were described independently by Wyllie (1981), and
were recognized as being necrotic.
Recently, evidence has accumulated that necrotic cell death can also be programmed, but that it involves caspase-independent mechanisms (Kitanaka and
Kuchino 1999; Proskuryakov et al. 2003; Syntichaki and Tavernarakis 2003;
Vanlangenakker et al. 2008). For example, in cerebral ischemia and SE activation
of both the calcium-dependent cysteine protease calpain I and the DNA repair
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Fig. 4.4 (a) shows electron photomicrographs of neurons in the upper blade of the dentate granule
cell layer in contralateral (control) hemisphere and ipsilateral hemisphere in rats with left common
carotid artery ligation and hypoxia (8% O2) for 60 min in P7 rats 48 h after hypoxia-ischemia. The
contralateral hemisphere showed normal neuronal nuclei and cytoplasm. Ipsilaterally, there were
two types of degenerating neurons: those with pyknotic nuclei and scattered, irregular chromatin
clumps (double black arrows) and those with large, round, chromatin clumps (white arrows in the
middle panel and single black arrow in the right panel). These corresponded to necrotic and apoptotic neurons, respectively. (b) shows necrotic neurons in the hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cell
layer ipsilaterally 48 h after hypoxia-ischemia in P7, P15, P26 and P60 rats (the P7 and P15 rats
had 60 min of hypoxia, the P26 and P60 rats, 30 min of hypoxia). The shrunken neurons are electron-dense, with pyknotic nuclei containing scattered, irregular chromatin clumps, which decreased
in size from P7 to P26 and were not visible in P60 rats. The cytoplasm at all ages showed extensive
degeneration, with swollen, round mitochondria and disrupted endoplasmic reticulum, with ribosomal disaggregation. The white arrows in the P7 rat point to round, swollen mitochondria without
obvious disruption of cristae, and the arrowheads point to the scattered chromatin clumps. The
white arrows in the P60 rat point to the nucleus, with no visible chromatin clumps and with an intact
nuclear membrane (from Liu et al. 2004, with permission from Elsevier)
Fig. 4.5 (continued) granule cell layer, showing progressively less active caspase-3 IR with age, and
absent caspase-3 IR at P60. Large arrows point to nuclei with active caspase-3 IR, small arrows to
large, round chromatin masses without active caspase-3 IR and arrowheads to condensed nuclei
without active caspase-3 IR (from Liu et al. 2004, with permission from Elsevier)
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Fig. 4.5 These are confocal images from brain sections of P7 and P60 rats (a), double-labeled with
an antibody to active caspase-3 (green) and propidium iodide (PI), which, since brains were perfused
with 4% phosphate-buffered paraformaldehyde, penetrates cells and stains nucleic acids of normal
and degenerating neurons, essentially serving as a nuclear stain. Rats were subjected to left common
carotid ligation and hypoxia, as in Fig. 4.4. Active caspase-3 expression is present in the ipsilateral
hippocampal pyramidal cell layer and neocortex of the P7 rat, but there is no expression in the P60
rat. Arrows point to weaker PI staining in the neocortex of the P60 rat. (b) shows left hippocampal
PI staining, active caspase-3 immunoreactivity (IR) and a merged image in a P7 rat, with merged
images in P15, P26 and P60 rats. There is substantially less active caspase-3 IR in P15 hippocampus,
which is only faintly seen in dentate granule cells at P26, and which is absent throughout the hippocampus at P60. (c) shows higher magnification images in CA1 and the upper blade of the dentate
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Fig. 4.6 Early evidence that necrotic neurons are produced by cerebral ischemia (a), status epilepticus
(b) and hypoglycemia (c). (a) shows an ischemic necrotic hippocampal pyramidal neuron in a rat
subjected to right common carotid artery ligation and 40 min of hypoxia (Levine preparation) with
a short (less than 2 h) recovery period. It is shrunken, electron-dense, with a pyknotic (shrunken)
nucleus (N) containing diffuse, irregular chromatin clumps and cytoplasm with numerous vacuoles,
some of which are dilated endoplasmic reticulum (arrows point to two) and dilated mitochondria
with disrupted cristae. The neuron is surrounded by dilated astrocytic processes and an adjacent
astrocytic nucleus (A) (from Brown and Brierley 1972, with permission from Elsevier). (b) shows
a seizure-induced necrotic neuron in the hippocampal “stratum polymorph” 60 min after 2-h
l-allylglycine-induced status epilepticus. It is also shrunken, electron-dense, with a pyknotic
nucleus with scattered, irregular chromatin clumps and cytoplasmic vacuoles, most of which contain Ca2+ pyroantimonate deposits (the arrow points to one such vacuole; arrowheads point to
synaptic terminals) (from Griffiths et al. 1984, with permission from Elsevier). (c) shows a hypoglycemia-induced necrotic neuron in the cerebral cortex of a rat subjected to 60 min of an isoelectric EEG, induced by hypoglycemia, and an 8-h recovery period. It is also shrunken, electron-dense,
with prominent irregular chromatin clumps in the pyknotic nucleus, large, swollen mitochondria
containing flocculent densities and surrounding swollen astrocytic processes. The scale bar is
1.5 mm (from Auer et al. 1985a, with permission from Springer)

enzyme poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 (PARP-1) occur and contribute to neuronal death (Eliasson et al. 1997; Cao et al. 2007). Calpain I translocates to both
mitochondrial and lysosomal membranes, causing release from mitochondria of cyt
c and apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) (Gao and Dou 2000; Lankiewicz et al. 2000;
Ding et al. 2002; Volbracht et al. 2005) and of lysosomal cathepsins and DNase II
from lysosomes (Yamashima et al. 1998, 2003; Tsukada et al. 2001). PARP-1 forms
poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR) polymers, which translocate from nuclei to mitochondria,
with resultant AIF release (Yu et al. 2002, 2006; Andrabi et al. 2006). AIF translocates to neuronal nuclei, and together with an as yet unknown endonuclease, is
responsible for large-scale, 50-kb DNA cleavage (Susin et al. 1999).
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The actions of cytosolic cyt c in caspase-independent programmed cell death are
largely unknown. Aside from apoptosome formation, cytosolic cyt c translocates to
the endoplasmic reticulum, where it binds to inositol (1,4,5) trisphosphate receptors,
inducing Ca2+ release that amplifies mitochondrial cyt c release (Boehning et al.
2003). In addition, cyt c translocates to HeLa cell or cerebellar granule cell nuclei
following DNA damage, where it induces cytoplasmic translocation of acetylated
histone H2A and chromatin condensation (Nur-E-Kamal et al. 2004). We also have
evidence that cyt c translocates to neuronal nuclei within 60 min after the onset of
generalized SE, together with mitochondrial AIF and endoG and lysosomal cathepsin B (cath-B) and cathepsin D (cath-D) and DNase II (Zhao et al. Submitted for
publication). However, the functional consequences of cyt c, cath-B and cath-D
nuclear translocation are not known, and potential large-scale DNA cleavage by AIF
and DNA laddering by endoG and DNase II have yet to be shown following SE.
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Chapter 5

Excitotoxic Programmed Cell Death Involves
Caspase-Independent Mechanisms
Ho Chul Kang, Ted M. Dawson, and Valina L. Dawson

5.1

Introduction

Cell death is a strictly programmed physiological process during the development
of living organisms. In conditions like brain trauma, ischemia/reperfusion, brain
injury, and cellular stress, cell death becomes unregulated, leading to neurodegenerative processes and stroke. Cell death, in general, is a complex process involving
multiple pathways. Apoptosis, necrosis and autophagy are the three traditionally
described pathways of cell death. These pathways share many common biochemical events in cell death execution. Apoptosis, in general, is executed by the activation of caspases; and involves the formation of apoptotic bodies without eliciting
inflammatory responses. Necrosis, on the other hand, involves massive cell swelling, inflammation and rupture of cellular structures. Autophagy, the third pathway
of cell death, was originally identified in the recycling of organelles and proteins.
Recent data suggest that autophagy plays a critical role in neurodegenerative
processes. Excitotoxicity is a common pathological process in many neurodegenerative disorders, and this process involves over-stimulation of glutamate receptors
and an excessive influx of calcium into cells. Cell death in excitotoxicity is unique
in that, for the most part, it does not involve caspase-dependent pathways.
Overactivation of poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 (PARP-1) is an early pathological event in excitotoxicity that leads to a unique form of cell death called parthanatos. Biochemical events in parthanatos include early accumulation of poly
(ADP-ribose) (PAR) and nuclear translocation of apoptosis inducing factor (AIF)
from the mitochondria.
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Excitotoxicity

Excitotoxicity is a process of neuronal injury mediated by excitatory amino acids
(Olney and Sharpe 1969). Glutamate is the most abundant amino acid in the brain
and is an essential neurotransmitter in the central nervous system. It plays a primary role in excitotoxicity (Arundine and Tymianski 2003). Overstimulation of
glutamate receptors results in an excessive influx of calcium to mediate excitotoxic responses in nerve cells. Glutamate can act on many receptor types in the
nervous system, including ionotropic and metabotropic receptors. Ionotropic
NMDA-receptors are activated by the glutamate analogue N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) and play a major role in excitotoxicity. a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4isoxalone propionic acid (AMPA) and kainate receptors are activated by AMPA
and by kainate, respectively. These non-NMDA-type receptors are also involved
in excessive intracellular calcium influx and excitotoxicity (Arundine and
Tymianski 2003; Danbolt 2001). Ionotropic receptors are ion channel-linked
receptors and cause ion-influx when stimulated. Metabotropic glutamate receptors
(mGluR) are G-protein coupled receptors. Glutamate receptors may take part in
excitotoxicity by modulating the function of other receptors either directly or indirectly. The Ca2+ influx following glutamate receptor activation in excitotoxicity
can induce cell death by activating Ca2+-dependent enzyme systems, such as nitric
oxide (NO) synthase (nNOS), calpains, and phospholipases. nNOS activation
leads to the overproduction of NO through the conversion of L-arginine of
L-citrulline. NO can exert many roles as a signaling molecule in neurons.
Generation of excess NO can be neurotoxic (Dawson et al. 1993; Evans et al.
2001; Lankiewicz et al. 2000). NO can combine with O2− in the mitochondria to
generate more toxic peroxynitrite (ONOO-), which can cause oxidative or nitrosative injury to cellular proteins, lipids and DNA (Stamler et al. 2001). Injury to
DNA causes a massive activation of poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase-1, which ultimately triggers cell death via the process of parthanatos (Mandir et al. 2000; Wang
et al. 2004) (Fig. 5.1).

5.3

Role of PARP-1 and PAR Polymer in Excitotoxicity

Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerases (PARPs), are known to play key roles in DNA
repair (Jeggo 1998; Poirier et al. 1982). PARP-1 is the founding member of
PARP family, which includes 18 different isoforms based on protein sequence
homology to the PARP-1 catalytic domain (Ame et al. 2004; D’Amours et al.
1999; Hong et al. 2004; Smith 2001; Virag and Szabo 2002). PARP-1 accounts
for more than 90% of PARP activity in living cells. In response to DNA damage,
PARP-1 uses NAD+ as a substrate and attaches polymers of PAR on different
acceptor proteins (hetero-modification) or on PARP-1 itself (auto-modification)
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Fig. 5.1 PARP-1 and PAR mediated cell death in excitotoxicity. Over-stimulation of NMDA
receptors by glutamate results in the influx of Ca2+, which binds calmodulin and activates nNOS,
to convert L-arginine to NO and L-citrulline. Even though NO is an essential molecule in neuronal
signal transduction, excess NO can be neurotoxic. Neuronal toxicity by excess NO is mediated by
peroxynitrite, a reaction product from NO and superoxide anion (O2−). Peroxynitrite causes severe
damage to DNA, which results in over activation of PARP (PARP↑), depletion of NAD+, and
generation of PAR polymer, leading to neuronal death

(D’Amours et al. 1999; Virag and Szabo 2002). PARP-1 is considered a “genome
guardian,” because it takes part in DNA repair under physiological conditions
(Jeggo 1998; Poirier et al. 1982). Under mild genomic stress, PARP-1 is activated to induce DNA repair, whereas severe cell stress induces massive PARP-1
activation that ultimately leads to cell death (Virag and Szabo 2002). Both gene
deletion and pharmacological inhibition studies have shown that PARP-1 activation plays a key role in cytotoxicity following ischemia/reperfusion, neurodegeneration, spinal cord injury, ischemic injury in heart, liver, and lungs, and in
retinal degeneration, arthritis and diabetes (Virag and Szabo 2002). In the nervous system, massive PARP-1 activation is triggered by excitotoxic stimuli.
It was originally presumed that cell death in PARP-1 toxicity was induced by the
intracellular energy depletion from PARP-1’s use of NAD+ (Virag and Szabo
2002). NAD+ is an important cellular molecule for many physiological processes. Energy-generating processes, like glycolysis, the Krebs cycle and the
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pentose phosphate pathway, utilize NAD+ as a cofactor (Belenky et al. 2007).
While PARP-1 activation leads to decreased cellular NAD+ and energy levels
(Ha and Snyder 1999), it is difficult to obtain evidence that proves that PARP-1
activation depletes enough cellular energy to kill the cell (Fossati et al. 2007;
Moubarak et al. 2007). Numerous studies show that cellular ATP and NAD+
levels drop significantly following PARP-1 activation (Eliasson et al. 1997; Yu
et al. 2002). The drop in cellular energy levels following PARP-1 activation may
primarily be due to alterations in mitochondrial function and defective oxidative
phosphorylation as opposed to PARP-1 mediated catabolism of NAD+ (Virag
and Szabo 2002). Along these lines, it was shown by many studies that mitochondrial depolarization, loss of mitochondrial function and increased mitochondrial membrane permeability are required factors for PARP-1-dependent
cell death (Alano et al. 2004). Conclusions that NAD+ utilization by PARP-1 is
a death inducer were drawn from studies that used direct exogenous delivery of
NAD+ or energy substrates as cytoprotective agents. It is important to note that
the off-target effects of these substrates may contribute to the observed effects.
For example, consumption of NAD+ by PARP-1 generates nicotinamide (NAM)
as a by-product. NAM is a potent PARP-1 inhibitor, so the protective mechanism
mediated by exogenous NAD+ should be interpreted with caution. Recent studies
indicate that energy depletion following PARP-1 activation is not a critical factor for cell death. Following PARP-1 activation, we recently demonstrated that
cells die as a result of toxic accumulation of PAR. PAR, generated by PARP-1
in the nucleus, travels to the cytosol to induce cell death. Neutralization of cytosolic PAR by PAR-specific antibodies protects against NMDA-induced cell
death in mouse primary neurons (Andrabi et al. 2006). Conversely, exogenous
delivery of purified PAR kills cells (Andrabi et al. 2006). The toxic potential of
PAR increases with dose and polymer complexity. Highly complex and long
chain polymers are more toxic than shorter and less complex polymers (Andrabi
et al. 2006). Among the PARP family members, there are at least six different
PARPs that are confirmed to synthesize PAR. The heterogeneity in the complexity and structure of PAR may vary depending upon the PARP involved. This may
contribute to the possible different contributions of individual PARP isoforms to
cell survival or cell death. PARP-1-dependent cell death, known as parthanatos,
is distinct from classic necrosis or apoptosis in its biochemical and morphological features, although many of the morphologic features are similar to those
previously described in excitotoxic/necrotic neurons. The biochemical features
of parthanatos are distinct from classically defined pathways of cell death, and
include rapid PARP-1 activation, early PAR accumulation, mitochondrial
depolarization, early nuclear AIF translocation, loss of cellular NAD and ATP,
and late caspase activation. Caspase activation, which is a hallmark of apoptotic
cell death, does not play a primary role in parthanatos, as broad-spectrum caspase inhibitors are unable to protect cells. Morphological features of parthanatos
include shrunken and condensed nuclei, disintegrating membranes and cells
becoming propidium iodide-positive within a few hours after the onset of parthanatos (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3).
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Fig. 5.2 Parthanatos. PARP-1 utilizes NAD+ as a substrate for synthesis of PAR polymers. In the
process of PAR formation, nicotinamide (NAM), a product of NAD+ hydrolysis, is first converted
into nicotinamide mononucleotide (NMN) and then into NAD+ by nicotinamide phosphoribosyl
transferase (NamPRT) and nicotinamide mononucleotide adenylyl transferases (Na/NMNAT-1, -2,
and -3), respectively. Mild DNA damage or breaks activate the PARP proteins, where they play a
role in the DNA repair process. Under conditions of severe DNA damage, parthanatos is initiated
through excessive PAR polymer formation

5.4 Role of PARG in Excitotoxicity and PAR-Mediated
Cell Death
Poly(ADP-ribose) glycohydrolase (PARG) is an important cellular enzyme that
together with PARPs plays an important role in balancing PAR levels in cells.
Many genes encoding different PARPs have been identified, whereas only a
single gene encoding for PARG has been identified so far. The full length
nuclear PARG in humans is 111 kDa with two cytosolic splice variants, 102 and
99 kDa (Meyer-Ficca et al. 2004). PARG catalyzes the hydrolysis of PAR to
ADP-ribose units through its glycosidic activity (Davidovic et al. 2001).
Evidence from recent data shows that PARG is critical for cell survival. Genetic
deletion of PARG results in accumulation of PAR, which leads to early embryonic lethality in drosophila and mice (Hanai et al. 2004; Koh et al. 2004).
Conversely, overexpression of PARG leads to protection against excitotoxicity
and PARP-1 dependent cell death (Andrabi et al. 2006; Cozzi et al. 2006).
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Fig. 5.3 Caspase-dependent vs. caspase-independent neuronal cell death. Caspase-dependent and
caspase-independent cell death is signaled by factors released from the mitochondria. In traditional caspase-dependent apoptotic cell death, Bcl family proteins and caspase activation are
required for execution of cell death. In caspase-independent cell death, AIF acts as a factor to
mediate cell death. Release of AIF from mitochondria can be triggered by different cell signaling
mechanisms. In parthanatos, it is PAR polymer generated by over-activation of PARP-1 that
induces AIF release. Ongoing questions for investigation are: how PAR travels from the nucleus
to the mitochondria, how PAR induces the release of AIF and how nuclear AIF results in DNA
fragmentation and nuclear shrinkage

Mouse trophoblasts from E3.5 PARG null mice survive only in the presence of
the PARP inhibitor benzamide. Withdrawal of the PARP inhibitor results in cell
death in the PARG trophoblasts via toxic accumulation of PAR (Koh et al.
2004). Delivery of purified PAR results in parthanatos in cultured cells. PARmediated cell death is inhibited by PARG overexpression. Consistent with these
findings, pre-digestion of PAR with recombinant PARG results in the inability
of PAR to induce cell death (Andrabi et al. 2006). The inactivation of PAR by
PARG predigestion, shows that PARG is important for cell survival and that
PAR is a death signaling molecule. Although only one gene for PARG has been
discovered, recent data show that a 39-kDa ADP-ribose-(arginine) protein
hydrolase (ARH3) has PARG-like activity with unknown biological significance
(Oka et al. 2006). The role of ARH3 in PARP-1 dependent cell death and excitotoxicity is still to be characterized. The cell survival role of ARH3 seems to be
less important based on the lack of compensation in PARG null mice and
drosophila.
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Mitochondria in PAR-Induced Cell Death: Role of AIF

Mitochondria have important roles in cellular energy generating processes.
However, in cellular stress, mitochondria participate in cell death signaling by
releasing pro-death proteins such as cytochrome c, AIF, Smac/Diablo, and Omi/
HtrA2 (Green and Kroemer 2004; Newmeyer and Ferguson-Miller 2003; Suzuki
et al. 2001; Verhagen et al. 2000). Among these, Smac/Diablo and Omi/HtrA2
proteins act as inhibitors of cytosolic inhibitor apoptosis proteins (IAPs), which act
by inhibiting caspase 9, 3, and 7 (Richter and Duckett 2000). Thus, the release of
Smac/Diablo and Omi/HtrA2 into cytoplasm ensures that the brake that IAPs
provide on caspase activation is removed. Release of cytochrome c in the cytosol
leads to apaf-1 binding and initiates cell death through assembly of the apoptosome
complex. Besides cytochrome c and Apaf-1, the apoptosome requires pro-caspase 9
(initiator caspase) and dATP. In this complex, caspase 9 gets cleaved and activated,
which in turn activates downstream caspases that include the effector caspase, caspase 3. Active caspase 3 has many cellular substrates, including alpha foldrin,
PARP-1, PMCA (plasma membrane Ca2+ pump) and ICAD (Inhibitor of caspaseactivated DNase). CAD (caspase-activated DNase) is normally sequestered to an
inactive form in a complex with ICAD (CAD-ICAD complex). On ICAD degradation by caspases, CAD is activated to induce large scale DNA-fragmentation and
cell death (Liu et al. 1997; Sakahira et al. 1998).
AIF, on the other hand, does not seem to activate a proteolytic cascade but it
directly translocates to the nucleus to initiate large scale chromatin condensation and
caspase-independent cell death (Cregan et al. 2004; Krantic et al. 2007; Modjtahedi
et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2004; Yu et al. 2002). In certain models of cell death, AIF
release from mitochondria can be mediated through caspase activation. AIF is a
mitochondrial flavoprotein with important functions in oxidative phosphorylation
(Pospisilik et al. 2007). Originally, AIF was discovered as a death inducing factor
(Susin et al. 1999). Numerous studies have clearly demonstrated that AIF induces
cell death upon its translocation to the nucleus (Krantic et al. 2007; Modjtahedi et al.
2006). AIF as a cell death effector in PARP-1 toxicity became evident through
studies using AIF-neutralizing antibodies or genetic knock down of AIF (Culmsee
et al. 2005; Yu et al. 2006; Yu et al. 2002). In the mitochondria, AIF is involved in
oxidative phosphorylation and energy production. Although mitochondrial localization of AIF is required for cell survival, recent studies indicate that nuclear translocation is a required factor to induce cell death and chromatin condensation. Along
these lines, it was shown that recombinant AIF induced nuclear shrinkage in isolated
nuclear preparations, which strengthens the concept that AIF is a factor that induces
chromatin condensation. It still remains unclear how AIF induces chromatin condensation given that AIF has no intrinsic nuclease activity and nuclear AIF translocation
is required for chromatin condensation and PARP-1 dependent cell death. It is likely
that AIF in the nucleus activates certain proteins that either directly act as nucleases
or indirectly activate nuclear condensation systems. PARP-1 activation induces
mitochondrial AIF release through PAR polymer acting as a death signal. PAR is
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generated in the nucleus and signals the mitochondria to release AIF. It is not yet clear
how PAR induces AIF release. Recent data suggests that PARP-1 activation induces
mitochondrial permeability transition (mPT). Inhibition of mPT protects against
PARP-1 dependent cell death (Alano et al. 2004; Cregan et al. 2004). It remains to
be determined how PARP-1 activation induces mPT and whether mPT is critical for
AIF release. The data that PAR in the cytosol localizes with mitochondria and
induces AIF release hints at the role of PAR as a mediator of mPT. Recent discoveries also suggest that BAX/BAK activation is a required factor for AIF release
(Arnoult et al. 2003; Arnoult et al. 2002). However, it remains to be determined
whether BAX/BAK and mPT are activated as a consequence of PARP-1 toxicity or
whether they act as by-standers in PARP-1 dependent cell death. The intriguing
aspect emerging from these studies is how PAR is related to BAX/BAK and mPT
activation in PARP-1 toxicity and mitochondrial AIF release (Fig. 5.3).

5.6

Conclusion

Glutamate excitotoxicity is largely a caspase-independent process. Depending on
the length and strength of the insult, PARP-1 plays a primary role in the death process. Parthanatos is a unique form of cell death mediated by cytotoxic PAR polymer
in cytosol due to overactivation of PARP-1. PAR polymer is synthesized primarily
in the nucleus and translocates into the cytosol to induce cell death by regulating
mitochondria function. Mitochondria act as the core organelle to release proapoptotic factors. In the case of parthanatos, cell death is initiated by nuclear translocation
and mitochondrial release of AIF (Fig. 5.3). PAR polymer induces the structural
change of a number of cellular proteins by either the process of poly(ADP-ribosyl)
ation by PARP or through non-covalent interactions. Identification of PAR-binding
proteins and their characterization may provide a novel opportunity to understand
the PAR-signaling mechanisms and to identify novel therapeutics that interfere
with PAR dependent cell death.
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Part II

Focal Cerebral Ischemia

Chapter 6

Significant Role of Apoptosis-Inducing Factor
(AIF) for Brain Damage Following Focal
Cerebral Ischemia
Nikolaus Plesnila and Carsten Culmsee

6.1

Introduction

Every year, stroke is responsible for the death of 5.5 million people and thus
accounts for 10% of all deaths in industrialized countries worldwide (Mackay and
Mensah 2004). Despite such a high incidence and mortality, therapeutic options for
stroke patients are still very limited (Lo et al. 2003). Currently, the only clinical
treatment option for stroke is reperfusion therapy by local or systemic administration of recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rtPA). A major drawback of rtPA,
however, is that it may be fatal if given in hemorrhagic stroke, which has clinical
symptoms very similar to ischemic stroke. Accordingly, rtPA therapy can only be
initiated after cerebral hemorrhage has been ruled out by brain CT or NMR imaging.
By the time diagnostic procedures have been completed, the therapeutic window
for rtPA, i.e. 3 h after the onset of ischemia, has commonly closed. As a result less
than 5% of all stroke patients are eligible for rtPA lysis according to current
protocols (Adams et al. 2007). The remaining 95% may only hope for spontaneous
reperfusion, which in most cases, however, occurs too late to prevent penumbral
cell death and the subsequent loss of neurological function (Molina et al. 2001).
Hence, a treatment strategy is required, which prolongs neuronal survival in the
ischemic penumbra, i.e. under compromised cerebral blood flow conditions, until
reperfusion occurs.
A strategy that keeps neurons alive until reperfusion occurs may, however, not
be the only goal for the development of novel stroke therapies. The main reason for
this statement is that even after reperfusion, cell death signaling pathways triggered
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by the initial ischemic event remain activated and result in additional neuronal cell
death under completely normal blood flow conditions. This was first demonstrated
in experimental approaches where very brief ischemic episodes were induced, i.e.
30 min of middle cerebral artery occlusion in mice or rats (MCAo), which may
resemble transient ischemic attacks (TIA) in patients. Under this condition
neuronal cell death may occur with a delay of up to 24 h following reperfusion
(Du et al. 1996; Endres et al. 1998). Subsequently, post-reperfusion cell death was
also demonstrated following more severe ischemic episodes, which are associated
with acute infarction and, hence, resemble acute stroke in humans. In the ischemic
penumbra of mice subjected to 60 min MCAo, neurons die with a delay of only
3–6 h (Fig. 6.1a), i.e. also post-reperfusion, cell death seems to have a clinically
relevant therapeutic window. Accordingly, an optimal therapeutic approach towards
the treatment of stroke should include not only the protection of neuronal cells
during the period of compromised blood flow, but also the prevention of cell death
after reperfusion.

6.2 Mechanisms of Delayed Cell Death Following Focal
Cerebral Ischemia
The morphological hallmarks of neuronal cell death following focal cerebral ischemia are cell shrinkage and nuclear condensation. These features are found in brain
areas affected by immediate and delayed cell death. Accordingly, the mechanisms
leading to ischemic cell death seem to be very similar whether or not affected cells
are located in the infarct core where blood flow is almost absent or in the ischemic
penumbra where collateral blood flow may keep cells alive for several hours
(Astrup et al. 1981). For many years it remained unclear how ischemia causes the
morphological findings described above. Nuclear condensation is the morphological sequel of DNA damage, which usually occurs in a highly regulated manner
during programmed cell death. That nuclear condensation following cerebral ischemia was the result of DNA damage and endonuclease activation was finally demonstrated by Linnik et al. and Charriaut-Merlangue et al, respectively, more than 10
years ago (Linnik et al. 1995; Charriaut-Marlangue et al. 1996). This finding triggered intense search for the upstream signaling responsible for post-ischemic endonuclease activation, which was finally believed to be the activation of caspase-3
(Namura et al. 1998). Namura and colleagues showed constitutive expression of
inactive caspase-3 in neurons throughout the brain, most prominently in neuronal
perikarya within piriform cortex and, most importantly, caspase-like enzyme activity in ischemic brain 30–60 min after reperfusion following 2 h MCAo. Active
caspase-3 was detected in ischemic neurons at the time of reperfusion by immunohistochemistry. DNA laddering and TUNEL-positive cells as indicators of DNA
fragmentation were detected 6–24 h after reperfusion (Namura et al. 1998). Further
proof for the role of active caspase-3 for ischemic cell death came in the same year
from experiments from the same laboratory using pan-caspase and caspase-3 specific
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Fig. 6.1 Delayed neuronal cell death in the ischemic penumbra and correlation with nuclear AIF
following transient focal cerebral ischemia in mice, (a), Following 60 min of middle cerebral
artery occlusion (MCAo) the majority of neurons (~70%) in the ischemic penumbra, i.e. the cerebral cortex, stay alive for at least 4 h. Despite sufficient blood flow 24 h after MCAo, over 90%
of neurons that were viable 2 h after ischemia display altered membrane and nuclear morphology
indicating cell death. (b), Correlation of neurons displaying pathological morphology with cells
showing nuclear AIF (Culmsee et al. 2005)

peptide inhibitors. Post-ischemic neuronal cell death was prevented and neuronal
function was improved when caspase activation was inhibited up to 6 h following
reperfusion from 30 min MCAo (Endres et al. 1998). The ultimate mechanistic
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link between caspase-3 activation and post-ischemic DNA fragmentation was
established by Cao and co-workers by showing that caspase-activated Dnase
(CAD), a molecule known to be cleaved and thereby activated by caspase-3, was
responsible for post-ischemic DNA-fragmentation (Cao et al. 2001).
In consequence, many research groups concentrated on the upstream mechanisms
of caspase-3 activation. Due to very low expression and activation levels of potentially involved molecules it turned out to be technically very challenging to identify
respective mechanisms. Caspase-8, a molecule able to cleave caspase-3 in nonneuronal cells, was found to be activated following experimental stroke. However,
caspase-8 was described to be activated in a population of neurons (lamina V)
distinct from that where active caspase-3 was observed (lamina II/III) (Velier et al.
1999) and a direct link between caspase-8 and caspase-3 activation could never be
demonstrated in models of cerebral ischemia. Further, upstream factors in the
cascade of caspase activation such as Fas/CD95 receptors and tumor necrosis
factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL), were found to be upregulated
following MCAo, and lpr mice, which express dysfunctional Fas receptors, were
protected from focal ischemic brain damage (Martin-Villalba et al. 1999). Despite
these interesting findings, it still remained unclear how caspase-3 was activated
following cerebral ischemia until 2001, when it was demonstrated that the BH3only Bcl-2 family member Bid, which has a caspase-8 specific cleavage site, was
truncated after experimental stroke (Plesnila et al. 2001). Cleaved/truncated Bid
(tBid) translocates from the cytoplasm to the outer mitochondrial membrane where
together with Bax it induces the formation of an oligomeric membrane pore (Zha
et al. 2000) thereby releasing cytochrome c from mitochondria (Wei et al. 2000).
After focal cerebral ischemia, mitochondria of Bid-deficient mice released far less
cytochrome c and cortical infarction was significantly reduced compared to wildtype
littermates, thereby demonstrating the prominent role of mitochondria in post-ischemic
cell death. These data further imply that after focal cerebral ischemia caspase-3
may be activated through the mitochondrial pathway, i.e. by the mitochondrial
release of cytochrome c (Fujimura et al. 2000) and apoptosome formation (Plesnila
et al. 2001; Yin et al. 2002; Plesnila 2004). Not much later, however, this view was
challenged by the fact that caspase-3 knock out mice, which became available at
that time, showed much less neuroprotection than expected based on the anticipated
prominent role of caspase-3 activation for ischemic neuronal cell death (Le et al. 2002).
Together with the pronounced neuroprotective effect achieved by interactions with
mitochondrial cell death signaling, (Martinou et al. 1994; Wiessner et al. 1999;
Plesnila et al. 2001; Cao et al. 2002; Kilic et al. 2002), i.e. mechanisms upstream
of caspase-3 activation, it became clear that alternative cell death pathways distinct
from caspase-3 may be present downstream of mitochondria.
The hypothesis that caspase-independent neuronal cell death signaling exists
downstream of mitochondria was also suggested by in vitro experiments showing
that caspase inhibition provided only transient neuroprotection, which was followed
by a more delayed type of DNA-fragmentation-related cell death [see (Rideout and
Stefanis 2001) for review]. It was Ruth Slack and her colleagues who identified a
mitochondrial protein, apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF), to be one of the most potent
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molecular candidates for caspase-independent death in neurons (Cregan et al.
2002). AIF translocation from mitochondria to the nucleus was detected in damaged
neurons in vitro in models of neuronal cell death relevant to the pathology of ischemic
brain damage, such as glutamate toxicity, DNA damage or oxygen-glucose deprivation,
whereas neutralizing AIF antibodies, pharmacological inhibition of AIF release or
AIF siRNA prevented neuronal cell death in these in vitro approaches (Cao et al.
2002; Cregan et al. 2002; Culmsee et al. 2005; Becattini et al. 2006).
AIF is a 67 kDa flavoprotein with significant homology to bacterial and plant
oxidoreductases located in the mitochondrial intermembranous space (Susin et al.
1999). Upon release from mitochondria, AIF migrates to the nucleus where it induces
large-scale (~50 kbp) DNA fragmentation and cell death by a yet not completely
understood, but certainly caspase-independent mechanism (Daugas et al. 2000).
In the brain, AIF was shown to be expressed in all so far investigated cell types,
i.e. neurons and glial cells (Cao et al. 2003; Zhu et al. 2003). The expression in normal
neuronal cells was confined to the mitochondria as shown by co-immunostaining with
the mitochondrial marker cytochrome oxidase (Plesnila et al. 2004). Interestingly,
in contrast to the expression pattern of many other apoptotic proteins, the expression
of AIF protein increases gradually with brain maturation and peaks in adulthood,
indicating that in contrast to, e.g. caspase-3, AIF may exert its main function in
adult neurons (Cao et al. 2003).
The first pathological condition where AIF was shown to play an important role
for neuronal damage was cerebral hypoxia-ischemia, a model for stroke in newborn
children. Hypoxia-ischemia in 7-day-old rats induced by ligation of the left carotid
artery for 55 min, together with the reduction of ambient oxygen to 7.7% in a
hypoxia chamber, resulted in AIF release from mitochondria and translocation to
the nucleus in neurons displaying DNA fragmentation and pyknosis (Zhu et al.
2003). Since AIF translocation was not influenced by inhibition of caspases by the
pan-caspase inhibitor BAF, these experiments stressed the caspase-independent
manner of AIF-induced cell death. Similar findings were also observed following
cardiac arrest induced brain damage in rats, i.e. following transient global ischemia.
Following 15 min of four-vessel occlusion (4-VO), AIF was found to translocate
from mitochondria to the nucleus in hippocampal CA1 neurons. The temporal
profile of AIF translocation coincided with the induction of large-scale DNA
fragmentation (50 kbp; 24–72 h after 4-VO), a well-characterized hallmark of
delayed neuronal cell death (Cao et al. 2003). In line with findings in the rodent
models of transient hypoxia-ischemia in immature animals, treatment with an
caspase-3 inhibitor had no effect on nuclear AIF accumulation and did not
provide any long-lasting neuroprotective effects after global ischemia in adult
rats (Cao et al. 2003).
At about the same time, we demonstrated the translocation of AIF from mitochondria to the nucleus following transient focal cerebral ischemia, an experimental
model of ischemic stroke followed by reperfusion (Plesnila et al. 2004). Nuclear
AIF was detected in single neuronal cells very early, i.e. within one hour after
45 min of middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAo) and peaked 24 h thereafter. The
time course of AIF translocation paralleled mitochondrial cytochrome c release and
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apoptosis-like DNA damage as identified by hair-pin probe (HPP) staining, indicating
ischemia-induced mitochondrial permeabilization and AIF-induced DNA fragmentation (Plesnila et al. 2004). Further, we showed that in the same experimental
paradigm of ischemic stroke that AIF nuclear translocation was mainly found in
neurons (Culmsee et al. 2005) and that the number of cells displaying pathological
morphology following cerebral ischemia correlated very well (r2 = 0.99) with the
number of neurons showing nuclear AIF (Fig. 6.1b).
That nuclear translocation of AIF was indeed responsible for post-ischemic cell
death and not only a byproduct of the morphological changes associated with neuronal cell death was first shown in 2005. Small interfering RNA (siRNA)-mediated
downregulation of AIF expression (~80%) in HT22 hippocampal neurons and in
primary cultured neurons resulted in a significant reduction of glutamate and oxygenglucose deprivation-induced neuronal cell death, respectively (Fig. 6.2). Reduction
of cell death was associated with a lack of nuclear AIF translocation, thereby demonstrating that AIF plays a causal role for excitotoxic and hypoxic-hypoglycemic
cell death in vitro (Culmsee et al. 2005). In the same study, we demonstrated that
AIF is also relevant for post-ischemic cell death in vivo. Harlequin mutant mice
carry a pro-viral insertion in the AIF-gene, thereby expressing only 10–20% of normal AIF protein levels (Klein et al. 2002). These mutant mice show significantly
reduced post-ischemic brain damage as compared to their wild-type littermates,
which express AIF at normal levels (Culmsee et al. 2005) (Fig. 6.3).
In vivo nuclear AIF translocation was dependent on poly(ADP-ribose)
polymerase-1 (PARP-1) activation, as shown by using the specific PARP-1 inhibitor
PJ-34 (Culmsee et al. 2005). Accordingly, these results suggest that PARP-1 activation is located upstream of AIF release from mitochondria and that AIF is the major
factor mediating PARP1-induced cell death, findings also supported by other laboratories using different strategies to inhibit PARP, i.e. by cilostazol or gallotannin
(Wei et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2007). Further, activation of neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) and formation of free radicals were linked to PARP activation and
AIF-mediated neuronal cell death following experimental stroke. Gene deletion of
nNOS or application of a metalloporphyrin-based superoxide dismutase mimic
reduced post-ischemic cell death together with a reduction of the number of neurons
displaying nuclear AIF, thereby suggesting that free radical and peroxynitrite formation may cause direct or indirect mitochondrial damage and subsequent AIF release,
nuclear translocation, and large-scale DNA fragmentation (Lee et al. 2005; Li et al.
2007). Results from our and other laboratories on the direct upstream mechanisms
responsible for the release of AIF from mitochondria suggest that proteins of the
Bcl-2 family of cell death proteins play an important role for this process. Small
molecule inhibitors of Bid, a pro-apoptotic BH3-only member of the bcl-2 family,
prevented cell death together with translocation of AIF from mitochondria to the
nucleus in primary cultured neurons following oxygen-glucose deprivation and
completely preserved cell and nuclear morphology following glutamate toxicity in
HT22 hippocampal cells (Culmsee et al. 2005; Landshamer et al. 2008).
In conclusion, the current literature suggests that AIF-mediated caspaseindependent signaling pathways are of major importance for delayed neuronal cell
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Fig. 6.2 AIF-siRNA knockdown attenuates glutamate-induced neuronal cell death in primary
cultured neurons. (a), Primary cultured neurons were pre-treated with vehicle (lipofectamine),
non-functional mutant RNA (mutRNA), or AIF siRNA for 48 h. Confocal laser scanning microscope
images of AIF immunoreactivity (green) were obtained after further 18 h of exposure to glutamate
(2 mM). Co-staining with DAPI (dark blue) allowed the identification of nuclear translocation of
AIF (AIF/DAPI, light blue) in glutamate-damaged cells. Neurons pre-treated with AIF siRNA did
not display nuclear AIF translocation. (b), Quantification of data obtained from the experiments
described above. Cell death was quantified by counting of cells with pyknotic nuclei. In AIF
siRNA-treated neurons, the number of cells displaying pyknotic nuclei was reduced by ~50%
(n = 4; p < 0.01 vs. control) (Culmsee et al. 2005)
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Fig. 6.3 Less ischemic brain damage in mice with reduced AIF expression. (a), Infarct volume
of Harlequin mutant mice (HQ) which have a reduced expression of AIF protein due to a proviral
insertion in the aif gene. Infarct areas were evaluated histomorphometrically on 11 consecutive
Nissl-stained brain sections (500 µm apart) throughout the infarct of HQ animals and their wild
type littermates (Control). The infarcted brain area in HQ mice was reduced on each investigated
section as compared to controls. (b), In HQ mice, the infarct volume, calculated on the basis of
the histomorphometric data from the individual sections, showed a 43% reduction as compared to
wild type littermates (n = 5, *p < 0.03) (Culmsee et al. 2005)

death following experimental stroke. Caspase activation occurs during this process,
however, inhibition of caspases seems to only delay and not to prevent neuronal
death following focal cerebral ischemia. These findings suggest that AIF may be a
novel target for drug development aimed to mitigate cell death following stroke.
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Chapter 7

The Role of Poly(ADP-Ribose) Polymerase-1
(PARP-1) Activation in Focal Cerebral Ischemia
Giuseppe Faraco and Alberto Chiarugi

7.1

PARP-1 and Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation

Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation is the post-translational modification of proteins operated
by poly(ADP-ribose) polymerases (PARPs). PARPs are enzymes that are able to
catalyze the transfer of ADP-ribose units from nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
(NAD) to target proteins and are particularly abundant in cell nuclei, where they
play a key role in the maintenance of homeostasis. Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation significantly affects protein functioning because of the high negative charge and steric
hindrance conferred by the chains of poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR). PARP-1 is the
founding member and the most commonly studied of these enzymes and shows the
highest poly(ADP-ribosyl)ating activity. Sequences encoding novel PARPs have
been identified and, overall, the PARP superfamily is a growing family of enzymes
with numerous members with roles that are yet to be identified (Ame et al. 2004;
Smith 2001).
Under physiological conditions, basal DNA strand breaks or cruciform DNA
structures (Potaman et al. 2005) activates PARPs and ongoing cycles of PAR formation and hydrolysis onto acceptor proteins finely regulates key cellular functions
such as DNA duplication, repair, and transcription (D’Amours et al. 1999; Herceg
and Wang 2001; Kraus and Lis 2003) as well as mitosis (Chang et al. 2004) and
protein degradation (Ullrich et al. 2001a). However, in the presence of widespread
DNA damage, excessive activation of PARPs turns PAR from a homeostatic regulator into a highly cytotoxic molecule (Andrabi et al. 2006; Herceg and Wang 2001)
and may cause cell death.
Neurons are particularly sensitive to deregulation of PAR homeostasis and
numerous studies demonstrate that hyper-poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation is a key trigger
of neurotoxicity (Ha and Snyder 2000). During the past decade, poly(ADP-ribosyl)
ation has been identified as a key event in neurodegeneration occurring in a
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large number of experimental models of brain disorders, including excitotoxicity
(Mandir et al. 2000), N-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP)induced parkinsonism (Mandir et al. 1999), neurotrauma (Whalen et al. 1999),
encephalomyelitis (Chiarugi 2002a; Scott et al. 2001), subarachnoid hemorrhage
(Satoh et al. 2001), oxidative stress, amyloid neurotoxicity, neuroinflammation
(Chiarugi and Moskowitz 2003; Ullrich et al. 2001b), meningitis (Koedel and
Pfister 1999) and brain ischemia (Szabo and Dawson 1998).

7.2

PARP-1 in the Pathobiology of Ischemic Stroke

It is now clearly established that cerebral ischemia overactivates PARP-1 in several
cell types of the ischemic region and significantly contributes to the extension of
ischemic damage. PARP-1 activation occurs not only in injured neurons but also in
endothelial and glial cells as well as in pericytes and infiltrating leukocytes.
Consistent with PARP-1 involvement in ischemic brain damage, enzymatic activity
of PARP-1 in gerbils subjected to transient (5 min) ischemia increases in the injured
tissue 4.3- and 1.7-fold at 1 and 24 h of reperfusion, respectively (Nagayama et al.
2000). Prolonging duration of ischemia (10 min) leads to significant increases of
PARP-1 activity up to the seventh day of reperfusion (Strosznajder et al. 2003).
Accordingly, various studies report PAR accumulation in the ischemic brain tissue.
In a focal and transient model of brain ischemia in mice, PAR formation is highly
increased in the nuclei of cells of cerebral cortex compared to those present in the
contralateral one. Of note, polymer formation is drastically decreased both in the
ischemic and contralateral cortex of PARP-1−/− mice subjected to MCAo (Eliasson
et al. 1997). A parallel study in mice reports that following 2 h MCAo, increased
PAR formation in the ischemic cortex occurs as early as 5 min after reperfusion in
cells showing swelling and nuclear disruption (Endres et al. 1997). PAR accumulation, however, is not evident at later times (3–6 h) of reperfusion or after milder
ischemic insult (1 h MCAo) (Endres et al. 1997). PAR formation has also been
investigated in a permanent model of MCAo in rats. In this study, it is reported that
PAR immunoreactivity increases in the ischemic core and penumbra 2–8 h after
ischemia, returning to basal levels 16 h post-ischemia. Importantly, PAR immunoreactive cells of the ischemic cortex show the classical morphology of pyramidal
neurons (Tokime et al. 1998). Similarly, the ischemic cortex of rats subjected to
distal MCAo and transient bilateral common carotid artery occlusion have a threefold increase of PAR immunoreactive cells 10 min after 1.5 h ischemia. Notably,
inhibition of PARP-1 completely abrogates increase of PAR immunoreactivity
(Takahashi et al. 1999). Remarkably, PAR formation also occurs in neural cells of the
infarcted human brain at 18–24 h post-insult and rapidly declines, thereafter. A second wave of poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation is due to PAR-positive macrophages, which
start infiltrating the ischemic human brain 3 days after the ischemic injury (Love et
al. 2000). In a subsequent study in humans, it was reported that brain ischemia
causes accumulation of PAR in the ischemic core and penumbra mostly during the
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first 2 days after cardiac arrest. Importantly, double immunostaining for PAR and
the neuronal marker MAP2 indicates that the majority of PAR-positive cells are
neurons. It has also been reported that brain ischemia alters PARP-1 expression
levels. For example, Love and colleagues show that expression of PARP-1
increases in the infarcted tissue of the human brain 18–24 h post-insult and, similarly to PAR, declines thereafter (Love et al. 2000). Accordingly, PARP-1 protein
as well as its mRNA levels increase in the nucleus of cultured cerebellar granular
cells upon exposure to neurotoxic concentrations of glutamate (Cosi et al. 1994).
Results obtained in a model of transient global ischemia in gerbils are contradictory. Indeed, the group of Sharp reports an increase of PARP-1 mRNA in the dentate gyrus of gerbil brains 4 h after 10 min of global ischemia and return to basal
levels 8 h after ischemia (Liu et al. 2000). Conversely, Nagayama and associates
(Nagayama et al. 2000) as well as Strosznajder and colleagues (Strosznajder et al.
2003) show that PARP-1 mRNA and protein do not increase in the gerbil hippocampus in the same ischemia model. Nevertheless, these results taken together
unambiguously establish a central role of cerebral ischemia in altering the homeostasis of poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation in neurons of different species including humans.

7.3 Molecular Mechanism of PARP-1 Activation-Induced
Cell Death
Various hypotheses on the possible molecular mechanisms underpinning PARP-1dependent cell death during cerebral ischemia have been proposed. Overall, three
main mechanisms can be postulated: (1) energy failure induced necrosis; (2)
changes in ischemia-induced gene expression profile with reduced expression of
prosurvival factors and excessive expression of inflammatory mediators; (3) activation of cell death signaling (Fig. 7.1).

7.3.1 PARP-1 Activation-Induced Energy Failure:
The Suicide Hypothesis
Under homeostatic conditions, the main endoergonic processes of neurons are
ion-pumping (responsible for about 50% of ATP hydrolysis), biosynthesis of macromolecules (proteins, lipids, carbohydrates and nucleic acids) and neurotransmitters,
intracellular molecular transport and phosphorylation. All these ATP-consuming
processes are almost totally impaired in neurons of the ischemic core. Conversely,
in the ischemic penumbra, physiologic cellular functions are partially maintained.
At this level, numerous strategies capable of reducing energy consumption by
neurons and glia have profound neuroprotective effects (Beal 2000). In this regard,
several lines of evidence demonstrate that inhibition of poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation in
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Fig. 7.1 Proposed role of PARP-1 in ischemic neuronal death. In the ischemic brain, overactivation
of neuronal glutamate receptors occurs because of glutamate release triggered by energy failure and
peri-infarct depolarization. The ensuing excitotoxic cascade prompts intracellular accumulation of
Ca2+ (↑[Ca2+]i), oxidative and nitrosative stress eventually leading to massive DNA damage.
Recruitment of immune cells in the infarcted area also causes genotoxic stress and activation of
transcription factors involved in cell death signaling such as NF-kB and p53. Accumulation of
intracellular Ca2+ can also directly activate nuclear PARP-1 activity (Homburg et al. 2000). Overall,
these events cause hyperactivation of PARP-1, which consumes excessive NAD and ATP, leading
to glycolytic block and mitochondrial dysfunction, leading to cellular necrosis. Impairment of
mitochondrial functioning also prompts AIF release and excitotoxic cell death. Hyperactivation of
PARP-1 also alters the enzyme-dependent fine-tuning of transcription factor activation, resulting in
transcriptional derangements, and abnormalities in gene expression that eventually contribute to
neuronal death

the ischemic brain tissue preserves energy dynamics. It is well appreciated that
massive genotoxic stress occurs in tissues subjected to ischemia/reperfusion or mild
ischemia because of formation of reactive oxygen and nitrogen radicals such as
superoxide ion (O2−), hydroxyl radical (OH.), NO and peroxynitrite (ONOO−) (Lee
et al. 2000; Lipton 1999). Profuse DNA damage in turn prompts PARP-1 hyperactivation, ATP consumption and NAD depletion, thereby worsening energy dynamics already compromised by the ischemic insult. Under these stressful conditions,
the NAD salvage pathway is activated with re-synthesis of NAD, thanks to the
concerted actions of nicotinamide phosphoribosyl transferase (NaPRT) and nicotinamide mononucleotide adenylyl transferase (NaMNAT). Notably, because both
enzymes utilize ATP, DNA damage-dependent PARP-1 hyperactivation ultimately
depletes cellular ATP pools and triggers cell death. This pathogenetic interpretation, the so-called “suicide hypothesis”, is the oldest interpretation of PAR-dependent
neurotoxicity. It originally stems from the pioneering studies of Berger and colleagues on the role of PARP-1 in radiation-induced cell death (Berger 1985).
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In light of the remarkable therapeutic efficacy of PARP-1 inhibitors in models
of brain ischemia, several researchers consider energy utilization by hyperpoly(ADP-ribosyl)ation as causative in post-ischemic brain damage (Szabo and
Dawson 1998). Several reports are in keeping with this interpretation. For instance,
in line with the “suicide hypothesis” the PARP-1 inhibitor 3-aminobenzamide
(3-ABA) prevents NAD depletion in the ischemic tissue of mice subjected to 2 h
MCAo (Endres et al. 1997). Also, NAD and ATP shortage in rat brains subjected
to transient focal ischemia is significantly reduced by inhibiting PARP-1 with nicotinamide (Yang et al. 2002). Similarly, the PARP-1 inhibitor FR247304 prompts
NAD rescue in a transient ischemia model in the rat (Iwashita et al. 2004). As further evidence that hyperactivation of PARP-1 triggers death of neural cells because
of energy failure, energetic substrates such as tricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates
prevent death of cultured neurons undergoing massive poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation
(Ying et al. 2002), and NAD repletion rescues astrocytes exposed to alkylating
agents (Ying et al. 2002). However, as for its relevance to the pathogenesis of ischemic neuronal death, conflicting results have been reported. Plaschke and colleagues (Plaschke et al. 2000) show that the neuroprotective effect of PARP-1
inhibition in a rat model of global ischemia (15 min) is associated with early rescue
of NAD contents without a parallel increase in those of ATP. Similarly, NAD concentrations are neither reduced in the hippocampus of rats subjected to sub-lethal
transient global ischemia and reperfusion (Nagayama et al. 2000), nor in the brain
of mice exposed to 1 h MCAo and different times of reperfusion (Paschen et al.
2000). Finally, the study by Goto and associates (Goto et al. 2002) shows that the
brains of PARP KO mice are more resistant to ischemic stroke despite undergoing
an energy depletion similar to those of wild type (WT) animals. This report provides a significant challenge to the relevance of the suicide hypothesis to ischemic
brain injury and suggest that mechanisms in addition to energy derangement underlie the detrimental role of PARP-1 in ischemic brain injury. The “suicide hypothesis”, therefore, might explain the neurotoxic effects of PAR only in conditions of
massive DNA rupture and intense PARP-1 activation within the CNS.

7.3.2 PARP-1 Induced Changes in Gene Expression:
The Transcriptional Hypothesis
As mentioned before, the neuroprotective effect obtained by suppression of
poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation in the ischemic brain might be related to changes in
ischemia-induced gene expression profiles. Numerous findings establish a role of
PARP-1 in nuclear functioning under homeostatic conditions, and imply that inhibition of PAR formation significantly affects ongoing transcription, the gene
expression profile and resistance to stress. The role of PARP-1 in regulating transcription led to the formulation of the “transcriptional hypothesis” (Chiarugi
2002b). This pathogenetic interpretation states that some of the neurotoxic effects
of PAR formation within the brain are transcription-dependent and related to
changes in ischemia-induced gene expression profile.
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Pioneering work by Poirier and associates demonstrates that PAR unravels
chromatin superstructure (de Murcia et al. 1986, 1988; Poirier et al. 1982).
Further studies also report a key role of the polymer in regulating histone H1
shuttling on chromatin fibers (Althaus et al. 1990), as well as gene transcription
(D’Amours et al. 1999; Kraus and Lis 2003; Ziegler and Oei 2001). Indeed,
PARP-1 has been identified as the previously described transcriptional coactivator TFIIC (Slattery et al. 1983), and PARP-1 activity regulates expression of
iNOS (Le Page et al. 1998), chemokines (Nirodi et al. 2001) and integrins
(Ullrich et al. 2001b). Consistently, recent reports demonstrate that PARP-1 binding to promoter elements (Akiyama et al. 2001; Butler and Ordahl 1999; Nirodi
et al. 2001), specific DNA superstructures (Kun et al. 2002) and to RNApolymerase-II (Carty and Greenleaf 2002) is of relevance to chromatin organization and transcription. Indeed, PARP-1 is a key regulator of numerous transcription
factors, including NF-kB (Chiarugi and Moskowitz 2003; Hassa et al. 2001;
Hassa and Hottinger 1999; Oliver et al. 1999), AP-1 (Chiarugi 2002a; Ha et al.
2002; Zingarelli et al. 2004) and p53 (Agarwal et al. 1997; Schmid et al. 1999;
Wang et al. 1998; Wesierska-Gadek et al. 1996; Wesierska-Gadek and Schmid
2000). Of note, inhibition of these trans-activating factors affords protection from
ischemic brain injury (for review see (Chiarugi 2002b; Lo et al. 2003). Also,
NF-kB and AP1 are central in activation of microglia and astrocytes and ensuing
release of pro-inflammatory, neurotoxic mediators during post-ischemic brain
damage (Feuerstain et al. 1998; Mattson et al. 2000; Mattson and Camandola
2001). Accordingly, inhibition of PARP-1 activity by different means impairs glia
activation and ensuing neurodegeneration (Chiarugi and Moskowitz 2003; Ha
et al. 2002; Nakajima et al. 2004b; Ullrich et al. 2001b).
In agreement with this assumption, inhibition of PARP-1 reduces expression of
pro-inflammatory mediators such as CD11b, ICAM-1 and COX2 in the periinfarcted region in the rat brain (Koh et al. 2004). Consistently, a recent study
reports that the potent PARP-1 inhibitor PJ34 reduces ischemia-induced iNOS
expression in the brain of mice subjected to 20 min MCAo/72 h reperfusion.
Accordingly, treatment with PJ34 (25 mg/Kg) also decreased the raised levels of
TNF-a protein and of mRNAs for TNF-a, IL-6, ICAM-1 and E-selectin in brain
tissue after focal cerebral ischemia (Haddad et al. 2006). Finally, a recent study by
Lenzser et al. (Lenzser et al. 2007) investigates the contribution of PARP activation to blood-brain barrier (BBB) disruption and edema formation after reperfusion in a in vivo model of global cerebral ischemia. The permeability of the BBB
increases after ischemia-reperfusion compared with the nonischemic animals after
24 and 48 h reperfusion. The administration of the potent PARP inhibitor PJ34
(10 mg/kg), before ischemia, attenuates this increase and decreases brain edema seen
at 48 h. PARP inhibition also reduces neutrophil infiltration and decreases ICAM-1
expression, a marker of leukocyte infiltration into the brain, at both 24 and 48 h.
Importantly, a recent study reports that the activation of PARP-1 also regulates the
translocation of HMGB-1 from the nucleus to the cytosol. HMGB-1 is a nuclear
protein, highly expressed in the adult mouse brain, that when released into the
extracellular space can elicit a potent inflammatory response (Scaffidi et al. 2002).
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Indeed, the extracellular presence of recombinant HMGB1 increases excitotoxic
and ischemic neuronal death in vitro. In addition, brain microinjection of HMGB1
increases the transcript levels of pro-inflammatory mediators and sensitizes the
tissue to the ischemic injury (Faraco et al. 2007). Importantly, down-regulation of
HMGB1 brain levels by siRNA correlates with diminished infarct volumes in the
rat (Kim et al. 2006). Following N-Methyl-N’-Nitro-N-Nitrosoguanidine (MNNG)
treatment, translocation of HMGB-1 is observed in wild-type cells, whereas
HMGB-1 remained nuclear in mouse embryonic fibroblasts lacking PARP-1; thus,
these results suggests a role for PARP-1 in mediating relocalization of pro-inflammatory molecules in cells that have sustained DNA damage (Ditsworth et al.
2007). However, the PARP inhibitor PJ34 does not affect extracellular release of
HMGB-1 from both neurons and astrocytes exposed to necrotic stimuli, indicating
that poly (ADP-ribosyl)ation does not regulate HMGB-1 release during necrosis,
at least in these cell types (Faraco et al. 2007). These results taken together highlight the significance of transcriptional regulation by PARP-1 in stroke pathogenesis, and suggest that the remarkable stroke neuroprotection afforded by inhibitors
of PARP-1 activity is related, at least in part, to changes in gene expression profiles
in the ischemic brain tissue (Chiarugi 2002b; Skaper 2003a, 2003b).

7.3.3 PARP-1 Activation of Neuronal Death:
The Signaling Hypothesis
Recent findings allow us to hypothesize an additional mechanism through which
deregulated PAR formation exerts a detrimental role in the CNS. Several lines of
evidence support the so-called “signalling hypothesis” (Chiarugi 2002b). For
instance, PARP-1 hyperactivation is a powerful trigger of mitochondrial release of
apoptosis inducing factor (AIF) in cultured neurons undergoing excitotoxicity
(Hong et al. 2004; Yu et al. 2002) as well as in astrocytes (Alano et al. 2004) and
ischemic brain (Komjati et al. 2004). These findings, together with knowledge that
AIF may contribute to post-ischemic neurodegeneration (Cao et al. 2003; Culmsee
et al. 2005; Plesnila et al. 2004; Zhu et al. 2003), suggest that PAR formation is a
pivotal event in neuronal cell death that follows the ischemic insult. Recently,
Andrabi et al. reported that PAR polymer is endowed with intrinsic cytotoxicity and
that its toxic effect is abolished by pre-treatment with the PAR-degrading enzymes
phosphodiesterase (PD1) or poly (ADP-ribose) glycohydrolase (PARG). Moreover,
interfering with PAR polymer signalling by means of neutralizing PAR antibodies
or PARG overexpression reduces PARP-1-dependent NMDA excitotoxicity and
N-methyl-N’-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG)-induced cell death (Andrabi et al.
2006; Wang et al. 2003) In keeping with this, transgenic mice overexpressing
PARG have markedly reduced infarct volumes after 2 h of MCAo. Consistent with
the notion that PAR chains are toxic, experimental evidence indicates that (1)
siRNA knockdown of PARG leads to enhanced MNNG toxicity, (2) PARG +/− cortical
cultures are more sensitive to NMDA excitotoxicity and (3) PARG +/− mice have
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larger infarct volumes 24 h after 1.5 h of MCAo. These results suggest that PAR is a
key signal in the nucleus–mitochondria cross-talk during PARP-1-dependent neuronal
death, substantiating the relevance of the signaling hypothesis to PAR neurotoxicity
(Andrabi et al. 2006a; Wang et al. 2003). To date, molecular mechanisms responsible for PAR-dependent AIF release in neurons are unknown. Of note, recent findings
support an important role of PARP-1 in the release of AIF from mitochondria after
ischemic brain injury (Culmsee et al. 2005). Inhibition of PARP-1 prevented AIF
translocation from mitochondria to the nucleus after oxygen-glucose deprivation
in vitro and in focal cerebral ischemia in vivo. It has been suggested that mitochondrial NAD depletion may represent a link between PARP-1 overactivation and the
release of AIF from mitochondria (Yu et al. 2002). Based on these data, these
authors suggest that DNA damage and PARP-1 activation subsequent to cerebral
ischemia, lead to a decrease of mitochondrial NAD+ contents that induces Bidmediated mitochondrial membrane pore formation and hence the AIF release from
mitochondria to nucleus in which it initiates nuclear condensation (Susin et al.
1999). More recently, a report provides novel insights into the molecular mechanism involved in mitochondrial AIF release upon MNNG-dependent PARP-1
activation (Moubarak et al. 2007). In light of these new findings, calpain appears to
link PARP-1 activation to Bax activation and AIF release during MNNG-induced
necrosis. Recently, both Bax and AIF have been identified as targets of calpains.
Indeed, generation of a Bax fragment is an early event in the induction of apoptosis
via calpains (Altznauer et al. 2004; Gao and Dou 2000; Polster et al. 2005) and AIF
becomes a soluble and death-promoting protein after its cleavage by calpains
(Polster et al. 2005). These results indicate that calpains control mitochondrial AIF
release during PARP-1 activation.
Finally, ADP-ribose, the monomeric constituent of PAR and product of PARG,
could also be involved in mediating mitochondrial disfunction consequent to
PARP-1 hyperactivation (Dumitriu et al. 2004). Following PARP-1 activation, the
increasing levels of poly(ADP-ribose) recruit PARG to the nucleus. PARG hydrolyses the protein-bound poly(ADP-ribose), thereby generating free oligo- and
monomers of ADP-ribose. ADP-ribose potently inhibits the activity of the ATPbinding cassette (ABC) transporters, involved in the transport of multiple substrates
across cellular membranes, among them mitochondrial membranes. Therefore,
considering the homology between ADP-ribose, ADP and ATP, it is tempting to
speculate that ADP-ribose might compete with these metabolites for its binding site
on ATP-dependent membrane transporters (Dumitriu et al. 2004).

7.4 Suppression of Par Neo-Synthesis and Its Effects
on Ischemic Brain Injury
Given the relevance of poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation to disease pathogenesis, a range
of strategies have been used to suppress PARP-1 activity such as gene deletion,
anti-sense oligonucleotides (Simbulan-Rosenthal et al. 1998), expression of
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dominant negative forms (Schreiber et al. 1995), RNA interference (Gan et al.
2002) and chemical inhibitors (Costantino et al. 2001; Southan and Szabo 2003).
Remarkably, repression of poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation provides impressive protection from ischemic brain injury. Significant reduction of brain infarcts in PARP-1
KO mice has been first reported by two pioneering studies (Eliasson et al. 1997;
Endres et al. 1997). In particular, Dawson and her group report that brain infarct
is 80% smaller in PARP KO mice compared to wild type (WT) 22 h after 2 h
MCAo. Of note, in an identical ischemia/reperfusion model used by Moskowitz
and colleagues, infarct volume is significantly smaller in PARP-1 KO mice compared to WT animals with a 45% reduction (Endres et al. 1997). In a similar
study, ischemic volume is smaller early (50 min) after occlusion and remains less
at 21 h and 3 days of reperfusion in PARP-1 KO versus WT mice (Goto et al.
2002). A recent report has shown that deletion of the gene encoding PARP-2 also
leads to neuroprotection in focal cerebral ischemia, reducing infarction by
approximately 40% of that observed in the wild-type mice. In the same PARP-2
KO mice, in global cerebral ischemia, where cell death is delayed, neuronal loss
is increased, not ameliorated (Kofler et al. 2006). Although PARP-2 has a much
lower activity than PARP-1, PARP-2 deficiency is quite effective in reducing
ischemic brain injury. It has been suggested that PARP-1 and -2 have to act as
heterodimers to initiate single-strand break repair and base excision repair
(Schreiber et al. 2002); thus the absence of one of each would have the same
consequence on repair efficiency.
Numerous studies showing the neuroprotective effects of chemical inhibitors of
PARP-1 in in vitro and in vivo models of brain ischemia have been reported. For
instance, the PARP-1 inhibitor 3-amino-benzamide (3-ABA) affords significant
neuroprotection when pre-injected in mice and rats subjected to transient (Endres
et al. 1997; Lo et al. 1998) or permanent (Tokime et al. 1998) brain ischemia.
Similarly, 3,4-dihydro-5-[4-1(1-piperidinyl)butoxy]-1(2H)-isoquinolinone (DPQ)
is a potent PARP-1 inhibitor capable of preventing neuronal death in in vivo
(Takahashi et al. 1997) and in vitro models of brain ischemia (Chiarugi et al. 2003;
Eliasson et al. 1997). Recently, the phenanthridinone-analog [thieno[2,3-c]
isoquinolin-5-one (TIQ-A) has been shown to inhibit PARP-1 with high potency and
to provide higher neuroprotection than DPQ in mixed cerebral cultures subjected
to oxygen-glucose deprivation (OGD) (Chiarugi et al. 2003). Other compounds
with different molecular moieties but potent inhibitory activity on PARP-1, such as
aza-5[H]-phenanthridin-6-ones (aza-PHE) (Ferraris et al. 2003a–c), N-(6-oxo-5,6dihydro-phenanthridin-2-yl)-N,N-dimethylacetamide (PJ-34) (Abdelkarim et al.
2001), indeno-isoquinolinone (INO-1001) (Komjati et al. 2004), 5-chloro-2-[3-(4phenyl-3,6-dihydro-1(2H)-pyridinyl)propyl]-4(3H)-quinazolinone (FR247304)
(Iwashita et al. 2004) and 2-methyl-3,5,7,8-tetrahydrothiopyrano[4,3-d]pyrimidine4-one (DR2313) (Nakajima et al. 2004a) also protect the brain tissue from the
ischemic insult. In contrast, neither nicotinamide nor DPQ reduces hippocampal
neuronal death in a transient (5 min) global ischemia model in the gerbil (Moroni
et al. 2001). The therapeutic potential of PARP-1 suppression in ischemic
stroke is also underscored by studies that use different experimental approaches.
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For instance, RNA interference-dependent PARP-1 repression induces resistance to
OGD in differentiated neuroblastoma cells (Gan et al. 2002). In addition, transfection
of PARP-1 into the brain of PARP-1 KO mice by means of Sindbis viruses increases
the animal sensitivity to ischemic stroke relative to lacZ-injected PARP-1 KO mice.
Notably, cerebral injection of Sindbis viruses carrying PARP-1 worsens ischemic
brain damage in WT animals as well (Goto et al. 2002).
Further corroborating the relevance of poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation to cerebral ischemia, and underscoring the therapeutic potential of PARP-1 inhibitors in stroke
treatment, ischemic neurodegeneration can be significantly reduced also when
chemical inhibitors of PARP-1 are used in post-treatment paradigms. Indeed, DPQ
provides neuroprotection when injected in rats 30 min after a focal brain ischemic
insult (Takahashi et al. 1999). Similarly, treatment with DR2313 2 h after ischemia
still reduces progression of infarction in rats (Nakajima et al. 2004a), and INO1001 improves neurological functions with a time window of 6 h in a transient
ischemia model in the rat (Komjati et al. 2004). Efficacy of post-treatment is not
only related to the length of the time window but also to the inhibitor used. For
example, 3-ABA loses its neuroprotective effects when injected in rats as early as
15 min after the ischemic insult (Takahashi and Greenberg 1999). Interestingly, two
different studies report that ischemic neuroprotection by DPQ has a bell-shaped
curve (Takahashi et al. 1997, 1999). In particular, in a focal cerebral ischemia
model in the rat DPQ-mediated neuroprotection becomes less effective when the
drug is used in a pre-treatment paradigm at doses higher than 10 mg/kg (Takahashi
et al. 1997) and in a post-treatment paradigm when DPQ doses are higher than
40 mg/kg (Takahashi et al. 1999). These findings suggest that inhibition of the
homeostatic functions of PARP-1 above a certain threshold and/or for too long
periods is detrimental for the ischemic brain tissue.

7.5

Future Perspectives

To date, the considerable amount of information on poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation and
stroke undoubtedly indicates a pathogenetic role of PAR formation in ischemic
brain injury. Also, a battery of compounds displaying high inhibitory potency
toward PARP-1 has been developed and looks promising for ischemic neuroprotection. However, critical issues still wait to be resolved. For instance, current drugs
do not exhibit significant selectivity toward PARP-1. This is of particular significance given the role of PARP-2 in DNA repair (Schreiber et al. 2002), and the
mutagenic potential of non-selective PARP-1 inhibitors (Tong et al. 2001; Virag
and Szabo 2002). Also, acceptable water solubility with satisfactory blood-brain
barrier penetrability is an important feature of PARP-1 inhibitors to be optimized.
Finally, research aimed at identifying mechanisms underpinning ischemic neuroprotection by inhibition of poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation may also disclose novel players
involved in post-ischemic brain damage and provide innovative targets of therapeutic relevance to treatment of cerebral ischemia.
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Part III

Transient Global Ischemia

Chapter 8

Transient Global Cerebral Ischemia
Produces Morphologically Necrotic,
Not Apoptotic Neurons
Frederick Colbourne and Roland N. Auer

8.1

Introduction

Global cerebral ischemia is a devastating insult resulting in high mortality and
frequent neurological impairment in survivors. The common occurrences are cardiac arrest or hypotension, in turn due to arrhythmias (ventricular fibrillation) or
myocardial failure as root causes. Prolonged ischemia inevitably leads to death or
extensive brain damage (Brierley et al. 1971; Cole and Cowie 1987), except in rare
cases where the individual is hypothermic at the time, as during near-drowning in
cold water (Siebke et al. 1975). In cases where there is more rapid reperfusion, but
no neuroprotective intervention, there is a more selective and delayed injury, often
to the hippocampal CA1 sector neurons. Damage largely confined to the CA1 sector
pyramidal neurons also occurs in humans after global ischemia (Horn and Schlote
1992; Petito et al. 1987), and it can result in significant anterograde amnesia, as shown
in patient R.B., who suffered global ischemia from the consequence of an atrial tear
5 years before death (Zola-Morgan et al. 1986). Such severe impairments are rare
clinical events, more common being the subtle hippocampal deficits that preclude
functioning at the high levels before cardiac arrest (Longstreth et al. 1983).
Development of effective neuroprotective interventions requires an accurate
understanding of the mechanisms of cell death. To that end, many studies have
examined the morphological features of ischemic brain injury with electron microscopy, which reveals cell membranes and organelle pathology. Before we delve into
ultrastructural findings, however, it is important to keep in mind factors that significantly influence the extent, time course and nature of cell death. For instance, it is
well known that the extent and rate of injury will vary with insult severity – the
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so-called “maturation phenomenon” described originally by Ito and colleagues (Ito
et al. 1975) and later popularized by Kirino (Kirino 1982). Insult severity depends
upon the duration of ischemia, the degree of reduced blood flow (method-dependent
or model-dependent) and other factors such as temperature and blood glucose.
The extent and features of cell death vary little by brain region and cell type.

8.2

Animal Models of Global Ischemia

While global ischemia in humans typically results from cardiac arrest, investigators
infrequently use cardiac arrest to produce brain ischemia in animal models. Instead,
investigators commonly induce transient forebrain ischemia by interrupting the
blood flow to the brain through the carotid and vertebral arteries. For instance, in
rats this is achieved by either 2 or 4 vessel occlusion (2-VO, 4-VO) methods. In the
4-VO model, the two vertebral arteries are cauterized and this is followed a day
later by brief bilateral common carotid artery occlusion (Pulsinelli and Brierley
1979). The 2-VO model similarly produces severe ischemia by combining systemic
hypotension with common carotid artery occlusion (Smith et al. 1984). In contrast,
gerbils usually experience severe forebrain ischemia with common carotid artery
occlusion alone (Kirino 1982; Laidley et al. 2005). Global ischemia models exist in
other higher species as well (e.g., cats, dogs, primates).
Rodent studies, using the aforementioned models, indicate that the CA1 zone is
exquisitely sensitive to brief ischemia, with cell death typically occurring from 2 to
4 days post-ischemia (Kirino 1982; Pulsinelli et al. 1982). Other brain regions are
additionally affected after more prolonged ischemia, including other cells within the
hippocampal formation (e.g., the dentate hilus or CA4, CA2, CA3), striatum, cortex,
and thalamus (Hossmann et al. 2001; Petito and Pulsinelli 1984b). Cell death in
these areas occurs more rapidly than in CA1. Despite the importance of extra-hippocampal cell death to the clinical prognosis of cardiac arrest, most animal studies,
whether mechanistic or neuroprotective, continue to focus on CA1 zone injury.
The duration of ischemia needed to produce consistent brain injury in any given
structure, such as the CA1 zone, varies considerably among studies (range: 3–30 min)
in part due to species differences, but also due to differences in intra-ischemic residual
blood flow as well as post-ischemic hemodynamic differences (e.g., arterial occlusion
models vs. cardiac arrest). Further complicating comparisons among studies are differences in the control of physiological variables (e.g., temperature, blood oxygenation, and glucose), animal age, etc. There is a trend for recent studies to use briefer
insults than those used in the early studies. While this has probably resulted in part
from improved technique (e.g., better temperature control) giving more consistent
results, it may be that investigators are also now deliberately studying milder insults
in an effort to maximize the likelihood of finding neuroprotective effects on a particular mode of cell death. The problem with this approach is that findings may be less
likely to translate to cardiac arrest-induced injury in humans where injury is often
considerably greater than that produced in the mild ischemia models in animals.
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Cell Death Modes

Necrosis is traditionally considered an externally wrought, unregulated cell death
of which there are multiple causes and mechanisms of injury (e.g., excitotoxic
swelling, energy failure, toxins, and free radical generation). Generally speaking,
changes within the cytoplasm, such as organelle swelling, precede the appearance
of nuclear alterations. Other prominent features include cell swelling and plasma
membrane rupture (Trump et al. 1965). In contrast, apoptosis, described originally
by Kerr and colleagues (Kerr 1971; Kerr et al. 1972), is a mode of cell death characterized by early nuclear changes, notably prominent chromatin condensation
(crescent or round shape), while cytoplasmic organelles are still intact. In contrast
to necrosis, which results in the release of cellular contents into the surrounding
tissue, apoptotic cells condense and are broken up into large, membrane-bound
vesicles (apoptotic bodies) for degradation by neighboring cells or phagocytes. The
apoptotic morphology has been linked to distinct molecular pathways (e.g., caspase
activation) and is a programmed cell death.
Cerebral ischemic injury has been traditionally thought to be necrotic with
more recent reports claiming that at least some of it results from apoptosis
(Brahma et al. 2009; Cao et al. 2007; Carboni et al. 2005; Hayashi et al. 2005;
Nitatori et al. 1995; Ostrowski et al. 2008; Ruan et al. 2003; Zeng and Xu 2000).
Some suggest that ischemic injury is neither apoptotic nor necrotic (Sheldon et al.
2001), according to the original meaning of these words. Several names for alternative cell death modes have been coined including oncosis (Majno and Joris
1995), paraptosis (Sperandio et al. 2000), parthanatos (Andrabi et al. 2008; David
et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2009), and programmed necrosis (Boujrad et al. 2007).
Since apoptosis is the biological counterforce of mitosis, one theoretically expects
to find apoptosis in highly mitotic areas such as gut epithelium (Ikeda et al. 1998),
but not in post-mitotic brain neurons.
Another potential route of cell death in ischemia is via autophagy, which has
been more thoroughly described (Chu 2006; Kroemer and Levine 2008; Levine and
Yuan 2005). Autophagy is a normal process for removing cellular constituents,
including weak and damaged organelles. Like apoptosis, it is highly regulated, and
free radicals play a major role in regulating autophagy, which is increased in injurious processes (Lai et al. 2008). Morphological features include the appearance of
multi-membrane structures (autophagosomes) that fuse with lysosomes to form
autolysosomes (e.g., mitochondrial autolysosomes). While excessive autophagy
can cause cell death, it is important to remember that autophagy is a normal process
to recycle cellular waste or to generate amino acids, etc. in times of cellular stress.
Accordingly, the appearance of autophagy does not mean the cell has died by
autophagy, or even that it has died. Indeed, the ischemic neuroprotection by hypothermia (Colbourne et al. 1999b) can cause, in long term surviving neurons,
increased autophagy (see Figures 7–9 in that study). While each ‘mode’ of cell
death described above has unique biochemical features, ultrastructural morphology
remains indispensible to help distinguish between them.
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Morphological Features of Ischemic Neuronal Death

In rodents, mitochondrial swelling is one of the earliest changes to occur after cerebral
ischemia and it is this swelling that largely contributes to the microvacuolated
appearance of neurons (Brown and Brierley 1972; Kalimo et al. 1977; Petito and
Pulsinelli 1984a). Swelling of endoplasmic reticulum and microvesiculation of the
Golgi apparatus is also commonly reported along with disaggregation of polyribosomes (Deshpande et al. 1992; Hossmann et al. 2001; Kalimo et al. 1977; Petito
and Pulsinelli 1984a; Rafols et al. 1995; Ruan et al. 2003; Yamamoto et al. 1990).
These changes are reversible. In CA1, a lamellar alignment and proliferation of
endoplasmic reticulum has been subsequently observed (Colbourne et al. 1999b;
Kirino and Sano 1984; Kirino et al. 1984; Yamamoto et al. 1990), but not in all cells
or studies (Hossmann et al. 2001). Early excitotoxicity-induced dendritic swelling
commonly occurs (Johansen et al. 1984). Many reports emphasize alterations in
neuronal volume with some neurons swelling up while others show a shrunken
appearance (Hossmann et al. 2001; Petito and Pulsinelli 1984b). Slight chromatin
condensation (pyknosis) can be found immediately after ischemia (Petito and
Pulsinelli 1984b), with moderate to substantial chromatin aggregation occurring
later after ischemia in some neurons (Colbourne et al. 1999a, b; Hossmann et al.
2001; Nitatori et al. 1995, Petito and Pulsinelli 1984b, Ruan et al. 2003). Notably,
this is distinct from the large rounded or crescent-shaped appearance of chromatin
during apoptotic death. While post-ischemic mitochondrial swelling is often
reversed, unequivocal signs of mitochondrial damage (Trump et al. 1965) are frequently seen later; these include ruptured mitochondria and mitochondrial flocculent densities (Colbourne et al. 1999a, b). Membranous whorls are frequently
observed (Colbourne et al. 1999b; Petito and Pulsinelli 1984b). Some are derived
from mitochondria while others are continuous with the plasma membrane. The
latter is consistent with plasma membrane breaks, found at the time of cell death.
Importantly, damage (breaks) to the nuclear and plasma membranes are found
regardless of chromatin condensation. Unequivocal electron microscopic evidence
of apoptotic bodies from global ischemic neuronal death has not been reported,
although several studies explicitly looked for it (Colbourne et al. 1999a, b;
Deshpande et al. 1992; Hossmann et al. 2001; Winkelmann et al. 2006).
An important issue is whether these rodent findings can be corroborated in other
species. Indeed, similar findings have been reported in cats (Kalimo et al. 1977;
Martin et al. 1998) and primates (Yamashima et al. 2003, 2007). Specifically, signs
of necrosis (e.g., mitochondrial flocculent densities, membrane breaks), not apoptosis, were found.
It has been long argued that insult severity, regardless of whether it is from ischemia, heat stress, etc., affects the mode of cell death with apoptosis predominating
after milder insults whereas necrosis occurs after severe injury (e.g., (Bonfoco et al.
1995; Du et al. 1996; Harmon et al. 1990; Kerr 1971)). While this also makes intuitive sense, the data in global ischemia models do not support the tenet that mild
insults produce apoptosis. One study produced global ischemia in gerbils that
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ranged from 5 to 30 min (Kirino and Sano 1984). While cellular changes occurred
faster following more severe injury, the pathological findings did not otherwise
change. Similarly, rats subjected to 5 or 15 min of 4-VO ischemia, which have
different rates of CA1 sector death, had similar light and ultrastructural features of
cell death (Colbourne et al. 1999a). A subsequent comparison of 10 and 20 min
of 4-VO ischemia over three survival times (2–10 days) confirmed these findings
(Winkelmann et al. 2006).
Neuroprotective treatments seek to reduce cell death, but they might also influence the mode of cell death in those cells incompletely protected. The most potent
neuroprotectant is hypothermia (MacLellan et al. 2009) and two studies examined
the use of post-ischemic cooling on the survival and morphological appearance of
CA1 neurons. In one study, rats were subjected to a 2-VO insult with 3 h of immediate post-ischemic cooling (Dietrich et al. 1993). While CA1 cell death was postponed by the treatment, the ultrastructural features were comparable and consistent
with necrosis. We studied post-ischemic cooling of 48 h duration induced 1, 6 or
12 h after a 5 min ischemic insult in gerbil (Colbourne et al. 1999b) and found that
while delayed cooling markedly reduced injury, the protective effect was less with
the longest intervention delay. Furthermore, some cell death occurred much later
with hypothermic treatment (e.g., at 60 days). Despite this delay, the cell death had
similar morphological features to that observed after untreated ischemia (Fig. 8.1),
which was complete at 4 days post-ischemia. Interestingly, a few (<1%) rescued
neurons did have signs of increased autophagy (e.g., mitochondrial autolysosomes),
but these occurred in otherwise healthy-looking neurons. Macroautophagy was not
readily found in non-ischemic gerbils that were cooled. Signs of microautophagy
(e.g., accumulation of secondary lysosomes), however, were found in untreated
ischemic neurons that also suffered from other forms of injury (e.g., dilated mitochondria). Unfortunately, from these findings it cannot be determined whether
autophagy contributed to cell death or was activated to help prevent it, as suggested
by work in a neonatal hypoxia-ischemia study (Carloni et al. 2008).
The aforementioned studies and comprehensive reviews (Martin et al. 1998)
support the view that neuronal death after global ischemia is necrotic, not apoptotic.
This has been the general finding regardless of insult severity, brain structure, species, ischemia model, survival time, and the presence of a neuroprotectant (hypothermia) to mitigate and/or slow the injury. Considering the tens of thousands of
cells examined in these studies, one would expect some apoptotic neurons and
subsequent apoptotic bodies even if only a small percentage of neurons succumbed
in that manner, but this has not been unequivocally demonstrated. Several studies
have argued that cell death is apoptotic based upon their morphological findings
(Nitatori et al. 1995; Pagnussat et al. 2007; Ruan et al. 2003; Zeng and Xu 2000).
For instance, one study, which varied the duration of 4-VO ischemia, claimed that
apoptosis occurred in <10% of dying striatal neurons after the milder insult (Ruan
et al. 2003). However, in none of these studies has definitive morphological evidence been presented, including the crescent or rounded-shaped chromatin followed by the formation of membrane-delimited apoptotic bodies. Instead some
have misinterpreted chromatin condensation alone as sufficient evidence for apoptosis
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Fig. 8.1 Electron microscopic findings of hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons after 5 min of
normothermic forebrain ischemia in gerbils (data from Colbourne et al. 1999b). (a) Normal CA1
neuron from a sham-operated gerbil. (b) Pre-lethal signs of injury include, for example, swollen
mitochondria (hollow straight arrows) and dilated rough endoplasmic reticulum (curved hollow
arrows), occur after untreated ischemia. Compare this to the normal looking mitochondria and
rough endoplasmic reticulum found in the sham operated animal. (c) Neuronal necrosis at 4 days
following untreated ischemia illustrating mitochondrial flocculent densities (solid arrow) and a
mostly amorphous cytoplasm. The irregular, diffuse chromatin condensation (delineated by an
oval) is unlike that seen in apoptosis. Although there was less cell death in animals treated with
post-ischemic hypothermia, the pre-lethal and lethal signs of injury (necrosis) were comparable to
untreated ischemic gerbils. (d) For comparison, an apoptotic cell with a distinct round chromatin
condensation is illustrated, which was observed in a naïve gerbil brain at postnatal day 6.
Apoptotic-looking neurons or apoptotic bodies were not found after ischemia in adult gerbils,
regardless of treatment or survival time. Photos reprinted with permission from Highwire Press.
Scale bar = 5 µm

despite the presence of signs of necrosis (e.g., membrane breaks, mitochondrial
flocculent densities) and differences in the pattern of chromatin condensation.
Moreover, dark neurons, a widespread histological problem in neuroscience
(Jortner 2006; Kherani and Auer 2008), have been mistakenly identified as apoptotic. Besides, intracellular densities resembling autophagic vacuoles have been
mislabeled as apoptotic bodies. Finally, it must also be kept in mind that even if a
few neurons have died by apoptosis in these studies, they are in the minority despite
use of intentionally mild insults in many studies.
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Summary, Limitations and Future Directions

There are a number of important limitations to the present review. First, our discussion on the morphological features of cell death after global ischemia was restricted
to neuronal injury. Death of glia (astrocytes, oligodendroglia and microglia) must
also be considered in the quest to limit ischemic injury with cytoprotectants.
Indeed, it has been argued that glial but not neuronal apoptosis occurs in postischemic brain (Martin et al. 1998; Petito et al. 1998). Furthermore, the death of
invading leukocytes (e.g., macrophages) must be considered as their apoptotic remnants might be mislabeled as apoptotic neurons. Second, we have limited our discussion to adult animals. Programmed cell death, specifically apoptosis, is more
likely in developing organisms. Third, neurogenesis has been reported after cerebral ischemia, including in the CA1 zone (Bendel et al. 2005; Nakatomi et al. 2002;
Schmidt and Reymann 2002), although many reports do not find this. An interesting question is whether the death of these newly-generated neurons (Bueters et al.
2008) occurs via programmed cell death mechanisms and whether this is apoptotic
or necrotic in appearance.
While insight into the mechanisms of ischemic injury is gained from morphology studies, such findings must be considered in tandem with biochemical data.
Notably, the consistent observation of neuronal necrosis after global ischemia does
not exclude a contribution of programmed cell death mechanisms. There are many
deleterious mechanisms set in motion by ischemia, and this undoubtedly includes
programmed cell death mediators (e.g., apoptosis-inducing factor release from
mitochondria (Boujrad et al. 2007). The question is whether such pathways are
causal to cell death or are merely activated concomitantly with many other pathways. We expect, certainly in cases of more severe ischemia mimicking cardiac
arrest, that the latter situation is true. If so, the activation of programmed cell death
pathways is akin to taking a suicide pill just prior to being executed by firing squad.
The reliance upon mild global ischemic insults in arterial occlusion models is conceptually similar to the use of very brief focal ischemic insults. In both cases, fewer
cells tend to die, they take longer to succumb, and perhaps cells express more markers
for programmed cell death. However, is this situation really going to predict clinical
outcome? Thus, we encourage investigators to consider using more clinically
relevant insults (e.g., cardiac arrest models, permanent focal ischemic insults) in
their assessment of treatments targeting programmed cell death. Such studies must
also be careful to avoid problems encountered with other neuroprotectants (e.g.,
NMDA-receptor antagonists). For instance, physiological variables should be
controlled (e.g., to prevent unintentional hypothermia) and long-term functional
and histological outcome must be assessed.
In summary, the majority of studies examining the ultrastructural morphology of
cell death following global ischemia report features more consistent with neuronal
necrosis; although some differences exist among studies and brain regions. Only a
few studies claim to have observed apoptotic neuronal morphology, but they either
do not present convincing evidence or they misinterpret the morphology. Further
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work is needed to link the morphology of ischemic cell death with mechanisms of
action. Such studies should take into account the pattern and extent of injury commonly found after cardiac arrest and other causes of global ischemia in humans.
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Chapter 9

Apoptosis-Inducing Factor Translocation
to Nuclei After Transient Global Ischemia
Can Liu, Armando P. Signore, Guodong Cao, and Jun Chen

9.1

Introduction

Global cerebral ischemia produces both acute and delayed neuronal cell death.
The loss of mitochondrial membrane integrity and the subsequent release of apoptogenic factors are critical in mediating the intrinsic, or mitochondrial, neurodegenerative pathway (Fujimura et al. 1999; Sugawara et al. 1999; Cao et al. 2003). Both
caspase-dependent and -independent prodeath effector pathways can be initiated by
the intrinsic pathway (Graham and Chen 2001). The key signaling molecule,
released by mitochondria that initiates the caspase-independent route is apoptosisinducing factor (AIF), a mitochondrial-specific flavoprotein that normally resides
in the intermembrane space. Following global ischemia, AIF is truncated by calpain, allowing it to translocate from compromised mitochondria to the nucleus,
where it degrades the nuclear genome (Fig. 9.1a–f). Along with freed AIF, endonuclease G (EndoG) is also released from mitochondria and mediates early chromatinolysis in neurons (Susin et al. 1999).
Transient global ischemia can be produced in rodents using several models.
The essential feature of these models is a delayed (24–48 h) but selective loss of
neurons in the CA1 region of the hippocampus (for review, see Zhang et al. 2004).
Cell death in these models occurs at least in part via an apoptotic mechanism (Jin
et al. 1999). Current knowledge of programmed cell death signaling pathways has
resulted in a revised definition and classification of ischemia-induced cell death that
now recognizes contributions from both the necrotic and apoptotic pathways.
Understanding the relative contribution of the signaling pathways activated by
each of the cell death mechanisms in ischemia-induced neurodegeneration, is
therefore critical for identifying potential therapeutic targets and developing
successful treatments.
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Fig.  9.1 AIF is translocated to the nucleus following oxygen glucose deprivation (OGD).
Immunofluorescent staining of AIF in cultured primary cortical neurons after OGD. Cortical
cultures were subjected to 60 min of OGD and then cultured under normal conditions for 6 h. The
cells were incubated in the mitochondrial marker Mitotracker Green (green) and then immunostained for AIF (red ). In the control neurons (a−c), AIF and Mitotracker fluorescence are largely
overlaid, showing a cytoplasmic pattern. After OGD (d−f), AIF shows a nuclear localization in
many neurons (arrows in f). In contrast, the addition of PTD-Bcl-xl protein (50 g/ml) inhibits
OGD-induced nuclear translocation of AIF (g−i) (From Cao et al. 2007)

The “classic” view of cell death in mammalian cells largely envisioned two
distinct processes with mechanisms that shared little in common: apoptosis and
necrosis. Apoptosis is the process whereby cell death results from a controlled,
energy-dependent and well-orchestrated degradation of cellular structures from
within the cell itself. It was first described in development where apoptosis induces
the loss of extraneous tissue in the molding of body and organ structures, and is
exemplified by the morphological condensation of the nucleus, followed by the
active dismantling of cellular components. The second broadly defined process is
necrosis, usually referred to as an uncontrolled or nonregulated death of cells
because of sudden and accidental irreversible damage. The distinction between
these modes of death has recently been blurred, and cell death is now described as
a continuum of programmed cell death pathways that show characteristics from
each type of cell death (Bredesen et al. 2006; Boujrad et al. 2007; Golstein and
Kroemer 2007).
In cerebral ischemia and reperfusion, features of both apoptosis and necrosis
occur (Muller et al. 2007; Pagnussat et al. 2007). The pathological process that an
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individual neuron follows depends on the type, intensity and duration of the cell
death stimuli (Pagnussat et al. 2007). The harmful release of AIF depends in large
part upon the health status of the mitochondria. Therefore, the greater the mitochondrial injury, the more likely AIF will be actively involved in producing cell
death. This chapter now focuses on AIF and the mechanisms by which AIF activation occurs in the global cerebral ischemia model.

9.1.1

Physiological Functions of AIF

The discovery of many of the normal functions of AIF was aided a great deal by a
fortunate mutation in the mouse. The AIF-deficient mouse, called Harlequin, was
found to harbor a viral insertion in AIF, which diminished AIF expression to 20%
or less in mutant Hq/Hq mice compared to wild type mice (Klein et al. 2002).
Neuronal degeneration, particularly in the cerebellum and retina, are hallmarks of
the Hq/Hq mouse. Study of Hq/Hq mice was useful in determining several physiological functions of AIF, including an important NAD oxidase activity that uses
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) as a cofactor (Susin et al. 1999). A deficit in AIF expression causes Complex I dysfunction and impaired oxidative phosphorylation, evidenced by increased dependence on glucose metabolism, and
followed by progressive multifocal neuropathology (Vahsen et al. 2004; El Ghouzzi
et al. 2007). Loss of central neurons was due to both reduced neuronal survival
during brain development and increased oxidative radical activity (Cheung et al.
2006). Increased sensitivity to oxidative stress occurs in Hq/Hq neurons to both
endogenous and exogenous peroxides, and neurons can aberrantly re-enter the cell
cycle (Klein et al. 2002). The loss of cells in Harlequin mice is specific to the brain
and retina, and do not appear to occur in the heart or liver, despite little AIF expression in these tissues as well (Vahsen et al. 2004). In addition, AIF plays an important role in maintaining the integrity of mitochondrial structure via preserving
Complex I and III expression, most likely via post-translational mechanisms
(Vahsen et al. 2004).
Given that caspase-independent cell death requires AIF activation, several studies have shown neuroprotective effects by either neutralizing intracellular AIF or
genetically reducing the expression of AIF (Yu et al. 2002; Culmsee et al. 2005;
Cao et al. 2007). In transient global ischemia, total AIF expression levels per se are
not significantly altered (Cao et al. 2003). Instead, regulation of AIF activation
occurs via its N-terminal truncation and translocation from the mitochondria to the
nucleus. The mature mitochondrial AIF is known to be 62 kDa, whereas AIF that
is released into the cytosol is about 57 kDa, indicating a specific truncation occurs
before release from mitochondria (Cao et al. 2007). The discharge of AIF from
mitochondria is also dependent on the death-promoting Bcl-2 family members, Bax
and Bid (Cregan et al. 2002; van Loo et al. 2002; Culmsee et al. 2005). Through
direct interaction with genomic DNA along with the activity of EndoG, AIF leads
to chromatin condensation (Cande et al. 2002; Ye et al. 2002).
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AIF Translocation Mechanism and Therapeutic Targets

9.2.1

The Time Course of AIF Translocation

AIF-mediated cell death is an energy-dependent process. After the ischemic brain
has passed through the period of greatest energy depletion, the delivery of energy
by reperfusion allows neuronal death to occur (Pagnussat et al. 2007). The time
course for nuclear translocation of AIF to occur after experimental stroke, varies
with the severity of injury. AIF translocation into the nucleus did not occur until
after 6 h of reperfusion following short (30 min) MCAO in mice, but was seen following as little as 20 min of reperfusion after longer (1 h) MCAO. When 2 h of
MCAO was used instead, AIF translocation was again delayed until 6 h reperfusion
(Plesnila et al. 2004; Li et al. 2007). There appears to be, at least in rodents, a level
of ischemic insult that maximally induces the nuclear translocation of AIF. This
variability may contribute to the inconsistency seen in brain damage following
global ischemic events between animals and even humans.

9.2.2

Mechanism of AIF Release

9.2.2.1

PARP-1 and AIF

The activation and release of AIF by global ischemia occurs amidst a variety of
stimuli, most of which promote neuronal death. As expected, several cascades contribute to AIF neurotoxicity, including the inappropriate activation of DNA reparative and proteolytic enzymes.
Our previous work showed that DNA single-strand breaks (SSBs) are a form of
DNA damage induced early in neurons following cerebral ischemia and reperfusion
(Chen et al. 1997). Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 (PARP-1) is an abundant and
very active chromatin-associated enzyme involved in DNA repair and histone and
other nuclear protein modifications. The enzyme relies on consumption of NAD+ to
form ADP-ribose polymers [for reviews see (Ame et al. 2004; Ha 2004)]. Enzyme
activity is in fact activated by DNA strand breaks, and thus PARP-1 is a detector of
DNA damage (Demurcia and Menissier 1994). Reperfusion following cerebral
ischemia induces oxidative stimuli such as reactive oxygen species (ROS), which
can lead to DNA damage that activate PARP-1 (Demurcia and Menissier 1994;
Eliasson et al. 1997). PARP-1 is a crucial part of both apoptosis and necrosis for,
while it is a reparative enzyme, its pathological over-activation can lead to cell
death, generally by depletion of cellular NAD+ and ATP (Szabo and Dawson 1998;
Ha and Snyder 1999; Herceg and Wang 1999; Shall and de Murcia 2000; Yu et al.
2002). For example, in N-methyl-d-aspartic acid (NMDA)-mediated excitotoxicity,
DNA damage and PARP-1 activity are nitric oxide (NO) dependent, which is activated at a very high level in this insult.
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AIF activation and translocation to the nucleus also increases PARP-1 toxicity
in a caspase-independent manner (Wang et al. 2004). Inhibition of PARP-1 overactivation should ameliorate cell death under these toxic conditions, and not surprisingly, PARP-1 knockout animals show protection from stroke (Eliasson et al. 1997;
Endres et al. 1997; Goto et al. 2002). It is possible to prevent the death of even
highly sensitive hippocampal CA1 neurons after transient ischemia by administering the PARP inhibitor PJ34 as late as 8 h after ischemia (Hamby et al. 2007). The
PARP-1 inhibitor 3-AB protects neurons against necrosis and is dependent on the
duration of the ischemic-reperfusion episode (Strosznajder and Walski 2004). In
contrast, our previous work showed that when adequate cellular NAD+ levels were
maintained, inhibition of PARP-1 using 3-AB, diminished neuronal survival in the
transient global ischemia model (Nagayama et al. 2000). Since caspase-3-mediated
cleavage of PARP-1 blocks DNA repair and concomitantly prevents a depletion of
cellular NAD+ stores by PARP activity (Boulares et al. 1999; Herceg and Wang
1999), the precise role PARP-1 plays in cell death remains contentious, and may
depend on which pathway is preferentially activated in individual neurons.
There is evidence demonstrating that the release of AIF from mitochondria is
also dependent on PARP-1-initiated nuclear signals (Yu et al. 2002; Cipriani et al.
2005). Reperfusion accelerates the appearance of nuclear AIF after 1 h of MCAO
compared with permanent MCAO, consistent with the possibility that early oxidant
stress triggers the signaling pathways that stimulate AIF translocation (Li et al.
2007). Inhibition of PARP-1 and Bid reduces nuclear AIF translocation (Culmsee
et al. 2005).
The signaling pathway from PARP to mitochondria requires receptor interaction
protein 1 (RIP1), TNFR-associated factor 2 (TRAF2) and c-Jun N-terminal protein
kinase-1 (JNK1) (Xu et al. 2006). The JNKs are a subfamily of mitogen-activated
protein kinases (MAPKs). JNK1 has been reported to facilitate motoneuron health
by maintaining the membrane potential of mitochondria (Newbern et al. 2007). The
protective effect of JNK and the mitochondrial membrane potential however
remains unclear (Newbern et al. 2007). In the gerbil transient global ischemia
model, substantially increased amounts of active P-JNK can be found with the
mitochondrial fraction isolated from ischemia-injured hippocampus (Zablocka
et al. 2003).
The activation of PARP-1 in AIF-mediated neuronal death may not occur uniformly throughout the brain. Distinct from neurons in the caudate-putamen, reticular thalamus, thalamus and cortex, DNA SSBs are absent in CA1 neurons until 72 h
after reperfusion, and occur simultaneously with DNA double strand breaks (DBSs)
(Jin et al. 1999). AIF translocation has already occurred at this time. Thus, the
mechanism of neuronal death in CA1 may be DNA strand break-independent and
thus, not likely to involve PARP-1.
PARP-1 might also contribute to the gender differences found in cerebral ischemia
that are not directly attributable to the neuroprotective effects of the female hormones.
In the immature male brain, neurons display greater caspase-independent translocation of AIF after hypoxic ischemia, whereas female-derived neurons exhibit stronger
activation of caspase-3 (Zhu et al. 2006). In addition, while male PARP-1 knockout
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mice were protected from ischemia, female brain showed exacerbated histological injury after MCAO (McCullough et al. 2005).
The activation of AIF by DNA damage via PARP-1 mediated signals, thus occur
with a significant number of variables due to length of insult, moment to moment
levels of cell energy levels, cell-specific expression and gender. The final activation
due to cellular damage can thus be highly variable and may spare some neurons for
reasons not readily apparent.

9.2.2.2

Direct Activation of AIF: Truncation by Calpain

A number of cysteine proteases, including the caspases, cathepsins, and calpain, are
activated in neurons after ischemic injury (Graham and Chen 2001). In AIFmediated neuronal death, the key enzyme that activates AIF are the calpains.
Calpain I, also known as m-calpain, requires micromolar concentrations of calcium
to be activated, while calpain II or m-calpain requires millimolar calcium, as measured in vitro. The cellular distribution of mRNA for calpain I and calpastatin, the
endogenous calpain inhibitor, are relatively uniform throughout the mouse brain.
On the other hand, calpain II gene expression is selectively higher in specific
neuronal populations, including pyramidal neurons of the hippocampus (Li et al.
1996), which are the most sensitive population of neurons to global ischemia.
While calpain is a normal complement of cellular enzymatic activity, inappropriate- or over-activation will lead to pathophysiological activity and contribute to cell
death following a number of different stressors. A major target for calpain is now
known to be AIF. Calpain I cleaves AIF in a caspase-independent cell death manner
in liver mitochondria (Polster et al. 2005) and the PC12 cell line (Liou et al. 2005),
and our recent work shows that calpain I induces AIF release in the nervous system
after both oxygen-glucose deprivation (OGD) in vitro and transient global ischemia
(Fig. 9.2) (Cao et al. 2007). N-terminal truncation by calpain was in fact found to
be a requirement for AIF activation. When neurons expressing a mutant form of
AIF that could not be cleaved by calpain after OGD or global ischemia, AIF was
not released from mitochondria and was not found in the nucleus (Fig. 9.3). This
important finding shows that calpain is a direct activator of AIF release, and is
specifically involved in caspase-independent cell death.
Calpain activity was previously thought to be limited to the cytosol; however, a
new form of calpain, calpain-10, is a recently discovered calpain that is targeted at
mitochondria. Calpain-10 is an important mediator of mitochondrial dysfunction
via the cleavage of Complex I subunits and activation of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (Arrington et al. 2006). There is ample evidence that a mitochondrial calpain exists and that it cleaves AIF, thus allowing AIF to leave the
mitochondria (Garcia et al. 2005). The mitochondrial calpain most closely resembles m-calpain, as anti-m-calpain antibodies can also stain the mitochondrial calpain,
and the calcium dependency of m-calpain and mitochondria calpain are similar
(Ozaki et al. 2007). Thus, the discovery of calpain activity in the mitochondria itself
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Fig. 9.2 AIF translocation in vivo following global ischemia is prevented by overexpression of
calpastatin. Immunofluorescent images showing AIF (red) from nonischemic CA1 (a) or 72 h
after global ischemia (b–d). AAV-calpastatin with an HA tag (c, d) or the empty vector (b) was
infused 14 days before ischemia, and brain sections were double-label immunostained for AIF
(red) and HA (green, d). Note that majority of CA1 neurons lost normal localization of AIF after
ischemia (b, arrows), but AIF translocation was rare in calpastatin-overexpressed CA1 (c, d,
arrows). Scale bars, 50 mm (From Cao et al. 2007)

shows that there is a direct link between mitochondrial dysfunction, elevated
calcium levels and protease activity.
Calpains also cleave a number of other substrates crucial in the cell death
process, illustrating how intertwined the different cell death pathways are in neurons. For example, calpain II can trigger the ischemia-induced lysosomal release of
cathepsins in brain (Windelborn and Lipton 2008), and bring about the truncation
of procaspase-3 into its active form (McGinnis et al. 1999; Blomgren et al. 2001).
This latter pathway is particularly interesting, as caspase-3 in turn reduces calpastatin activity, the endogenous calpain inhibitor, to form a positive feedback loop,
which can result in the further activation of calpain and subsequently, AIF release
(Porn-Ares et al. 1998; Wang et al. 1998; Kato et al. 2000).

9.2.2.3 Release of AIF from Mitochondria: Formation of the Mitochondrial
Outer Membrane Pore
Mitochondria can release a variety of death-promoting molecules in addition to AIF
and EndoG, including cytochrome c, Smac/Diablo and Omi/HtrA2. The ability of
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Fig. 9.3 AIF translocation following oxygen glucose deprivation (OGD) requires calpain-mediated truncation. Cultured primary cortical neurons were infected for 3 days with AAV carrying
either an AIF-green fluorescent protein (GFP) fusion construct (a–l) or a calpain-resistant mutant
(L101/103G) AIFm-GFP construct (m–t) and then subjected to OGD for 60 min. Confocal images
were taken on triple-label immunofluorescent neurons (GFP, green; mitochondrial-specific protein COX IV, red; nuclear stain Hoechst 33258, blue) in non-OGD cultures (a–d, m–p) or at 2 h
(e–h, q–t) and 6 h (i–l) after OGD. In non-OGD neurons, AIF-GFP and AIFm-GFP are localized
in mitochondria; after OGD, AIF-GFP is translocated into the nucleus (e–l), whereas AIFm-GFP
remains in the mitochondria (q–t). Scale bar, 25 mm (From Cao et al. 2007)

mitochondria to release these molecules depends largely on the formation of large
and nonselective pores or channels through the two sets of membrane systems
found in the mitochondria. The inner membrane forms the mitochondrial permeability transition pore, which is a calcium-dependent process and uses the proteins
cyclophilin D, voltage-dependent anion channel and adenylate nucleotide translocase. The Bcl-2 family proteins including Bid, Bax and Bak and very likely other
as yet unidentified proteins, form the outer membrane permeabilization pore, also
called the mitochondrial apoptosis channel (for complete review, see Belizario et al.
2007). Many of the proteins involved must undergo proteolytic cleavage before
they can form any type of functional channel, which is usually induced by stressors,
including ischemia. For example, Bid is truncated by caspase-8 and translocates to
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the outer mitochondrial membrane (Gross et al. 1999). The understanding of the
mechanisms behind the formation of the mitochondrial death channels is still
incomplete and under debate. The prevention of unwanted mitochondrial channels
during normal physiological conditions is critical for maintaining normal organelle
function and health. Regulation occurs via several antiapoptogenic members of the
Bcl-2 protein family, including Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL (Breckenridge and Xue 2004).
AIF translocation and cleavage is in fact inhibited by Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL overexpression (Fig. 9.1g–i) (Cao et al. 2003; Otera et al. 2005).

9.2.3

Regulation of AIF Activity in the Cytoplasm

9.2.3.1

AIF Function is Inhibited by Hsp70

Previous studies have shown that heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70) over-expression
protects cells from death induced by various insults that cause either necrosis or
apoptosis, including hypoxia and ischemia and reperfusion, by inhibiting multiple
cell death pathways (Giffard and Yenari 2004). One of the mechanisms by which
Hsp70 may be neuroprotective is evidenced by Hsp70 overexpression, resulting in
the sequestration of AIF by Hsp70 (Ravagnan et al. 2001; Gurbuxani et al. 2003).
The mechanisms include increased cytosolic retention of AIF when bound to
Hsp70, thus limiting the entry of activated and cytotoxic AIF into the nucleus
(Gurbuxani et al. 2003).
9.2.3.2

Ubiquitination of AIF via XIAP

X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis (XIAP) is an inhibitor of caspases and apoptosis
(Suzuki et al. 2001). XIAP is also involved in the signal transduction and regulation
of ubiquitin-ligase activity in the cell (Yamaguchi et al. 1999; Yang et al. 2000;
Reffey et al. 2001). Recent work shows that XIAP may participate in the ubiquitinization of AIF (Wilkinson et al. 2008), and thus target AIF for proteosomal
degradation.

9.2.4

AIF-Induced DNA Fragmentation

Although AIF is involved in the breakdown of neuronal DNA, AIF itself is devoid
of any nuclease activity (Susin et al. 1999; Susin et al. 2000). AIF translocates to
the nucleus where it directly interacts with DNA by virtue of positive charges,
which are clustered on the surface of AIF. DNA binding is therefore required for
the death-promoting action of AIF (Ye et al. 2002). The binding of AIF to DNA
induces chromatin condensation by interacting directly with DNA and possibly
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displacing chromatin-associated proteins. AIF could then disrupt normal chromatin
structure, leading to the appearance of nuclear condensation. The remodeling of
chromatin upon AIF interaction may increase the susceptibility of DNA to nucleases (Ye et al. 2002). The binding site within AIF is the same for distinct nucleic
acid species, with no clear sequence specificity (Vahsen et al. 2006).
Endonuclease G (endoG) is another death-promoting element released from
mitochondria, specifically along with AIF (Susin et al. 1999). In the cerebral cortex, 4 h after transient focal cerebral ischemia, endoG localization is significantly
increased in the nucleus, corresponding with decreased mitochondrial endoG content. EndoG may also interact with AIF in the nucleus after transient focal cerebral
ischemia (Lee et al. 2005). Thus, AIF truncation and release leads to disruption of
neuronal genetic material via both direct (DNA binding) and indirect (EndoG)
mechanisms.
9.2.4.1

Cyclophilins

Cyclophilins were first identified as the intracellular receptors for the immunosuppressant drug cyclosporin A (Handschumacher et al. 1984). Previous studies have
shown that cyclophilins are involved in degradation of the genome during apoptosis
(Montague et al. 1997). Cyclophilin A co-operates with AIF during apoptosisassociated chromatinolysis in vitro (Cande et al. 2004). Elimination of cyclophilin
A affords neuroprotection in vivo, suggesting that the lethal translocation of AIF to
the nucleus requires interaction with cyclophilin A (Zhu et al. 2007). Cyclophilin
D on the other hand, is thought to be one of the components that forms the inner
permeability transition pore, and is thus involved in the release of death-promoting
factors from the mitochondria (see above). A clearer understanding of how cyclophilin D participates in the formation of the mitochondrial permeability transition
pore will provide important answers to the role these proteins play in caspaseindependent cell death.

9.3

Conclusions

Our knowledge about caspase-independent, AIF-induced cell death is far from complete. Although a large proportion of programmed cell death pathways involve the
activation of caspases, inhibition of caspases alone as a therapeutic strategy is not
sufficient to rescue damaged neurons. The caspase-independent pathway occurring
via AIF elicits a complex network of signaling cascades that in and of themselves,
can account for some of the specific cell death seen in the hippocampus following
global ischemia. In vivo, the caspase-dependent and caspase-independent death
pathways are, however, highly interconnected and often not easily distinguished
from each other. The over-activation of calpains, the specific activator of AIF, may,
however, be a viable target for drug intervention using calpain-specific inhibitors.
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Chapter 10

Role of µ-Calpain I and Lysosomal Cathepsins
in Hippocampal Neuronal Necrosis After
Transient Global Ischemia in Primates
Anton B. Tonchev and Tetsumori Yamashima

10.1

The Actors: Calpain I and Cathepsins B and L

Calpain (EC 3.4.22.17) and cathepsins B (EC 3.4.22.1) and L (EC 3.4.22.15)
belong to the papain superfamily of cysteine proteases (Chapman et al. 1997).
Calpain has cytosolic localization and is ubiquitously and constitutively expressed
the mammalian cells (Sorimachi et al. 1997). Its two forms (µ-calpain; calpain I,
and m-calpain; calpain II) have a different Ca2+ sensitivity, as m-calpain is activated
at micromolar while m-calpain is activated at millimolar Ca2+ concentrations.
Calpains are heterodimers, consisting of 28 and 80 kDa subunits. Calpastatin, a
selective endogenous calpain inhibitor, interacts with the Ca2+-binding domains of
both large and small subunits (Croall and Demartino 1991). Recently, a second
calpain inhibitor has been identified that specifically inactivates m-calpain (Benetti
et al. 2001). The 28-kDa subunit is identical in the m-calpain and m-calpain molecules, while the 80-kDa subunits share 55–65% sequence homology within a given
species (Goll et al. 2003). The large subunits are composed of four domains:
domains II and IV are the cysteine protease and Ca2+-binding domains, respectively.
In contrast, the small subunits are divided into two domains: N-terminal glycineclustering hydrophobic domain V- and C-terminal Ca2+-binding domain VI, similar
to domain IV of the large subunit. Each of domains IV and VI contains four
EF-hand structures, similar to calmodulin (Sorimachi et al. 1997; Goll et al. 2003).
The calpain/calpastatin system associates with the membranes of the endoplasmic
reticulum, Golgi apparatus, and plasma membrane through hydrophobic interactions. Such specific compartmentalization is perhaps involved in providing access
of calpain to Ca2+-rich microdomains and to membrane-associated phosphoinositides, both involved in the activation of calpain enzymatic activity. Calpain is activated
not only in physiological states but also during various pathological phenomena, such
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as free radical activation, brain ischemia-reperfusion, apoptosis, degenerative processes such as cataractogenesis, muscular dystrophy, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s
diseases (reviewed by Yamashima 2004), and recently in autophagy (reviewed by
Demarchi et al. 2007).
Cathepsins are localized predominantly to the lysosomes (cathepsins B, H, L, S,
C and K), but can be found also in the nucleus (cathepsins B and L) and cytosol
(cathepsins B and E) (Keppler et al. 1996). They are synthesized as inactive precursors and require proteolytic activation that generally proceeds in an acidic pH.
Unlike calpains, they lack Ca2+-binding domains. Various cathepsin inhibitors exist,
the most abundant of which are cystatins. Cathepsin B is the most abundant lysosomal protease of the papain family, being required for the house-keeping function
of lysosomes in protein turnover by cells. Cathepsin B is capable of gradually digesting cell proteins, nucleic acids, complex carbohydrates and lipids, and is related to
the physiological turnover of cell proteins in neurons (Pope and Nixon 1984).
Numerous calpain and cathepsin substrates have been demonstrated, including
proteins related to the cytoskeleton, extracellular matrix, growth factor signal transduction, transcription and cell cycle regulation, and apoptotic cascade proteins
(reviewed in Tonchev and Yamashima 1999; Rami 2003; Stoka et al. 2007). It is
worth noting that calpastatin itself is also a target of calpain, potentially leading to
persistent calpain activation (Porn-Ares et al. 1998).

10.2

The Scene: Modes of Neuronal Demise in DND

A transient ischemic insult with a duration of 5–20 min (variable among species) is
sufficient to cause a selective degeneration to certain sensitive brain regions. The
CA1 sector of the hippocampus is considered to be the most sensitive region, and
its postischemic neuronal loss is considered a hallmark of global brain ischemia.
This phenomenon occurs a few days after the ischemic insult and is thus designated
delayed neuronal death (DND) (Fig. 10.1). It can be induced experimentally in lowspecies animals in which it was first described (Kirino 1982; Pulsinelli et al. 1982),
or can arise in humans as a consequence of cardiac arrest or cardiac surgery (ZolaMorgan et al. 1986; Petito et al. 1987). DND kills bilaterally selective neuronal
populations, particularly the pyramidal neurons in the hippocampal CA1 sector.
An initial molecular event in the development of DND is the mobilization of
Ca2+. An excessive postischemic Ca2+ mobilization occurs in the CA1 sector
(Deshpande et al. 1987; Martins et al. 1988; Mitani et al. 1994; Nakamura et al.
1993; Yamashima et al. 1996) via membrane ion channel (e.g., glutamate receptor)
opening or from the intracellular stores via inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3)
receptor. Elevated intracellular Ca2+ concentration in turn activates various
molecular cascades leading to cell death. The type of cell demise in DND has been
and still is a subject of debate, because since the time of the discovery of DND both
apoptotic and necrotic types of cell death have been put forward to occur in
postischemic CA1 neurons.
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Fig. 10.1 Morphological features of necrotic DND in adult primates. Adult macaque monkeys were
subjected to transient global cerebral ischemia for 20 min. (a) A series of light micrographs show
hematoxylin and eosin staining of hippocampal CA1 sector in a control, and on postischemic days
3 and 5. Note the occurrence of eosinophilic coagulation necrosis on day 3. On day 5 the CA1
sector shows a complete neuronal death and secondary glial proliferation. Scale bar = 50 mm.
(b) Ultrastructural features of neuronal degeneration on day 5. A CA1 neuron shows a large
nucleolus and small, electron-dense chromatin clumps in the nudens, while the cytoplasm shows
disruption of organelles and cell membranes. Note that coarse chromatin condensation called apoptotic body is not observed. Scale bar = 2 mm

Apoptosis is a programmed ATP-dependent process characterized by plasma
membrane blebbing, retraction of cellular processes, chromatin condensation, fragmentation of DNA, and the formation of apoptotic bodies. It does not provoke
inflammation and damage to the tissue. Its most recognized molecular markers are
the terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated deoxyuridine triphosphate nick
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end-labeling (TUNEL) assay, detecting a specific type of DNA fragmentation and
the caspase family of cysteine proteases, which are at the core of the initiation and
execution of apoptosis. Necrosis begins with cellular and mitochondrial swelling,
dilatation of the endoplasmic reticulum, and chromatin clumping into poorly
defined masses (Fig. 10.1b). In contrast to apoptosis, necrosis is classically considered a poorly orchestrated and regulated process ending with organelle destruction
and spillage of cellular constituents in the extracellular space, resulting in inflammation and tissue damage.
Necrosis and apoptosis exhibit different morphological, particularly ultrastructural, features. Typical light microscopic characteristic of necrosis is eosinophilic
degeneration (shrunken eosinophilic cytoplasm; Fig. 10.1a) while at the electron
microscopical level, the nucleus appears with a punctate chromatin distribution
(Fig. 10.1b). Ultrastructurally, apoptosis is characterized by the formation of large
round or crescent-shaped chromatin masses, while its other typical signs are
detected primarily using molecular methods. It was mainly with such methods that
various research groups reported that DND occurs primarily via the apoptotic pathway (MacManus et al. 1993; Nitatori et al. 1995; Li et al. 1997). However, careful
ultrastructural investigation of postischemic CA1 neurons provided evidence
against apoptosis in DND (Colbourne et al. 1999; see chapter 8 by Colbourne and
Auer in this book for more details on apoptosis vs. necrosis in DND).
As the evidence on the mechanisms of cell death is accumulating, it is becoming evident that necrosis and apoptosis share some common mechanisms, at least
in their early stages. On one hand, there is evidence for activation of apoptosis
cascade players such as caspase-3 and the caspase-activated nuclease in necrosis
(Tsukada et al. 2001) as well as for necrotic cell death by cell surface death receptors such as Fas and tumor necrosis factor receptor (reviewed by Golstein and
Kroemer 2007). On the other hand, cathepsins, presumed necrotic pathway executioners, are activated in certain cases of apoptotic cell death (reviewed by Stoka et
al. 2007). The picture is further complicated by data showing that necrosis is not
always “accidental” and that it can occur in response to the activation of specific
cellular signal transduction pathways, thus being “programmed” similarly to apoptosis (reviewed by Proskuryakov et al. 2003; Edinger and Thompson 2004). Thus,
both caspase-dependent and caspase-independent cell death events can occur in
DND (see the chapters “Caspase-Independent Cell Death Mechanisms in Simple
Animal Models” by Rieckher and Tavernarakis, “Programmed Necrosis: A “New”
Cell Death Outcome for Injured Adult Neurons?” by Krantic and Susin, and
“Excitotoxic Programmed Cell Death Involves Caspase-Independent Mechanisms”
by Kang et al. in this book for more details on programmed non-apoptotic cell
death).
In addition to apoptosis and necrosis, a third type of cell death appears to be
involved in postischemic neuropathology – autophagy (Kundu and Thompson
2008). Two major proteolytic systems contribute to the continuous removal of
intracellular components: the ubiquitin/proteasome system and the autophagic/
lysosomal system. Autophagy is a programmed, evolutionally conserved catabolic
process by which the cytoplasmic contents of a cell are sequestered within double
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membrane vacuoles, called autophagosomes, and subsequently delivered to the
lysosome for degradation. The fact that autophagy is commonly observed in dying
cells has suggested it as an alternative form of programmed cell death (reviewed by
Debnath et al. 2005; Rubinsztein 2006). Constitutive (“basal”) autophagy is an
important protein quality control system, particularly in the nervous system. Its
suppression in the nervous system leads to accumulation of abnormal proteins, followed by the generation of aggregates and inclusions, and ultimately to neurodegeneration (Hara et al. 2006; Komatsu et al. 2006). Autophagy was recently
implicated in ischemic injury. It was shown to be induced under conditions of ischemia in the brain (Adhami et al. 2006). Further, Beclin1 and LC3, the important
activators of autophagosome formation, are upregulated in neurons after stroke
(Rami et al. 2008). Importantly, excessive autophagosome formation is induced in
the early phase of necrotic cell death, and autophagy is required for necrotic cell
death (Samara et al. 2008). Thus, interplay of apoptotic, necrotic and autophagic
mechanisms appears to orchestrate the cellular fate toward demise or survival, and
identifying how these molecular players are balanced may provide valuable therapeutic strategies for neuroprotection.

10.3

The Play: Calpain–Cathepsin Cascade in Primate DND

The “calpain–cathepsin hypothesis” of DND has been formulated using a primate
model of global cerebral ischemia, in which the blood flow to the brain is transiently
interrupted for 20 min in adult Japanese monkeys (Macaca fuscata) (reviewed by
Yamashima 2000, 2004; Yamashima et al. 2007). It is characterized morphologically
by eosinophilic degeneration starting at day 1 and progresses to nearly complete
neuronal loss in the hippocampal CA1 sector at day 5 after injury (Fig. 10.1a).
Ultrastructurally, formation of large round or crescent-shaped chromatin masses
typical for apoptosis is not observed. In contrast, the CA1 neurons exhibit a necrotic
pattern (Fig. 10.1b). The hypothesis is based on documentation of the following
sequence of molecular events:
1. The maximal elevation of intracellular Ca2+ in monkey hippocampal organotypic
slices was selectively localized to the CA1 sector, the area of DND in vivo
(Yamashima et al. 1996).
2. The Ca2+-dependent µ-calpain was found to be subsequently and selectively activated in CA1 neurons (Yamashima et al. 1996). Notably, calpain activation in
vivo persisted long after Ca2+ levels have returned to the normal values
(Yamashima et al. 2003).
3. Immunoelectron microscopy detected activated m-calpain at the vacuolated or
disrupted lysosomal membranes (Yamashima et al. 1996). Taken together, these
data suggested that excessive calpain activation in postischemic CA1 neurons
may cause lysosomal membrane disruption with the resultant release of lysosomal enzymes triggering the cascade of DND.
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4. Both expression and enzyme activity of cathepsins B and L were increased in the
CA1 sector after ischemia, concomitantly with the development of DND (Kohda
et al. 1996). Importantly, the cathepsin B immunosignal showed an extralysosomal distribution in postischemic CA1 neurons (Yamashima et al. 1998), as did
a lysosomal marker protein, lysosome-associated membrane protein-1 (LAMP-1)
(Yamashima 2004).
5. The early postischemic application of a selective cathepsin B inhibitor reduced
the immunoreactivity of cathepsin B in the lysosomal granules of CA1 neurons
and rescued approximately two thirds of these cells even by the postictal administration (Yamashima et al. 1998). Further, the application of a combined (calpain
plus cathepsin) inhibitor rescued nearly all CA1 neurons (Tsuchiya et al. 1999).
In summary (Fig. 10.2), this hypothesis states that Ca2+-induced m-calpain overactivation after transient global brain ischemia in primates leads to disruption of lysosomes.
The resultant release of cathepsins contributes to the development of DND via
degrading cell constituents (Yamashima et al. 1998, 2007; Yamashima 2000, 2004).
The role of lysosomes and cathepsins in necrosis and neurodegeneration received
attention by the scientific community after the elegant studies by Tavernarakis
and co-workers in C. elegans. They showed that the nematode analogs of calpain
and two cathepsins are required for neurodegeneration and that altered lysosomal
biogenesis and function markedly affect neuronal necrosis (Syntichaki et al. 2002;

Neuroprotection

Calpaincalpastatin
Autophagosome
formation
Apoptosisinducing factor
(mitochondria)

Caspase
(cytosol)

APOPTOSIS

Cathepsin
(lysosome)

AUTOPHAGY

NECROSIS
Activation of molecular target
Activation of pathway

Cell death

Blockade

Fig. 10.2 A hypothetical model proposing a central role of the calpain–cathepsin cascade (in
gray) in the regulation of four cell death programs. Further, the cascade may contribute to neuronal death also by blocking the intrinsic neuroprotective systems in the cell
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Artal-Sanz et al. 2006). The same group also identified that autophagy contributes
to cellular destruction during necrosis by synergizing with lysosomal catabolic
mechanisms (Samara et al. 2008). Thus, initially proposed cascade for necrotic
cell death, the “calpain–cathepsin hypothesis” appears to be involved also in the
autophagic program of cell demise.

10.4 The Future: Calpain–Cathepsin Cascade at the Core
of Cell Death Machinery?
Enzymatic proteolysis appears to be crucially implicated in diverse neuropathological
conditions including acute and chronic neurodegenerative diseases. Caspase and calpain–cathepsin cascades appear to be central for these conditions. However, the two
systems are not independent and autonomous. Numerous sites of interaction between
them have been identified, such as calpain or cathepsin activation working upstream
of caspases or caspase-mediated calpastatin degradation that in turn leads to persistent
calpain activation (reviewed in Tonchev and Yamashima 1999; Yamashima 2000;
Rami 2003; Stoka et al. 2007). Interestingly, calpain is capable of triggering mitochondrial-dependent neuronal death program in CA1 neurons via a caspase-independent
pathway involving a direct activation by calpain of apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF)
(Cao et al. 2007). Further, calpain is required for autophagosome formation, and
autophagy is severely compromised in calpain I-deficient cells (Demarchi et al. 2006,
2007). These data place calpain (and possibly cathepsin) in the center of a regulatory
network involving at least four cell death programs: (i) necrosis, (ii) apoptosis, (iii)
autophagy and (iv) AIF-mediated caspase-independent cell death (Fig. 10.2). Last but
not least, a poorly investigated aspect of calpain–cathepsin involvement in the proteolytic neurodegeneration is the degradation of potentially neuroprotective factors such
as glutamic acid decarboxylase (Monnerie and Le Roux 2007).
Cerebral ischemia is a leading cause of disability and mortality, but there is no
effective treatment at present. Identification of novel effective therapeutic regimens
requires a precise identification of the variety of pathways contributing to ischemic
neuronal death, as well as their relative weight and interplay in this pathological
condition. Current evidence suggests that members of the calpain–cathepsin cascade are suitable molecular targets for neuroprotection, whose modulation may
become a powerful tool for counteracting ischemic neuronal death in humans.
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Part IV

Traumatic Central Nervous
System (CNS) Injury

Chapter 11

Mitochondrial Damage in Traumatic
CNS Injury
Laurie M. Davis and Patrick G. Sullivan

11.1

Traumatic Brain Injury

With over 1.5 million injuries every year, traumatic brain injury (TBI) has become
an almost ubiquitous phenomenon in our country. As this disorder can be present
without any outward sign of physical damage and the victims are usually cognitively impaired (i.e., not vocal), it has become a largely “silent epidemic” (Jennett
1998; Thurman et al. 1999; Jager et al. 2000; CDC 2003; Langlois et al. 2006).
Current advancements in medicine have allowed patients who would have previously succumbed to their wounds, to survive long after their initial injury. Also,
there is a growing population of individuals who sustain a mild to moderate TBI
who do not seek treatment (~25%), and often develop prolonged and chronic neurological symptoms (CDC 2003). The growing injured population has presented
our society with an enormous economic and social burden, as these patients are
commonly unable to properly reintegrate in to their previous professional and
social networks. They become exceedingly dependent on family and social outreach programs to live their daily lives which cause their health care costs to total
tens of billion dollars per year (Langlois et al. 2006). Although there are limited
treatment options designed to allow people to survive their injuries, consisting of
minimizing acute brain edema, decreasing intracranial pressure, and the prevention
of peripheral complications, there is no current treatment to attenuate or recover the
loss of neural tissue (Hatton 2001).
Perhaps the most insidious aspect of TBI is that it can occur without obvious
signs of injury to the patient’s body. There have been recorded medical incidences
of mysterious neurological disorders dating back to World War I (WWI). Physicians
in the British armed forces had then given it the somewhat enigmatic label of “shell
shock” (SS) (Jones et al. 2007). Although some cases could be attributed to psychosis, by 1917 SS was responsible for 14% of all discharges from the armed forces,
and accounted for 33% of all discharges of non-wounded soldiers. It had become
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so prevalent throughout the armed forces and had such a wide array of presenting
symptoms that it was highly debated whether or not it was a real condition, and the
etiology and management was highly disputed during the early twentieth century.
By the end of WWI the prevalence of SS began to incur a large financial burden
upon the British armed forces, primarily due to the 32,000 pensions that had been
awarded to “neurasthenic” soldiers suffering from SS with no obvious cerebral
injury. The controversial definition of the disorder and its method of treatment, in
addition to the development of public controversy and stigma over diagnosis,
delayed the development of a treatment protocol and even caused the British army
to ban the use of the term “shell shock” from medical reports.
During World War II (WWII) the British army banned the SS terminology in
hopes of avoiding another epidemic of these cases, which they may or may not have
viewed as physical disorders. However, with the start of the war it became readily
apparent that disavowing the existence of this disorder did not prevent another
epidemic. In response to the army regulations regarding this disorder, alternative
terminology arose in its place, such as post-concussion syndrome (PS) or post-trauma
concussion state (coined by Shaller). Eventually, physicians began to realize that
many of the soldiers that suffered from this concussed state had been in close proximity of an explosion during battle. This led them to speculate that some force, that
had no perceptible outward affect on the body, had a substantial effect on fragile
neural tissues. In an attempt to, once again, clarify the etiology of this disorder,
Denny-Brown suggested that it was the timeline of symptom presentation within
the individual patient instead of the symptom type that was the key factor between
severe head injury and PS. His etiological account indicated that severe head injury
would present with immediate neurologic symptoms that would trend toward
recovery, whereas PS would have delayed onset of neurologic symptoms with a
trend toward worsening symptoms (Jones et al. 2007). It has been estimated that
50% of patients with a mild TBI can develop PS, consisting of dizziness, headaches, cognitive dysfunction, sleep disorders, and depression (CDC 2003; Langlois
et al. 2006; Rapoport et al. 2006). This delayed development of symptoms in the
mild to moderate patient populations is perhaps the most unfortunate aspect of this
condition, as soldiers and civilians can often suffer immense psychiatric morbidity
without realizing that they require medical treatment for a physical injury. A recent
online polling study indicated that 42% of their respondents who suffered from TBI
failed to seek medical care, which is considerably higher than the CDC estimate of
25%. It has been observed clinically that even mild or moderate TBI can require
neurosurgical intervention, and any delay in treatment could prove to be costly in
terms of cognitive and functional recovery (Setnik and Bazarian 2007).
Of the more than 1.5 million military personnel deployed since 2001 to the
Middle East, approximately 25% of the injured service members have reported
brain injury. Unpublished data from the Department of Defense indicates that blast
injuries are the leading cause of TBI in war zones; and has been labeled as a
signature injury of the current Middle Eastern conflicts (Hoge et al. 2008). Recently,
the ravages of TBI has been documented through the unfortunate injury of network
news anchor Bob Woodruff, which showed the grim reality of the recovery process
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of this disorder and its effects on patients’ lives in terms of cognitive dysfunction
and its impact on the family dynamics (Woodruff and Woodruff 2007). Although
the TBI sustained by Woodruff was severe, mild and moderate injury have also
become a long-term problem coupled with prolonged cognitive dysfunction within
the armed forces population, with approximately 18% prevalence in various reports
(Hoge et al. 2008). In addition to prolonged cognitive deficits, the injured population also has an increased predisposition to the development of post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD). There is also a problem of failure to report due to a perceived
stigma concerning psychological problems within the armed forces population,
which could contribute to the development of chronic neurologic dysfunction due
to physical injury within this population of injured patients (Hoge et al. 2004).
Within the civilian population of the United States ~2% of the population (5.3
million) is currently living with long-term disabilities resulting from TBI (Langlois
et al. 2006). The leading causes of TBI (Fig. 11.1) are falls and motor vehicle accidents, followed closely by assault and “struck by/against” incidents (Langlois et al.
2006). There has also been an increasing population of pediatric (5–18 years) TBI
cases resulting from sports-related injuries, which can often be misdiagnosed as the
symptoms manifest as lethargy, irritability or fatigue (CDC 2003; Yang et al. 2008).
TBI has a biphasic age distribution of incidence; occurring in young (<25) and
elderly (>75) populations (Langlois et al. 2006; Rutland-Brown et al. 2006). Over
50,000 deaths are attributed to TBI each year, as well as 235,000 hospitalizations
and 1,111,000 emergency department visits (Fig. 11.2). With such a high incidence
and great propensity for the development of chronic symptoms, the total medical
costs incurred by individuals currently living with TBI within the USA can reach
$50 billion dollars per year. This figure increases to $60 billion when lost societal

Fig. 11.1 Traumatic brain injury causes
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Fig. 11.2 Traumatic brain injury morbidity and mortality

productivity of these individuals is factored in; however, these figures do not factor
in how this disorder impacts social and family dynamics (Langlois et al. 2006;
Rutland-Brown et al. 2006). As such, there is a clear need for the development of
neuroprotective therapies and effective protocols for the treatment of TBI.

11.2

Mitochondria

The development of mitochondrial function was the basis of the development of
multi-cellular organisms. It was at this evolutionary crossroads that the cell was
able to produce enough energy, in the form of ATP, to form highly complex interconnected networks that developed into the organ systems we see in the human
body as well as all other organisms (Lane 2006). Underscoring the dependence on
mitochondrial ATP production is the evolutionary development of all multicellular
organisms upon this planet to require oxygen utilization through some sort of respiration. It is essential that mitochondria are provided with adequate oxygen in
order for the cell to maintain homeostatic regulation of its intercellular processes
(Lane 2006). The importance of oxygen consumption is highly evident when we
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examine any pathological disease in which tissues become oxygen-deprived (ischemic) for even the shortest time period. These regions undergo massive cellular loss
as a result of mitochondrial damage and dysfunction, leading to the initiation of cell
death pathways, such as necrosis and apoptosis (Obrenovitch 2008).
Although we have only been studying mitochondria since the turn of the century,
these organelles have proven to be one of the most important discoveries in the
history of cellular research. Ever since Kolliker (1850), Altman (1890), and
Benda (1898) described their presence in cells, we have been fascinated with their
function. The first Nobel Prize for mitochondrial research was awarded to
Meyerhof in 1922 for the discovery of the connection between substrate oxidation and oxygen consumption in relation to glycolysis. Next to be awarded in
1931, was the work done by Warburg on the nature and mode of action of the
respiratory enzyme, indicating that ATP production was coupled with enzymatic
oxidation of glyceraldehyde phosphate. Szent-Gyorgyi was awarded the Nobel
Prize in 1937 for the discovery of the connection with biological combustion
process of dicarboxylic acids within respiration. The most recent Nobel Prize was
awarded in 1997 to Boyer and Walker for their discovery of the underlying enzymatic mechanism underlying the synthesis of ATP. Although we have learned
much over the past century about mitochondrial bioenergetics, there remains a
great deal to be discovered.
In order to discuss mitochondrial dysfunction, we must first discuss normal
mitochondrial function (Fig. 11.3). Mitochondria are intracellular organelles with a
dual (inner and outer) membrane system, each of which is responsible for specific
functions. The outer membrane (OM) contains many transporter proteins which
import and export many ions and proteins necessary for mitochondrial function
(Nicholls and Ferguson 2002). The inner membrane (IM) exhibits many folds,
termed cristae, which increase the surface area available for mitochondrial respiration. The space which is enclosed by the IM is called the matrix and contains
enzymes involved in cellular metabolism and calcium regulation. Within the IM
there are a series of five protein complexes that comprise the electron transport
chain (ETC), which is the primary site of ATP production within the cell
(Fig. 11.3). Complex I (NADH-Ubiquinone Oxidoreductase), which is embedded
within the IM, converts NADH to NAD+ by accepting an electron into the Fe-S
center of the protein. As a byproduct of this electron donation, a proton is translocated from the matrix to the intermembrane space (IMS), which is located between
the inner and outer membranes. Complex II (Succinate Dehydrogenase), in addition
to its function as an ETC protein, is also a key component of the Krebs Cycle,
which converts the glycolytic product pyruvate into different molecules in order to
produce substrates for the ETC. This complex utilizes the conversion of succinate
to accept electrons from FADH2 into the ETC and as it is only anchored to the inner
half of the IM, there is no translocation of protons from the matrix to the IMS.
Complex I and II transfer their electrons to ubiquinone (CoEnzyme Q10) located
within the IM (Fig. 11.3). These electrons are then passed to Complex III
(Ubiquinone-Cytochrome-C Oxidoreductase) via the Q-cycle, resulting in proton
translocation to the IMS. Another electron transfer protein, Cytochrome c, accepts
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Fig. 11.3

this electron and transports it to Complex IV (Cytochrome-C Oxidase); again translocating a proton across into the IMS via complex IV (Fig. 11.3). It is at Complex
IV that oxygen plays its vital role as the final electron acceptor for the ECT, where
it is combined with electrons to form H2O (Fig. 11.3). Without the presence of the
oxygen molecule, electrons become backed up within the ETC. resulting in damage
to the surrounding structures. Meanwhile, all of the protons that have been pumped
into the IMS create a proton concentration gradient (Dy) which is utilized by
Complex V (ATP synthase) to facilitate phosphorylation of ADP into ATP for use
as an energy source for cellular processes (Fig. 11.3).

11.3 Role of Ca2+ in Neurons and Mitochondrial
Ca2+ Sequestration
Although the complex mechanisms of secondary neuronal injury following TBI are
poorly understood, it is clear that excitatory amino acid (EAA) neurotoxicity plays
an important upstream role (Faden et al. 1989). Elevated EAA increase the levels
of intracellular Ca2+ ([Ca2+]i) by activation of N-methyl-d-asparate (NMDA) receptor/
ion channels, a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid (AMPA)
receptors and voltage-gated Ca2+ channels. This results in excessive entry of Ca2+,
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leading to a loss of cellular homeostasis and subsequent neuronal Ca2+ overload.
Calcium is the most common signal transduction element in cells, but unlike other
second-messenger molecules, it is required for life. Paradoxically, prolonged high
levels of [Ca2+]i leads to cell death. Excessive [Ca2+]i can damage the structure of
nucleic acids and proteins and interfere with kinase activity as well as activating
proteases or phosholipases, causing cellular damage. Therefore, maintenance of
low [Ca2+]i is necessary for proper cell function and to allow brief pulses of it to
initiate second-messenger pathways, allowing intracellular communication. Since
Ca2+ cannot be metabolized like other second-messenger molecules, it must be
tightly regulated by cells. Numerous intracellular proteins and some organelles
have adapted to bind or sequester Ca2+ to ensure that homeostasis is maintained.
Mitochondria are one such organelle.
The mitochondrial membrane potential (Dy) is generated by the translocation of
protons across the inner mitochondria membrane via the ETC, culminating in the reduction of O2 to H2O. This store of potential energy (the electrochemical gradient) can then
be coupled to ATP production as protons flow back through ATP synthase and complete the proton circuit. The potential can also be used to drive Ca2+ into the mitochondrial matrix via the electrogenic uniporter when cytosolic levels increase. When
cytosolic levels of Ca2+ decrease, mitochondria pump Ca2+ out to precisely regulate cytosolic Ca2+ homeostasis. During excitotoxic insult, Ca2+ uptake into mitochondria has
been shown to increase ROS production, inhibit ATP synthesis, and induce mitochondrial permeability transition. It is also important to note that inhibition of mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake by reducing Dy (chemical uncoupling) following excitotoxic
insults is neuroprotective, emphasizing the pivotal role of mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake
in EAA-mediated neuronal cell death (Sullivan et al. 2004b; Pandya et al. 2007).

11.4 Free Radicals, Dy, Mitochondria and Neuronal Cell Death
Free radical production is a byproduct of ATP generation in mitochondria via the
ETC. Electrons escape from the chain and reduce oxygen (O2) to superoxide
(•O2−). Normally, cells convert •O2− to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), utilizing both
manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD), which is localized to the mitochondria, and copper-zinc superoxide dismutase (Cu-ZnSOD), found in the cytosol.
H2O2 is rapidly converted to H2O via catalase and gluathione peroxidase, but has
the potential to be converted to the highly reactive hydroxyl radical (•OH) via the
Fenton reaction, underlying ROS neurotoxicity. •OH rapidly attacks unsaturated
fatty acids in membranes, causing lipid peroxidation and the production of
4-hydroxynonenal (HNE) that conjugates to membrane proteins, impairing their
function. Such oxidative injury results in significant alterations in cellular function. In particular, ROS induction of lipid peroxidation and protein oxidation
products may be particularly important in neurodegeneration and TBI (Hall and
Sullivan 2004; Lifshitz et al. 2004).
Mitochondrial ROS production is intimately linked to Dy such that hyperpolarization (high Dy) increases and promotes ROS production. The underlying mechanism
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is the altered redox potential of ETC carriers (reduced) and an increase in semiquinone anion half-life time (high Dy prevents oxidation of cytochrome b1 in the Q
cycle). In other words, at a high Dy, protons can no longer be pumped out of the
matrix (against the electrochemical proton gradient) by the chain, so electron transport slows/stalls, resulting in intermediates staying reduced longer and increasing
the chance of the electrons’ escape from these intermediates, reduced oxygen and
increased ROS production. Since the magnitude of ROS production is largely
dependent on – and correlates with – Dy, even a modest reduction via increased
proton conductance (decreases Dy, the electrochemical proton gradient) across the
mitochondrial inner membrane (uncoupling) reduces ROS formation (Sullivan
et al. 2004b; Pandya et al. 2007).

11.5

Mitochondria & TBI

It has become increasingly clear that TBI, as well as other neurological disorders,
either cause or are the result of mitochondrial dysfunction (Hovda et al. 1992;
Sullivan et al. 1998; Nicholls and Budd 2000; Hatton 2001; Pellock et al. 2001;
Schurr 2002; Sullivan et al. 2002; Tieu et al. 2003; Lifshitz et al. 2004; Sullivan
2005; Sullivan et al. 2005). Unfortunately there is very little we can do to prevent
the initial blunt force trauma that is caused by TBI; however we may be able to
intervene within the massive secondary signaling cascade that can last for hours to
weeks following the primary insult (Fig. 11.4). Secondary injury is initiated by a massive depolarization of the plasma membrane by voltage-dependent Na+ channels.
Along with glutamate release, this depolarization causes the removal of the Mg+

Fig. 11.4
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block within NMDA channels, causing a massive Ca2+ influx into the cell (Nicholls
et al. 1999; Nicholls and Budd 2000; Gunter et al. 2004). This Ca2+ can activate
many damaging cellular enzymes within the cytosol, and as such must be sequestered by intracellular organelles, mainly the mitochondria. After Ca2+ is imported
into mitochondria via membrane potential-driven transporters, it is stored as a Ca2+
phosphate compound within the matrix, causing the matrix to have an almost
gel-like consistency (Nicholls and Budd 2000).
However, the Ca2+ buffering capacity of mitochondria is finite and eventually the
2+
Ca influx becomes too great, resulting in mitochondrial dysfunction and subsequent initiation of cell death pathways (Brookes et al. 2004; Lifshitz et al. 2004;
Sullivan et al. 2004a; Sullivan et al. 2005). Calcium seems to affect primarily
complex-driven respiration, and causes damage to this major site of electron acceptance that can significantly hinder the ability of the mitochondria to produce ATP
(Tieu et al. 2003; Gunter et al. 2004; Sleven et al. 2006; Maalouf et al. 2007). The
loss of adequate membrane potential will cause the ATP synthase to run in reverse,
thereby dephosphorylating ATP and pumping protons into the IMS in an attempt to
restore membrane potential and preserve mitochondrial homeostasis. However, by
depleting ATP stores, membrane channels that require energy to maintain ionic
balances will be unable to sustain operations. This causes the mitochondria and the
cell to swell and eventually burst, which are characteristic signs of necrotic cell
death (Nicholls and Budd 2000; Sullivan et al. 2005). Calcium overload can also
activate intramitochondrial proteins, such as µ-calpain (calpain I), that contribute to
the formation of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) and release
of IM proteins (Scheff and Sullivan 1999; Nicholls and Budd 2000; Garcia et al.
2005; Sullivan et al. 2005).
The formation of the mPTP results in mitochondrial dysfunction and has been
shown to occur after acute TBI (Nicholls and Budd 2000; Sullivan et al. 2000;
Sullivan et al. 2005). This structure spans both inner and outer membrane, and
causes a massive efflux of calcium into the cytosol and the release of death-inducing
proteins, ultimately leading to cellular loss and cognitive dysfunction. The mPTP
is a pore comprising multiple mitochondrial proteins within the inner and outer
membranes, including the adenine nucleotide translocase (ANT), inner and outer
protein transporters (Tim/Tom), voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC), and
cyclophilin D. It allows nonspecific conductance of matrix and intermembrane
space components to the cytosol, where they can activate detrimental signaling
cascades leading to cell death.
One protein that is highly involved in both normal mitochondrial respiration and
cell death cascades is cytochrome c. It is normally found in the IMS, electrostatically attached to the inner membrane where it shuttles electrons from complex III
to complex IV. However, in the presence of increased Ca2+ levels it is cleaved from
the inner membrane by the Ca2+-activated cysteine protease µ-calpain (Sullivan
et al. 2002; Nasr et al. 2003; Garcia et al. 2005). After mPTP opening it is released
into the cytosol where it binds to apoptosis activation factor-1 (Apaf-1), which is
also bound to pro-caspase 9. This complex, known as the apoptosome, initiates the
activation of caspase 3 and subsequent cleavage of apoptotic substrates, ultimately
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resulting in cellular loss. The opening of the mPTP also releases apoptosis inducing
factor (AIF) and endonuclase G (Endo G), both of which are responsible for nuclear
DNA degradation.
As described previously, a common byproduct of normal mitochondrial function
is the production of ROS. However, TBI damage to the mitochondria and Ca2+
loading significantly increases mitochondrial ROS production, primarily at complex I and III of the ETC. Recently, it has become increasingly apparent that the
key to maintaining cellular and mitochondrial function is to decrease the levels of
oxidative stress-induced damage after this TBI-induced excitotoxic Ca2+ influx
(Hatton 2001; Sullivan et al. 2005; Singh et al. 2006). However, because the production of oxidative stress molecules is a normal byproduct of mitochondrial function and mitochondrial function is required for proper cellular function, there must
be a balance between preserving mitochondrial function and reducing oxidative
damage. Therefore, the metabolic pathways involving mitochondria can become a
critical component of the treatment of TBI (Robertson et al. 1991; Davis et al.
2008; Prins 2008).

11.6

Closing Remarks

Strategies that target specific mitochondrial events may prove beneficial as therapeutic interventions following central nervous system (CNS) injury. This is supported by a wealth of experimental data demonstrating that mitochondrial function
is severely impaired following TBI and that this dysfunction is related to cell death
pathways known to be activated in these distinct models. The loss of mitochondrial
homeostasis that occurs following CNS injury implies that mPTP activation may be
a common link in several models of TBI and spinal cord injury (SCI). The
pathophysiological role of mPT in CNS injury is also supported by several lines of
scientific work that have utilized inhibitors (e.g., cyclosporin A [CsA] and its
derivatives) of the mitochondrial permeability transition (mPT) in vivo, to test this
hypothesis. The development of new pharmacological tools that specifically target
the mPT and exhibit minimal toxicity will provide further support for its role in
CNS injury and may prove beneficial as possible treatments for this and other neurodegenerative conditions.
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Chapter 12

Programmed Neuronal Cell Death
Mechanisms in CNS Injury
Bogdan A. Stoica and Alan I. Faden

12.1

Introduction

Neuronal cell death is a critical physiological process necessary for the normal
development of the CNS, as well as essential for removing dysfunctional cells after
injury or other various pathological conditions. However, excessive or inappropriate
neuronal cell loss is also a hallmark of acute or chronic neurodegeneration (Eldadah
and Faden 2000; Snider et al. 1999; Graeber and Moran 2002; Honig and Rosenberg
2000). Many cell death effector pathways are common to both physiological and
pathophysiological processes. Elucidating such mechanisms and initiating signals
is essential for understanding neurodegeneration and designing effective therapies.
Cell loss following CNS injuries results in part from secondary biochemical
changes initiated by the primary insult (Panter and Faden 1992a). Secondary injury
factors involved in such delayed autodestructive cascades within the CNS include
the loss of ionic homeostasis, lipid degradation products, free radicals, excitatory
amino acids, compromised bioenergetics and blood flow, mitochondrial changes,
inflammation, and/or immune responses among others (Yakovlev and Faden 2004;
Panter and Faden 1992b; McIntosh 1994). Acting sequentially or simultaneously,
over periods ranging from seconds (e.g., lipid, cation changes) to days (e.g., inflammatory, immune responses) after the primary insult, the secondary injury factors
trigger various molecular mechanisms, depending on the specific developmental
age, injury severity or cell type, and cause delayed or progressive cell death (Panter
and Faden 1992b; McIntosh 1994; Pohl et al. 1999).
Cell death phenotypes after CNS injury include both apoptosis and necrosis
(Yakovlev et al. 2001). Although distinguishable by histological features, these two
patterns of cell death often coexist and intermediate morphological forms have been
identified, leading some to propose the term “aponecrosis” (Formigli et al. 2000).
Until quite recently, cell death has been simplistically divided into a passive form
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associated with the loss of ionic homeostasis and membrane integrity (necrosis) and
an energy requiring form characterized by cytoplasmic and nuclear condensation,
diminished cell volume, relative preservation of organellar structure, and nuclear
fragmentation (apoptosis) (Bredesen 2000). On the basis of known cell death
mechanisms in C. elegans, apoptosis observed after CNS injury has been assumed
to be initiated by the activation of a class of cysteine proteases called caspases
(Eldadah and Faden 2000). Such caspase-dependent apoptosis appears to result
largely from the release and translocation of cytochrome c from mitochondria to
cytosol and subsequent activation of a caspase-9/caspase-3 pathway (“intrinsic
pathway”) (Yakovlev et al. 2001). In certain models, there also may be activation
of the “extrinsic pathway,” in which “death receptors” on the cell surface related to
the TNF (Tumor necrosis factor) superfamily mediate a signal transduction cascade
that involves caspase-8, and ultimately caspase-3 (Eldadah and Faden 2000).
During the past several years, this simple classification of necrotic versus apoptotic cell death has been undergoing significant revision. In addition to the classically defined form of “necrotic cell death,” there are examples of programmed cell
death (PCD) with necrosis-like morphological features (Yu et al. 2006). Furthermore,
it is now recognized that a number of mitochondrial proteins are released in
response to various apoptotic stimuli and contribute to cell death.

12.2 Cell Death Phenotypes: Morphological-Based Classification
Although substantial progress has been achieved in the last three decades in deciphering the molecular pathways of cell death, a clear definition of fundamental concepts
such as “apoptosis” or “necrosis” remains to be developed (Farber 1994; Roy and
Sapolsky 1999) despite the efforts of many authors (Clarke 1990; Majno and Joris
1995; Levin et al. 1999; Dikranian et al. 2001; Fujikawa 2000; Sloviter 2002).
As reviewed by Majno and Joris (1995), the term “necrosis” has been used since
the time of Galen 2000 years ago. The word “necrosis” comes from the ancient
Greek word nekros which meant dead body. In the modern era, “necrosis” was
mentioned in the works of the renowned pathologists C. Rokitansky (1846) and
R. Virchow (1859). Virchow understood necrosis as a phenomenon at the macroscopic level representing an advanced phase of tissue breakdown, with the necrotic
tissue still in place. The use of microscopy techniques toward the end of the nineteenth century served to link necrosis to cell death (Majno and Joris 1995). Early
studies focused on the cellular changes in tissues following impairment of blood
supply (artery ligation) or placing tissues in peritoneal cavity of the experimental
animal. Nuclear transformations were observed in the cells of the necrotic tissue
(Weigert 1878), leading to the creation of terms such as “pyknosis” (chromatin
condensation), “karyolysis” (nuclear disappearance), “karyorhexis” (nuclear fragmentation), and “chromatin margination” (chromatin condensation inside the
nuclear membrane) (Schmaus and Albrecht 1894; Arnheim 1890; Klebs 1889) –
which are still in the use today. Importantly, it was recognized that macroscopic
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necrosis had a microscopic counterpart, a cellular event reflecting cell death. At this
time, physiological conditions were also recognized to be associated with spontaneous cell death. W. Flemming presented a careful description of dying cells in the
regressing ovarian follicles in mammals (Flemming 1885). These cells manifested
various stages of pyknotic chromatin starting with margination and condensation
(into shapes described as half-moons and chromatin balls) as well as cell fractionation into smaller bodies; although consistent with what is now termed apoptosis,
Flemming named this process “chromatolysis” (describing the eventual disappearance of the nuclear fragments).Approximately at the same time, F. Nissen described
chromatolysis in the lactating mammary gland (Nissen 1886) and H. Strobe
described very similar cellular changes in breast cancer tissue (Strobe 1892).
On the basis of these studies, Graper (1914) argued that an organism requires a
process to counterbalance mitosis; he proposed that chromatolysis fulfilled this
physiological role and was involved in cell elimination by various organs during
development. Graper’s conceptualization not only described what we now call
apoptosis, but his interpretation of its role is also consistent with our contemporary
understanding. As described in a recent review, A. Weissmann as early as the end
of the nineteenth century also proposed that death has an important physiological
role in higher organisms (Rich et al. 1999; Weissmann 1889) and described how
fragments of the dying cell are engulfed by neighboring cells-another feature consistent
with apoptotic cell death. Unfortunately, these early and important contributions
were soon forgotten in all but the embryology field. In the early 1950s, Glucksmann
(1951) detailed the cellular changes of chromatolysis in physiological cell death
during embryo development, adding the important observation that mitochondria
appeared largely unaffected during this process. Embryologists, such as Glucksmann,
saw chromatolysis only as a form of physiologic cell death specific to development,
ignoring the role of chromatolysis in various adult conditions (Strobe 1892). The
next major contribution was made by Kerr, Wyllie, and colleagues in a seminal
series of papers (Kerr et al. 1972; Kerr 1971; Kerr 2002; Wyllie 1974). They identified a series of conserved ultrastructural features – condensation of the cytoplasm
and chromatin, cell shrinkage, formation of chromatin balls, normal organelles, and
fragmentation of cells by budding of membrane enclosed fragments-apoptotic
bodies – that appeared in dying cells not only during development but also in physiological tissue turnover as well as various pathological conditions. Initially, they
called this form of cell death “shrinkage necrosis” but later created the name
“apoptosis” (from Greek words apo-from and ptosis-falling) denoting falling of
leaves from trees in the autumn. The authors were apparently not familiar with
older publications that would have shown that apoptosis was essentially identical to
chromatolysis. The work of Kerr and colleagues, as well as other 1960s developmental studies, based cell death phenotypes on ultrastructural changes visualized
by electron microscopy (Clarke 1990; Schweichel and Merker 1973).
Schweichel and Merker (1973) were among the first to propose a classification
of developmental cell death in terms of a conserved set of ultrastructural features.
On the basis of the role of lysosomes in the death process, they described three cell
death models: type 1, with no involvement of the dying cell’s own lysosomes but
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involving lysosomes of another cell after phagocytosis–heterophagocytosis; type
2, with major involvement of the dying cells own lysosomes–autophagocytosis;
and type 3, with no lysosomal involvement. Clarke (1990) revised the Schweichel
and Merker classification based on a wider range of ultrastructural changes that
included not only lysosomes but also nuclei/chromatin, cytoplasm, organelles, and
cell budding/blebbing. Clarke maintained the three main developmental cell death
paradigms (type 1, 2 and 3) but subdivided type 3 in A and B components; each
of these types shared a conserved set of ultrastructural features and were seen as
reflecting distinct mechanisms of cell destruction (Clarke 1990). Type 1 is apoptosis-characterized by early chromatin condensation and cell shrinkage with
largely normal organelles, followed by the detachment of membrane-enclosed
fragments (budding) and the eventual cell fragmentation into membrane bound
components that are engulfed/destroyed by lysosomes of neighboring cells and/or
macrophages. Type 2 is autophagic degeneration, characterized by presence of
“autophagic vacuoles” – which in conjunction with the cell’s own lysosomes
destroy the cytosol and organelles of the cell. In contrast to apoptosis, with
autophagic degeneration nuclear pyknosis is less obvious, and dilation of organelles is more often found. Moreover, unlike apoptosis that usually occurs in isolated
cells, type 2 cell death tends to be observed in regions undergoing massive degeneration (Schweichel and Merker 1973), though exceptions are known in each case
(Clarke 1990). The vast majority of cell death in development can be classified as
type 1 or 2. Type 3A (nonlysosomal vesiculate degradation, corresponding to type
3 in Schweichel and Merker classification) is characterized by swelling of the
organelles, presence of empty spaces in the cytosol and cellular disintegration
without phagocytosis; one of the few sites showing type 3A is in cartilage during
mineralization (Schweichel and Merker 1973). Type 3B (cytoplasmic degeneration) is characterized by early dilation of organelles, vacuolation of the cytosol and
later by nuclear changes ending in nuclear degeneration by karyolysis. The cell is
phagocytosed without fragmentation. Type 1 and 3B correspond to the “nuclear”
and “cytoplasmic” cell death (in reference to the location of the earliest and most
pronounced changes), respectively, in the classification of neuronal cell death by
Pilar and Landmesser (1976). Most developmental cell death reflects one of the
discrete types enumerated. However, some dying cells may share features of more
than one type or may be missing a critical component of a given type (Clarke
1990). In the classifications of Schweichel and Merker, as well as Clarke, type 3B
cell death shows ultrastructural characteristics (mitochondrial swelling, dilation of
organelles, late karyolysis) that are very similar to the “necrotic cell death” phenotype described by pathologists in severely injured tissues (Wyllie 1981). Kerr,
Wyllie, and colleagues have suggested that cell death is either apoptotic (involved
in physiological situations and some pathological conditions) or “necrotic” (occurring
in severe pathological situations and characterized by early cell swelling and
organelle dilation leading to rupture of the cellular membranes) (Wyllie 1981).
In contrast, Clarke suggested that a necrotic phenotype might be found in development
(type 3). Clarke also proposed that his classification applies to both physiological
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and pathological cell death, arguing that review of the literature confirms the
presence of the three death types in both situations.
Majno and Joris also object to the simple apoptosis versus necrosis dichotomy
(Majno and Joris 1995) and underscore the importance of identifying the point of
“no return” in cell death (irreversible). They propose that the cell can be considered
dead once it reached this point and that “death processes” are those mechanisms
that take the cell to the point of “no return,” even if active processes such as cell
dismantling continue. Others define cell death as the irreversible loss of integrated
cellular activity (Trump and Mergner 1974); this occurs past the point of “no
return,” but may include the rupture of cell membranes and lysis of the cell, cell
fragmentation in separate bodies, or cell engulfment by other cells (Kroemer et al.
2005). For Majno and Joris, necrosis has been traditionally understood as the visible presence of dead tissue surrounded by live tissue, a condition that occurs very
late in the cell death process and well past the point of no return (Majno and Joris
1995). Therefore, necrosis is not a form of cell death, but rather can be understood
as secondary changes that occur after cell death, more like the cellular equivalent
of postmortem decay (Majno and Joris 1999). These authors observed that one of
the earliest cellular changes during ischemia is cellular swelling, and suggested the
term “oncosis” to describe these prelethal processes leading to cell death. Oncosis
(from the Greek word onkos-to swell) was first used by von Recklinghausen to
describe the osteocyte cell death characterized by swelling during rickets as well as
cell death observed during cartilage growth (von Recklinghausen 1910). The cellular
changes which characterize oncosis as described by Majno and Joris are very similar
to the features of type 3 cell death as defined by Clarke. According to Majno and
Joris and others (Van Cruchten and Van Den Broeck 2002), the term necrosis
should denote the late phase of degradation of the cell irrespective of the mechanisms of the cell death, for example, karyolysis at the end of oncosis or breakup of
apoptotic bodies in apoptosis. Levin and colleagues (Levin et al. 1999; Levin 1998)
similarly proposed to apply the term necrosis not to a specific cell death phenotype
but to any dead cells detected in living tissue regardless of the cell death mechanisms; they also recommended adding a prefix to mark the type of cell death, for
example, apoptotic necrosis or oncotic necrosis. Furthermore, they insisted that cell
death type can only be determined by morphologic/ultrastructural analysis and
pointing that other frequently used criteria for separation are in fact nonspecific; for
example, apoptosis can affect groups of cells in large numbers, oncosis can occur
in single cells and that apoptosis can be accompanied by inflammation (Zychlinsky
and Sansonetti 1997).
PCD is not equivalent to apoptosis; rather it was described in development, even
before apoptosis, as cell death occurring at a predetermined time as a result of a
genetic clock (Lockshin and Williams 1964). Others have interpreted PCD as a cell
death process where dying cells follow a fixed molecular pathway (Schwartz et al.
1993). All developmental cell death types meet one or both criteria, and therefore
can be considered versions of PCD. We propose a more practical definition of PCD
inspired in part by a review by R. Sloviter (2002): PCD encompasses all “active cell
deaths” where cellular processes are required for the cell to reach the point of
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“no return” and the cell’s demise occurs only with their participation. PCD requires
time to develop, and its mechanisms are thus potentially amenable to therapeutic
intervention. In contrast, “passive cell death” is the result of overwhelming cell
injuries (e.g., catastrophic cell damage) that instantaneously push the cell past the
point of “no return” with no involvement of any active cell process. There is no
therapeutic window associated with this type of cell death.
It is unfortunate that these important efforts to define, organize, and classify cell
death in a rigorous manner based on ultrastructural changes and distinctions
between prelethal cell death processes (i.e., apoptosis, autophagy or oncosis) and
postlethal degradation (i.e., necrosis) have not been sufficiently recognized or
reflected in most recent publications on cell death. There are several possible explanations, including the fact that the gold standard of electron microcopy is difficult
to implement or that responses in different organs/cell types may differ somewhat
morphologically. Thus, many authors use the simplistic apoptosis versus necrosis
dichotomy, employ nonultrastructural methods that cannot reliably determine the
precise cell death phenotype, or focus on mechanisms rather than morphology to
establish cell death. Rather than making definitive pronouncements regarding cell
death type, authors should instead use descriptive terms when presenting results
(e.g., “caspase-3-positive cell death” instead of “apoptosis”) (Kroemer et al. 2005).
The study of neuronal cell death in the central nervous system (CNS) is complicated by the fact that in brightfield microscopy all dead neurons appear as
shrunken, eosinophilic, and with pyknotic nuclei regardless of how they died
(Levin et al. 1999). Furthermore, even using electron microscopy, the ultrastructure of dying neurons does not exactly match the cell death paradigms established
in other tissues and/or development. For example, dying neurons in mouse models
of Huntington’s disease or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis demonstrate neither classical necrosis nor apoptosis morphology (Turmaine et al. 2000; Dal Canto and
Gurney 1994) but rather appear more similar to a separate type of neuronal cell
death called paraptosis (Sperandio et al. 2000) – characterized by a requirement
for gene expression, nonapoptotic morphology marked by vacuolization, and
absence of caspase activation. It is uncertain whether this form of cell death is
more similar to type 2 or 3B (Castro-Obregon et al. 2002), but in general nonapoptotic cell death showing cytoplasmic vacuolization appears to be most closely
related to type 3B (Sperandio et al. 2000). Paraptosis is only one of the forms of
apoptosis with nonclassical morphological features and biochemical markers that
have been identified (Ravagnan et al. 2002).
In spite of these challenges, groups such as those led by J.W. Olney and
D.G. Fujikawa have made important contributions over the years in describing at
ultrastructural level neuronal cell death in the brain after various injuries. Olney and
colleagues detected two types of neuronal cell death in the brain in vivo (Dikranian
et al. 2001), physiologic cell death (PCD) and excitotoxic cell death (ECD). Using
rat pups, they characterized the developmental death of neurons in the mammalian
brain, which they called PCD and confirmed that it was very similar to type 1/
apoptosis (Ishimaru et al. 1999). The earliest changes are seen in the nucleus before
any cytosolic abnormalities are apparent and consist of clumping of the nuclear
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chromatin followed by intense condensation of chromatin in several large, smooth,
and round electron-dense chromatin masses (balls) randomly distributed; these
chromatin balls differ from the nonspherical chromatin clumps that form at the
nuclear periphery – margination – in apoptosis in other tissues (Dikranian et al.
2001). In the next phase, the nuclear membrane is disrupted (a detail not mentioned
in any other previous descriptions of apoptosis) followed by mixing of nucleoplasm
and chromatin bodies with the cytosol. The cells then divide into separate membrane-bound bodies (containing cytosol and chromatin balls) that would either be
digested after phagocytosis or degraded in the extracellular compartment with glial
participation (Dikranian et al. 2001). Initially, organelles appear normal except for
mild mitochondrial swelling (Ishimaru et al. 1999) associated with defects in the
outer mitochondrial membrane, but after rupture of the nuclear membrane mitochondrial degeneration and endoplasmic reticulum vacuolization become prominent
(Dikranian et al. 2001) and the cell appears shrunken and condensed (Bayly et al.
2006). This orderly sequence of morphological changes occurs in a similar fashion
during apoptosis of neurons from various brain regions, in response to various
inducers; it occurs in neonates and adults, as well as in neurons from the peripheral
nervous system (Dikranian et al. 2001). Morphologically, apoptotic neuronal cell
death appears similar during cell death during development (PCD), following ethanol (Young et al. 2005) or in response to TBI (Bayly et al. 2006). In contrast, ECD
induced by exposure to glutamate is characterized by early cytoplasmic changes,
including intense cell swelling, as well as dilation of mitochondria and endoplasmic
reticulum followed by their rupture. Nuclear changes only occur later and include
chromatin condensation forming small chromatin clumps that later consolidate in a
large irregular mass at the center of the nucleus, unlike the large smooth chromatin
bodies seen in PCD (Bayly et al. 2006). Eventually, the cell membrane ruptures, but
the nuclear membrane still remains intact (Bayly et al. 2006). ECD significantly
resembles type 3b/oncosis cell death with the major exception of the ECD-specific
formation of large masses of clumped chromatin which are more intense and long
lasting than the chromatin clumps in type 3b cell death. Interestingly, although none
of the three separate ECD patterns that were seen in different brain regions
(Ishimaru et al. 1999) resembles apoptosis under the electron microscope, they
could be mistaken with apoptosis if light microscopy is used. On the basis of their
TBI experiments that showed that ECD occurred in the first several hours, mostly
at the local lesion site whereas the PCD occurred later, around 24 h and at a distance
(Dikranian et al. 2001), Olney’s group interpreted PCD and ECD as two fundamentally distinct neuronal cell death types triggered in an either/or manner by specific
manipulations and cell conditions. Their data contradict the hypothesis that ECD
and PCD are extremes of the same process-the continuum theory which holds that
the same stimuli acting on the same cells can initiate both pathways or various in
between phenotypes containing features from both (Portera-Cailliau et al. 1997).
Importantly, their experiments show that the immature brain is much more susceptible to PCD after TBI compared to the adult brain (Bittigau et al. 1999).
Fujikawa and colleagues also describe two distinct neuronal cell death phenotypes,
one apoptotic (cell shrinkage with normal organelles/intact plasma membrane
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and early nuclear membrane disruption with mixing of nuclear and cytoplasmic
content and chromatin condensation in large well-defined bodies) and ECD
(necrotic, with intact nuclear membrane and swollen organelles, small chromatin
clumps and plasma membrane breaks, similar to type 3b/oncosis), as opposed to
a continuum between apoptosis and necrosis. They also stress the importance of
ultrastructural studies to correctly identify the type of cell death (Fujikawa 2000;
Fujikawa et al. 2007). These authors highlighted some differences between neuronal ECD and oncosis, for example, unlike type 3b/oncotic cell death in other
tissues, neuronal ECD is characterized by a shrunken cell body and condensed
cytoplasm and nucleus (pyknosis) (Fujikawa et al. 2000, 2002); they also indicated that there are some minor differences between immature and adult excitotoxic morphology (Fujikawa et al. 2000). Fujikawa also indicates that most
studies showing incontrovertible ultrastructural proof of apoptosis in vivo are
limited to neonatal animals (Fujikawa 2000), that ECD is always of “necrotic”
morphology irrespective of age, and that TUNEL or internucleosomal DNA
cleavage are nonspecific tests with positive cells present in both apoptosis and
ECD (Fujikawa et al. 2000). This latter observation as well as the protective
effect of caspase and protein synthesis inhibitors against some instances of
“necrotic” neuronal cell death are indicative of an active cell participation (program) in excitotoxicity (Fujikawa 2000).
In many publications, the term “necrosis” is not used as suggested here, but
rather is used to reflect type 3/oncotic cell death being associated with the loss
of membrane integrity, cellular swelling, damage to organelles, lysosomal disruption, and uncontrolled cell lysis that often leads to tissue inflammation
(Bredesen 1995).
There is a sharp contrast between the large number of signaling pathways that
participate in cell death and the few well defined morphological types that describe
neuronal cell death. The fact that none of the molecular pathways are specific for
apoptosis suggests that cell death diagnosis should not be based on mechanisms but
rather on morphology, which reflects the summation of participating factors. It is
probable that in each cell depending on its status (type, age, location) and inducing
agent, multiple pathways will be activated and their interplay will determine how
the cell will advance toward one or another of the several discrete types of cell
death, each with its unique set of ultrastructural features.
Some reports claim that apoptosis and necrosis may have common signal transduction pathways, and under some circumstances might even participate together
in the development of cell death (Formigli et al. 2000). Other groups have shown
that apoptosis and necrosis can be initiated by the same trigger events, and that low
intensity of the insult favors apoptosis whereas high intensity of the insult pushes
cells toward necrosis (Bonfoco et al. 1995). It has been also suggested that high
intracellular ATP levels favor initiation of apoptosis whereas low intracellular ATP
levels favor the necrotic execution programs (Turmaine et al. 2000; Eguchi et al.
1997). Furthermore, some reports indicate that inhibition of one cell death pathway
may redirect the cell toward other mechanisms and phenotypes of cell death (Pohl
et al. 1999; Fiskum 2000).
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12.3 Cell Death Programs: Molecular Pathways that
Participate in Cell Death
As discussed, PCD is a cell death that is executed by activation/inactivation of various molecular mechanisms in the cell that is destined to die. Over the past few
years, scientists have identified a large number of molecular changes affecting various pathways associated with cell death. These mechanisms can be divided in three
categories: (1) required for cell death (no cell death in their absence); (2) required
for a particular characteristic of cell death (e.g., “apoptotic” chromatin condensation) but not required for cell death, which can occur in their absence, possibly after
a delay and/or with a changed morphology/type; and (3) bystander with no impact
on cell death. Several of the most important molecular mechanisms belonging to
the first two categories and their upstream regulators, especially with regard to
neuronal cell death in the context of CNS injury, are discussed.
Cell cycle activation induces neuronal apoptosis (Kruman et al. 2004) both in
vitro (Otsuka et al. 2004; Strazza et al. 2004; Park et al. 2000a; Giovanni et al.
1999) and in vivo (Nishioka and Arnold 2004; Wen et al. 2004; Love 2003). For
example, induction of cell cycle proteins plays a role in neuronal cell death in vitro
caused by excitotoxins (Park et al. 2000b), ceramide (Strazza et al. 2004), b-amyloid
(Giovanni et al. 1999), KCl withdrawal (Padmanabhan et al. 1999), trophic factor
deprivation (Park et al. 1997), or DNA damage (Kruman et al. 2004; Otsuka et al.
2004; Park et al. 2000a). Cyclin-dependent kinases also appear involved in
neuronal apoptosis in the developing brain, as well as in neuronal degeneration in
the adult brain following cerebral ischemia (Love 2003; Wang et al. 2002a),
Alzheimer disease (Wen et al. 2004; Swerdlow and Khan 2004), Parkinson disease
(Smith et al. 2003), or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Nguyen et al. 2003). Moreover,
inhibition of cell cycle pathways is neuroprotective in vitro (Verdaguer et al. 2003)
and in vivo (Wang et al. 2002a).
Apoptosis and cell cycle pathways share several common regulatory elements,
such as retinoblastoma protein (Rb), E2F, and p53. Generally, postmitotic cells
such as neurons do not engage in cell cycle progression once they differentiate and
cell cycle proteins are usually downregulated in them (Okano et al. 1993). However,
mature neurons have the capacity to re-enter the cell cycle, which results in apoptosis rather than neuronal proliferation (Nguyen et al. 2002; Wartiovaara et al.
2002). Whereas in many types of neuronal injury, the neurons re-enter the cell
cycle, but do not advance past the G1/S checkpoint before dying, recent reports
show that in some models of cerebral ischemia, a significant proportion of neurons
enter S phase and begin DNA synthesis (BrdU positive) before ultimately dying
(Kuan et al. 2004; Wen et al. 2005).
Progression through the cell cycle is controlled by the interaction of numerous
molecules (Boonstra 2003) including cyclins (Sherr 1993), cyclin-dependent
kinases (CDKs) (Nishitani and Lygerou 2002; Obaya and Sedivy 2002), and
cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors (CDKIs) (Fischer et al. 2003) such as p21 and
p27 (Coqueret 2003). In response to mitogenic stimulation, D-type cyclins are
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synthesized and bind/activate CDK4 and CDK6, which prompt cells to enter the
G1 phase (Sherr 1995). Cyclin E is induced later in G1 phase, and its association
with CDK2 is required for the transition into S phase, during which DNA synthesis is associated with active cyclin A/CDK2 complex (Li et al. 1993). Cyclin A is
degraded at the G2/M transition, whereas the released CDK2 forms a complex
with newly synthesized cyclin B. The cyclin B/CDK2 complex is necessary for
entry and progression through mitosis (Guadagno and Newport 1996). This complex is inactivated in late M phase by the anaphase-promoting complex (Thornton
and Toczyski 2003). The progress through cell cycle is strictly controlled by
checkpoints, and cells stopped at any of the checkpoints will either return to G0
phase or die by apoptosis (Pietenpol and Stewart 2002; Nagy 2000). Increased
levels of G1 cyclins D and E, and their involvement in neuronal cell death, have
been demonstrated both in in vitro (Verdaguer et al. 2002) and in vivo (Park et al.
2000b) models of excitotoxicity. Moreover, upregulation of cyclins D, A, and B
has been associated with toxin-induced hippocampal damage (McPherson et al.
2003) and increased protein levels of cyclin D1 and CDK4 are critical for excitotoxin-induced neuronal cell death (Ino and Chiba 2001). Increased protein levels
of cyclin D1 and CDK4 in motor neurons have been linked to the PCD of these
neurons in a model of transient spinal cord ischemia (Sakurai et al. 2000).
Translocation of cyclin D and CDK4/6 from the cytosol to the nucleus is also part
of the mechanism responsible for the activation of CDK4/6 and apoptosis in neurons (Padmanabhan et al. 1999; Ino and Chiba 2001; Sumrejkanchanakij et al.
2003). In the nucleus, CDK4/6 phosphorylates the Rb on specific residues including Ser780 and Ser795 (Kitagawa et al. 1996; Riedel et al. 1995). Unphosphorylated
Rb forms a complex with the E2F transcription factors, resulting in repression of
their transcriptional activity (Liu and Greene 2001), but the phosphorylation of Rb
results in the dissociation of Rb from the Rb/E2F complex and resulting activation
of E2F (Kitagawa et al. 1996; Sears and Nevins 2002). Therefore, the cascade of
molecular events linking activation of cell cycle to neuronal apoptosis involves
formation of the cyclin D1-CDK4/6 complex, activation of CDK4/6 followed by
phosphorylation of Rb, dissociation of Rb-E2F complex and activation of E2F
transcriptional activity (Liu and Greene 2001; Freeman et al. 1994; Herrup and
Busser 1995; Osuga et al. 2000). E2F induces apoptosis by the upregulation of the
cell death machinery at multiple levels: (1) activation of B- and C-myb genes (Liu
et al. 2004), (2) increased expression of crucial components of caspase pathway
such as caspases 3, 9, and 8 and Apaf-1(Nahle et al. 2002), (3) activation of p53
and p73 (Sears and Nevins 2002; Greene et al. 2004). p53 and p73 lead to the
activation of proapoptotic Bcl-2 family members, resulting in the release of mitochondrial proapoptotic proteins such as cytochrome c, a critical component of the
intrinsic caspase activation pathway (Nguyen et al. 2003; Nahle et al. 2002).
Recent reports have also established that in some models of neuronal cell death,
activation of CDK5 is upstream of CDK4/6 (Nguyen et al. 2002, 2003).
Furthermore, CDK5 can directly phosphorylate Rb on specific residues Ser807/811
and initiate neuronal cell death (Hamdane et al. 2005). The described molecular
interactions are illustrated in Fig. 12.1.
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Post-Trauma Neuronal Stress
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Caspase Activation and Apoptosis

Fig. 12.1 Key mechanisms responsible for the cell cycle-apoptosis connection in neurons

12.3.1 Caspase-Dependent Pathways
Caspases are a family of cysteinyl aspartic acid-proteases that are activated by proteolytic cleavage (Alnemri et al. 1996). After activation, caspases may cleave their
own precursors or other procaspases, initiating the caspase activation cascade.
The earliest indication of the role played by caspases came from the study of ced-3,
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a caspase ortholog found in Caenorhabditis elegans (Hengartner 1999), where
ced-3 was shown to be required for developmental PCD. Caspases can be divided
into two large groups, some involved in cell death (caspases-2, -3, -6, -7, -8, -9) and
others involved with proinflammatory pathways (caspases-1, -4, -5, -11, -12, -13).
The cell death caspases can be further classified as “initiator caspases” ( -8 and -9)
responsible for initiating the caspase cascade by proteolytic cleavage and activation
of the “effector caspases” (-3, -6, -7), which in turn cleave a selective group of
molecules. These caspase substrates upon cleavage undergo changes in their activity profiles causing the cellular morphological changes that are hallmarks of apoptosis, such as membrane budding, chromatin condensation, and nuclear fragmentation
(Cohen 1997). Therefore, the apoptotic cell death depends on caspase activation for
the full development of its unique characteristics.
Caspase-3 appears to be the major effector caspase in neuronal apoptosis.
Studies using the caspase-3 knockout mice have shown profound abnormalities in
brain development (Kuida et al. 1996). Furthermore, caspase-3 plays a major role
in injury-induced neuronal loss, as shown by investigations using peptide-based
caspase inhibitors in vivo and in vitro (Yakovlev and Faden 2001).
Cells have two major mechanisms to activate caspase-3. The extrinsic pathway
(receptor-mediated apoptosis) involves oligomerization of surface receptors such as
the TNF and FAS receptors after binding TNFa and FAS ligand, respectively,
resulting in the formation of death-inducing signaling complex, which recruits
initiator procaspase-8 and triggers its activation (Yakovlev and Faden 2001).
Caspase-8 then cleaves and activates the effector (executioner) caspase-3. The
intrinsic pathway (mitochondria-mediated apoptosis) involves mitochondrial outer
membrane permeabilization (MOMP), followed by the release of cytochrome c
from mitochondria intermembrane space to the cytosol, wherein the presence of
dATP, it binds to Apaf-1, forming the apoptosome, to which procaspase-9 is
recruited and activated (Yakovlev and Faden 2001; Aravind et al. 1999; Luo et al.
1998). Active caspase-9 will then cleave and activate caspase-3.
Activation of the intrinsic pathway, unlike the extrinsic pathway, requires an
active transcription/translation to increase the expression of proapoptotic members
of the Bcl-2 family that mediates the release of cytochrome c from the mitochondria (Yakovlev and Faden 2001; Cory and Adams 2002).
Multiple publications support a key role for the intrinsic pathway as initiator of
caspase activation and determinant of neuronal cell death. Caspase-9 as well as
Apaf-1 knockout mice suffers from severe brain development abnormalities linked
to a reduction in developmental PCD in the brain (Kuida et al. 1998). The phenotype of caspase-9−/− and Apaf-1−/− is similar to that of caspase-3−/−, suggesting that
the intrinsic pathway plays an important role in neuronal apoptosis at early stages
of brain development (Kuida et al. 1998). Furthermore, the intrinsic caspase pathway appears to be required for neuronal apoptosis after various type of pathologic
condition in adult animals, including cerebral ischemia, traumatic brain injury,
spinal cord injury, Huntington’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, and seizures (Eldadah
and Faden 2000; Honig and Rosenberg 2000; Yakovlev et al. 2001; Yakovlev and
Faden 2001).
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Caspases-3, -8, and -9 are not the only caspases responsible for cell death, and
receptors and mitochondria are not the only sites that initiate neuronal apoptosis.
Recently, the endoplasmic reticulum was found to be the origin of a new cell death
pathway (Nakagawa et al. 2000). Nakagawa et al. showed that caspase-12 could be
induced and activated by the unfolded protein response after endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) stress. In turn, caspase-12 serves as an initiator of the caspase cascade. The
significance of this pathway in the nervous system is illustrated by the resistance of
neurons from caspase-12-knockout mice to b-amyloid induced apoptosis. In
ER-mediated apoptosis, caspase-12 is upstream of caspase-3 (Bitko and Barik
2001). Caspase-12 is induced in the brain after TBI at both mRNA and protein
levels (proform and processed form), suggesting a role for the ER apoptotic pathway in the injury-dependent pathology (Larner et al. 2004).
Caspase-11, which has a proinflammatory effect acting as an upstream activator
of caspase-1 (Wang et al. 1998), is also able to activate caspase-3. This latter role
has a physiological relevance, as caspase-11-deficient mice show reduced caspase-3
activity and cell death after brain ischemia (Kang et al. 2000). In a mouse model of
Parkinson’s disease, it was shown that MPTP-dependent neurotoxicity involves
caspase-11 both in a noncell-autonomous role as an activator of inflammation and
its cell-autonomous role as an inducer of neuronal apoptosis by activating caspase-3
(Furuya et al. 2004).
Caspase-2 may also play important albeit divergent regulatory roles in some
types of neuronal apoptosis. In a model of serum-deprivation-induced apoptosis in
primary cortical neurons, inhibition of caspase-2 results in attenuation of Baxdependent mitochondrial permeabilization, caspase-3 activation and ultimately in
decreased neuronal cell death (Chauvier et al. 2005). Increased expression and
activation of caspase-2 parallels the seizure-induced degenerative process in experimental and human temporal lobe epilepsy, suggesting a role for caspase-2 in the
neuronal cell death process associated with these conditions (Narkilahti et al.
2007). In contrast, motor neurons undergo more intense cell death during development in caspase-2-deficient mice compared to control, and sympathetic neurons
lacking caspase-2 expression are more prone to nerve growth factor deprivationinduced apoptosis compared to wild-type neurons (Bergeron et al. 1998).
12.3.1.1

Regulation of Caspase Activation

Bcl-2 family includes many proteins; some are proapoptotic and others are antiapoptotic. Studies of human patients who have suffered traumatic cerebral contusion have shown that the presence of caspase-3 or of the antiapoptotic bcl-2 in the
contused brain are good albeit opposite predictors of neurological outcome, with
caspase-3-positive/bcl-2 negative status being associated with a poor outcome and
caspase-3-positive/bcl-2-positive status being associated with a more favorable
prognosis (Nathoo et al. 2004). In animal models of traumatic brain injury,
the expression of the antiapoptotic genes bcl-2 and bcl-xL was downregulated for at
least 3 days in the injured cortex and hippocampus, whereas the expression of
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the proapoptotic gene bax was elevated in the same areas, suggesting a switch
inside the bcl-2 family to promote cell death (Strauss et al. 2004). Other studies
have confirmed the TBI-induced increase in the injured cortex at mRNA and protein levels of not just bax but also of another proapoptotic bcl-2 family member,
bad. It was hypothesized that the neuroprotective effects of progesterone after
experimental TBI can be explained by its ability to push the apoptotic balance of
power toward the survival side. This hypothesis is supported by findings such as
the progesterone-induced decrease in post-TBI expression of proapoptotic proteins
caspase-3 and bax (Djebaili et al. 2005), or in the progesterone-dependent attenuation of the post-TBI levels of bax and bad in parallel with an increase in the levels
of bcl-2 and bcl-xL (Yao et al. 2005). The neuroprotective effects of estrogen after
experimental TBI may also result from its ability to upregulate bcl-2 expression
(Soustiel et al. 2005). Estrogen had no significant impact on bax levels (Soustiel
et al. 2005). In contrast, beneficial effects of hyperbaric oxygen therapy after TBI
are associated with increased levels of bcl-2 and bcl-xL without any significant
effect on bax levels (Vlodavsky et al. 2005). Such data suggest that the cumulative
effect on proapoptotic/antiapoptotic balance may be more important for cell survival than the exact protein changes.
In cells under normal conditions, Bax has a cytosolic localization, but in
response to various injuries/stresses it translocates to the mitochondria where it
forms homo-oligomers that cause MOMP, cytochrome c release, formation of
the apoptosome complex, and caspase activation (Hsu et al. 1997). Although
traditionally caspase-activation by the intrinsic pathway is downstream of cytochrome c release following MOMP, recent data paint a more complex picture in
which MOMP itself is, at least in some circumstances, induced by activation of
some members of the caspase family (Bossy-Wetzel and Green 1999; Lassus
et al. 2002). On one hand, some reports suggest that caspase-2 is required for
MOMP and promotes cytochrome c release (Lassus et al. 2002; Paroni et al.
2002; Robertson et al. 2002; Enoksson et al. 2004; Robertson et al. 2004),
whereas another recent study documents the involvement of caspases-3 and -7 in
MOMP (Lakhani et al. 2006). On the other hand, there is evidence that Apaf-1,
a key apoptosome component, is required for the activation of all apoptotic caspases, seeming to reestablish the prominence of the apoptosome as the initiator
of the caspase cascade (Franklin and Robertson 2007). Surprisingly, in the same
work, Franklin and Robertson show that Apaf-1 is also required for MOMP and
cytochrome c release. The interpretation proposed by the same authors is that
there is a loop rather than a linear relationship between mitochondrial events and
caspase activation with MOMP often the initiating event but with caspases representing a critical mechanism that creates a feed-forward amplification loop
driving the efficient release of cytochrome c. The inference is that in cells,
MOMP is not an all or nothing event but one that starts slowly and requires
caspase activation to achieve full power and result in cell death (Franklin and
Robertson 2007).
Inhibitors of apoptosis (IAPs) are a family of proteins that keep in check the
apoptotic machinery at several molecular levels, the best known being their ability
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to inhibit caspase activity (Deveraux and Reed 1999). The antiapoptotic activity of
IAPs is regulated by caspase-dependent cleavage or by interaction with other proteins (Deveraux and Reed 1999). Smac/DIABLO (second mitochondrial activator
of caspases) is a mitochondrial protein that is released to the cytosol upon MOMP,
where it binds and abrogates the caspase-inhibiting activities of IAPs such as XIAP
(Srinivasula et al. 2000). Recent data suggest that Smac/DIABLO levels are
increased, and there are mitochondria to cytosol translocation of Smac/DIABLO
after brain ischemia in a manner that correlates with caspase-3 activity (Saito et al.
2003, 2004a, 2005a, b).
Omi/HtrA2 is a member of a novel family of serine proteases homologous to the
Escherichia coli chaperone HtrA and in vitro studies have shown that Omi/HtA2
can cleave and inactivate IAPs independent of caspase activity (Nakka et al. 2008).
Omi/HtrA2, like Smac/DIABLO, resides in the mitochondria inter-membrane
space and is released to the cytosol after MOMP (Saito et al. 2004b). Studies have
shown that after cerebral ischemia Omi/HtrA2 expression is increased and that
Omi/HtrA2 is released to the cytosol where it interacts with XIAP, suggesting that
Omi/HtrA2 may play a role in promoting cell death under these conditions (Saito
et al. 2004b). Omi/HtrA2 has other cellular functions, some of which might be
neuroprotective, as indicated by findings showing that animals which are deficient
in Omi/HtrA2 expression are more prone to neurodegeneration and early death
(Martins et al. 2004).

12.3.2

Caspase-Independent Cell Death and Its Regulators

Caspase-independent mechanisms are important mediators of neuronal cell death
(Ravagnan et al. 2002; van Loo et al. 2002). It has been suggested that in some situations the beneficial effects resulting from the inhibition of just one cell death
pathway such as the caspase cascade are more modest than expected as other
mechanisms such as caspase-independent mechanisms progress unimpeded
(Volbracht et al. 2001). The balance between caspase-dependent versus caspaseindependent mechanisms changes dependent on brain region, cell type, and age
(Oppenheim et al. 2001), as suggested, for example, by differential benefit from
caspase inhibition seen in various neuronal populations in experimental models of
stroke (Zhan et al. 2001).
It is now recognized that there are a number of mitochondrial proteins that may
be released by various death-promoting stimuli and contribute to cell death. In addition to cytochrome c, these include Smac/DIABLO, Omi/HtrA2, AIF, and endonuclease G (Ravagnan et al. 2002; Srinivasula et al. 2000; van Loo et al. 2002; Daugas
et al. 2000; Suzuki et al. 2001; Li et al. 2001). Smac/DIABLO and Omi/HtrA2 may
cause apoptosis through either caspase-dependent or caspase-independent mechanisms (Ravagnan et al. 2002; van Loo et al. 2002; Suzuki et al. 2001), whereas AIF
and EndoG appear to cause cell death through caspase-independent mechanisms
(Daugas et al. 2000; Li et al. 2001).
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AIF is one of the most important agents of caspase-independent cell death, and
the study of the role and regulation of this pathway by PARP-1, cyclophilin A
(CypA), and HSP-70 are active fields of research. AIF is a phylogenetically ancient
flavoprotein NADH oxidase contained in the mitochondrial inter-membrane space,
where its local redox function is essential for efficient oxidative phosphorylation
and for antioxidant defense (Lipton and Bossy-Wetzel 2002; Vahsen et al. 2004).
Upon induction of the death-promoting stimulus, AIF translocates from the mitochondria to the cytosol and then to the nucleus, where it associates with chromatin
and causes peripheral chromatin condensation and high molecular weight DNA
fragmentation (Ravagnan et al. 2002; van Loo et al. 2002; Daugas et al. 2000) Susin
et al. 1999. AIF is essential for PCD during cavitation of embryoid bodies, as
indicated by studies with AIF knockout mice (Joza et al. 2001). Translocation of
AIF to the nucleus in neurons in vitro can be induced by N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) excitoxicity (Cheung et al. 2005) or oxygen-glucose deprivation (Culmsee
et al. 2005). Other models such as hypoglycemic coma (Ferrand-Drake et al. 2003),
global cerebral ischemia (Cao et al. 2003), focal cerebral ischemia (Ferrer et al.
2003), postnatal hypoxia-ischemia (Zhu et al. 2003), and TBI (Zhang et al. 2002)
have also been associated with neuronal cell death in the brain characterized by AIF
nuclear translocation.
The role of AIF in secondary injury has been somewhat controversial because,
like other mitochondrial proteins implicated in apoptosis (e.g., cytochrome c), it
appears to have beneficial physiological activity under normal conditions (Garrido
and Kroemer 2004). Thus, within mitochondria, AIF plays an important role in
oxidative phosphorylation (Vahsen et al. 2004), and depletion of AIF may make
certain cells (retinal, cerebellar) more sensitive to neurotoxicity. Nonetheless,
Harlequin mutant (Hq) mice, which express low levels of AIF (20% of normal AIF
expression), show less cell death after cerebral ischemia despite reduced capability
to use glucose by oxidative phosphorylation (Culmsee et al. 2005). This suggests
that the effect of AIF depletion on cell death outweighs potential deleterious effects
of altered oxidative phosphorylation (Culmsee et al. 2005). Neurons with low AIF
expression, or in which AIF has been neutralized with antibodies, show resistance
to NMDA or glutamate excitotoxicity (Wang et al. 2004; Culmsee et al. 2005).
Excitotoxic studies using kainic acid have shown that Hq mice are less susceptible
to hippocampal damage compared to wild-type (WT) littermates (Cheung et al.
2005). A recent report by Cheung et al. underscored this dual role of AIF as important for both the maintenance of mitochondrial structure as well as for cell death
(Cheung et al. 2006). They also confirmed that the death-promoting effects of AIF
from mitochondria are twofold: an indirect mechanism reflecting dysfunction of
mitochondria depleted of AIF; and a direct mechanisms resulting from AIFdependent chromatin digestion and condensation in the nucleus. The latter component appears to play the primary role because preservation of an AIF subpopulation
in the mitochondria only transiently protects againt cell death (Cheung et al. 2006).
A preponderance of evidence indicates that translocation of AIF, like cytochrome c,
causes cell death through both BAX-dependent and BAX-independent mechanisms
(Cheung et al. 2005). Although some studies indicate that AIF release may occur
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downstream of caspase-3, most studies and models show that AIF-mediated cell
death is caspase-independent and can occur before cytochrome c release (Cregan
et al. 2004; Cande et al. 2004a) and/or in the presence of caspase inhibitors
(Cao et al. 2003; Cregan et al. 2002).
AIF translocation and its association with cell death have been demonstrated
after both experimental cerebral ischemia and TBI (Zhang et al. 2002; Plesnila et al.
2004; Culmsee et al. 2005). Recent work also supports a causal role for AIF in
excitotoxic (Cheung et al. 2005) and ischemic neuronal cell death in vitro and in
vivo (Culmsee et al. 2005). Whether inhibition of AIF-mediated neuronal cell death
can serve to enhance caspase-dependent death has been debated (Culmsee et al.
2005). However, in neonatal cerebral hypoxia-ischemia, AIF and caspases act
through parallel pathways, with caspase inhibition and low AIF expression (Hq
mice) having potentially additive therapeutic effects (Zhu et al. 2007).
In contrast to caspase-mediated apoptosis and similar to necrosis, AIF-mediated
cell death can occur under low bioenergetic conditions and is prominent in the
lesion core region after cerebral ischemia (Cao et al. 2003; Cregan et al. 2004). Of
note is the observation that AIF translocation can occur in conditions with ATP
depletion, which leads to inhibition of caspase-dependent apoptosis and promotion
of necrotic cell death (Zhang et al. 2002). Moreover, AIF-induced cell death has
been shown in cells lacking Apaf-1 or caspase-3 (Loeffler et al. 2001). Redistribution
of AIF has been shown in neuronal cultures exposed to peroxynitrite and after brain
injury (Zhang et al. 2002). Given the fact that both reduced blood flow and bioenergetic declines occur to a greater degree after severe versus mild brain injury, we
propose that AIF may play a larger pathophysiological role after more severe brain
injuries, in contrast to caspase-mediated apoptosis. Consistent with this interpretation is the observation that AIF translocation contributes to neuronal cell death after
excitotoxic insults mediated by NMDA receptors or induced by kainic acid (Cheung
et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2004). NMDA receptor-mediated excitotoxicity contributes
to both cell death and neurological dysfunction after experimental TBI in an injury
dose-dependent manner (Faden et al. 1989). Indeed, such excitotoxicity is correlated with changes in cellular bioenergetics (Faden et al. 1989). However, it should
be underscored that the pathobiology of TBI differs substantively from ischemic
injury with regard to the levels of blood flow and bioenergetic compromise after the
insult (Kochanek et al. 1995; Yamakami and McIntosh 1991; Yuan et al. 1988;
Lewelt et al. 1982; Vink et al. 1988).
There is now substantial experimental support that AIF release is mediated by
the activation of PARP-1(Hong et al. 2004) and that the absence or inhibition of
PARP-1 provides considerable neuroprotection in experimental stroke (Takahashi
et al. 1997; Endres et al. 1997; Eliasson et al. 1997) as well as to some degree after
TBI (Whalen et al. 1999). The effect of PARP inhibition preventing AIF release
directly results from decreased PARP activity (Culmsee et al. 2005). PARP inhibitors also attenuate death of cerebral endothelial cells after ischemia by limiting AIF
nuclear translocation (Zhang et al. 2005). AIF translocation is inhibited in cells
from PARP-1 knockouts or WT cells administered PARP inhibitors (Hong et al.
2004; Yu et al. 2002, 2003). Moreover, absence or inhibition of PARP-1 provides
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striking protection against excitotoxic insults (Yu et al. 2003). Mechanisms linking
these various phenomena may involve NMDA receptor-mediated Ca2+ influx, leading to the activation of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) with generation of nitric oxide
(NO) and peroxynitrite; the latter is a potent oxidant that causes DNA damage and
PARP activation (Wang et al. 2004), resulting in decreased mitochondrial NAD+
and AIF release (Yu et al. 2002). Swanson and colleagues have suggested that
PARP-1 activation depletes cytosolic NAD,+ which by inhibiting glycolysis causes
mitochondrial dysfunction and mitochondrial permeability transition; the subsequent release of death-promoting proteins, including AIF, leads to cell death (Alano
et al. 2004; Ying et al. 2002, 2005). The importance of NO production as inducer
of PAR polymer formation and AIF release during focal cerebral ischemia has been
demonstrated by showing that inhibition of neuronal NOS attenuated both accumulation of PAR polymer and AIF translocation to the nucleus (Li et al. 2007). Recent
papers from the Dawson group (Yu et al. 2006; Andrabi et al. 2006) demonstrate
that poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR) polymer, a product of PARP-1 activity, is neurotoxic
both in vitro and in vivo and is responsible for PARP-1-dependent AIF release from
mitochondria. Thus, in NMDA-induced neuronal cell death, the PAR-polymer
appears to be the death signal and AIF the executioner (Yu et al. 2006). Multiple
reports indicate that AIF is a membrane-integrated mitochondrial protein that
becomes soluble and able to exert its proapoptotic role only after cleavage by
enzymes such as the calpains (Polster et al. 2005; Sanges et al. 2006; Otera et al.
2005; Yuste et al. 2005). Recent work also implicates calpains in the PARP-1 pathway, resulting in AIF release (Moubarak et al. 2007). Thus, specific PARP-1 activation (via an unspecified mechanism involving PAR polymers) may result in calpain
activation, which leads to BAX activation and specific cleavage of AIF – both of
which are required for AIF release from the mitochondria, translocation to the
nucleus and cell death (Moubarak et al. 2007). Susin’s group found that in PARP1-dependent cell death, mitochondria release not only AIF but also cytochrome c,
yet there is no caspase activation (Moubarak et al. 2007). In their model, as in other
PARP-1 activation paradigms (Alano et al. 2004), a severe drop in ATP occurs as a
result of NAD+ depletion; this might explain the failure of cytochrome c release to
cause caspase activation, as the cytochrome c-Apaf-1 pathway of caspase activation
is ATP-dependent (Eguchi et al. 1999).
Cyclophilins are a subgroup of peptidylprolyl cis/trans isomerases (PPIases,
immunophilins) and the human genome contains at least 16 proteins that possess
the cyclosporin-A (CsA) binding domain (CLD) (Galat 2003); they are found in
organisms ranging from bacteria to mammals and are structurally conserved
throughout evolution (Wang and Heitman 2005). The archetype of the cyclophilin
protein family is a cytosolic protein, cyclophilin A (cyclophilin-18, CypA). CypA
is best known for its immunosuppressive function when complexed with CsA. The
physiologic functions of cyclophilins are not yet completely understood. CypA
may be involved in the folding of certain neuronal receptors (Helekar et al. 1994),
and recent data have suggested a role for CypA as a CsA-independent immune
regulator (Kim et al. 2005). CypA can also promote G1-S transition by upregulating expression and/or activity of cyclin D1 and cdk4 (Semba and Huebner 2006);
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considering the death-promoting effects of cyclin D1/cdk4 and cell cycle activation
in neurons (Di Giovanni et al. 2005), it is possible that the absence of CypA might
have some neuroprotective effects. In contrast, studies using cortical neuronal cultures have shown a neuroprotective effect for both extracellular and intracellular
CypA in models of oxidative stress and ischemia (Boulos et al. 2007); the authors
speculate that binding of CypA to its newly described putative receptor, CD147
(expressed on neurons), followed by activation of ERK1/2 prosurvival pathways
explains the neuroprotection afforded by exogenous CypA. Neuroprotective effects
for CypA have also been found in neurons expressing the mutant Cu/Zn superoxide
dismutase (Lee et al. 1999). However, two recent papers have demonstrated a link
between AIF and CypA in mammals (Cande et al. 2004b) and yeast (Wissing et al.
2004), resulting in their collaboration during chromatinolysis. AIF and CypA interact directly and are colocalized in the nucleus during caspase-independent cell
death. Furthermore, AIF and CypA act synergistically to degrade plasmid and
nuclear DNA. The AIF-interacting site of CypA is separate from the catalytic site,
and this cooperation between AIF and CypA does not require the PPIase activity
(Cande et al. 2004b; Wissing et al. 2004). Cyclosporin A, which inhibits the peptidyl-prolyl cis–trans isomerase activity of CypA, had no effect on the AIF/CypA
interaction, which thus occurs independently of its chaperone function (Cande et al.
2004b; Wissing et al. 2004). Importantly, AIF function is enhanced by CypA overexpression and attenuated by absence of CypA (Cande et al. 2004b). Unlike the
AIF null embryos, CypA null animals are viable (Colgan et al. 2000). More recent
data by the Blomgren group show that CypA is required for AIF translocation to
the nucleus and that CypA knockout mice have reduced infarct volume after cerebral hypoxia-ischemia compared to WT (Zhu et al. 2007). Together, these observations indicate that AIF-mediated cell death plays an important role in cerebral
ischemia and that CypA is a critical cofactor. Some of the described molecular
interactions are illustrated in Fig. 12.2.
12.3.2.1

Heat Shock Proteins

The heat shock proteins such as the HSP70 family of stress-inducible proteins function normally as ATP-dependent chaperones, assisting the folding of newly synthesized proteins (Beckmann et al. 1990; Murakami et al. 1988). When HSP70
proteins are upregulated in response to cellular stress they provide strong cytoprotection against a large variety of insults (Parcellier et al. 2003; Li et al. 2002;
Garrido et al. 2001). More specifically, they are upregulated after brain injury due
to ischemia or trauma, including humans (Lee et al. 2004; Seidberg et al. 2003).
Overexpression of HSP70 in transgenic mice or drug-induced upregulation provide
strong neuroprotection against brain ischemia (Yasuda et al. 2005), whereas targeted knockouts show larger lesions after ischemic injury (Lee et al. 2004). Several
recent studies have indicated that two structurally distinct HSP70-inducing drug
families have strong neuroprotective potential. Geranylgeranylacetone (GGA)
attenuates neuronal damage after cerebral ischemia (Yasuda et al. 2005; Nagai et al.
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Fig. 12.2 Key mechanisms responsible for neuronal cell death

2005), alleviates polyglutamine-mediated motor neuron disease (Katsuno et al.
2005), and prevents acoustic damage after noise trauma (Mikuriya et al. 2005).
Geldanamycin and/or its derivatives, such as 17-allylamino-17-demethoxygeldanamycin (17-AAG), ameliorates polyglutamine-mediated motor neuron degeneration
(Waza et al. 2005) and protects the brain against focal ischemia (Lu et al. 2002) and
MPTP-induced neurotoxicity (Shen et al. 2005). Importantly, doses of these agents
shown to be neuroprotective after the pretreatment in cerebral ischemia are associated with upregulation of HSPs (Yasuda et al. 2005; Nagai et al. 2005). HSP70 has
been shown to bind Apaf-1 and AIF, neutralizing their death-promoting functions
by preventing the formation of the apoptosome (Beere et al. 2000) and attenuating
nuclear translocation (Gurbuxani et al. 2003), respectively. Initial studies indicated
that separate HSP70 structural domains are required for Apaf-1 and AIF interaction
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(Ravagnan et al. 2001); the binding of Apaf-1 is dependent on the HSP70 ATPase
domain, whereas this domain is not required for AIF binding (Ravagnan et al.
2001). Interestingly, more recent studies suggest that the ATPase domain is in fact
involved in AIF binding and limits its nuclear uptake (Ruchalski et al. 2006). In
vivo data obtained using transgenic models have demonstrated that HSP70 overexpression attenuates ischemic brain injury by sequestering AIF in complexes with
HSP70 and preventing ischemia-induced AIF nuclear translocation and resulting
cell death (Matsumori et al. 2005). Overexpression of HSP70 reduces both cytochrome c release and caspase-mediated apoptosis, as well as caspase-independent
cell death associated with AIF translocation (Parcellier et al. 2003; Gurbuxani et al.
2003; Ravagnan et al. 2001) and attenuates neurological injury after brain ischemia
(Tsuchiya et al. 2003). Conversely, disruption of the HSP70.1 gene results in
increased infarction and cell death after cerebral ischemia and associated release of
cytochrome c and activation of caspase-3 (Lee et al. 2004).
12.3.2.2

Endonuclease G

Endonuclease G (EndoG) is a mitochondrial endonuclease that is released from
mitochondria during MOMP and participates in caspase-independent DNA fragmentation during cell death (Li et al. 2001). Studies in C. elegans have suggested
that the AIF and EndoG homologs cooperate in DNA fragmentation (Wang et al.
2002b). It was shown that decreased EndoG expression is associated with increased
resistance to excitotoxicity (Wu et al. 2004) and that early translocation of EndoG to
the nucleus, where it colocalizes with AIF and is associated with DNA fragmentation, is detected after cerebral ischemia (Lee et al. 2005). EndoG translocation to the
neuronal nucleus and its role in neuronal death pathways is also supported using
models of stroke and hypoxia (Zhang et al. 2007). In contrast, other studies using
EndoG null mice have shown that EndoG is not essential for normal embryogenesis
or in various apoptotic paradigms (David et al. 2006), and although they do not deny
a role for EndoG in cell death, they imply the existence of redundant mechanisms.

12.4

Cooperation of Cell Death Programs

Support is growing for the concept that in various stress-induced cell death models
there is more than a single pathway promoting cell death that is activated
(Proskuryakov et al. 2003). The relative balance that ultimately decides which pathway is dominant probably depends not as much on the trigger as on the cellular
bioenergetic status. For example, AIF translocation can occur under low energetic
conditions, in association with activation of PARP-1 and reduction of NAD+.
In contrast, caspase activation is generally associated with a more preserved bioenergetic
state and requires adenosine 5¢-triphosphate (ATP) (Eguchi et al. 1999; Leist et al.
1997). Thus, caspase-independent cell death may play a greater role than caspase-
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mediated apoptosis at sites at which cellular bioenergetic state is substantially
compromised. AIF-mediated cell death may be initiated either by the same mechanisms responsible for intrinsic caspase activation or through PARP-1 activation.
In the former, the role played by AIF becomes visible only when caspase activation
has been blocked. In the latter, AIF is the main death-inducing factor. In certain
conditions, it was observed that inhibition of the dominant pathways did not stop
and only delayed cell death. Cellular demise still occurred, often with a different
morphology, accounted for by continuation and perhaps even activation of other
cell death mechanisms (Pohl et al. 1999; Oppenheim et al. 2001; Chautan et al. 1999).

12.5

Cell Death Mechanisms: Implications for Treatment

There are several major challenges to a successful treatment of neuronal cell death
caused by CNS injury. First, recent studies have uncovered a multitude of cell death
pathways which have both overlapping and distinct molecular mechanisms. Second,
as shown by some data, inhibition of one pathway may initiate/enhance alternative
pathways. For example, there is evidence that inhibition of apoptosis may enhance
necrotic cell death (Formigli et al. 2000). Third, some types of cell death, such as
oncosis, occur so quickly after injury that by the time a treatment is attempted it is
too late for an effective intervention (Faden 2002). These facts might explain why
so many of the neuroprotective treatment trials in stroke or traumatic brain injury
have failed (Faden 2002; Maas 2001). There are several potential solutions to this
challenge: treatment strategies should optimally be directed at multiple targets/
mechanisms, using either a combination of therapeutic agents directed at individual
mechanisms or using single compounds that modulate multiple cell death mechanisms (multipotential agents). Ideally, the focus should be directed toward cell
death pathways that are more delayed and that therefore have longer therapeutic
windows. These include caspase-dependent and caspase-independent cell death
with apoptotic and necrotic morphology, respectively. Some studies have already
shown that caspase inhibitors are effective in experimental stroke, head injury, and
spinal cord injury (Yakovlev and Faden 2001); caspase-independent mechanisms
such as AIF-dependent cell death should also offer promising avenues for therapy.
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Part V

Hypoglycemic Neuronal Death

Chapter 13

Hypoglycemic Brain Damage
Roland N. Auer

13.1

Historical and Clinical Aspects

Before the discovery of insulin, sources of insulin exogenous to the body were not
available and hypoglycemic brain damage occurred only in the context of endogenous tumors of the islets of Langerhans of the pancreas (Auer 1986). Human
consumption of food had reached the point where diabetes was becoming more
common, but it was then only treatable through starvation. Indeed, diabetes can
metabolically be considered “starvation in the midst of plenty” due to the inability
of glucose to enter cells, in the face of high blood glucose levels. Once insulin was
discovered, it was tested in diabetes and was found to allow improved survival over
the unpalatable treatment option of starvation: the latter could reduce glucose loss
through the urine but only slowed the diabetic process and could not stave off
eventual death.
When insulin was discovered in 1921, islet cell adenoma was joined by diabetic
insulin treatment in reports of hypoglycemic brain damage (Bodechtel 1933; Baker
1938). Suicide or homicide with insulin also occurred regularly, and together with
medication error, provided a steady source of material with hypoglycemic brain
damage. Tumors secreting insulin or congener molecules were later recognized to
cause hypoglycemia (Le Roith 1999).
The effects of insulin on inhibiting hepatic gluconeogenesis and more importantly, allowing cellular entry of glucose, account for the capacity of insulin to
produce hypoglycemia. Not widely appreciated is the fact that other molecules
causing hypoglycemia are not powerful enough to produce the degree of blood
sugar drop that is a prerequisite for EEG silence, the harbinger of neuronal death in
hypoglycemia (Auer et al. 1984). An exception to this may be IGF-II, secreted by
some tumors (Le Roith 1999). Situations of glucose imbalance, such as a new cause
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of hypoglycemia in the modern era – gastric bypass surgery (Patti et al. 2005) lead
to symptomatic hypoglycemia but not to brain damage.
The morphology of hypoglycemic brain damage has been the focus of two
rounds of controversy, one played out in the time period extending from the late
1920s to roughly 1950 (Auer 1986) and the second controversy still raging
today. The first controversy surrounded the very existence of hypoglycemic
brain damage, the second, present controversy whether hypoglycemic cell death
constitutes apoptosis or necrosis. Since a 30-min period of hypoglycemia was
therapeutically used for the treatment of schizophrenia, the question naturally
arose as to whether this could cause brain damage. Some patients did not awaken
after therapeutic insulin coma (Cammermeyer 1938; Döring 1938; MacKeith
and Meyer 1939). In the early days of research on hypoglycemia, the association
of insulin with hypoglycemia did not establish that hypoglycemia was the culprit
in producing brain damage, indeed, insulin itself was thought to perhaps play a
role. The hotly debated topic was an important one at the time, since insulin
overdose resulted in catastrophic clinical situations of permanent coma also in
the context of diabetes treatment, not only iatrogenically in the context of psychiatric treatment.
When insulin was used to treat diabetes, the longer acting formulations usually
led to slow fluctuations in blood glucose level that generally avoided hypoglycemic
brain damage. Its methodical use in the clinical context of treatment of schizophrenia (Sakel 1937) involved the intentional use of a defined duration of hypoglycemic
coma to produce an effect. Although easily considered outmoded and even barbaric
by today’s standards, such treatment for severe psychiatric illness was the only
treatment measure available at the time. And hypoglycemic coma of 30-min duration did indeed have a salubrious effect on the psychiatric condition (Dr. John
Menkes, personal communication), perhaps as a result of cortical depolarisation
and coma itself, rather than the sparse neuronal necrosis that occurs after 30 min of
hypoglycemic coma. Nevertheless, criticism mounted (Mayer-Gross 1951) and the
development of phenothiazines in the 1950s sealed the fate of insulin shock therapy
for schizophrenia.
The desired duration of insulin coma in iatrogenic hypoglycemia was 30 min
(Sakel 1937). It was well known that a patient in coma for 1 h would never awaken
from the coma. Clearly, even in this early historical period, it was already known
that something happened between 30 and 60 min of coma, which was devastating
to the brain. We now know that this time period is on the cusp of accelerating
hypoglycemic brain damage in the form of neuronal necrosis (Auer et al. 1984).
The sparse neuronal death after only 30 min explains clinical patient survival with
relatively intact neurological function after periods of hypoglycemic coma of
30 min or less.
The debate over the nature of hypoglycemic neuronal death, apoptosis, or necrosis, will be entered into when we examine dying neurons using the electron microscope. First, we describe the light and electron microscopic findings in hypoglycemic
brain damage, drawing on human as well as animal material.
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13.2 Gross Features
Since hypoglycemia leads to neither vascular occlusion nor lactic acidosis, infarction (pan-necrosis, with death of glia as well as neurons) is not seen in hypoglycemic brain damage. Instead, hypoglycemia leads to selective neuronal necrosis,
meaning death of neurons but not glia and other supporting cells of the nervous
system. Thus, depending on the degree of selective neuronal necrosis, the brain in
hypoglycemic brain damage can be either normal or can show variable degrees of
gross atrophy (Fig. 13.1). Cysts are not seen.
The location of the gross atrophy is dictated by the brain areas that are vulnerable in hypoglycemic brain damage. These constitute the cerebral cortex, the striatum, the hippocampus and the thalamus. A metabolic release of aspartate underlies
the selective neuronal death in hypoglycemia (Sandberg et al. 1986). Glucose transport is apparently better in the brainstem and cerebellum (LaManna and Harik
1985). Sparing of the brainstem and cerebellum from even a metabolic insult during
hypoglycemia precludes the development of necrosis in these structures in durations of hypoglycemic coma less than one hour. Protein synthesis, a high-level
function utilizing considerable cellular energy, continues unabated in the brainstem
even during hypoglycemic coma (Kiessling et al. 1986). The brainstem and cerebellum are thus normal in pure primary insults of hypoglycemic brain damage to
the nervous system.

Fig. 13.1 Gross atrophy after 60 min of
hypoglycemic coma followed by 1 week
of recovery (b) as compared to a normal
rat brain (a). Ventricular dilatation is
seen, but no cysts, as the missing tissue
is due to selective death of neurons,
sparing glia and the neuropil. Lateral
and third ventricles are dilated,
indicating tissue loss throughout the
hemisphere
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Light Microscopy

Within the hippocampus, the CA1 pyramidal cells are vulnerable, in common with
ischemia. However, the signature lesion of dentate gyrus necrosis in the absence of
severe necrosis of the CA1 and especially CA3 pyramidal cells, indicates hypoglycemic brain damage as the etiology of the lesion in the hippocampus of the human.
In rats, the lesion of the dentate is seen early, already after 10–20 minutes of coma,
a comparably mild insult. The dentate gyrus lesions of rats and humans are compared (Fig. 13.2), both showing dentate necrosis as a feature of hypoglycemia, and
CA1 necrosis, a feature in common with cerebral ischemia.

13.4

Electron Microscopy

The discovery by John Olney of the phenomenon of excitotoxicity in the late 1960s
and early 1970s was a signal discovery (Olney 1969, 1971), a harbinger of our understanding of the nature of hypoglycemic neuronal death. Apparently unrelated to
hypoglycemic brain damage at the time, the phenomenon of amino acid neurotoxicity
to neurons, when the excitatory amino acid is present in the extracellular space in high
concentrations, proved to be an essential key to our understanding of how nerve cells
die after hypoglycemia. This connection was not initially obvious since hypoglycemia
is a deficiency disorder where not enough of a substrate is present in the brain. How
a molecular deficiency of glucose could lead to an excess of another metabolite was
only apparent after the biochemistry of hypoglycemic brain damage was worked out
by Siesjö and colleagues (Agardh et al. 1978). Already in 1951, aspartate was known
to increase massively in hypoglycemic brains (Cravioto et al. 1951).
We now know that aspartate is released in massive quantities into the extracellular space in hypoglycemic brain damage (Sandberg et al. 1986). But the first clue
that hypoglycemic neuronal death may have a connection to excitotoxicity emerged
in 1985. Remarkably, the notion that a molecule in the extracellular space, perhaps
a toxin, could kill nerve cells in hypoglycemic brain damage, was mentioned
already in 1938 by Arthur Weil, based on dentate gyrus necrosis he observed in a
geographic distribution in rabbits (Weil et al. 1938). Electron microscopy of hypoglycemic neuronal death showed a striking similarity to excitotoxic neuronal
necrosis (Fig. 13.3). This similarity was quite specific: dendritic swelling, sparing
intermediate axons, was known to occur in glutamate neurotoxicity. The appearance
was due to the selective dendritic location of receptors, sparing axons. Thus, ion
fluxes and water fluxes would lead to swelling of dendrites but not axons when
examined under the electron microscope. The appearance of axon-sparing dendritic
swelling is pathognomonic of the tissue action of excitotoxins. This axon-sparing
dendritic lesion is also seen in hypoglycemia (Fig. 13.3). Neuronal death can be
thought of as a brush fire in the dendritic tree (Auer et al. 1985), beginning where
synaptic receptors are located and spreading towards the cell body or perikaryon.
This is not characteristic of apoptotic cell death.
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Fig. 13.2 Dentate gyrus
necrosis compared in rats and
humans. In the rat (a) the
necrosis is extensive after
60 min of EEG silence. In a
human with hypoglycemic
coma (b), dentate granule cell
necrosis is sparse as
compared to normal control
(inset). Both human and rat
show selective vulnerability
of CA1 pyramidal neurons,
unlike the dentate necrosis, a
feature shared in both species
with global ischemia

The perikaryon of the neuron in hypoglycemic neuronal death shows features of
necrosis, not apoptosis. The nucleus shows a characteristic coarse chromatin having
a tigroid appearance (Fig. 13.4), which does not at all resemble the nuclear homogenization of apoptosis. The cytoplasm also shows changes characteristic of necrosis, not apoptosis. By this we mean mitochondrial flocculent densities and cell
membrane breaks (Fig. 13.4), features of necrosis first described by Benjamin
Trump in liver cells undergoing necrosis (Trump et al. 1965).

13.5 Biochemical Features
The biochemistry of hypoglycemic brain damage has been reviewed previously
(Auer and Siesjö 1993; Suh et al. 2007b). Essentially, the brain maintains adequate
energy by running a truncated version of the Krebs cycle in a new metabolic
homeostasis (Sutherland et al. 2008) that becomes established with the onset of
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Fig. 13.3 Axon-sparing, dendritic lesion
in hypoglycemia, analogous to that first
described by Olney in glutamate
excitotoxicity. The dendrites (d) and
contained mitochondria (m) are swollen,
sparing intermediate axons (a). Synapses
are seen as dark densities. Dentate gyrus,
hypoglycemia with 10 min
electrocerebral silence. Bar = 1 mm

Fig. 13.4 Mitochondrial flocculent densities are seen in the three mitochondria in the upper and
upper left part of the micrograph, but the mitochondrion on the right shows only swelling. Cell
membrane breaks are everywhere and the nucleus has very coarse nuclear clumps of chromatin.

EEG silence during profound hypoglycemia. Aspartate is increased as part of the
new metabolic homeostasis, being produced by a shift in the aspartate-glutamate
transaminase reaction to favor aspartate. Cellular leakage of this metabolically derived
aspartate leads to its flooding the extracellular space, producing the axon-sparing
lesions described above by binding to dendritic receptors on neurons. The respective a-keto acids to aspartate and glutamate, oxaloacetate and a-ketoglutarate, are
both part of the Krebs cycle, and hence this reaction may be written across the
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Krebs cycle. It then becomes clear that the Krebs cycle can turn, albeit in an altered
form, during hypoglycemia (Sutherland et al. 2008).
Hypoglycemic neuronal death has been shown to activate programmed cell
death pathways, possibly as a non-specific part of the necrotic process described
here. There is release of cytochrome c, Bax activation and caspase activation
(Ouyang et al. 2000), and activation of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP-1)
(Suh et al. 2005, 2007a), usually considered a necrotic pathway (Endres et al.
1997; Ha and Snyder 1999; Pieper et al. 1999). The evidence for hypoglycemic
cell death being due to apoptosis may constitute guilt by association. It seems that
the biochemical pathways for apoptosis are not specific for apoptosis. This is supported by the finding of apoptotic mechanisms, such as double-stranded DNA
breaks, in necrosis and autophagy, as well as in apoptosis (Grasl-Kraupp et al.
1995). Hypoglycemic neuronal death shows very specific features not seen in
apoptosis, such as early dendritic lesions, spreading to the perikaryon of the neuron over time. Cell membrane breaks are early in the dendritic tree, while the cell
body is still intact (Auer et al. 1985). Early appearance of mitochondrial flocculent
densities and cell membrane breaks contrast with the late appearance of these
features in apoptosis.
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Chapter 14

Hypoglycemic Neuronal Death
Raymond A. Swanson and Sang Won Suh

14.1 Hypoglycemic Brain Injury: Epidemiology
and Background
The normal range for blood glucose concentrations is 3.9–7.1 mM (1 mM = ~18 mg/
dL), and hypoglycemia is broadly defined as blood glucose concentrations below
this range. Studies using mice and rats indicate that brain injury does not generally
occur unless blood glucose concentrations fall below 1 mM and the cortical electroencephalogram (EEG) is isoelectric (silent) for at least 30 min (Auer et al.
1984a, b; Auer et al. 1985a, b; Suh et al. 2003). Case series suggest that a similar
degree of hypoglycemia is required to induce brain injury in humans, although this
may vary in infants and children, susceptible individuals, with repeated hypoglycemia, and with co-morbid factors (Kalimo and Olsson 1980; Malouf and Brust 1985;
Auer et al. 1989; Langan et al. 1991; Ben-Ami et al. 1999; de Courten-Myers et al.
2000; Ennis et al. 2008).
Reduced food intake does not reduce blood glucose levels below 2.8 mM, even
with prolonged fasting (Auer 2004); however, reductions below 1 mM can be
induced by the administration of insulin, glucagon, and drugs such as sulfonylurea
derivatives. Not surprisingly, hypoglycemic brain injury occurs most frequently in
diabetic patients attempting tight glucose control (Lincoln et al. 1996; Davis and
Jones 1998), and consequently the risk (or fear) of hypoglycemic brain injury is the
major factor limiting tight glucose control. While most diabetic patients experience
moderate to severe hypoglycemia at times, very few experience hypoglycemia to
the degree causing coma or brain injury. This said, the prevalence of diabetes is so
high that hypoglycemic brain injury is not rare; in a case series from a single hospital emergency room, there were 125 patients visits for symptomatic hypoglycemia in 1 year. Of these, 23 were comatose, 1 died, and 4 survivors had permanent
neurological sequelae (Malouf and Brust 1985).
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The brain is uniquely vulnerable to hypoglycemia. Reductions in blood glucose
sufficient to cause coma and neuronal death have no significant effect on the
heart, kidney, or other organ systems. The brain has a greater metabolic demand
than other tissues, and has a unique demand for glucose as a metabolic substrate
(Siesjö 1978). It was initially thought that hypoglycemic brain injury was simply
a result of insufficient metabolic substrate for this high demand, but seminal work
by Auer and colleagues showed this not to be the case. Work by these authors and
subsequent studies showed that hypoglycemic neuronal death can be completely
blocked by eliminating afferent glutamatergic projections (Wieloch et al. 1985;
Butcher et al. 1987a, b) or by blocking glutamate receptors (Wieloch 1985;
Papagapiou and Auer 1990; Nellgard and Wieloch 1992), thus establishing hypoglycemic neuronal death as excitotoxic in origin. Subsequent studies have identified several other key steps in the hypoglycemic pathway, and these are reviewed
here. As would be expected, this cell death pathway shares many cardinal features of direct glutamate-induced excitotoxicity, but there are also features that
may be unique to hypoglycemia.

14.2

Hypoglycemia and Brain Energetics

Glucose concentration in the brain normally has a linear relationship to blood concentrations (Gruetter et al. 1998; Gruetter 2003), with normal brain concentrations
ranging from roughly 0.8 to 2.3 mM (Gruetter et al. 1998). However, brain glucose
consumption outstrips transport capacity at reduced blood glucose concentrations,
resulting in brain glucose concentrations approaching zero when blood glucose
concentrations fall below 2 mM (Feise et al. 1977; Choi et al. 2001). Although
glucose is a necessary fuel for brain energy metabolism, it is not the only fuel that
can be utilized. The brain can also utilize ketone bodies, particularly during early
development and during starvation (Robinson and Williamson 1980), but ketone
bodies cannot fully substitute for glucose.
A small reserve of glucose is stored in the brain, as in other tissues, in the form
of glycogen (Koizumi 1974). This glycogen store is localized primarily to astrocytes. In contrast to ischemia, hypoglycemia causes a gradual consumption of brain
glycogen (Feise et al. 1977; Agardh et al. 1978; Ratcheson et al. 1981; Choi et al.
2003). ATP depletion and onset of EEG isoelectricity were found to occur simultaneously with brain glycogen depletion (Lewis et al. 1974), suggesting a special role
for this astrocyte energy store in maintaining brain function. More recent studies
show that increasing brain glycogen stores can prolong brain activity during severe
hypoglycemia (Suh et al. 2007a, b, c). Observations using an in vitro mouse optic
nerve preparation provide insight into the means by which astrocyte glycogen
stores may exert this effect (Wender et al. 2000; Brown et al. 2005; Tekkok et al.
2005). Under conditions of complete glucose deprivation, the mouse optic nerve is
able to maintain an electrical activity for roughly 30 min. This time interval is
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extended by increasing optic nerve glycogen stores or by supplying exogenous
l-lactate. Conversely, the effect of increased glycogen stores is blocked by the
concurrent administration of a lactate transport inhibitor. These results indicate
that, at least under conditions of glucose deprivation, transfer of glycogen-derived
lactate from astrocytes to neurons can support neuronal activity.
It has been recognized for several decades that impairment of brain function
during hypoglycemia begins prior to any detectable change in overall brain ATP or
phosphocreatine concentrations (Lewis et al. 1974; Norberg and Siesjö 1976). The
reason for this impairment in brain function has not been established, but some
evidence suggests that neuronal activity is suppressed during hypoglycemia as a
protective, energy-conserving strategy, thereby maintaining ATP levels in the face
of decreased substrate. Adenosine release may be a key factor leading to the suppression of neuronal activity prior to ATP depletion. Studies using brain slice
preparations show that adenosine release is induced by glucose deprivation (Fowler
1993; Zhu and Krnjevic 1993), and that adenosine suppresses excitatory postsynaptic potentials through action at pre-synaptic sites (Zhu and Krnjevic 1993;
Calabresi et al., 1997a, b).
An alternative explanation for brain dysfunction in hypoglycemia prior to energy
failure is the possibility of a special role for ATP produced by glycolysis, as opposed
to net cellular ATP levels, in maintaining glutamatergic neurotransmission. In neuronal cultures, glucose is necessary for preventing depolarization-induced reversal of
glutamate uptake (Bak et al. 2006). Similarly, glucose is uniquely required to support some aspects of neuronal function in brain slices (Arakawa et al. 1991; Izumi
et al. 1998; Ikemoto et al. 2003). Glutamate uptake into vesicles is an active, ATPdependent process, and the membranes of glutamate vesicles contain enzymes
responsible for the ATP-generating steps of glycolysis (Ikemoto et al. 2003), such
that the rate of glutamate refilling into these vesicles is reduced in the absence of
glucose. Studies in vitro have suggested a special role for glycolysis in the uptake of
glutamate by astrocytes (Pellerin and Magistretti 1994), although this remains a
controversial point; others have found no effect of glutamate on astrocytic glycolytic
rate (Hertz et al. 1998; Peng et al. 2001) and no reduction in astrocytic glutamate
uptake in the absence of glucose (Swanson and Benington 1996).
A third possibility is that the initial suppression of neuronal activity during
hypoglycemia results from ammonia accumulation resulting from oxidative metabolism of amino acids during hypoglycemia. In support of this concept, ammonia
levels in a hypoglycemic brain have been found to be in excess of those required to
induce coma in normoglycemic animals (Hindfelt and Siesjö 1971; Siesjö 1978).
However, with profound hypoglycemia, ATP levels do eventually decline. The fall
in ATP occurs abruptly and almost simultaneously with the onset of EEG isoelectricity and massive dissipation of the intracellular: extracellular potassium gradient
(Feise et al. 1977; Ratcheson et al. 1981). Studies using animal models have identified little or no neuronal death with hypoglycemia that does not induce this energetic crisis (Auer et al. 1984a, b; 1985a, b; Suh et al. 2003).
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14.3 Anatomical Distribution of Neuronal Injury
After Severe Hypoglycemia
Not all neurons are equally sensitive to hypoglycemic injury, and studies using
rodent models indicate a reproducible pattern of vulnerability. The most sensitive
neuronal populations are, in order, those of the subiculum, the small and mediumsize neurons of the caudate, CA1 hippocampus, dentate gyrus of the hippocampus,
and superficial layers of the cortex (Auer et al. 1984a; 1985a, b). This rank order
of vulnerability is similar to that seen with global ischemia-reperfusion, but with
some notable differences; in ischemia, the dentate gyrus is much less vulnerable,
and the deeper rather than the superficial layers of cortex are more vulnerable (Auer
1986). Electron microscopy studies of hippocampal neurons destined to undergo
necrosis reveal early dendritic, axon-sparing lesions (Auer et al. 1985a, b). Swollen
dendrites appear after 10 min of isoelectric EEG. After 30 min, swollen mitochondria and abnormal plasma membranes are seen in the cell body. One hour after the
onset of isoelectric EEG, the cytoplasm of these cells stain acidophilic when
imaged by light microscopy. The characteristic ultrastructural appearance is that of
axon-sparing, dendro-somal pathology.
Human autopsy studies of patients dying after severe hypoglycemia show the
same general pattern of neuronal injury as observed in the animal models. Neurons
in the cerebral cortex and the hippocampus are affected preferentially, followed by
neurons in the basal ganglia and the thalamus (Baker and Lufkin 1937; Auer et al.
1989). Neurons in the brain stem, cerebellum, and spinal cord are generally spared,
as are glial cells and white matter tracts. It should be noted, however, that the resistance of many neuronal populations to hypoglycemia is relative; with hypoglycemia of sufficient severity and duration, virtually all neuronal populations can be
affected. Conversely, recent studies indicate that mild, recurrent hypoglycemia can
cause persisting synaptic dysfunction in hippocampus in the absence of neuron
death (Yamada et al. 2004; McNay et al. 2006).

14.4

The Hypoglycemic Neuronal Cell Death Pathway

Hypoglycemic neuronal death is not a direct result of energy failure, but results
instead from a multi-step process (Fig. 14.1). Key steps identified in this process
include glutamate receptor stimulation (Wieloch 1985; Wieloch et al. 1985; Butcher
et al. 1987a, b; Papagapiou and Auer 1990; Nellgard and Wieloch 1992), glucose
re-perfusion (Suh et al. 2007a, b), production of reactive oxygen species (Patockova
et al. 2003; McGowan et al. 2006; Suh et al. 2007a, b, 2008), Zn2+ release (Suh et al.
2004, 2008), mitochondrial permeability transition (Ferrand-Drake et al. 1999), and
activation of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 (PARP-1) (Suh et al. 2003). Although
the cause-effect relationships between some of these events remain uncertain, interceding at any one of these steps can prevent hypoglycemia-induced neuronal death.
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Fig. 14.1 Key events in hypoglycemiainduced neuronal death. Prolonged, severe
hypoglycemia leads to the release and impaired
re-uptake of glutamate and aspartate. With
glucose reperfusion, there is neuronal release
of nitric oxide and vesicular zinc, both of
which may contribute to further glutamate
release and impaired re-uptake. Neuronal
NADPH oxidase is activated in a zinc- and
glutamate receptor-dependent manner, and
utilizes glucose-derived NADPH to generate
superoxide. Superoxide, in conjunction with
nitric oxide, causes DNA damage and PARP-1
activation. Extensive PARP-1 activation leads
to neuronal death. Blocking any one of these
steps blocks hypoglycemic neuronal death

14.4.1

Glutamate Receptor Activation

Hypoglycemia causes several-fold elevations in brain extracellular glutamate concentrations (Feise et al. 1977; Engelsen et al. 1986), and ablation of pre-synaptic
glutamatergic terminals prevents both the rise of glutamate in the extracellular
space and hypoglycemic neuronal death (Wieloch et al. 1985; Butcher et al. 1987a,
b). Antagonists to both NMDA and non-NMDA glutamate receptors can also prevent hypoglycemic neuronal death (Wieloch 1985; Papagapiou and Auer 1990;
Nellgard and Wieloch 1992). A unique feature of hypoglycemia is that, in addition to
glutamate release, aspartate production and release result from the aspartate aminotransferase reaction: glutamate + oxaloacetate ↔ aspartate + a-ketoglutarate
(Sutherland et al. 2008). The absence of glucose carbon entry into the tricarboxylic
acid (TCA) cycle during hypoglycemia leads to a net conversion of a-ketoglutarate
to oxaloacetic acid. The result is a rise in tissue aspartate (Cravioto et al. 1951), and
roughly 15-fold elevations in extracellular aspartate (Sandberg et al. 1985; Auer
and Siesjö 1993). Aspartate is a potent ligand at some glutamate receptor subtypes,
notably the NMDA receptor subtype. A second characteristic feature of hypoglycemic excitotoxicity is that reduced ATP levels associated with glucose deprivation
increase neuronal vulnerability to glutamate receptor agonists (Vergun et al. 2003).
Thus, the elevation in extracellular aspartate and energy compromise are factors
that may confer distinctive aspects to excitotoxicity in hypoglycemia.
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Glutamate and aspartate are normally cleared very rapidly from the extracellular
space by the action of the astrocyte Na+-dependent transporters, EAAT1 and EAAT2
(Anderson and Swanson 2000). The fact that excitotoxicity occurs in hypoglycemia
thus indicates that there must be a failure of this astrocytic uptake mechanism. Energy
depletion is presumably the cause of this uptake failure, because microdialysis studies
have shown that brain extracellular glutamate and aspartate levels do not rise until
ATP levels fall and ionic gradients dissipate (Feise et al. 1977; Wieloch et al. 1984;
Butcher et al. 1987a, b). However, Zn2+ released into the extracellular space during
hypoglycemia may also contribute to impaired uptake of glutamate and aspartate
(Suh et al. 2007a, b), particularly during glucose re-perfusion.

14.4.2 Superoxide Production is Triggered by Glucose Reperfusion
Superoxide production has been identified as a necessary event in excitotoxic neuronal
death (Lafon-Cazal et al. 1993; Patel et al. 1996). Studies of hypoglycemic neuronal
injury have identified two important features of this aspect of excitotoxicity (Suh et al.
2007a, b). First, studies using cultured neurons placed in glucose-free medium show
that superoxide production is triggered when glucose is returned to the medium, and
rather than during the glucose-free period itself (Fig. 14.2). Studies of hypoglycemia
in the rat brain show the same pattern; superoxide production is negligible during
hypoglycemia, but occurs in vulnerable neuronal populations during the 30–60 min
interval following normalization of plasma glucose concentrations (Fig. 14.2). A point
of potential clinical importance is that the rate of superoxide formation, along with
neuronal death, is substantially influenced by the blood glucose concentration achieved
during this immediate post-hypoglycemic interval (Suh et al. 2007a, b).
How might glucose reperfusion trigger superoxide production? One potential
mechanism is by fueling mitochondria, which can generate superoxide from the
electron transport chain and from several dehydrogenase enzymes (Andreyev et al.
2005). Several reports have suggested mitochondria as the primary source of superoxide production during excitotoxicity (Dugan et al. 1995; Bindokas et al. 1996;
Duan, Gross and Sheu 2007). However, studies using mitochondrial inhibitors
showed no attenuation of the hypoglycemia-induced superoxide production by
these agents (Suh et al. 2007a, b). By contrast, inhibitors of NADPH oxidase
showed a complete suppression of superoxide production, both in neuronal cultures
and in neurons in vivo after hypoglycemia (Fig. 14.3). Glucose is the requisite substrate for regeneration of NADPH by the heoxose monophosphate shunt, and inhibition of the hexose monophosphate shunt with 6-aminonicotinamide likewise
blocks superoxide production in hypoglycemia – glucose reperfusion. Inhibition of
NADPH oxidase activity with either these pharmacological agents, or with genetic
disruption of NADPH oxidase, prevents hypoglycemic neuronal death (Fig. 14.3).
Thus, studies of hypoglycemia indicate that (1) hypoglycemia-induced superoxide
production occurs at the time of glucose reperfusion, and (2) this occurs by glucose
fueling superoxide production by NADPH oxidase.
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Fig. 14.2 Neuronal superoxide production occurs during glucose reperfusion (a) Panels show
superoxide production in cultured mouse neurons as evidenced by ethidium (Et) fluorescence at
time points after glucose deprivation (GD) and glucose reperfusion (GR). Top row shows neurons
subjected to 2 h of GD followed by GR; bottom row shows neurons subjected to GD during the
entire 3 h interval. Scale bar = 30 mm. Line graph shows the change in Et fluorescence over time
in each of the labeled neurons, with values normalized to the background signal. (b) Neuronal
superoxide production in rat hippocampus after sham hypoglycemia (HG), 60 min of HG without
glucose reperfusion (HG only), or 30 min of HG plus 30 min of glucose reperfusion (GR).
Reprinted with modifications from (Suh et al. 2007a, b, c)
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Fig. 14.3 Inhibition of NADPH oxidase prevents hypoglycemia-induced superoxide formation
and neuronal death. (a) The superoxide production in cortical neuron cultures (Et (+) neurons)
induced by glucose deprivation/glucose reperfusion (GD/GR) in wild-type (Wt) neurons is attenuated in neurons deficient in the NADPH oxidase subunit, p47phox (p47−/−). Data are means ± s.e.m; n
= 3, *p < 0.05 vs. Wt. (b) Photomicrographs show propidium iodide staining of dead neurons 22 h
after GD in wild-type neurons, p47phox deficient neurons (p47−/−), or wild-type neurons treated with
pharmacological agents; 6-aminonicotinamide (6AN), which blocks NADPH synthesis by the
hexose monophosphate shunt, and apocynin (Apo), which blocks NADPH oxidase assembly.
Neuronal death is blocked by both p47phox gene deletion and by the pharmacological inhibitors of
NADPH oxidase activity. Scale bar = 100 mm. Graph shows means ± s.e.m; n = 4–6, *p < 0.05.
(c) Superoxide production induced by hypoglycemia/glucose reperfusion (HG/GR), as evidence by
ethidium fluorescence, was attenuated in neurons of p47phox deficient mice. Scale bar = 100 mm; data
are means ± s.e.m; n = 3–4, *p < 0.05. (d) Photomicrographs show dead neurons stained by Fluoro-Jade
B in the hippocampal CA1 region of wild-type and p47phox deficient mice 7 days after hypoglycemia/
glucose reperfusion. Reprinted with modifications from (Suh et al. 2007a, b, c)

These findings raise the question as to whether these aspects of superoxide
production are unique to hypoglycemia, or may also pertain to excitotoxicity in
other settings. Additional studies support the latter scenario. Cultured neurons
exposed to the glutamate receptor agonist NMDA exhibit a robust production of
superoxide, and this production is blocked in glucose-free medium, by the inhibitor
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of NADPH synthesis, 6-aminonicotinamide, and by inhibitors or genetic disruption of
NADPH oxidase. These interventions also block the neuronal death that otherwise
results from NMDA receptor activation (Brennan et al. 2009).

14.4.3

PARP-1 Activation

Superoxide formation leads to DNA damage, particularly in concert with nitric
oxide and resultant peroxynitrite formation (Beckman and Koppenol 1996). The
nuclear enzyme poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 (PARP-1), is activated by DNA
damage and uses the ADP-ribose group of NAD+ to form branched ADP-ribose
polymers on specific acceptor proteins in the vicinity of DNA strand breaks or
kinks (Burzio et al. 1979; D’Amours et al. 1999). Formation of these polymers
facilitates DNA repair and prevents chromatid exchange. However, extensive
PARP-1 activation promotes cell death through a process involving cytosolic NAD+
depletion, mitochondrial permeability transition and release of apoptosis-inducing
factor (Ha and Snyder 1999; Yu et al. 2002; Alano, Ying and Swanson 2004; Ying
et al. 2005). Sustained action of glutamate at neuronal NMDA receptors leads to the
production of superoxide and other reactive oxygen species that damage DNA and
activate PARP-1 (Dugan et al. 1995; Beckman and Koppenol 1996; Bindokas et al.
1996; Mandir et al. 2000), and PARP-1 inhibitors have been shown to markedly
reduce excitotoxic neuronal death (Cosi et al. 1994; Mandir et al. 2000).
Rats subjected to severe hypoglycemia exhibit neuronal accumulation of
poly(ADP-ribose), the metabolic product of PARP-1, during the first 3 h following
glucose reperfusion (Suh et al. 2003). The accumulation of poly(ADP-ribose)
occurs after the formation of nitrotyrosine, a marker of peroxynitrite formation
(Fig. 14.4). Rats treated with PARP-1 inhibitors show a striking reduction in
neuronal death, even with drug delivery delayed until 3 h after hypoglycemia (Suh
et al. 2003). This reduction in cell death is associated with reduced cognitive
impairment as assessed by the Morris water maze test of spatial learning and
memory (Suh et al. 2003). Although PARP-1 activation can lead to mitochondrial
permeability transition (Alano et al. 2004; Cipriani et al. 2005), it has also been
reported that mitochondrial permeability transition can lead to DNA damage during
hypoglycemia (Ferrand-Drake et al. 1999; Ferrand-Drake et al. 2003), which
would place mitochondrial permeability transition upstream of PARP-1 activation.
Both scenarios may be operative, forming a positive feed-forward loop.
Activated PARP-1 consumes cytosolic NAD+, and since NAD+ is required for
glycolysis, hypoglycemia-induced PARP-1 activation may render cells unable to
utilize glucose as an energy substrate even when glucose availability is restored.
This may contribute to the PARP-1 – mediated cell death in the brain because, as
noted previously, the brain has a unique requirement for glucose as a metabolic
substrate. Pyruvate, however, can be metabolized in the absence of cytosolic
NAD+, and cell culture studies demonstrate that pyruvate and other non-glucose
substrates can rescue cells from PARP-1-induced cell death (Ying et al. 2003; Zong
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Fig. 14.4 Hypoglycemia/reperfusion – induced poly(ADP-ribose) and nitrotyrosine formation in rat
hippocampus. (a) Immunoreactivity for poly(ADP-ribose), the enzymatic product of PARP-1, was
only modestly increased at termination severe hypoglycemia (0 h), but was markedly increased at 3 h
after glucose reperfusion and slowly declined after that point. Poly(ADP-ribose) formation was
reduced by administration of the PARP inhibitor 3-aminobenzamide (3-AB) at the time of glucose
reperfusion (last panel). (b) Nitrotyrosine formation in CA1 neurons was also negligible immediately
after 30 min hypoglycemia, but was robust by 1 h after glucose correction. Photomicrographs are
representative of three rats under each condition. Scale bar = 100 µm. (c) Hypoglycemic damage to
hippocampal CA1 and subiculum is reduced by 3-AB. Photomicrographs of hippocampal CA1 and
subiculum area from rats subjected to 30 min of isoelectric hypoglycemia show numerous degenerating neurons, identified as fluorescent cells with Fluoro-Jade B staining. Rats treated with 3-AB at the
time of glucose correction sustained less neuronal death in both the CA1 (upper panels) and subiculum (lower panels). Scale bar = 100 µm. Reprinted with modifications from (Suh et al. 2003)
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et al. 2004). Pyruvate administered to rats after hypoglycemia prevented neuronal
death and preserved spatial memory (Suh et al. 2005). This is a somewhat surprising result, given the relatively low rate of transport of pyruvate across the bloodbrain barrier. Presumably, the very high blood levels achieved in this study
(estimated at 5 mM, 500 times higher than normal circulating levels of pyruvate)
allowed significant brain penetration.

14.4.4

Role of Zinc and Nitric Oxide

Chelatable zinc (weakly bound, histochemically stainable zinc) is present in a
subset of glutamatergic axon terminals throughout the mammalian forebrain, especially in the hippocampus and in the cerebral cortex layers II and III (Danscher and
Rytter Norgaard 1985; Frederickson 1989). The chelatable zinc is localized in
synaptic vesicles (Perez-Clausell and Danscher 1985) and is released into the extracellular space during paroxysmal neuronal activity or membrane depolarization
(Assaf and Chung 1984; Howell et al. 1984). Zinc release has been causally linked
to neuronal death in several disease conditions, including prolonged seizures
(Frederickson et al. 1988; Suh et al. 2001), ischemia (Tonder et al. 1990; Koh et al.
1996) and brain trauma (Suh et al. 2000). Zinc can induce the production of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) and resultant PARP-1 activation in cell cultures (Kim et al.
1999; Sensi et al. 1999; Sheline et al. 2000). The mechanism by which elevated
extracellular zinc levels lead to ROS production has not yet been established;
although some findings suggest that zinc induces superoxide production from mitochondria (Sensi et al. 1999). Zinc has also been identified as an activator of NADPH
oxidase (Noh and Koh 2000; Kim and Koh 2002).
In rats subjected to hypoglycemia, zinc staining with N-(6-methoxy-8-quinolyl)para-toluenesulfonamide (TSQ) showed depletion of presynaptic vesicular zinc
from hippocampal mossy fiber terminals and accumulation of weakly bound zinc
in hippocampal CA1 cell bodies induced at the time of glucose reperfusion
(Fig. 14.5). The depletion in presynaptic, vesicular zinc was followed by accumulation of TSQ-stainable zinc in post-synaptic neuronal bodies (Suh et al. 2004).
Intracerebroventricular injection of the zinc chelator, calcium ethylene-diamine
tetraacetic acid (CaEDTA) blocked the zinc accumulation (Fig. 14.5) and reduced
hypoglycemia-induced neuronal death. CaEDTA also attenuated the accumulation
of poly(ADP-ribose), the enzymatic product of PARP-1 in hippocampal neurons
(Suh et al. 2004). These results suggest that zinc translocation is an intermediary
step linking hypoglycemia to PARP-1 activation and neuronal death. A key role
for the vesicular zinc pool in this process is further suggested by reduced superoxide
formation and neuronal death in hypoglycemia in mice deficient in zinc transporter 3
(Suh et al. 2008).
Nitric oxide formation has been shown to play a key role in excitotoxic neuronal
death (Sattler et al. 1999; Mandir et al. 2000), and likewise plays a role in hypoglycemic neuronal death. In rats exposed to hypoglycemia-glucose reperfusion, an
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Fig. 14.5 Vesicular zinc release and translocation into postsynaptic neurons after hypoglycemia.
(a) Chelatable zinc was measured by TSQ fluorescence in the mossy fiber area of hippocampus, as
designated by the dotted line. Sham; no HG; HG only, 30 min of HG; HG + GR, 30 min HG and
30 min GR (60 min total elapsed time). Background fluorescence intensity was measured in the
molecular layer (box). Bar represents 500 µm. Graph shows quantified fluorescence intensity from
the hippocampus mossy fiber area. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 vs. sham; n = 10. (b) Zinc accumulation
in hippocampal neurons after hypoglycemia. Photomicrographs show TSQ fluorescence in the
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increase in protein nitrotyrosine formation is seen during the hour following glucose
reperfusion (Suh et al. 2003). Treatment with the nitric oxide synthase inhibitor
7-nitroindazole blocks the formation of nitrotyrosine, blocks PARP-1 activation,
and reduces neuronal death. Inhibition of nitric oxide synthase also prevents hypoglycemia-induced zinc translocation and superoxide production after hypoglycemia
(Suh et al. 2003), suggesting that nitric oxide acts at both upstream and downstream
steps in the hypoglycemia-induced neuronal cell death process.

14.5

Summary of Hypoglycemia-Induced Neuronal Cell Death

Severe hypoglycemia triggers the release and impaired uptake of glutamate and
aspartate, which then activate NMDA and non-NMDA glutamate receptor subtypes. With glucose reperfusion, there is additional release of Zn2+ and nitric oxide
and the production of superoxide. The superoxide production is mediated by
NADPH oxidase and requires glucose for NADPH synthesis. Superoxide and nitric
oxide together cause DNA damage, PARP-1 activation, and PARP-1-mediated
neuronal death.
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Part VI

Seizure-Induced Neuronal Death

Chapter 15

Tumor Suppressor p53: A Multifunctional
Protein Implicated in Seizure-Induced Neuronal
Cell Death
Zhiqun Tan and Steven S. Schreiber

15.1 Tumor Suppressor p53: A Major Regulator
of Cell Growth and Death
It is ironic that the p53 “tumor antigen”, first discovered more than 20 years ago,
was initially thought to play a major role in promoting tumorigenesis (Parada et al.
1984). It was not long after, however, that the p53 protein was found to be a potent
tumor suppressor. In fact, since the mid1990s, p53 has been regarded as the “guardian of the genome” on the basis of its ability to block the proliferation of cells with
mutated DNA (Lane 1992). For more than two decades, tumor suppressor p53 has
been among the most widely studied proteins. Notably, the myriad cellular functions in which p53 is involved continue to increase (Levine et al. 2006; Efeyan and
Serrano 2007; Fuster et al. 2007).
The human p53 protein consists of 393 amino acid residues and has a molecular
weight of approximately 53 kDa. The p53 gene product is a modular molecule that
consists of three well-characterized functional domains: an N-terminal transactivation domain (residues 1–42), a central sequence-specific DNA binding domain
(residues 102–292), and a highly basic C-terminal domain that regulates p53 oligomerization and sequence-specific DNA binding (Fig. 15.1) (Prives and Hall 1999;
Lavin and Gueven 2006).
It is well-established that p53 functions primarily as a transcription factor that is
induced as part of the cellular response to DNA damage (Vousden 2002). The p53
DNA damage response to ionizing radiation and other genotoxic agents occurs in
proliferating cells. Following activation, p53 translocates to the nucleus where it
either promotes or suppresses the expression of a diverse group of genes, many of
which are involved in cell growth control and apoptosis (Morrison et al. 2003;
Hughes et al. 1997). Accordingly, p53 activation has been shown to block cell cycle
progression at two major cell cycle checkpoints, the G1-S interphase or in G2
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Fig. 15.1 Functional domains of p53 protein. The major domains are underlined. The C-terminal
regulatory domain modulates sequence-specific DNA binding activity. Approximate locations of
oligomerization or binding sites of several protein kinases, viral oncoproteins, and cofactors are
shown

before mitosis, or cause apoptotic cell death (Giono and Manfredi 2006). Thus, p53
activation serves to prevent proliferation of cells with damaged DNA and therefore
is a major impediment to tumorigenesis. The critical importance of p53 in maintaining genomic stability is underscored by evidence that the loss or inactivation of
p53 is associated with more than 50% of human cancers (Ohnishi 2005). Further,
patients with Li–Fraumeni syndrome carry germ line mutations in p53 and are at
high risk for developing a variety of tumors, while p53 knockout mice display precocious tumor development and premature death (Iwakuma et al. 2005; Donehower
et al. 1992). Importantly, most p53 mutations are clustered around the central DNA
binding domain, thereby directly affecting transcriptional regulation of p53 target
genes, leading to aberrant cell proliferation (Appella and Anderson 2001). Recent
evidence suggests that tumorigenesis may depend on the interplay between p53 and
its recently identified family members, p63 and p73 (Levrero et al. 2000; Iwakuma
et al. 2005).

15.2 p53 Is Regulated Through Multiple Pathways
In addition to genotoxic stress, activation of the p53 pathway can also occur through
other types of cellular stress such as hypoxia, nucleotide depletion, and viral infection
(Culmsee and Mattson 2005). Although the exact triggering mechanism is unclear,
evidence indicates that p53-mediated cell cycle arrest or apoptosis is determined by
many factors including cell type, differentiation status, type of stimulus, and extent
of DNA damage. In this regard, our laboratory was the first to demonstrate p53
induction in neurons that appeared to be undergoing apoptosis following excitotoxin
treatment. In these studies, increased p53 immunoreactivity was present in neurons
with DNA damage (Sakhi et al. 1994). Notably, p53 induction in neurons occurred
at the transcriptional level, in contrast to nonneural cells in which p53 accumulates
posttranscriptionally. These findings support the premise that in fully differentiated
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nondividing cells, activation of the p53 pathway causes apoptosis. Induction and
activation of p53 have since been documented in a number of animal models as well
as human neurodegenerative diseases (Morrison et al. 2003). Despite the growing
list of neurological disorders in which p53 activation occurs, the exact mechanism(s)
of p53-mediated neuronal cell death remains to be delineated.
In normal cells, p53 protein is maintained at an extremely low level and mainly
exists as a latent form that is transcriptionally inactive (Lavin and Gueven 2006).
A large body of evidence has shown that stabilization of p53 protein through posttranslational modifications such as phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, and
sumoylation is required for p53 to mediate either cell cycle arrest or apoptosis in
response to stress (Olsson et al. 2007; Meek 1997; Appella and Anderson 2001;
Brooks and Gu 2003; Yang et al. 2004). In particular, p53 stabilization is regulated
largely by phosphorylation of a number of N- and C-terminal residues. For example, phosphorylation of p53 at serine 15 prevents p53 from interacting with mouse
double minute 2 (Mdm2), an E3 ubiquitin ligase that targets p53 for ubiquitination
and proteasomal degradation (Lavin and Gueven 2006). Several protein kinases,
including Cdk5 and c-Jun N-terminal kinase 1 (JNK1) have been shown to regulate
p53 stabilization (Lee et al. 2007; Fogarty et al. 2003). Recently, it has been shown
that p53 stabilization and activation are also regulated by acetylation and deacetylation. The Sirt1 protein, a nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD)-dependent
deacetylase implicated in aging, is a negative regulator of p53 that prevents apoptosis (Luo et al. 2001). Both glycosylation and sumoylation have also been implicated in p53 stabilization and cell death (Fiordaliso et al. 2001; Bischof et al. 2006).
The importance of these regulatory pathways in neurons remains unclear. The most
prominent mechanism by which p53 abundance is regulated is through the ubiquitinproteasome pathway (Brooks and Gu 2004). In general, polyubiquitination of p53
at specific lysine residues targets p53 for proteasomal degradation. Recent studies
indicate that monoubiquitination of p53 may regulate nuclear export without affecting p53 degradation (Li et al. 2003). Conversely, defects in the polyubiquitination
cascade may disrupt proteasome-mediated p53 degradation. In this regard, other
laboratories as well as ours have demonstrated that decreased free ubiquitin levels
may contribute to accumulation of multiple proteins, including p53 (Tan et al.
2001a). Depletion of free ubiquitin in neurons has been found to be responsible, at
least in part, for p53 stabilization and neuronal degeneration under a variety of
stresses (Tan et al. 2000, 2001a; Yao et al. 2007).
Among all interactions between p53 and other cellular proteins, the most important in terms of regulating p53 abundance and function is the interaction between
p53 and Mdm2 (Brooks and Gu 2004). The Mdm2 oncoprotein binds to and inhibits the p53 N-terminal transactivation domain, which promotes tumorigenesis (Deb
2002). As stated earlier, Mdm2 is a ubiquitin ligase that ubiquitinates and targets
p53 for proteasomal degradation. Importantly, the mdm2 gene is a transcriptional
target of p53, and it forms part of an inhibitory feedback loop that maintains low
intracellular levels of p53 in unstimulated cells, and terminates the p53 response
after cellular stress (Brooks and Gu 2004). Accordingly, overexpression of Mdm2
has been shown to block both p53-mediated cell cycle arrest and apoptosis.
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Transcription-Independent Functions of p53

Various lines of evidence have established that the p53 tumor suppressor gene plays
a central role as a major effector of either cell cycle arrest or apoptosis following
DNA damage or other types of cellular stress (Levine et al. 2006). Following activation, wild-type p53 protein functions primarily as a transcription factor with
sequence-specific DNA binding activity to regulate expression of p53 target genes
(Vousden 2002). However, in addition to its role as a transcription factor, p53 has
recently been found at extra-nuclear locations. In this regard, under stress conditions p53 translocates to mitochondria and interacts with mitochondrial membrane
proteins involved in apoptosis (Murphy et al. 2004). Evidence suggests that interactions between p53 and Bcl-2 family members at the mitochondrial membrane
promote membrane permeabilization and release of apoptotic factors (Chipuk and
Green 2004; Leu et al. 2004; Endo et al. 2006). Evidence for mitochondrial translocation of p53 in neurons has been demonstrated after global ischemia (Endo et al.
2006). In contrast, there was no evidence to support a role for mitochondrial p53 in
cultured neurons treated with a variety of cytotoxic agents (Uo et al. 2007). The
same authors found that direct targeting of p53 to mitochondria did not induce
apoptosis. These results suggest that the role of mitochondrial p53 in neuronal cell
death is complex and could be determined, in part, by the type of stimulus or tissue
preparation. The interaction between p53 and mitochondria defines a novel p53
transcription-independent cell death pathway that is of potential relevance to seizureinduced neuronal cell death.
Interestingly, a significant increase in p53 abundance occurred at neuronal synapses following exposure to excitotoxic or oxidative insults (Gilman et al. 2003).
The synaptic localization of p53 suggests yet another transcription-independent p53
pathway that may contribute to synaptic dysfunction in various neurodegenerative
diseases. Moreover, others have demonstrated stabilization of p53 through interactions with nucleolar proteins (Kurki et al. 2004). A connection between p53 and the
nucleolus, the locus of rRNA synthesis and ribosome assembly, may be part of a
novel cellular stress response (Mayer and Grummt 2005). In this regard, a direct
interaction between p53 and the nucleolar protein, SL-1, attenuates RNA polymerase activity (Zhai and Comai 2000). Whether a similar functional relationship
between p53 and the nucleolus occurs in neurons remains to be demonstrated.

15.4

p53 and Seizure-Induced Neuronal Cell Death

It is well-established in animal models that prolonged repetitive seizures, i.e., status
epilepticus, cause selective neuronal cell death in vulnerable brain regions (Fujikawa
2005). Accordingly, systemic administration of either the glutamate analog, kainic
acid (KA), or the potent muscarinic agonist, pilocarpine, in rodents causes a welldescribed seizure disorder and neuronal loss in the hippocampus, piriform cortex,
amygdala, and thalamic nuclei (Wang et al. 2005; Fabene et al. 2007). Recent results
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from biochemical and ultrastructural analyses revealed that seizure-induced neuronal
cell death bears features consistent with both necrosis and apoptosis (Fujikawa 2005;
Bengzon et al. 2002). Notably, seizure-induced neuronal cell death can be attenuated
by inhibition of protein synthesis, suggesting that apoptosis plays a prominent role
(Sakhi et al. 1994). In this regard, the role of tumor suppressor p53, a major regulator
of apoptosis, in seizure-induced neuronal cell death was established more than a
decade ago, and has been extensively studied since. Following the administration of
either KA or pilocarpine in rats, p53 mRNA is induced within several hours in vulnerable neurons (Sakhi et al. 1994; Tan et al. 2002a). These findings demonstrated that
in the central nervous system (CNS), the p53 cellular stress response is activated at
the transcriptional level. In these studies, increased p53 mRNA levels were detected
within eosinophilic cells, and not in normal appearing cells, up to 24 hours after
seizure onset (Fig. 15.2). In addition, other laboratories as well as ours have demonstrated accumulation of p53 protein (Fig. 15.2) along with increased sequence-specific
DNA binding activity following prolonged seizures, consistent with the primary role
of p53 as a transcription factor (Liu et al. 1999; Sakhi et al. 1996; Yang et al. 2008).
Similarly, increased p53 DNA binding activity was found to occur in cultured
cerebellar granule neurons following either KA or glutamate treatment (Uberti et al.
1998). Importantly, p53-immunoreactive nuclear aggregates were frequently observed
in damaged neurons, suggesting that the p53 response was triggered by DNA damage.
This was corroborated by double labeling of p53 and damaged DNA by terminal dUTP
nick-end labeling (TUNEL), which indicated that there was a direct link between p53
and DNA damage in the CNS (Fig. 15.2; Tan et al. 2001a, b). The in vivo results
described above have been replicated in both organotypic hippocampal slice cultures
and dissociated hippocampal or cortical neurons (Tan et al. 2001a; Sakhi et al. 1997).
In addition to its pro-apoptotic function, p53 activation in proliferating cells may also
result in cell cycle arrest (Giono and Manfredi 2006). In nonproliferating cells, aberrant activation of the cell cycle has been implicated in apoptosis (Byrnes and Faden
2007). Thus, cyclin D1, a G1 phase cell cycle protein encoded by a p53 responsive
gene, is upregulated in vulnerable neurons and reactive astrocytes following kainateinduced seizures (Liu et al. 1996). These findings strengthen the connection between
p53, a major cell cycle regulator, and neuronal cell death.
Further evidence indicating a more direct role for p53 in seizure-induced neurodegeneration has been provided by studies using p53 null mice. Thus, p53 deficiency has been shown to provide significant neuroprotection from a variety of
experimental insults, including status epilepticus (Morrison et al. 2003).
Interestingly, there was no difference in the pattern of neuronal injury following
subcutaneous administration of KA to heterozygous p53 (+/−) mice compared
with wild-type controls, suggesting that a single copy of p53 is sufficient to confer
neuronal vulnerability (Morrison et al. 1996). In cultured neurons from p53 null
mice, restoration of p53 expression by adenovirus-mediated transduction resulted
in neuronal cell death, further demonstrating a direct link between p53 expression
and neurodegeneration regardless of genetic background (Xiang et al. 1996;
Schauwecker 2003). In addition to genetic manipulation, pharmacological inhibition of p53 activation by the synthetic inhibitor, pifithrin-alpha, or expression of a
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Fig. 15.2 Induction of p53 mRNA and protein in association with neuronal degeneration in rat
brain, following pilocarpine-induced seizures. In situ hybridization with a radiolabeled p53 cRNA
probe and emulsion autoradiography demonstrated a low level of p53 mRNA expression in a
saline-treated control (a) and a significant increase in eosinophilic neurons in hippocampal CA1
pyramidal neurons (arrows) 24 h after the onset of seizures (b). Immunohistochemistry using a
p53-specific antibody revealed background staining in the control (c) and nuclear accumulation of
p53 CA1 pyramidal neurons 8 h after seizure-onset (d). (e) Nuclear p53 accumulation (red) overlaps with damaged DNA shown by TUNEL (green) in the same section (f) 24 h after the onset of
seizures. Scale bar: 30 mm (a–d) and 45 mm (e, f) (Tan et al. 2002a)

dominant-negative p53, protects against a variety of insults including excitotoxic
damage (Culmsee et al. 2001; Neema et al. 2005). Thus, there is an impressive body
of evidence indicating that cell death signaling mediated by activation of the p53
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pathway contributes to neuronal cell death in various pathological conditions,
including prolonged seizures.

15.5 Seizures Activate Key Downstream Effectors
in the p53 Pathway
Of the many facets comprising the p53 pathway, the most widely studied is the regulation of p53 responsive genes, many of which are involved in cell death (Morrison
et al. 2003). Accordingly, Fas protein, apoptosis protease activating factor-1 (Apaf-1)
and the Bcl-2 family member Bax are prominent proapoptotic proteins whose genes
are transcriptionally activated by p53, while the bcl-2 gene itself is transcriptionally
repressed by p53 (Miyashita et al. 1994; Cregan et al. 1999; Ethell and Buhler 2003;
Fortin et al. 2001). In rats treated with either KA or pilocarpine, Fas protein is
upregulated and colocalizes with p53 in degenerating neurons (Tan et al. 2001b,
2002b). Prolonged seizures also promote the formation of Apaf-1/cytochrome c
complexes, a major step prior to caspase-3 activation in the intrinsic apoptosis cascade (Henshall et al. 2001). Bax is also upregulated by seizure activity both in vivo
and in vitro (Yang et al. 2008; Tan et al. 2002b; Liu et al. 2001; Djebaïli et al. 2001),
while bax-deficient neurons are protected from excitotoxic injury and p53-mediated
apoptosis (Xiang et al. 1998; Cregan et al. 1999). Whether p53 mitochondrial translocation plays a role in seizure-induced neuronal cell death through interactions with
Bax and other Bcl-2-related proteins remains to be determined.
As mentioned previously, the mdm2 gene is a p53 response gene and its product
is a major regulator of p53 proteasomal degradation. Status epilepticus following
treatment with either KA or pilocarpine results in a significant increase in Mdm2
expression that colocalizes with p53 in the nucleus of degenerating neurons (Tan
et al. 2001a, 2002b). Interestingly, p53 abundance increased despite the formation
of p53-Mdm2 complexes, and was associated with a marked decrease in the abundance of free ubiquitin (Tan et al. 2001a). Normalization of p53 processing by the
ubiquitin-proteasome pathway may therefore be protective against seizure-induced
neuronal cell death.
In addition to experimental models, recent evidence supporting activation of the
p53 pathway has been reported in humans with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE).
Increased expression of bcl-2 family members and caspase cleavage products were
demonstrated in resected tissue from patients with intractable TLE (Henshall et al.
2000). More recently, neurons with increased immunoreactivity for bcl-2, p53, Fas,
and caspase-3 were identified in sclerotic hippocampi (Xu et al. 2007). In this
study, there was a positive correlation between seizure frequency and expression of
p53, fas and caspase-3. In addition, increased expression of p53 was found in
samples from intractable TLE patients along with significantly lower levels of
Mdm2 (Engel et al. 2007). Both the proapoptotic Fas and the antiapoptotic Bcl-2
proteins were proportionately elevated in sera of patients with idiopathic epilepsy,
and their levels were correlated with seizure severity and frequency (El-Hodhod
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et al. 2006). Additional work will be necessary to firmly establish a causative role
for p53 activation in the neuronal loss associated with human epilepsy.

15.6

Summary

For more than two decades, p53 has been at the forefront of investigations relevant
to cell death signaling and growth control pathways. In addition to its role as a
major transcription factor, the number of ways in which p53 influences cellular
physiology is ever-increasing. There is also compelling evidence supporting a role
for p53 as a mediator of neuronal cell death in both experimental models and
human neurodegenerative conditions, including status epilepticus. Additional work
is necessary to fully understand the ramifications of p53 activation in the CNS,
which will lead to more effective neuroprotective treatments.
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DNA Damage and Repair in the Brain:
Implications for Seizure-Induced Neuronal
Injury, Endangerment, and Neuroprotection
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16.1

Introduction

Continuous seizures can be induced in rodents using several methods, including
focal or systemic chemoconvulsants or electrical stimulation of particular neural
networks. Injurious durations of seizure activity result in neuronal death in vulnerable brain regions, including the hippocampal CA1 and CA3 subfields and hilus;
the entorhinal, perirhinal, and piriform cortices; and the amygdala, regardless of the
method employed to evoke the seizures (Ben-Ari et al. 1986; Du et al. 1995;
Fujikawa 1996; Fujikawa et al. 2000a, b; Henshall et al. 2000; Kondratyev et al.
2001; Motte et al. 1998; Schwob et al. 1980; Sloviter et al. 1996; Sperk et al. 1983).
Other neuronal populations, including those located in striatum, in the hippocampal
CA2 subfield, and in the hippocampal dentate granule cell layer, are resistant to
seizure-evoked injury. It is unclear why particular endangered populations die in the
aftermath of injurious seizures, whereas other populations survive. One plausible
explanation is that injury-resistant populations are either inherently endowed with
or more efficiently engage protective cellular mechanisms.
Although the exact factors mediating the transition from cell endangerment to
cell death following seizures are unknown, it is generally accepted that seizureinduced cellular damage significantly contributes to injury (i.e., frank neuronal death).
It is well established that the cellular damage caused by continuous seizures
increases with seizure duration, and it is generally believed that seizures lasting in
excess of 30 min in duration are required to elicit injury (Fujikawa 1996; Henshall
et al. 2000; Kondratyev and Gale 2001) (Fig. 16.1a). Such seizures are thus considered to be “injurious.” Shorter seizure durations, although likely to evoke some
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Fig. 16.1 Seizure-induced neuronal injury increases with seizure duration. (a) Kainic acid-evoked
seizures lasting in excess of 30 min in duration are required to induce significant injury (cell death)
in endangered neuronal populations in the brain. (b) Preconditioning with noninjurious seizures
(e.g., 7 days of ECS) is neuroprotective and prevents the transition from cell endangerment to cell
death occurring after injurious seizures. Black dots indicate the start of continuous seizure activity
after kainic acid injection, and stars indicate the point at which the seizure activity becomes injurious
(causing cell death in endangered neuronal populations) to the nonprotected brain
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degree of cellular damage, are subthreshold for inducing cell death and are thus
defined here as being “noninjurious.” Given that endangered neurons survive
noninjurious seizure durations (i.e., durations not eliciting frank neuronal death), it
is plausible that the cellular damage elicited by these seizures does not reach the
threshold necessary for triggering cell death and/or compensatory repair processes
are both activated in response to and sufficient for survival.
Intriguingly, preexposure to noninjurious seizures [e.g., continuous seizures
lasting less than 30 min in duration or brief, repeated minimal electroconvulsive
seizures (ECS)] prevents the cell death triggered by subsequent injurious seizures
(Fig. 16.1b) (Kelly and McIntyre 1994; Kondratyev et al. 2001; Najm et al. 1998;
Plamondon et al. 1999; Sasahira et al. 1995; Zhang et al. 2002). This phenomenon
may be a form of epileptic “tolerance,” akin to the ischemic tolerance facilitated by
ischemic preconditioning. Ischemic tolerance has been well documented, whereby
a minimal ischemic episode (ischemic preconditioning) protects from a subsequent
full insult (Kato et al. 1991). Cross tolerance between both neuroprotective seizure
preconditioning and ischemic tolerance, and ischemic preconditioning and epileptic
“tolerance” suggests the mechanisms underlying these two types of preconditioning
stimuli may be similar (Plamondon et al. 1999). A variety of intracellular mechanisms
have been attributed to ischemic tolerance, most falling under the general concept
that the preconditioning event causes cellular damage that, in turn, upregulates cellular defense systems (e.g., increased antioxidant levels or cellular repair machinery). Thus, it is plausible that similar damage-dependent mechanisms contribute to
the tolerance afforded by seizure preconditioning. It is important to note, however,
that although seizure preconditioning is, in general, neuroprotective, different models
of preconditioning may differ in the mechanisms underlying their neuroprotective
effects. As previously mentioned, although 30 min of continuous seizures are noninjurious, they most likely evoke some degree of cellular damage. There is no evidence
to suggest, however, that brief, repeated minimal ECS results in any cellular damage.
Thus, following ECS, there may be activity-dependent recruitment of neuroprotective
processes that may or may not involve mechanisms distinct from those involved in
“tolerance.” This distinction between damage-dependent and activity-dependent
mechanisms of neuroprotection will be touched upon later in this chapter when we
discuss the regulation of DNA repair-related machinery following noninjurious seizure durations versus that occurring following brief, repeated minimal ECS.
In considering the role of cellular damage and compensatory repair in the transition from neuronal endangerment to cell death following seizures, one major question
is what types of cellular damage are important to evoking injury? It has been well
established that continuous seizures lead to oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction in the brain (Bellissimo et al. 2001; Bruce and Baudry 1995; Chuang et al.
2004; Cock et al. 2002; Dal Pizzol et al. 2007; Patel et al. 2005; Patel 2002).
Furthermore, pretreating animals with antioxidants attenuates seizure-induced injury
in the brain (Bishnoi et al. 2007; Gupta and Briyal 2006; Kim et al. 2000; MacGregor
et al. 1996; Shin et al. 2007), suggesting that oxidative cellular damage may be particularly important in the cellular decision to die in the aftermath of seizures.
Clearly seizures may result in multiple types of oxidative damage, but over the last
few decades, increasing attention has been focused on the role of oxidative DNA
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damage in neuronal injury. Indeed, oxidative DNA damage is evoked in the brain
by seizure activity, as evidenced by increases in 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine (8-OHdG),
(Kajitani et al. 2006; Lan et al. 2000; Liang et al. 2000; Patel and Li 2003; Patel
2002, 2004) and DNA inducible genes such as growth arrest and DNA-damage inducible 45 gene (Gadd45) (Henshall et al. 1999) following seizures in rodents. Given the
potential role for DNA damage and repair in neuronal injury (and potentially
resilience) following seizures, we will review below the current state of knowledge
relevant to DNA damage and repair mechanisms (which has been obtained mostly in
nonneural cells) with regard to neural injury and present our own findings relevant to
excitotoxic injury in general, and seizure-evoked injury, in particular.

16.2

DNA Damage and Repair in the Brain

To protect genomic integrity, complex cellular response systems have evolved to
combat DNA lesions. In proliferating cells, DNA damage is detected by cellular
recognition sensors, which in turn, signal downstream to cell-cycle-related
proteins, and the cell cycle progression is halted so that the decision can be made
to repair the damage or to activate cell-cycle linked cell death processes (Norbury
and Zhivotovsky 2004). Repair fidelity and success is important; improper repair
can cause replication and mitotic errors, and aberrations in the genetic code can be
passed on to daughter cells resulting in transcription errors and, potentially, carcinogenesis. In post-mitotic cells, however, the responses to and consequences of
DNA damage are less clear. In neurons, genetic alterations are not passed on to
daughter cells, thus minimizing carcinogenic risk, yet the long neuronal life span
and heavy requirement for proper gene transcription begets the need for genomic
integrity. DNA maintenance may thus be especially critical to neurons following
neurological insults or pathologies that result in significant DNA damage.

16.2.1

What Are the Sources of DNA Damage in the Brain?

Nuclear DNA damage arises from a variety of exogenous and endogenous sources,
the former including both ionizing and ultraviolet radiation, chemical agents, and
heat. The skull and the blood brain barrier are believed to protect the brain from
“normal” exposure to exogenous damage sources. Thus, although irradiation for
brain tumors and certain medications that target neuronal systems are potential
exogenous sources of DNA damage in the central nervous system, DNA damage in
the brain is most likely to arise from endogenous sources.
Endogenous DNA damage generally stems from replication stress (semiconservative DNA replication) and normal metabolic processes. Postmitotic cells by definition,
however, do not divide, minimizing the contribution of this process to DNA damage in
neuronal populations. Thus, oxidative stress, arising from both normal metabolism and
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from supraphysiological conditions, is believed to be the key source of endogenous
DNA damage in mature neurons. Oxidative stress arises when the production of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) surpasses the levels of antioxidant activity. ROS are
formed during several cellular processes including during the Krebs cycle
(Chinopoulos and Adam-Vizi 2006; Tretter and dam-Vizi 2005), the reduction of
oxygen during mitochondrial respiration (oxidative phosphorylation), peroxisomal
metabolism, the enzymatic synthesis of nitric oxide, and the metabolism of phagocytic leukocytes (Chinopoulos and Adam-Vizi 2006; Coyle and Puttfarcken 1993).
Under normal physiological conditions, the brain consumes 20% of total body
oxygen (Clarke and Sokoloff 1999) and metabolizes high levels of glucose, both processes of which facilitate high respiratory turnover. Furthermore, neurons are almost
completely dependent upon oxidative phosphorylation for adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) generation, which increases the neuronal consumption of oxygen as neural
activity and, in turn, energy demands increase (Coyle and Puttfarcken 1993). The brain
also has high levels of iron, which further exacerbates free radical production through
mechanisms mentioned above. This suggests that cellular respiration is most likely the
greatest source of ROS in the brain under physiological conditions. It also suggests that
ROS production in the brain is relatively high as compared with other tissues, especially during periods of intense neuronal activity and/or when energy demands require
both the breakdown of glucose and oxygen consumption for ATP generation. Thus,
during excessive glutamatergic activity, such as occurs during seizures, increases in
metabolic processes may be especially problematic for cellular defense systems (e.g.,
peroxide detoxification by endogenous antioxidants). Furthermore, during excitatory
neurotransmission, calcium and/or zinc entry through permeable glutamate receptors
leads to mitochondrial dysfunction and the uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation,
which in turn, further exacerbates ROS production.
In addition to cellular respiration, reactions catalyzed by several enzymes, including xanthine oxidase, cytochrome p450, monoamine oxidase, nitric oxide synthase,
cyclooxygenase, and lipoxygenase can all potentially produce ROS (Coyle and
Puttfarcken 1993; Phillis et al. 2006). Because peroxides are formed as intermediates of prostaglandin and leukotriene production by cyclooxygenases and lipoxygenases, respectively, increases in the activity of these enzymes, such as occurs during
seizures (Bazan et al. 1986; Kawaguchi et al. 2005; Simmet et al. 1987), result in
increased ROS production in addition to that produced by cellular respiration.
Finally, radical-mediated lipid peroxidation can also result in the generation of free
radicals. Neuronal membranes have high concentrations of polyunsaturated fatty,
acids, which are potential substrates for peroxidation by hydroxyl radicals (Coyle and
Puttfarcken 1993; Zaleska and Wilson 1989). This creates a type of “ROS begets
ROS” cycle following neurological insults that results in lipid peroxidation, such as
excessive seizure activity (Bruce and Baudry 1995; Ueda et al. 1997).
The brain is equipped with a diverse endogenous antioxidant system that includes
superoxide dismutase and glutathione peroxidase (Dringen and Hirrlinger 2003;
Dringen et al. 1998; Vogel et al. 1999; Zoccarato et al. 2004). Although it has been
reported that neurons have decreased levels of certain antioxidants as compared
with other tissues (Satrustegui and Richter 1984), neurons as well as glia appear to be
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efficient at peroxide detoxification and maintaining their oxidative state under normal
physiological conditions (Dringen et al. 1998, 2005). The fact that injury induced
by neurological insults is alleviated by antioxidant treatments (Gupta et al. 2003;
Mishima et al. 2003; Onem et al. 2006; Sumanont et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2004),
however, suggests that neurons may not be entirely efficient in handling pathological
increases in oxidative stress levels. Thus, downstream endogenous repair mechanisms may be required to counter oxidative damage in order for endangered cells
to survive neurological insults.

16.2.2

Oxidative Stress Yields DNA Damage

Oxidative DNA damage arises when reactive oxygen or nitrogen species (ROS or
RNS, respectively) attack DNA at the bases or sugar-phosphates. This results in many
forms of DNA damage, including 8-oxoguanine and thymine glycol (Slupphaug et al.
2003). It is more probable that single-strand breaks will occur than double-strand
breaks (DSBs) following ROS attack. If located in close proximity, however, multiple
single-strand breaks can result in DSBs, the most lethal of all DNA lesions. This can
occur either from the induction of two single-strand breaks located across from each
other on opposite strands of the DNA or during the repair of clustered single-strand
breaks where nicks generated during the repair process can create DNA lesions.
Oxidative damage is not necessarily present in significant amounts in the normal
brain (Arnett et al. 2005), presumably because mediators of oxidative stress are
balanced by endogenous antioxidant systems. In the rodent, under normal physiological conditions, however, increases in basal levels of oxidative DNA damage have
been detected in the brain during aging (Cardozo-Pelaez et al. 1999; Hamilton et al.
2001; Rutten et al. 2003). Furthermore, in the aging human brain, DNA damage has
been found in the promoter regions of genes encoding proteins that are downregulated in the aged brain, suggesting that DNA damage accumulates in the brain over
time (Lu et al. 2004). Accumulation of DNA damage during the aging process may
contribute to age-related neurodegeneration; the extent and consequences, however,
of “nonpathological” DNA damage in the brain have yet to be determined.
During pathological states, there is evidence to suggest that increases in oxidative
stress and, in turn, DNA damage may significantly impact neuronal fate. Increases
in oxidative DNA damage have been detected in several brain-related pathologies
and following a variety of neurological insults. For example, DNA damage has been
suggested to be elevated in brain-related pathologies characterized by neurodegeneration (Barnham et al. 2004; Simonian and Coyle 1996). Increases in markers of
oxidative damage, such as 8-OHdG, have been observed in the brains from patients
with Alzheimer’s Disease (Gabbita et al. 1998; Lovell et al. 1999; Wang et al. 2006)
and Parkinson’s Disease (Alam et al. 1997; Hegde et al. 2006). Furthermore, there
is evidence to suggest that oxidative DNA damage may contribute to the neurodegeneration occurring in people with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Aguirre et al.
2005; Bogdanov et al. 2000; Ferrante et al. 1997; Kisby et al. 1997).
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DNA damage is also increased in the brain following experimental models of
neurological insults including middle cerebral artery occlusion in rodents (Cui et al.
1999, 2000; Hayashi et al. 1999; Lan et al. 2003; Nagayama et al. 2000a; Zhang et al.
2001), mouse forebrain ischemia and reperfusion (Liu et al. 1996), gerbil global
ischemia and reperfusion (An et al. 2002), experimental stroke (Li et al. 2005),
traumatic brain injury (Lewen et al. 2001; Mendez et al. 2004), and following
hypoxia (Englander et al. 1999; Lee et al. 2002). As previously mentioned, continuous seizures also increase DNA damage in the brain. Thus, diseases and conditions
that result in neuronal death have all been linked to elevated levels of DNA damage,
suggesting that DNA damage may contribute to neuronal vulnerability.

16.2.3

DNA Repair Counters DNA Damage

Intriguingly, many of the aforementioned neurodegenerative disorders associated
with increased DNA damage are also associated with decreased DNA repair factor
expression and/or activity (Davydov et al. 2003; Kisby et al. 1997; Lovell et al.
2000). DNA repair has been reported to decline in the brain during aging (Intano
et al. 2003; Krishna et al. 2005; Rao 2007; Ren and de Ortiz 2002; Sharma 2007;
Vyjayanti and Rao 2006), and decreases in DNA repair after experimentallyinduced injury have been associated with neurodegeneration, implicating deficient
DNA repair in cell death processes. Furthermore, the importance of functional
DNA-repair pathways in neuronal survival is underscored by the abnormal neuronal
development and vulnerability to injury observed in DNA repair-deficient mice
(Culmsee et al. 2001; Francisconi et al. 2006; Laposa and Cleaver 2001; Meira
et al. 2001; Neema et al. 2005; Vemuri et al. 2001) and humans (Brooks 2002; Rass
et al. 2007; Rolig and McKinnon 2000). This suggests that the balance between
the induction of DNA damage and compensatory repair processes may influence
neuronal survival following neural insults.
Several DNA repair systems have been suggested to affect neuronal function and
vulnerability to injury, including base excision, nucleotide excision, and DSB repair
pathways. While our major focus is DSB repair, the contribution of other repair pathways to neuronal fate following neurological insults should not be neglected. This is
especially true given the fact there is likely a great deal of “cross-talk” and/or redundancy in function among pathways. Thus, a brief discussion of the repair machinery
that has been implicated in neuronal vulnerability to injury is warranted.
Base Excision Repair
During base excision repair, DNA glycosylases hydrolyze the N-glycosylic bond
linking the damaged base to the deoxyribose-phosphate sugar backbone, excising
it. This leaves behind an apurinic or apyrimidinic (AP) site. AP endonucleases,
such as APE1, then nick the phosphodiester bond usually immediately 5¢ to the AP
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site, leaving behind a 5¢ terminal deoxyribose-phosphate residue. Exonucleases
(DNA-deoxyribophosphodiesterases) remove this residue, degrading the DNA
ends. Finally, DNA polymerases (pol) fill the nucleotide gap and DNA ligase seals
any nicks, completing the repair process. The last step of base excision repair can
be broken down into long patch repair, which involves factors also involved in
DNA replication such as DNA pol d/e/b, proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA),
Fen1, DNA ligase I and replication protein A (RPA), (Krokan et al. 2000) and
short patch repair, which is mediated by pol b, DNA ligase III, and XRCC1
(Kubota et al. 1996).
Although it has been reported that some base excision repair enzymes
(Englander and Ma 2006) and activities (Intano et al. 2003; Rao et al. 2001)
decline with aging, the mature brain expresses base excision repair proteins and
maintains base excision repair activity (Araneda et al. 2001; Karahalil et al. 2002;
Raji et al. 2002). Furthermore, there is evidence to suggest that the activities of
this repair pathway are important to neuronal function and viability, especially
after injury. Under normal physiological conditions in vitro, suppression of uracilDNA glycosylase using an antisense oligonucleotide directed at the UNG gene
increases DNA damage (as measured by COMET), p53, and neuronal apoptosis in
hippocampal cultures (Kruman et al. 2004). Additionally, although it was reported
that UNG−/− mice have no overt phenotype (Nilsen et al. 2000), cortical neurons
from UNG−/− mice are vulnerable to cell death evoked by oxygen–glucose deprivation. Moreover, in vivo, infarct size is larger in UNG−/− mice following middle
cerebral artery occlusion as compared with the infarct size induced in wild type
mice (Endres et al. 2004).
Base excision repair activity is increased in the rodent brain following ischemic
preconditioning (Li et al. 2006) and ischemia and reperfusion (Lan et al. 2003; Lin
et al. 2000). Furthermore the expression of base excision repair factors is induced
in the brain by hypoxia (Lee et al. 2002), hyperoxia (Edwards et al. 1998), middle
cerebral artery occlusion (Endres et al. 2004), and kainic acid-evoked seizures
(Quach et al. 2005). Intriguingly, following injurious insults, base excision repair
factors decrease at time points preceding or concurrent with cell death (Fujimura
et al. 1999b, c, 2000; Kawase et al. 1999; Lewen et al. 2001; Morita-Fujimura et al.
1999). Whether this decrease in DNA repair factors contributes to the injury or is
instead a result of cell death processes is unclear, but it is conceivable that a depletion of energy stores during injury causes repair processes to “shut down,” further
exacerbating the cellular damage and injury evoked by the insult.
Nucleotide Excision Repair
Damage not recognized by glycosylases is usually repaired by nucleotide excision
repair, which tends to be associated with the repair of “bulky” lesions, chemical
bonds between the bases, or damage that distorts the DNA structure. There are two
subpathways of nucleotide excision repair: global genome repair and transcriptioncoupled repair (TCR) (Tijsterman et al. 1999). Overlapping factors mediate both
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pathways, including members of the XP complementation group (XPA through G).
In nucleotide excision repair, a helicase unwinds the DNA near the damage site
and damage-specific endonucleases cut at both sides of the damage, freeing an
oligonucleotide fragment. Missing nucleotides are replaced by one or more DNA
polymerases, and repair is completed by DNA ligase.
In nondividing cells, it has been suggested that the major nucleotide excision
repair pathway is TCR (Nouspikel and Hanawalt 2002). Presumably, stalled RNA
polymerases at the site of DNA damage activate repair machinery, resulting in the
preferential repair of the transcribed strand in transcriptionally active regions of
the genome. TCR is believed to require TFIIH, and, interestingly, some nucleotide
excision repair factors are also subunits of the TFIIH complex.
It has been suggested that neurons preferentially repair transcriptionally active
regions of the genome, but as opposed to what occurs during TCR, neurons appear
to repair the transcribed and nontranscribed strands with equal efficiency. This type
of repair has been termed “differentiation-associated repair” (Nouspikel and
Hanawalt 2000, 2002). Intriguingly, genes involved in TCR and differentiation
associated repair appear to be important to neuronal development and survival in
the rodent and human brain. Mutations in XP genes, with the exception of XPC and
XPE (which are not thought to be required for TCR) result in a wide range of neurological phenotypes usually characterized by either neuronal loss during development or progressive neurodegeneration in specific neuronal populations (Brooks
2002; Hayashi et al. 2004; Itoh et al. 1999; Kohji et al. 1998; McMurray 2005).
Interestingly, astrocytes from XPA−/− mice are seemingly resistant to cell death
evoked by chloroacetaldehyde (CAA) whereas cerebellar neurons from XPA−/−
mice have increased vulnerability to cell death elicited by CAA (Kisby et al. 2004)
and UV radiation (Enokido et al. 1997), as compared with neurons from wild-type
animals. This suggests that XPA may specifically influence neuronal survival
following DNA damage in mature cells.
Neurons are capable of nucleotide excision repair (Brooks 1998; Nouspikel and
Hanawalt 2002); however, the induction of nucleotide excision repair factors following injury in the brain has been relatively unexamined. ERCC6 mRNA expression is
induced in both neurons and astrocytes in the rodent brain following ischemia (Sun
et al. 2002), suggesting that some members of this pathway may respond to injury.
Mismatch Repair
In mismatch repair, DNA glycosylases that recognize mismatched bases or insertions or deletions introduced by the DNA polymerase excise the damaged region.
This is followed by helicase-mediated DNA unwinding, endonucleolytic cleavage of
the damage site, exonucleolytic processing of the DNA ends, and repair completion
by DNA polymerases and ligases. Human mismatch repair recognition genes include
hMSH2, hMSH3 and hMSH6, which are believed to recruit hMLH1 and hPMS2.
DNA repair synthesis is then facilitated by PCNA, RPA, and DNA polymerase d/e
(Karran and Bignami 1999).
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Mismatch repair is functional in mature neurons (Brooks et al. 1996; Marietta
et al. 1998). The impact of deficiencies in mismatch repair in neuronal populations
in the brain are unclear, but humans with inherited mutations in mismatch repair genes
appear to be vulnerable to developing certain types of brain tumors (de Vos et al.
2005; Hegde et al. 2005; Menko et al. 2004). Mismatch repair protein induction
following injury has not been extensively examined in the brain, but the MSH2
protein has been reported to increase following seizures (Belloni et al. 1999)
and mice deficient in mismatch repair show increased vulnerability to seizures and
seizure-evoked hippocampal cell loss (Francisconi et al. 2006). This suggests that
like base excision and nucleotide excision repair pathways, mismatch repair may be
induced following injury in the brain.
Double-Strand Break Repair
As previously mentioned, our major focus is DSB induction and repair, given the
lethal nature of these lesions and the need for more investigation in this area with
regard to neuronal injury and survival mechanisms. Thus, in the next section, we
will cover what is currently known about DSB induction and repair in the brain and
discuss some of our most recent findings that may shed some light on how DSBs
and their repair may influence neuronal fate following seizures.
Early Events
DSBs are considered to be the most lethal of all DNA lesions, and, thus, DSB
repair may be particularly important to neuronal vulnerability following neurological insults. Surprisingly, while being potentially a very important contributor
to vulnerability to neuronal injury, our knowledge of DSB formation, detection,
and repair comes almost exclusively from nonneural cells. DSBs are repaired by
several pathways, including homologous recombination, single-strand annealing,
and nonhomologous-end-joining (NHEJ) (Singleton and Jeggo 1999). There is
tremendous overlap in the initial detection and signaling events occurring before
each of these repair pathways. One of the earliest events to happen after a DSB is
the phosphorylation of histone H2A.X (termed g-H2AX) over megabase domains
near the lesion site (Fig. 16.2a). Thousands of H2A.X molecules are phosphorylated near each DSB, occurring within minutes of ionizing radiation. It has
been suggested that ATM is primarily responsible for this phosphorylation event,
but other phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) family members, such as ATR and
DNA-PK, have all been implicated in g-H2AX formation following various types
of injury (Friesner et al. 2005; Hickson et al. 2004; Park et al. 2003; Stiff et al.
2004). Although several groups have used g-H2AX as a marker of DSBs in neurons
(Kim et al. 2004; Nowak et al. 2006), our laboratory was the first to demonstrate
that g-H2AX nuclear foci are rapidly formed following activation of glutamate
receptors, in vitro, in primary cortical neuronal cultures (Crowe et al. 2006). In this
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Fig. 16.2 Early events in DSB detection- and repair-related signaling. (a) Following a DSB,
histone H2A.X is phosphorylated on C-terminal serine residues over megabase domains by ATM
and/or other PI3K family members, such as ATR or DNA-PK, near the lesion site. (b) DSB signaling and repair factors are recruited to the lesions site, including the MRN (Mre11/NBS1/Rad50)
complex, BRCA1, 53BP1, and MDC1

study, we found that the extent and temporal profile of g-H2AX formation following
glutamate receptor activation corresponded to that observed following low doses
of ionizing radiation (IR), a DNA damaging agent that consistently and dosedependently produces DSBs (IR experiments were performed to create a baseline
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for subsequent studies involving glutamate receptor activation). We observed
g-H2AX formation in a majority of neurons following nonlethal IR doses or concentrations of glutamate receptor agonists, NMDA or AMPA resulting in minimal
cell death, suggesting that insults not necessarily resulting in cell death may be
sufficient to induce DNA damage and DSB-related repair pathways in neurons.
We also characterized several distinct types of g-H2AX foci observed in neurons
and described their quantification methods and exclusion criteria. Gradual disappearance of g-H2AX foci in surviving neurons suggested ongoing repair, although
the significance of disappearing foci is yet unclear (Bouquet et al. 2006; Crowe
et al. 2006). This suggestion was further supported by our observation of frequent
colocalization of this chromatin modification with the DNA repair factor Mre11
(Crowe et al. 2006) (see below).
As previously discussed, experimental models of continuous seizures, such as
those caused by the systemic administration of kainic acid, result in specific patterns
of excitotoxic neuronal loss in endangered neuronal populations (particularly in the
CA1 and CA3 of the hippocampus; the amygdala; and the entorhinal, perirhinal, and
piriform cortices) (Kondratyev and Gale 2001; Kondratyev et al. 2001; Schwob
et al. 1980; Sperk et al. 1983) following injurious seizure durations. Furthermore,
the degree of this seizure-evoked injury increases with seizure duration (Kondratyev
and Gale 2001; Tuunanen et al. 1999). Conversely, relatively short durations of
seizure activity, such as continuous seizures lasting less than 30 min in duration and
brief, repeated minimal ECS do not trigger neuronal loss in endangered cells.
Moreover, pretreatment with noninjurious seizures (either brief, repeated minimal
ECS or continuous seizures lasting <30 min in duration) can result in either protection from or tolerance to subsequent seizure-evoked injury (Kondratyev and Gale
2001; Kondratyev et al. 2001; Najm et al. 1998; Plamondon et al. 1999; Zhang et al.
2002). This raises several questions when considering the role of DSBs and their
repair in neuronal injury and resilience following seizures. First, are DSBs induced
following continuous seizures, and, if so, does this induction occur in all endangered populations or only those that are susceptible to seizure-evoked cell death?
Second, are DSB detection and repair machinery recruited following seizures,
or does seizure-evoked DNA damage persist over time? Third, do noninjurious
seizures evoke any degree of DSBs, and is there a distinction between noninjurious
continuous seizures and brief, repeated minimal ECS? Finally, do neuroprotective
strategies such as seizure preconditioning attenuate subsequent seizure-evoked
DNA damage and/or facilitate repair? Although these questions remain to be answered,
there is some indication that DSBs and associated repair processes may influence
the transition from cell endangerment to cell death.
Given that DNA DSBs are the most lethal form of DNA lesion, and our in vitro
results showing rapid g-H2AX response following glutamate receptor activation,
we hypothesized that DSB detection and repair machinery may be a determinant of
vulnerability to seizure-induced cell death. To test this hypothesis, we performed a
series of in vivo studies investigating H2A.X phosphorylation following injurious
and noninjurious seizures. We found that following continuous seizures that are
either associated with subsequent massive cell death (2 h of kainate-induced status
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epilepticus) or not causing significant neurodegeneration (£30 min of kainateinduced status epilepticus), g-H2AX increased in neurons in numerous brain areas,
including hippocampal CA3 (Fig. 16.3), CA1, dentate gyrus, as well as entorhinal
cortex, amygdala, and thalamic nuclei (not shown). These increases were observed
immediately following termination of the seizures with diazepam, suggesting that
g-H2AX is an early marker of DNA damage in neurons following seizures. In the
majority of brain areas studied, the number of g-H2AX foci increased as a function
of status epilepticus duration (i.e., the longer the duration the greater the number of
foci). Moreover, increases in g-H2AX immunoreactivity were seen in vulnerable
brain regions following much shorter durations of seizure activity (i.e., 5 min of
status epilepticus or 30 min of intermittent seizure activity preceding the onset of
status epilepticus). It is important to note that durations of seizure activity this short
are usually not associated with any signs of injury. This further underscores that
g-H2AX foci formation is potentially an especially sensitive marker of seizureinduced neuronal endangerment. Interestingly, pre-exposure to noninjurious ECS
did not result in significant g-H2AX foci formation in any of the brain regions
examined (not shown). This supports the notion that minimal ECS does not result
in neuronal damage or injury. Furthermore, our preliminary data indicate that ECS
preconditioning attenuated the g-H2AX increases caused by subsequent injurious

Fig. 16.3 Formation of g-H2AX foci in vivo after kainic acid-induced continuous seizures lasting
for 0 (control), 30, or 120 min in the CA3 region of the hippocampus. Seizures were induced as
described previously (Kondratyev et al. 2001). DAPI staining reveals nuclear morphology, NSE
(Neuron-Specific Enolase) is a neuronal marker, g-H2AX shows phosphorylated histone H2A.X.
Scale bar, 20 mm
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seizures (i.e., 2 h of status epilepticus) as compared to the foci formation following
2 h of status epilepticus in nonpreconditioned animals. These data may provide
some insight into the mechanism subserving the neuroprotective effects of preexposure to minimal ECS.
Recruitment of DSB detection- and repair-related factors is another early event
following DSB induction (Fig. 16.2b). The MRN (Mre11/NBS1/Rad50) complex,
BRCA1 and BRCA2, 53BP1 (Anderson et al. 2001), Rad51, and MDC1 (Stewart
et al. 2003; Stucki et al. 2005; Stucki and Jackson 2006) all form ionizing radiation-induced foci that colocalize with g-H2AX. Although there is evidence suggesting that g-H2AX recruits these factors to the lesion site (Fernandez-Capetillo
et al. 2004), the exact temporal relationship of these factors accruing around the
DNA site is still an area of intense investigation. It currently appears that although
g-H2AX may not be required for the initial recruitment of DNA repair machinery
(Celeste et al. 2003), it is necessary for retaining these factors (Celeste et al. 2003)
and possibly for maintaining chromatin structure in an accessible state (Kruhlak
et al. 2006). Notably, deficiencies in NBS1 results in neural death during development, and a lack of ATM causes progressive neurodegeneration. This suggests that
early events in DSB recognition and signaling may influence neuronal fate following injury, although there are few studies that have examined this issue. Using
confocal laser microscopy, we have shown that the majority of g-H2AX foci optically colocalized with Mre11 following glutamate receptor activation in cortical
neurons in vitro (Crowe et al. 2006). The patterns of co-localization were similar
to those observed after IR, a known source of DSBs, suggesting mobilization of
DSB repair pathways following excitotoxic injury. To confirm the true nature of
colocalization of g-H2AX with Mre11, we performed fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET) analysis of colocalization following IR or glutamate receptor activation
in primary neuronal cultures (unpublished observation, Fig. 16.4). Consistent with
our previously published results, IR increased g-H2AX formation in a dose-dependent manner, and it also increased the amount of g-H2AX colocalization with
Mre11, as demonstrated by FRET analysis (Fig. 16.4, yellow color corresponds
to a “true” co-localization, as revealed by FRET technique). Treatment with
NMDA (15 mm) for 10 min also resulted in FRET positivity, indicating recruitment of the DNA repair machinery following glutamate receptor activation
(Fig. 16.4). As expected, no FRET was detected in control neurons (not shown).
Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first ever demonstration of
colocalization of g-H2AX with Mre11 using FRET in neurons and only the second demonstration of such colocalization using FRET ever documented (Rapp
and Greulich 2004).
In summary, these results provide key evidence that DSB DNA damage/repair
mechanisms can be implicated in vulnerability and/or resistance to glutamatemediated toxicity. It remains to be determined whether g-H2AX colocalizes with
DSB repair factors following seizure activity in vivo. However, similarities of the
g-H2AX response in neuronal cultures and in vivo, following seizures, suggest that
DSB repair mechanisms may be important contributors to vulnerability and/or
resistance to seizure-evoked injury in vivo.
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Fig. 16.4 Colocalization of g-H2AX with Mre-11 as determined by using the FRET technique.
Fourteen days-in-vitro primary cortical neurons were treated either with NMDA (15 mM) or ionizing
radiation (1 Gy or 5 Gy), as described in (Crowe et al. 2006). Control cultures received either vehicle
or sham-irradiation. Collection and analysis of FRET by the sensitized emission method was
based on technique described previously (Gordon et al. 1998; Xia and Liu 2001). Photographs are
representative images of co-localization following ionizing radiation (the extent of co-localization
as visualized by FRET technique is seen in yellow). Data represent means ± SD

Delayed Events
Following the early events after DSB induction, DSB repair proceeds mainly
through NHEJ in mammalian cells (Friedberg et al. 1995; Jackson 2002). Although
the precise components of NHEJ are unknown, six major factors of the NHEJ repair
pathway have been identified to date: DNA-PK [composed of the autoantigens
Ku70 and Ku 80 and the DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (DNA-
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PKcs)], Artemis, XRCC4, ligase IV, and the recently identified Cernunnos–XLF
protein (Sekiguchi and Ferguson 2006). It is unclear how many other factors are
required for successful DSB repair, but additional factors, such as 53BP1
(Nakamura et al. 2006), WRN helicase (Cheng et al. 2004; Li and Comai 2000), the
Mre11/Rad50/NBS-1 (MRN) complex (Huang and Dynan 2002; Trujillo et al.
1998), and the polypeptide complex composed of polypyrimidine tract-binding
protein-associated splicing factor (PSF) and a 54-kDa nuclear RNA-binding protein
(p54(nrb)) (Bladen et al. 2005) have all been suggested to participate in this repair
pathway.
After cellular detection of a DNA strand break, Ku70 and Ku80 form a heterodimer and bind to the free DNA ends. Following DNA binding, the Ku70/Ku80
complex is believed to then recruit DNA-PKcs. Although DNA-PKcs and the Ku
heterodimer can bind to DNA independently of each other (Hammarsten and Chu
1998; Yaneva et al. 1997), Ku increases the affinity of DNA-PKcs for DNA ends
(West et al. 1998) and is thought to facilitate efficient DSB repair (Dynan and
Yoo 2002). Moreover, recent data suggest Ku may also act to recruit the ligase
complex (Chen et al. 2000; Nick McElhinny et al. 2000) and pol mu and pol
lambda (Ma et al. 2004), underscoring its important role in this repair process.
DNA-PK is activated upon the binding and phosphorylation of DNA-PKcs.
The DNA-PK complex is then joined by Artemis, which in turn is phosphorylated
by DNA-PK and possibly other PI3 kinases such as ATM and ATR. Following its
activation, Artemis is thought to be responsible for the nucleolytic processing of the
DNA ends prior to joining (Jeggo and O’Neill 2002; Ma et al. 2005; Sekiguchi and
Ferguson 2006). Once the DNA ends are ready for ligation, the XRCC4/ligase
multimer together with Cernunnos–XLF mediates DNA end-joining (Ahnesorg
et al. 2006; Buck et al. 2006; Sekiguchi and Ferguson 2006).
Mature neurons are capable of repairing DNA DSBs in vitro (Gobbel et al. 1998;
Merlo et al. 2005; Vyjayanti and Rao 2006). Furthermore, cellular extracts from the
rodent brain possess DNA end-joining activity (Ren and de Ortiz 2002). This suggests that mature neurons have the ability to repair DSBs.
NHEJ factors have been implicated in neuronal vulnerability to injury (Chechlacz
et al. 2001; Culmsee et al. 2001; Neema et al. 2005; Shackelford et al. 1999;
Vemuri et al. 2001) and in neurodegenerative pathologies (Davydov et al. 2003;
Shackelford 2006; Vyjayanti and Rao 2006). Furthermore, this pathway may be
induced by both injury and by neuroprotective preconditioning paradigms
(i.e., ischemic preconditioning). Both Ku 80 DNA binding activity and protein
expression were increased following ischemic preconditioning and/or brief
ischemic events (Shackelford et al. 1999; Sugawara et al. 2001). Although these
data suggest that DSB repair influences neuronal viability following injury, the
regulation of DSB repair machinery following neuronal insults in general and in
particular, after seizures remains relatively unexamined. Our own studies described
below have demonstrated that seizures result in similar upregulation of Ku70
protein. We hypothesized that continuous seizures will result in the upregulation of
DNA repair machinery (i.e., Ku70) in vulnerable brain regions. Furthermore, we
predicted that the regulation of DNA repair machinery will depend on seizure
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duration, and thus, the degree of seizure-evoked injury. Moreover, we predicted
that early induction of DSB repair mechanisms may be a compensatory process
following noninjurious seizures, and this harnessing of cellular self-defense systems
may underlie the neuroprotection afforded by preconditioning the brain with
noninjurious seizures.
Ku70 Protein Levels Increase Following Continuous Seizures
A rapid and transient increase in the expression of nuclear Ku70 protein could be
detected in the rhinal cortex (defined in the legend to Fig. 16.5) following 30 min
of continuous seizures [Fig. 16.5a (top) and b (light bars)]. This increase could be
detected as early as 8.5 h after the start of continuous seizures. By 20 h after the
onset of continuous seizures, Ku70 protein expression returned to that observed in
vehicle (saline)-injected control animals. There was a trend towards a downregulation in Ku70 protein 20 h after the start of continuous seizures; this decrease, however,
did not reach statistical significance.
A similar pattern of seizure-evoked Ku70 protein expression was observed in
the rhinal cortex following 120 min of continuous seizures [Fig. 16.5a (bottom)
and b (dark bars)]. Following 120 min of continuous seizures, a significant
increase in Ku70 protein expression could be detected 6 h following the start of
continuous seizures. This increase in Ku70 protein expression occurred slightly
earlier than the increase induced by continuous seizures lasting 30 min in duration. As observed following 30 min of seizures, Ku70 protein levels returned to
those of vehicle-injected control animals by 10 h after the start of continuous
seizures, and there was a trend towards a downregulation by 20 h after seizure
onset that did not reach significance. We did not detect a change in Ku70 protein
levels following either seizure duration in the hippocampus or in the olfactory
bulb (not shown).
Intriguingly, we also observed an increase in Ku70 protein following both seizure
durations in the cytosolic fraction of the rhinal cortex (Fig. 16.6a, b) but not in the
hippocampus or the olfactory bulb (not shown).
Ku70 Protein Levels Are Not Affected by ECS Treatment
Chronic ECS treatment (7 days) (Fig. 16.7a) or acute treatments (1 or 3 days, not
shown) did not appear to affect nuclear or cytosolic Ku70 protein levels in the rhinal
cortex at either 8 or 24 h after the last ECS session. Similarly, neither chronic nor
acute ECS altered Ku70 levels in the nucleus or cytosol in the hippocampus.
Preexposure to ECS Prevents Seizure-Induced Upregulation of Ku70 Protein
Pretreatment with chronic ECS (7 days), prevented the nuclear Ku70 protein
increases observed 6 h after the start of 120 min of continuous seizures (Fig. 16.7b).
It does not appear that ECS delayed the induction of Ku70 protein expression in
response to continuous seizures as Ku70 protein expression levels were unaltered
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Fig. 16.5 Nuclear Ku70 protein levels increase in the rhinal cortex following 30 or 120 min of continuous seizures. Seizures were induced by systemic administration of kainic acid, as described previously (Kondratyev and Gale 2001; Kondratyev et al. 2001). (a) and (b), Ku70 protein expression
detected by Western blotting. (a) Representative Western blots of Ku70 protein expression as a function of time after the start of 30 min (top) or 120 min (bottom) of continuous seizures. Protein from
the nuclear extracts of rhinal cortices (see box drawn on schematic of coronal rat brain section;
Bregma-3.6. The sample referred to here as “rhinal cortex” corresponded to a single piece of tissue
containing the entorhinal and perirhinal cortex as well as the intervening lateral periamygdaloid
cortex and the posterior piriform cortex) from kainic acid treated rats or from saline-injected controls
were separated on 12.5% SDS–PAGE gels, transferred onto PVDF membranes, and probed with rabbit antihuman Ku70 antibody (Chemicon; 1:8,000). Chemiluminescent signal was detected by exposure to Kodak Biomax film. Black bar indicates the location of bovine serum albumin protein
(82.6 kDa) present in the prestained standard. (b) Quantification of nuclear Ku70 protein amounts
following 30 min (light bars) or 120 min (dark bars) of continuous seizures. The optical densities of
the bands were measured and protein levels were calculated relative to the standard. Data are
expressed as the percent of the mean value for vehicle-treated control animals (% mean control ± SEM)
(N = 4 for all groups, *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 as compared to vehicle-injected controls; ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukey)

as compared with those in rhinal cortices from saline-injected rats (controls) at
10.5 h following the start of continuous seizures.
These results provide evidence that Ku70 protein expression increases in the
rhinal cortex in response to injurious and noninjurious kainic acid-induced seizures.
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Fig. 16.6 Cytosolic Ku70 protein levels increase in the rhinal cortex following 30 or 120 min of
kainic acid-evoked continuous seizures. (a) and (b), Ku70 protein expression detected by Western
blotting. (a) Representative Western blots of cytosolic Ku70 protein expression as a function of
time after the start of 30 min (left) or 120 min (right) of continuous seizures. Western blots of Ku70
from cytosolic protein extracts were obtained as described in the legend for Fig. 5. Black bar indicates the location of bovine serum albumin protein (82.6 kDa) present in the prestained standard. (b)
Quantification of cytosolic Ku70 protein amounts following 30 min (light bars) or 120 min (dark
bars) of continuous seizures. The optical densities of the bands were measured and protein levels
were calculated relative to the standard. Data are expressed as the percent of the mean value for
vehicle-treated control animals (% mean control ± SEM) (N = 4 for all groups, *p < 0.05 and
**p < 0.01 as compared to vehicle-injected controls; ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukey)

Furthermore, we show that pretreatment with brief, repeated minimal ECS prevents
the Ku70 protein induction observed following 120 min of continuous seizures.
Most studies in the brain investigating injury-evoked changes in DNA repair
factors have focused on the effects of injurious insults (i.e., ischemia), which result
in cell death (Chen et al. 2003; Fujimura et al. 1999a, c, 2000; Hermann et al. 2001;
Kim et al. 2001; Lewen et al. 2001; Morita-Fujimura et al. 1999). In these studies,
DNA repair protein or gene expression was evaluated at time points immediately
preceding and/or occurring concomitantly with the appearance of cell death markers.
Thus, the injury-evoked changes in DNA repair machinery observed in these
studies are likely related to cell death processes as opposed to an initial response to
injury-evoked DNA damage. Notably, early after injury, prior to the initiation of
cell death processes, increases in DNA repair factors have been observed following
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Fig. 16.7 Pretreatment with 7 days of minimal electroconvulsive seizures (ECS) prevents the
increase in nuclear Ku70 protein levels evoked by 120 min of kainic acid-induced continuous
seizures. Status epilepticus and ECS were induced as described previously (Kondratyev et al.
2001). (a) and (b), Quantification of relative nuclear Ku70 protein levels detected by Western
blotting. The optical densities of the bands were measured and protein levels were calculated
relative to the standard. Data are expressed as the percent of the mean value for vehicle-treated
control animals (% mean control ± SEM). (a) ECS alone (7 days) did not alter nuclear Ku70 protein levels in the rhinal cortex (N  =  5 for all groups). (b) Pretreatment with ECS (spotted bars)
prevented the increase in Ku70 protein levels observed following 120 min of continuous seizures
(black bars; reproduced from Fig. 6b for reference comparison) (N =  5 for ECS + 120 min of
seizures, N  =  4 for 120 min of seizures, **p < 0.01 as compared to vehicle-injected controls;
ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukey)
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ischemic events (Chen et al. 2003; Hermann et al. 2001; Lin et al. 2000; Ling et al.
1999) and kainic acid-induced seizures (Belloni et al. 1999; Quach et al. 2005).
This pattern of early DNA repair factor induction and subsequent decrease occurring during the cell death phase after the injury is similar to the induction of Ku70
we observed between 6 and 8 h following the initiation of continuous seizures and
the trend towards a downregulation in Ku70 expression occurring 20 h later.
Although we did not find a significant decrease in Ku70 protein expression 20 h
after the start of continuous seizures, prior studies in our lab did reveal a significant
downregulation of Ku70 protein at 48 and 72 h following 120 min of continuous
seizures (unpublished data).
The overall modest increase in Ku70 protein levels observed following kainic
acid-induced seizures is similar to that observed by others following brief ischemia
and may be explained by the high levels of constitutive Ku70 protein expression in
the normal brain, especially in glia (Sugawara et al. 2001). In our hands, preliminary
immunohistochemical studies of Ku70 protein expression in the rhinal cortex and
hippocampus in untreated-control animals have revealed high Ku70 protein expression in the nuclei of small-bodied cells throughout the brain and in the cytoplasm
of larger cells located in the pyramidal cell layers of the hippocampal CA subfields
and in the entorhinal cortex that are presumably neurons given their location and
morphological features (data not shown). Thus, a high baseline level of Ku70 protein in particular cellular compartments may make injury-induced changes difficult
to detect using gross measures such as Western blotting. Notably, although particular hippocampal subdomains are highly vulnerable to seizure-induced injury (i.e.,
neurons in the CA1 and CA3 subfields and the dentate hilar region), we did not
observe an increase in Ku70 protein in this brain region after even injurious seizures. The cellular heterogeneity (and injury resistant CA2 subfield and dentate
granule cells) may make it difficult to detect Ku70 protein induction in specific
hippocampal subpopulations when measuring overall protein changes using immunoblotting. Unfortunately, however, at the time of these studies, the available Ku70
antibodies did not yield clear, consistent staining in fixed brain tissue. A detailed
examination of seizure-evoked Ku70 protein expression at the subcellular level,
thus, could not be performed, and it remains to be determined whether the increases
in Ku70 protein expression following seizures occurred in neurons, glia, or both
cell types.
As mentioned earlier, pretreatment with particular seizure paradigms including
kindling (Kelly and McIntyre 1994) and short durations of kainic acid-induced
seizures (Najm et al. 1998; Plamondon et al. 1999; Zhang et al. 2002) result in a
“tolerance” to subsequent seizure episodes. This is similar to ischemic tolerance,
where exposure to a brief, ischemic event protects the brain from subsequent
ischemia-induced injury. These “tolerance” paradigms are suggestive of inducible
mechanisms influencing vulnerability to excitotoxicity (a form of cellular self-defense).
The induction of Ku70 protein we observed following 30 min of KA-evoked seizures may thus be similar to the induction of Ku70 protein (Shackelford et al. 1999;
Sugawara et al. 2001) and DNA binding activity (Shackelford et al. 1999) observed
after ischemic preconditioning, reflecting a compensatory mechanism that contributes
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to the “tolerance” phenomenon. Multiple DNA repair factors have been reported to
increase after ischemic preconditioning (Chen et al. 1998, 2003; Nagayama et al.
2000b), raising the question as to whether or not inducible DNA repair contributes
to the neuroprotection afforded by preconditioning. This is possible given that we
observed g-H2AX foci formation after very short durations of continuous seizures
(£30 min), which would suggest the induction of some degree of DNA damage and
recruitment of repair-related machinery.
Repeated, minimal ECS is also neuroprotective, and, thus, is another paradigm of
seizure “preconditioning” (Kondratyev et al. 2001; Masco et al. 1995). It has been suggested, however, that ECS is not a form of “tolerance” as is ischemic preconditioning
or preexposure to KA-evoked seizures (Kondratyev et al. 2001), and that minimal
ECS affords neuroprotection via different mechanisms than those responsible for
tolerance phenomena. Intriguingly, following ECS there is an increase in antioxidant
activity and decrease in oxidative damage in the hippocampus, an area susceptible
to seizure-evoked injury (Barichello et al. 2004a, b). Furthermore, there is no evidence for the induction of DNA single-strand breaks, presumably a precursor for
the induction of DSBs following oxidative damage, after repeated ECS (Khan et al.
1995), and similarly, in our previously-mentioned studies, we did not observe
detectable induction of g-H2AX following brief, repeated minimal ECS. Taken
together, these data suggest that repeated, minimal ECS are not only noninjurious
in terms of frank cell death but may be noninjurious at the subcellular level. This
may explain why we did not observe a change in Ku70 protein levels following
ECS alone. Although the data presented in this chapter suggest that ECS may
decrease the extent of seizure-evoked injury upstream of DNA damage, further
studies investigating the effects of ECS on DNA damage and repair following subsequent seizures are necessary to draw any definitive conclusions.
Interestingly, we also observed an increase in the rhinal cortex in cytosolic Ku70
protein levels following non-injurious (30 min) and injurious (120) durations of
continuous seizures. It is unknown why Ku70 would increase in the cytoplasm following insults, but it is likely that this protein has a function apart from DNA repair.
It has been suggested that Ku70 acts to prevent apoptosis by binding to the celldeath promoting protein, Bax, and preventing its translocation to the mitochondria
(Sawada et al. 2003). Although the precise role of Bax in seizure-induced neuronal
death is unclear, it is attractive to speculate that the cytosolic increases in Ku70
protein expression reflect a second, DNA repair-independent role for this protein
following seizures.

16.3

Concluding Remarks

Taken together with data previously published by others, our data suggest that DSB
detection and repair machinery are induced in response to seizure-induced injury.
Furthermore, both early (phosphorylation of H2A.X) and late (regulation of Ku70
protein) processes in DSB detection and repair appear to occur in neurons following
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continuous seizures. Moreover, rapid formation of nuclear foci associated with DNA
DSBs in neuronal populations vulnerable to seizure-induced damage following very
brief durations of seizure activity suggest that elements of DSB detection pathway
(i.e., g-H2AX formation and its co-localization with the repair factor, Mre11)
may serve as especially sensitive markers of seizure-evoked damage as well as of
efficacy of neuroprotective intervention. It remains to be elucidated whether or not
early detection and recruitment of DSB repair machinery contributes to neuroprotection evoked by seizure preconditioning. An especially promising avenue for
future research is to examine whether or not molecular manipulations to enhance
DSB repair in neurons will be effective in preventing seizure-induced cell death.
The role of DNA damage and repair in mediating the transition from cell
endangerment to cell death in the aftermath of seizures is an important factor to
consider, especially when trying to determine why some endangered neuronal
populations are “resilient” following injurious seizures. Although these cells do not
die, the consequence of seizure-induced DNA damage is unknown. The extent to
which this damage is repaired (and the fidelity of such repair) has yet to be determined, and it is possible the resilient cells may contribute to the pathological changes
occurring after injurious seizures. Furthermore, although not discussed in this chapter,
seizure-evoked changes in histone proteins, such as those we observed for histone
H2A.X, may influence neuronal fate and function following neural insults.
The contribution of such posttranslational histone modifications to neuronal injury
and to neuroprotection remains a compelling avenue for future studies.
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Chapter 17

Activation of Caspase-Independent
Programmed Pathways in Seizure-Induced
Neuronal Necrosis
Denson G. Fujikawa

17.1

Excitotoxicity and Seizure-Induced Neuronal Death

Our current concept of how prolonged epileptic seizures (status epilepticus, or SE)
kill neurons originated in the 1970s from the pioneering work done by John Olney
and associates. Olney reported in 1969 that monosodium glutamate killed neurons
in the hypothalamic arcuate nucleus, a region that lacks a blood–brain barrier
(Olney 1969). Subsequently, Olney and associates found that administration of
glutamate (GLU), the most abundant excitatory neurotransmitter in the brain, killed
hypothalamic neurons in the infant mouse (Olney 1971), and that systemic administration of a GLU analogue, kainic acid (KA) to the adult rodent resulted in SE and
neuronal death (Olney et al. 1974). In 1985, Olney put forth his excitotoxic hypothesis as it applies to SE (Olney 1985). This hypothesis, which states that excessive
presynaptic GLU release results in the death of postsynaptic neurons, has proved to
be remarkably robust, and is applicable to a wide variety of acute neuronal insults,
as mentioned in the Introduction.

17.1.1 Verification of the Excitotoxic Hypothesis with Respect
to Seizures
Microdialysis studies of the hippocampus and piriform cortex, in which microdialysis probes are placed to measure extracellular GLU (GLUo) concentrations
before and during SE, have produced mixed results (Lehmann et al. 1985; Wade
et al. 1987; Lallement et al. 1991; Bruhn et al. 1992; Millan et al. 1993; Tanaka
et al. 1996; Smolders et al. 1997). At least part of the reason for finding a lack of
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increased GLUo could be that these probes are relatively large, typically 2 mm in
diameter, so that only overall GLUo is measured, rather than synaptic concentrations.
GLUo activates the N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) subtype of GLU receptor.
Despite the uncertain results of the microdialysis studies, experiments in which
NMDA-receptor antagonists were given systemically have shown that these
agents are remarkably neuroprotective, despite ongoing electrographic seizure
discharges (Fariello et al. 1989; Clifford et al. 1990; Fujikawa et al. 1994;
Fujikawa 1995).

17.2

The Morphology of Cell Death

A developmental classification of cell death morphology (Clarke 1990) has been
adopted by investigators studying acute neuronal injury. In this classification, type I
cell death is apoptotic, type II is autophagic, and type III is divided into IIIa (nonlysosomal) and IIIb (cytoplasmic, corresponding to our current understanding of necrotic
cell death). However, this classification has been misused by investigators who do not
pay detailed attention to morphology. Using surrogate markers is insufficient because
all of the nonultrastructural surrogate markers studied to date are not specific (for
example, TUNEL staining, DNA laddering, and annexin V externalization). In addition, biochemical markers have been used to identify the type of cell death. But these
markers should not be used to define morphology, because morphology all too often
is not sufficiently defined, and mistakes are too often made.
Morphological neuronal apoptosis in vivo occurs in fetal or postnatal brain
(Ikonomidou et al. 1999, 2000; Ishimaru et al. 1999). By postnatal day 21 (P21),
neuronal apoptosis becomes undetectable if naturally occurring and very low if
induced an NMDA-receptor antagonist (Ikonomidou et al. 1999). Almost all in
vitro cell culture experiments have used fetal neurons, and all have used low magnification fluorescence photomicrographs to label neurons “apoptotic” if they
showed nuclear pyknosis (shrinkage). Ironically, this feature makes their neurons
conform to necrotic rather than apoptotic morphology (Fujikawa et al. 1999, 2000a,
2002, 2007; Fujikawa 2000, 2002, 2005).
Contrary to in vitro cell culture experiments, in which cells exposed to an overwhelming stimulus show cell swelling and then lyse, presumbably thereafter to
disappear, it was shown in the 1970s and 1980s (Brown 1977; Griffiths et al. 1983,
1984; Evans et al. 1984; Auer et al. 1985a, b), and was recently rediscovered that
cerebral ischemia and SE in vivo produce electron-dense, shrunken neurons with
pyknotic (shrunken) nuclei, plasma membrane disruption, and cytoplasmic vacuoles, many of which are irreversibly damaged mitochondria and all of which are
markers of cellular necrosis (Colbourne et al. 1999; Fujikawa et al. 1999, 2000a, b,
2002). One should be cautious in using the results from in vitro experiments of
fetal or neonatal cells dispersed in cell culture to explain what happens in the adult
brain in vivo.
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In the 1980s, Meldrum and colleagues showed mitochondrial calcium accumulation
in electron-dense, shrunken neurons using the oxalate-pyroantimonate technique in
ultrastructural brain sections (Griffiths et al. 1983, 1984; Evans et al. 1984). The
shrunken, electron-dense neurons showed nuclear pyknosis and cytoplasmic vacuoles, corresponding to what we now know as neuronal necrosis (Colbourne et al.
1999; Fujikawa et al. 1999, 2000a, b, 2002) (Fig. 17.1). In addition, seizure-induced
necrotic neurons show internucleosomal DNA cleavage, or DNA laddering, a programmed process requiring endonuclease activation (Fujikawa et al. 1999, 2000a, b,
2002) (Fig. 17.1). The calcium accumulation in swollen mitochondria predated our
understanding of how calcium entered neurons destined to die. Nevertheless, the
ultrastructural description of seizure-induced neuronal necrosis was correct.

Fig. 17.1 Seizure-induced necrotic neurons show internucleosomal DNA cleavage (DNA laddering).
(A) and (D) are electron photomicrographs of ventral hippocampal CA1 neurons in control rats
given lithium chloride and normal saline instead of pilocarpine 24 (A) and 72 h (D) later. (B) and
(E) are electron photomicrographs of necrotic neurons 24 (B) and 72 h (D) after 3-h lithiumpilocarpine-induced status epilepticus (LPCSE). The electron-dense neuronal shrinkage, nuclear
pyknosis and cytoplasmic disruption are apparent, as well as the astrocytic end feet swelling surrounding the necrotic neurons. (C) and (F) show DNA agarose gel electrophoresis results 24 and
72 h after normal saline or 3-h LPCSE. Lanes 1 and 2 in (C) and (F) show control and apoptotic
thymocytic tissue, controls for DNA laddering. The odd-numbered lanes are control tissue and the
even-numbered lanes seizure tissue from dorsal hippocampus (3 and 4), ventral hippocampus (5 and 6),
neocortex (7 and 8), amygdala and piriform cortex (9 and 10) and entorhinal cortex (11 and 12).
The 180-base-pair DNA laddering can be seen in the seizure lanes at both 24 and 72 h time points.
From Fujikawa (2005), with permission from MIT Press
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Our current understanding of the morphology of seizure-induced neuronal death in
the adult brain is in remarkable agreement with the ultrastructural morphology of cerebral ischemic and hypoglycemic neuronal death, both of which are excitotoxic in origin,
and both of which show unmistakable earmarks of neuronal necrosis in vivo (Auer et al.
1985a, b; Colbourne et al. 1999). This suggests that a common mechanism, presynaptic
glutamate release from depolarization of neurons, as well as reversal of glutamate uptake
by astrocytes, underlies these pathological conditions. After traumatic CNS injury in the
adult rodent, ultrastructural photomicrographs (1) have been misinterpreted as showing
apoptotic neurons (Colicos and Dash 1996); their Fig. 3B and 3C show microglia,
Fig. 4B shows a microglial cell and Fig. 4B and 4C shows a necrotic neuron), (2) have
suggested both necrotic and apoptotic morphology, predominantly the former, but with
DNA laddering (Rink et al. 1995), which we have shown occurs in necrotic neurons, or
(3) have suggested neuronal necrosis (Whalen et al. 2008), based on early propidium
iodide labeling (their Figs. 2,3,5 and 6) and ultrastructure (their Fig. 9B and 9C).

17.3 The Time Course of the Appearance of Necrotic Neurons
Following Seizure Onset
How soon after the onset of prolonged seizures does neuronal death begin to appear?
A study of the evolution of neuronal death from seizures has shown that after 40 min
of seizures, acidophilic neurons by H & E stain, the light-microscopic equivalent of
ultrastructural neuronal necrosis (Fujikawa et al. 1999, 2000a, 2002, 2007) appeared
in 14 brain regions, with more appearing in more brain regions as seizure duration
and recovery periods increased (Fujikawa 1996). The maximum amount of seizureinduced neuronal necrosis occurred 24 h after 3-h SE. For example, in the piriform
cortex 24 h after 3-h SE, neuronal death occurred in greater than 75% of the neurons
(Fujikawa 1996). Thus, investigating recovery periods longer than 24 h in generalized seizures will not contribute to an understanding of the programmed mechanisms responsible for killing the neurons, because neuronal necrosis will already
have occurred in the vast majority of neurons.

17.4 Apoptosis and the Caspase-Dependent Pathways
of Cell Death
In general, caspase activation, via either the extrinsic, death-receptor pathway
involving activation of caspase-8, or the intrinsic, mitochondrial pathway involving
activation of caspase-9, with subsequent downstream activation of caspase-3 by
either pathway, is associated with cellular apoptosis. It is also true that in general,
caspase activation occurs in immature cells in vitro or in vivo and in immortalized
cell lines. Despite this, there are in vivo studies that describe caspase activation in
SE in the adult rodent brain (Henshall et al. 2000; Kondratyev and Gale 2000).
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Kondratyev and colleagues showed neuroprotection with a caspase inhibitor in hippocampus, which did not show caspase-3 activation (Kondratyev and Gale 2000).
The reason is that the caspase inhibitor, z-DEVD-fmk, is not specific for caspases
(Rozman-Pungerčar et al. 2003; Knoblach et al. 2004; Bizat et al. 2005). With
respect to the other study, the reason for the discrepancy is not clear. Although the
caspase-3 zymogen and not the active fragment was used for immunofluorescence
microscopy, a DEVD cleavage assay for caspase-3-like activity showed an eightfold
increase 8 h after 45-min focal seizures (they used 40-min seizures in subsequent
studies) (Henshall et al. 2000). The same group has shown upstream caspase activation in both the extrinsic and intrinsic pathways (Henshall et al. 2001a, b). The
model that they used, 40 min of focal SE, could possibly explain the difference in
results. In this respect, their results were confirmed by another group using their
model but with 60 min of SE (Li et al. 2006).
However, there is evidence that caspase activation is age-dependent, and that it
occurs in hypoxia-ischemia in the neonatal and not the adult brain (Hu et al. 2000;
Liu et al. 2004). Moreover, it has been shown that neither the extrinsic caspase-8
death-receptor pathway nor the intrinsic mitochondrial caspase-9 death receptor
pathway is activated in neurons following generalized SE in the adult rat (Fujikawa
et al. 2007), and caspase-3, the central downstream effector caspase, is also not
activated in neurons after generalized SE in the adult brain (Fujikawa et al. 2002;
Narkilahti et al. 2003; Takano et al. 2005; Araújo et al. 2008).

17.5 Caspase-Independent Programmed Mechanisms
in Necrotic Cell Death
Earlier chapters by Rieckher and Tavernarakis, Krantic and Susin, Kang et al. and
Liu et al. have pointed out that in pathologically induced cell death that programmed mechanisms other than caspase activation, which occurs most often in
morphologically apoptotic cells, are activated. In the nematode C. elegans hyperactive mutations of ion channels result in cellular necrosis, which is similar to excitotoxic
neuronal death in rodents (see chapter by Rieckher and Tavernarakis). In C. elegans
lysosomal involvement in cellular necrosis has been shown in mutants defective in
lysosomal function (Artal-Sanz et al. 2006). In wild-type nematodes, cathepsins are
released and because of an acidic intracellular pH, brought about by the vacuolar
H+-ATPase in lysosomal membranes, the result is cellular necrosis (Syntichaki et
al. 2005). As in transient global ischemia in primates (see chapter by Tonchev and
Yamashima), calpain I (m-calpain), the calcium-dependent cytoplasmic cysteine
protease, is involved because downregulation of calpains and cathepsins by RNA
interference (RNAi) reduces cell death (Syntichaki et al. 2002). In addition, AIF
translocation to nuclei is dependent on calpain I activation in hippocampus in TGI
(Cao et al. 2007); (also see chapter by Liu et al.).
In mouse embryonic fibroblasts in cell culture, Moubarak and colleagues
showed, using a large panel of gene knockout cells, that DNA damage by an
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alkylating agent or inhibition of a nuclear enzyme (topoisomerase II) brought about
cellular necrosis by an orderly sequence of events: poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase-1
(PARP-1) activation, calpain I activation, Bax translocation from cytosol to mitochondria, followed by apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) release from mitochondria
and translocation to nuclei, producing necrotic cell death (Moubarak et al. 2007);
(also see chapter by Krantic and Susin).
Finally, NMDA application to cortical neurons in culture produces an excitotoxic
death characterized by PARP-1 activation, which forms poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR)
polymers that translocate to mitochondria, releasing AIF, which translocates to
nuclei, resulting in neuronal death (Yu et al. 2002, 2006; Andrabi et al. 2006) (also
see chapter by Kang et al.). The authors call this cell death “parthanatos,” from
“PAR” and “thanatos,” or death. Morphologically, this neuronal death, with
shrunken, pyknotic nuclei by fluorescence microscopy, corresponds to neuronal
necrosis (Fujikawa et al. 1999, 2000a, b, 2002, 2007). Olney’s group does not
recognize the word “necrosis,” saying that it is a word for “death” and is therefore
meaningless in terms of cell death classification. However, many investigators
world-wide use the word to refer to a particular type of cell death that corresponds
to what we have characterized as “neuronal necrosis” and to what the Olney group
calls “excitotoxic neuronal death.” They are one and the same.

17.5.1 Caspase-Independent Programmed Mechanisms
in Seizure-Induced Neuronal Necrosis
The controversy regarding the activation and importance of caspases in SE-induced
neuronal necrosis has already been addressed. There is no controversy as to the
importance of caspase-independent programmed mechanisms in SE-induced
neuronal necrosis. The recent study by Moubarak and colleagues (Moubarak et al.
2007) showed the sequential activation of PARP-1 and calpain I, then Bax translocation to mitochondrial membranes, followed by AIF release from mitochondria
and translocation to cellular nuclei, a process that they called “programmed necrosis.” They showed this in mouse embryonic fibroblasts in cell culture, in which
DNA damage was created by exposure to a DNA alkylating agent or by inhibition
of the nuclear enzyme topoisomerase II. These results provide a unifying hypothesis that could apply to excitotoxic neuronal death in general and SE-induced
neuronal necrosis in particular.
PARP-1, AIF, Calpain I, Cytochrome c and Endonuclease G
In generalized SE both PARP-1 (Wang et al. 2007) and calpain I activation (Araújo
et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2008) have been shown to contribute to hippocampal neuronal
death (Figs. 17.2–17.5), and in the studies by Wang et al. (2007, 2008), there was
associated translocation of AIF to nuclei, with reduction of AIF translocation with
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Fig. 17.2 Effects of PARP-1 inhibition on poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR) polymer formation in the rat
hippocampus following 60-min SE. (a) shows the time course of PAR formation in rat hippocampus
from 2 to 72 h after 60-min SE, and (c) shows the effect of 3-aminobenzamide (3-AB), a PARP-1
inhibitor, given i.p. 15 min before intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) injection of kainic acid, 6 h after
SE. Increases in PAR occurred 2, 6, 12 and 24 h after SE, with the maximal increase 6 h after SE
(b). When compared to SE hippocampus, 6 h after SE, 3-AB inhibited PAR formation by more than
50% (d). From Wang et al. (2007), with permission from Lippincott Williams & Wilkins

Fig. 17.3 Effects of the PARP-1 inhibitor 3-aminobenzamide (3-AB) on nuclear translocation of
AIF following 60-min SE. (a) shows the time course of AIF translocation to hippocampal nuclei
from 2 to 72 h after SE, and (c) shows the effect of 3-AB, given i.p. 15 min before i.c.v. kainic
acid injection, 24 h after SE. Increases in nuclear AIF occurred 6, 12, 24 and 72 h after SE, with
the maximal increase 24 h after SE (b). 3-AB reduced nuclear translocation of AIF by 50% (d).
COX-IV is a marker of the mitochondrial fraction and Histone H1 is a marker of the nuclear fraction.
From Wang et al. (2007), with permission from Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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Fig. 17.4 Calpain activation 24 h after the onset of kainic acid-induced SE, assessed by expression of the calpain I-cleaved fragment of aII-spectrin (spectrin breakdown product, or SBDP). In
a, SBDP expression occurred in dorsal hippocampal CA1 neurons 24 h after seizures began, but
not in controls and only minimally 7 h after seizures began (a–f). (c) is the inset of the white-boxed
area in (b), (e) is the larger white-boxed area in (d), and (f) is a higher magnification photomicrograph of pyramidal neurons in the smaller white boxed area in (d). Scale bars 400 mm in (a, b)
and (d) and 50 mm in (e). (g–i) are confocal photomicrographs of hippocampal pyramidal neurons
expressing the neuronal marker NeuN (red) and SBDP (green). SBDP appeared 24 h after seizure
onset (h) and (i) but not in a saline-injected control (g). Scale bars 20 mm in (g) and (h) and 8 mm
in (i). b shows western blots of lysates from hippocampal CA1, CA3 and dentate gyrus (DG),
demonstrating in (a) full-length aII-spectrin (240 kDa) and SBDPs 150, 145 and 120 kDa, with the
appearance of the calpain-cleaved 150 and 145 kDa SBDPs but not the caspase-3-cleaved 120 kDa
SBDP 24 h after SE. (b) shows results using an antibody that recognizes only the 145 kDa calpain
SBDP, and (c) shows quantitation of (b), with a markedly increased 145 kDa SBDP in CA1. From
Araújo et al. (2008), with permission from Blackwell Publishing

Fig. 17.5 (continued) after SE, with maximal expression 3 days after SE. Cleaved (activated)
caspase-3 (20 kD) appeared 1–7 days after SE, with maximal expression 7 days after SE.
(Narkilahti et al. (2003) showed that late activation of caspase-3 occurs in astrocytes, not neurons).
In b (C) and (D) and (C¢) and (D¢) show that the calpain I inhibitor MDL 28170 reduced significantly the formation of calpain-cleaved aSpII and truncated (15 kDa) Bid, AIF translocation from
mitochondria to nuclei and Cyt C translocation from mitochondria to cytosol. B-actin is a loading
control, COX-IV is a marker of the mitochondrial fraction and “histone” is a marker of the nuclear
fraction. From Wang et al. (2008), with permission from Elsevier Inc
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Fig. 17.5 In a (A) and (B) show western blots of aII-spectrin (aSpII), calpain I (µ-calp), caspase-3
(casp-3), Bid, AIF and cytochrome c (Cyt C) from 6 h to 7 days after 2-h lithium-pilocarpineinduced SE (LPCSE). (A¢) and (B¢) show quantitation of (A) and (B). The calpain-I cleaved
145 kDa aSpII fragment increased significantly 12 h and 1, 3 and 5 days after SE, cleaved Bid
(15 kDa) was significantly elevated 12 h and 1–7 days after SE, AIF translocated from mitochondria to nuclei 12 h and 1 and 3 days after SE, and Cyt C translocated from mitochondria to cytosol
12 h and 1 and 3 days after SE. Cleaved (activated) calpain I (76 kD) appeared 12 h and 1–7 days
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PARP-1 and calpain I inhibitors (Figs. 17.2, 3, and 5). However, in the studies by Wang
et al. (2007, 2008) they did not confirm translocation of AIF to neuronal nuclei, as only
western blots were done. In this regard, Narkilahti and colleagues showed that late
activation of caspase-3 following SE occurs almost exclusively in astrocytes and not
neurons (Narkilahti et al. 2003). As mentioned previously, Moubarak and colleagues
have shown that PARP-1 activation leads to calpain I activation and AIF release from
mitochondria and translocation to nuclei, with subsequent cell death (Moubarak et al.
2007).
In addition to the previously cited studies, AIF has been shown to be necessary
for SE-induced hippocampal neuronal death in AIF-deficient Harlequin mice
(Cheung et al. 2005) and in minocycline-treated mice (Heo et al. 2006). Finally,
mitochondrial endonuclease G (endoG) has been shown to translocate to neuronal
nuclei 5 days following KASE (Wu et al. 2004). AIF is associated with large-scale
(50 kilobase) DNA cleavage (Susin et al. 1999) and endoG produces internucleosomal (180 base-pair) DNA cleavage (Li et al. 2001; Parrish et al. 2001).
There is also a study in which wild-type and calpastatin-deficient mice were
subjected to KASE by focal injection of KA into hippocampus (Takano et al. 2005).
Calpastatin is an endogenous inhibitor of calpain I. The authors found that AIF and
endoG translocation to hippocampal nuclei occurred in the calpastatin-deficient
mice, and that caspase-3, the principal effector caspase, was not activated. As was
noted in section 17.4, “Apoptosis and the Caspase-Dependent Pathways of Cell
Death,” other studies have also noted a lack of caspase-3 activation following generalized SE (Fujikawa et al. 2002; Narkilahti et al. 2003; Araújo et al. 2008), and
neither caspase-9 nor caspase-8, initiator caspases in the intrinsic (mitochondrial)
and extrinsic pathways, respectively, are activated following lithium-pilocarpineinduced SE (LPCSE) (Fujikawa et al. 2007).
We have found that the mitochondrial proteins cytochrome c (cyt c) and AIF and
the enzyme endoG translocate to neuronal nuclei in the piriform cortex within the
first 60 min of generalized SE, persisting and becoming more widespread as
neurons become shrunken and necrotic 6 and 24 h after 3-h lithium-pilocarpineinduced SE (LPCSE) (Zhao et al. Submitted for publication). In the LPCSE seizure
model, maximal neuronal necrosis occurs 24 h following 3-h SE (Fujikawa 1996;
Fujikawa et al. 1999, 2000a, b, 2002, 2007). Cytochrome c (in vivo) has not so far
been shown to translocate to cellular nuclei, and so its presence there quite early
with persistence thereafter raises interesting questions, which we will attempt to
answer in future studies.
Translocation of cytochrome c to the cytoplasm is known to activate caspase-9,
through formation of an “apoptosome” with Apaf-1 and dATP (Li et al. 1997).
Cytochrome c translocation to cytoplasm has been reported in generalized SE,
without evidence of caspase activation (Heo et al. 2006) or with late caspase-3
activation, days after calpain I activation (Wang et al. 2008). Narkilahti et al. (2003)
showed that in generalized SE that activated caspase-3 appeared primarily in astrocytes in hippocampus 2 and 7 days after SE. The increasing amount of activated
caspase-3 from 1 to 7 days after SE found by Wang et al. (2008) by western blotting
could also have occurred in astrocytes, as immunohistochemistry was not done.
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A unique in vitro study found that DNA damage to HeLa cells or cerebellar
granule cells in culture produced nuclear translocation of cyt c within 60 min (NurE-Kamal et al. 2004). This was associated with translocation of acetylated histone
H2A from the nucleus to the cytoplasm and with chromatin condensation. Our in
vivo results confirm nuclear translocation of cyt c within the first 60 min of generalized SE (Zhao et al. Submitted for publication). Nuclear translocation of cyt c
points to a heretofore unexplored pathological mechanism for this mitochondrial
respiratory chain protein.
Lysosomal Cathepsins, DNase II, Calpain I, and Reactive Oxygen Species
Calpain I has been shown to bind to lysosomal membranes, with subsequent release
of the cysteinyl protease cathepsin B to the cytoplasm and DNase II to the nucleus
of hippocampal neurons following transient global ischemia in primates (Yamashima
et al. 1996, 1998; Tsukada et al. 2001). Recently, it was shown in rat hippocampal
slices subjected to oxygen-glucose deprivation that NMDA-receptor activation
activates calpain I, which causes lysosomal membrane permeabilization (LMP) and
the release of cathepsins B and D to cytosol (Windelborn and Lipton 2008). In this
model, superoxide (•O2−) levels were increased, and reducing reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels blocked LMP. In addition, NMDA-receptor blockade, as well as
inhibition of pathways producing arachidonic acid, blocked LMP and ROS production (Windelborn and Lipton 2008).
We have also found that in addition to the mitochondrial proteins AIF and cyt c
and the enzyme endoG, the lysosomal enzymes cathepsins B and D and DNase II
translocate to neuronal nuclei in the piriform cortex within the first 60 min of generalized SE, persisting and becoming more widespread as neurons become shrunken and
necrotic 6 and 24 h after 3-h lithium-pilocarpine-induced SE (LPCSE) (Zhao et al.
Submitted for publication). As mentioned previously, maximal neuronal necrosis
occurs 24 h following 3-h LPCSE (Fujikawa 1996; Fujikawa et al. 1999, 2000a, b,
2002, 2007). Like cyt c (in vivo), neither cathepsin B or D has been shown to translocate to cellular nuclei in vitro or in vivo. As with cyt c, their presence there quite
early, with persistence thereafter, raises interesting questions which we will also
investigate in future studies.
p53 in Status Epilepticus
p53, a tumor-suppressor gene, is activated by SE, and inhibition of protein synthesis prevents p53 mRNA expression and neuronal death (Schreiber et al. 1993; Sakhi
et al. 1994) (also see chapter by Tan and Schreiber). p53 has also been shown to
regulate the Bax-dependent, mitochondrial caspase cell death pathway (Chipuk
et al. 2004). As we have shown that KASE produces morphologically necrotic
neurons, these findings suggest another programmed pathway activated by programmed necrosis.
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Autophagy in Status Epilepticus
Recently, there has been an increasing amount of attention to type II programmed
cell death (Clarke 1990), or macroautophagy, most often referred to simply as
“autophagy.” Classically, autophagic mechanisms are triggered by starvation, in
which internal digestion of cellular components within autophagosomes is an
attempt to keep cells alive. Controversy has centered on whether in pathologic
insults autophagy is an attempt to protect cells or whether it actively contributes to
cell death (Edinger and Thompson 2004; Shintani and Klionsky 2004; Codogno
and Meijer 2005; Tsujimoto and Shimizu 2005). A recent report has shown that
KASE induces transient autophagic stress in mouse hippocampus, manifested by an
increase of LC3-II, a specific marker of autophagic vacuoles, 4–6 h after systemic
KA injection (Shacka et al. 2007). This does not, of course, establish whether
autophagy contributes to SE-induced neuronal necrosis or whether it is simply a
bystander effect. Further studies are warranted.

17.6 Translating an Understanding of Mechanisms
to a Neuroprotective Strategy in Refractory Human
Status Epilepticus
The most direct and theoretically most effective neuroprotective approach in excitotoxic neuronal death in general, and SE in particular, would be to administer an
NMDA-receptor antagonist. By blocking postsynaptic NMDA receptors, excessive
calcium influx would be prevented, thereby preventing activation of downstream
biochemical pathways that produce neuronal necrosis. However, there are two
caveats to this simplistic approach. The first is that NMDA-receptor antagonists
have been shown to produce delayed neuronal necrosis in adult rats (Fix et al. 1993)
and neuronal apoptosis in neonatal rats (Ikonomidou et al. 1999). However, in the
adult brain, preventing or ameliorating the widespread, severe neuronal necrosis
produced by SE should take precedence over any lesser and less widespread
adverse effects of NMDA-receptor antagonists.
We advocated the use of NMDA-receptor antagonists following SE more than 10
years ago, based upon their remarkable neuroprotective effects (Fujikawa et al. 1994;
Fujikawa 1995). We and others showed years ago that NMDA-receptor antagonists
are remarkably neuroprotective in the face of ongoing seizure discharges, which are
not eliminated by NMDA-receptor antagonists, including ketamine (Fariello et al.
1989; Clifford et al. 1990; Fujikawa et al. 1994; Fujikawa 1995). The conclusion of
these studies is that ketamine and other NMDA-receptor antagonists provide neuroprotection that is independent of an antiepileptic effect. Despite this, ketamine has
finally been advocated for use in refractory SE in humans, not because of its neuroprotective properties, but because of a delayed antiepileptic effect (Borris et al. 2000;
Bleck 2005). Borris et al. (2000) showed that given after 60 min of spontaneous SE
from electrical hippocampal stimulation in the rat, ketamine abolished seizure discharges,
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and that it was ineffective in doing so after 15 min of SE. This is consistent with our
data, but as we have shown, after 60 min of SE, neuronal necrosis will already have
begun to occur in many brain regions (Fujikawa 1996). Immediate use of ketamine
should be considered because of its neuroprotective properties, with the added benefit
of a potential delayed antiepileptic effect.
The second caveat is that once NMDA-receptor-mediated calcium influx has
begun, receptor blockade will have diminishing efficacy the longer after seizure
onset it is instituted. The influx of calcium activates enzymes such as calpain I and
neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS), the latter of which produces nitric oxide
(NO), which in turn forms peroxynitrite (ONOO−), a free radical that can damage
DNA, activating PARP-1. Activation of calpain I and PARP-1 results in the release
of death-promoting proteins and enzymes from mitochondria and lysosomes that
cause the degradation of cytoplasmic proteins and nuclear chromatin. Thus, administration of a cocktail of inhibitors of, for example, NMDA receptors, calpain I,
nNOS and PARP-1, to name but a few currently known essential targets, would
seem to have the best chance of salvaging still-viable neurons, but with diminishing
returns the longer the SE continues.
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An underlying theme of this book is that acute pathological neurological processes,
despite their apparent widely varying presentations, have at their core the central
underlying triggering mechanism – excitotoxicity. That is because excessive
neuronal depolarization, with excessive glutamate (GLU) release, both presynaptically
and from reversal of astrocytic GLU uptake, occurs in each condition – cerebral
ischemia, traumatic central nervous system (CNS) injury, hypoglycemia, and status
epilepticus (SE). In a way, SE is the “purest” form of excitotoxicity, because the
other processes have superimposed upon excessive neuronal depolarization an
additional and modifying condition, be it reduced or absent cerebral blood flow
(CBF) for a period of time, with or without reperfusion, traumatic impact to brain
or spinal cord, or a low glucose concentration for a period of time, with or without
resumption of a normal concentration. The excessive release of GLU activates an
excessive number of ionotropic postsynaptic N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors,
allowing excessive Ca2+ influx into these neurons, thereby triggering the biochemical
cascades that produce irreversible damage and cell death.
The cysteine proteases that cleave proteins at aspartate (Asp) residues (caspases)
have been studied extensively, both in vitro and, to a lesser extent, in vivo. Two
primary caspase cascades are triggered within cells destined for a morphologically
apoptotic death – the intrinsic (mitochondrial) caspase-9 pathway, and the extrinsic
death receptor Fas caspase-8 pathway. Both initiator caspases activate the principal
effector caspase, caspase-3, which when cleaved translocates to cell nuclei. Active
caspase-3 can activate caspase-activated DNase (CAD, also known as DNA fragmentation factor 40, or DFF 40) by cleaving its heterodimer, inhibitor of CAD
(ICAD, or DFF 45), which dissociates from CAD (Liu et al. 1997, 1998; Enari et al.
1998; Sakahira et al. 1998).
However, in recent years caspase-independent mechanisms of programmed cell
death have been described (Kitanaka and Kuchino 1999; Denecker et al. 2001;
Proskuryakov et al. 2003; Syntichaki and Tavernarakis 2003). These mechanisms
are evolutionarily conserved within the CNS from nematodes (see Riekher and
Tavernarakis, Chap. 2) to mouse cortical neurons in cell culture (see Kang et al.,
Chap. 5) to hippocampal neurons in vivo in primates subjected to transient global
ischemia (see Tonchev and Yamashima, Chap. 10). This book has focused on the
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caspase-independent programmed mechanisms triggered by excessive Ca2+ influx
into postsynaptic neurons, in vitro and in vivo.
Mitochondrial mechanisms have been studied most extensively, especially those
involving the Ca2+-activated cysteine protease calpain I (m-calpain), apoptosisinducing factor (AIF), and poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 (PARP-1). There is less
information regarding lysosomal mechanisms, but it is apparent that calpain-mediated
lysosomal cathepsin release is important for neuronal necrosis in the rat hippocampal
slice subjected to oxygen-glucose deprivation (Windelborn and Lipton 2008) and
in transient global ischemia in the primate (Yamashima et al. 1998; Yamashima
2000; Yamashima et al. 2003; Yamashima 2004). We have found that in generalized
(also referred to as “limbic”) SE both mitochondrial and lysosomal death-promoting proteins and enzymes translocate to neuronal nuclei as early as 60 min after
seizure onset ( Zhao et al. submitted for publication). Nuclear mechanisms, which
are important and to date have been focused primarily on brief descriptions of
large-scale (50 kb) and internucleosomal (180 base-pair) DNA cleavage, chromatin
condensation and nuclear pyknosis (shrinkage), and autophagy, are very likely to
be the areas of increasing interest in the future. Not discussed in this book are
mechanisms involving the endoplasmic reticulum and unfolded protein response,
and those involving fragmentation of the Golgi apparatus (Mukherjee et al. 2007;
Nakagomi et al. 2008; Nogueira et al. 2008), both of which are important and should
be considered in any comprehensive assessment of programmed cell death
mechanisms.
Because of the wide variety of intracellular events that are triggered by an
excitotoxic stimulus, it would seem that all should be taken in consideration in
describing what happens to neurons after the inciting stimulus and in formulating
a strategy of neuroprotection. Of course, blocking NMDA receptors can prevent
activation of the downstream intracellular events that are the subject of this book.
Delayed NMDA-receptor blockade can prevent further Ca2+ influx, but cannot
undo activation of calpain I, PARP-1, nNOS, and reactive oxygen species (ROS)
production. So it is remarkable that inhibition of a single enzyme, such as calpain
I and PARP-1, or trapping free radicals with a single agent, or inhibiting mitochondrial membrane permeability with a single drug, such as cyclosporin A or
minocycline, has proven to be so successful in rescuing neurons. A possible
explanation is sequential activation of, for example, activated PARP-1 causing
activation of calpain I, as shown by Moubarak et al. (2007), so that inhibition of
either would have the same effect. However, mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake, with
subsequent production of ROS (see Davis and Sullivan, Chap. 11), which disrupts
plasma and intracellular membranes, would still occur, and the converse, reducing
ROS alone, would not affect PARP-1 and calpain I activation. So administering a
cocktail of these inhibitors and drugs simultaneously might provide greater
benefit. If not, would it mean that our conceptual framework is faulty and that we
should rethink our conceptual approach to these intracellular events? Whatever
the answers to these questions, they will undoubtedly point future research
toward new and exciting directions.
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